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Cl-IAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

In the 1960's and 1970's, efforts to identify and respond to victim needs centered 

on establishing state compensation programs and expanding the use of restitution as a 

sentencing option. The use of compensation and restitution required objective 

measures of victim loss, generally determined by the monetary value of items stolen or 

destroyed, lost wages, and medical expenses. This economic approach to impact 

assessment was, in tineory, intended to serve a restorative function in ameliorating 

victim loss by returning victims to pre-crime conditions. 

Since the 1970's, the renewed prioritization of retributive justice as a 

correctional goal, coupled with advances in victimology research and demands for large 

scale reform in the legislative arena of victims' rights, has effected a shift in 

correctional focus, away from the offender and onto the victim. Victims' rights 

advocates are no longer complacent to accept a system that professes to be responsive 

to vi ct ims' needs whi Ie it offers services that "manage" rather than "assist" victims 

(Kelly, 1984b) and while it expects victims to remain outside the process as passive 

recipients of reimbursement for objectively measured losses. By treating victims as 

useful, but alien, peripherals in a complex mechanism, it has been argued that victims 

are twice victimized -- first, by the offender and, subsequently, by the criminal justice 

system. 

Research on victims' reactions to their criminal justice experiences has disclosed 

that victims often (a) are dissatisfied with and resentful of the criminal justice system, 

especially court processes (Kelly, I 984a, 1984b; Hagan, 1983; Hernon and Forst, 1984); 

(b) are unable to rid themselves of feelings of guilt and shame associated with the 

incident (Smale and Spickenheuer, 1979); and (c) transfer a sense of disorder, 

powerlessness, and fear to otner life spheres (Kelly, 1984b; Schneider, 1982; Zehr and 

Unbreit, 1982). 
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I n an attempt to- counteract these negative effects, reformers have recommended 

a series of policies that promote closer victim involvement in the criminal justice 

system. At a minimum, it is urged that victims be acknowledged as aggrieved parties 

in a criminal prosecution and that they receive notification of the outcomes of all 

stages of the process that affect the dispositions of their cases. Other commentators 

are more vocal, asserting that victims be allowed to participate actively in these 

proceedings. 

While it is generally agreed that victims should be intimately involved in the 

imposition of restitution orders (Kelly, 1984b; Goldstein, 1982; Hudson, 1984; Gitt ler, 

1984; President's Task Force, 1982), there is considerably less agreement as to the 

nature and extent of victim participation in the broader criminal justice process. The 

resultant debate has produced several models of victim involvement. One model involves 

the victim by requiring or allowing the preparation of a written victim impact 

statement (ViS). This statement includes objective data on the effects of the crime on 

the victim. Although most commonly introduced at the sentencing hearing, typically as 

an attachment to the presentence report, impact statements are, in some jurisdictions, 

introduced at hearings focusing on bail, plea negotiations, restitution orders, or parole. 

A variation of this first model incorporates a victim statement of opinion, outlining the 

victim's subjective feelings about the crime, the criminal, and/or a proposed procedural 

recommendation. 

A second model expands upon the first model by granting the victim the right to 

allocution. In some instances this interlocutory opportunity is limited to an objective 

delineation of crime impacts. It may, however, like its written counterpart, include 

subjective commentary by the victim. 

Despite growing support for active victim involvement in the criminal justice 

process, there is little systematic knowledge about the following three issues central to 

a discussion of victim impact statements-- rationales, implementation, and effects. 
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Proponents of victim impact legislation are in disagreement as to why such 

legislation is necessary or desirable. While some supporters emphasize victim-based 

rationales, others point out that the criminal justice system, made more effective and 

efficient as a result of victims' rights provisions, has much to gain if victim input is 

solicited. Diversity in the implementation of victim impact statement statutes and 

policies mirrors the lack of consensus as to the underlying rationales for such 

provisions. As wi II be discussed in greater detai I in later sections of this report, the 

utilization of victim impact statements is unpatterned. Seemingly straightforward 

questions as who should be granted victim status and under what circumstances a 

statement sholJld be introduced fur judicial or executive consideration have received 

radically dissimilar responses in various jurisdictions. 

In an effort to learn more about the utilization of victim impact statements in 

the United States, the National Institute of Justice funded a major research project to 

examine the inclusion and consideration of victim input at a number of criminal justice 

decision points. More specifically, project resources focused on the extent and nature 

of victim impact S·latements (a) in presentence reports, (b) at sentencing, and (c) at 

parole proceedings. 

In the folloVling pages the project is briefly described and the structure of the 

remainder of tris research report is outlined. 

Project Overview 

Phose I 

The initial phase of this larger project entailed a comprehensive analysis of 

enabling legislation, case law, and administrative policies. Current as of August 1987, 

this review discloses that 48 states had codified provisions authorizing some form of 

victim participation in conjunction with sentence imposition. 

The consideration of victim input in postsentence decisions, while not as 

prevalent, is nevertheless garnering legislative and administrative acceptance. As of 
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August 1987, active victim involvement in parole decisionmaking (i.e., the victim may 

do more than just attend the hearing as a passive observer) was statutorily and/or 

administratively authorized in 39 states. Victims in three other sites, although not 

entitled to advance notice of the hearing at which parole release is to be considered, 

are entitled to post hoc notification of a panel's decision to release an inmate. 

This intensive overview of statutes, case law, and administrative rules serves 

several valuable functions. As a synthesis of legal authorization, agency po I icy, and 

judicial commentary relevant to the utilization and implementation of victim impact 

statements, this project phase highlights the diversity of procedures that are 

operational throughout the nation. By providing a comparative guide to jurisdictional 

law, this collection will be particularly useful for legislators who are considering the 

introduction or modification of similar legislation. 

Phase II 

By means of mai I surveys, personal discussions, and telephone interviews, the 

second phase of this study examined the authorization and utilization of victim impact 

statements from two complementary perspectives. First, probation administrators, 

prosecuting attorneys, and parole board personnel were contacted to provide detailed 

information on the nature and extent of the utilization of victim impact statements in 

their local jurisdictions. Second, these respondents were asked to discuss their 

perceptions of and reactions to current policies and procedures for the introduction and 

consideration of victim input. More specifically, practitioners were invited to comment 

on (a) problems with jurisdictional protocols and (b) the effects, if any, of the use of 

victim impact information on criminal justice decisionmaking and/or victim satisfaction 

with criminal justice processes. 

Report Overview 

The findings uncovered through this research endeavor are described in greater 

detail in the remainder of this report. 
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Chapter 2 preseAts an historical overview of the authorization of victim impact 

statements in the United States. This presentation is introduced by a critical 

examination of victim-based and system-based rationales for victim participation in 

criminal justice proceedings. This discussion is fo:lowed by an account of the 

proliferation of enabling statutes and policies and the diversity with which victim 

participatory models are implemented. 

I n Chapter 3, a more detai led description of project definitions and methodology 

is presented. This methodological inquiry is followed by a lengthy examination of the 

processes for victim participation in presentence proceedings. More specifir.:aII y, 

Chapter 4 surrmarizes project findings on (a) the extent of victim impact statement 

preparation in responding jurisdictions, (b) the substance and breadth of victim impact 

statements, and (c) methods of statement preparation (e.g., format, authorship, 

derivation, and verification). 

Because the nature of victim participation in presentence proceedings differs in 

many respects from the nature of victim participation in postsentence proceedings, 

findings pertinent to criminal justice decisionmaking at the latter juncture are 

presented in a separate location. Chapter 5 examines rationales for victim involvement 

in parole decisionrnaking and traces the history of victim participation at this stage of 

the criminal justice process. Policies and procedures for the implementation of 

enabling statutes are discussed, with a particular emphasis on notification, 

participation, and disclosure provisions. 

I n Chapter 6 the focus shifts from a discussion of the rationales for IJnd processes 

of victim participation in criminal justice decisionmaking to a discussion of the effects 

of such involvement on the affected actors. This section identifies gaps in our 

understanding of the victims' rights movement and, in so doing, raises a number of 

questions for future research. 
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Q-W>TER 2 

1HE AUTHORIZATICN OF VICTIM IMPACT STATEMENTS 

Rationales for Victim Participation 

There is no single rationale underlying the authorization of victim participation 

at criminal justice proceedings. It is not surprising, therefore, that supporters of 

victim input legislation and policies claim a variety of benefits for victims and the 

criminal justice system. 

Benefits. for the Victim 

From the victim perspective, the consideration of victims' needs and npinions can 

effectively improve the quality of a victim's life by hf.'lping the victim to regain a sense 

of control over his life and by fulfilling a desire for retributive justice. Zehr and 

Umbreit (1982:64) have observed that 

"One of the reasons that crime is so devastating is that it impresses 
upon us our vulnerability, undermining our sense of control over our 
I ives. Victims need to be given a voice and listened to if they are to 
experience that restoration of power which is necessary for 
psychological wholeness." 

The issue of the weight that is to be given to this victim voice in criminal 

justice decisionmaking is far from settled. Some researchers have held that mere 

participation in the legal system, rather than actual case disposition. is what promotes 

victim restoration. One advocate of this contention is Kelly (1984b: 77) who reports 

that, when rape victims were asked to recorrmend court system reforms, the most 

frequently mentioned suggestion was that "prosecutors should pay more attention to 

victim's opinion". 

Other research has suggested that victim participation alone may not be 

svfficient and that victim restoration is fostered more directly by responding to the 

victim's desire for retributive justice. Hernon and Forst (1984:62), for example, have 

reported that the court reform most frequently recomnended by a sample of victims 
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was to "treat offender fsJ more harshly." A second study offers further support for this 

position. Despite limited participation in the dispositional process (i.e., victim 

preferences for case outcomes were comnunicated indirectly to court officials via 

victim advocates), nearly three-fourths of the victims who expressed dissatisfaction 

with case outcomes pointed to the court's fai lure to punish defendants severely enough 

as the basis for their dissatisfaction (Davis et al., 1984:500). 

Benefits for the Criminal Justice System 

From the criminal justice system perspective, the goal of increasing victims' 

sense of control over their lives, while welcome, is nonetheless an unintended 

byproduct. Instead, the primary benefits of increased victim participation are expected 

to come from enhanced system efficiency and effectiveness. As Yankelovich et al. 

(1978) point out, the criminal justice system is a consumer oriented organization which 

relies upon continued client cooperation in order to function smoothly. If victims are 

dissatisfied with prior system interactions they will be hesitant to reinitiate unpleasant 

contacts. By inviting victim participation in criminal proceedings, the criminal justice 

system hopes to increase victim (i.e., consumer) satisfaction, encourage future victim 

involvement and, thereby, enhance system efficiency. 

The expectation of enhancing system effectiveness through victim involvement 

derives from the idea that the probability of just decisions wi II increase if victim input 

is fostered. This is the position advanced by the President's Task Force on Victims of 

Crime (1982:66): "Two lives -- the defendant's and the victim's -- are profoundly 

affected by a criminal sentence. The court cannot make an informed decision on a just 

punishment if it hears from only one side." 

This sentiment, however, is not shared by all criminal justice practitioners. 

Hernon and Forst (1984:54) report that, of a group of prosecutors and judges asked to 

assess the level of victim involvement in the prosecution process, 69 percent of the 

prosecutors and 64 percent of the judges believed that no increase in the level of 
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vi ctim involvement was necessary. Furthermore, observations recorded in an 

experimental setting indicate that a number of prosecutors, when provided the 

opportunity to augment victim involvement by considering victim preferences for case 

outcome, were re I uctant to accommodate vi ct i ms 'inter es t sin sen tence 

recomnendations or were openly hostile to the process of victim input (Davis et al., 

1984) • 

Proliferation of Enabling Statutes and Policies 

As noted in the preceding pages, the debate surrounding the rationales underlying 

the authorization of victim impact statements and the expected benefits to be derived 

from their us~ is far from settled. The desires for victim restoration, more just 

decisionmaking, and increased system efficiency may not be completely compatible. 

Consequently, intra- and interjurisdictional practices may vary depending upon which 

rationale predominates at any given time or locale. 

Despite the lack of consensus as to why victim involvement in the criminal 

justice process is desirable or advantageous, there has been a flurry of legislative 

activity in this area in the past five years. In its Victim and Witness Protection Act of 

1982, the U.S. Congress amended the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure to mandate 

inclusion of a victim impact statement in Federal presentence reports. In 1984, it was 

reported that more than 20 states had followed the Federal Government in enacting 

simi lar presentence V I S legislation (cf. National Organization for Victim Assistance, 

1984). 

By 1987, the above figure had more than doubled. Research conducted in 

conjunction with this project identified 42 states in which presentence reports mayor 

must document the impact of a crime upon its victim. Moreover, the submission of an 

independent impact statement (j .e., a statement other than that prepared for inclusion 

in a presentence report) at, or prior to, the sentencing hearing is presently authorized 

in 24 states. The victim is entitled or may be permitted to ptrsonall y appear and 

address the court in 32 locales. 
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Implementation of Participatory Models 

Movements to implement VIS legislation have followed diverse routes. Statutes 

which employ common terminology and which, at first glance, outline similar legal 

procedures may, in practice, authorize distinctive multi-faceted variations on a theme. 

The corrmon usage of the term "victim impact statement", in the literature and 

by legislative bodies, suggests that there is general agreement as to the substance, 

preparation, and presentation of these documents. However, there is no collective body 

of knowledge upon which to rest such an assumption. Indeed, even a cursory review of 

selected state legislation reveals extensive statutory variations in the application and· 

implementation of victim impact statements. As wi II be discussed below, there is 

minimal consensus as to (a) the procedural bases for the authorization of a VIS, (b) the 

definitional criteria as to what constitutes a victim for the purpose of the preparation 

of a VIS, (c) the specifications of the necessary and allowable contents of a VIS, (d) 

the authorized methods of VIS preparation, and (e) the formats for VIS presentation. 

The examples that are presented in the following pages were derived from 

statutory review. The practical applications of these facets of model implementation, 

based on results of surveys and of interviews with probation, prosecutorial, and parole 

personnel, are discussed in Chapters 4 and 5. 

Procedural Bases 

The characterization of recent statutes as "mandating" the use of victim impact 

statements (National Organiz(]tion for Victim Assistance, i 984) may be misleading. In 

several jurisdictions, victim impact statements are incorporated within presentence 

reports, and victims are accorded the statutory right to submit a statement as an 

attachment to this legal document. In this procedural scheme, the victim's "right" to a 

VIS is a qualified right at best, for a VIS is possible only if a presentence report is 

ordered by the court. Consequently, the followJng scenarios may be played out. If a 
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defendant waives his -right to a presentence report, a victim's "right" to submit a 

statement is effectively quashed. If a presentence report is ordered, but the victim 

declines to provide probation staff with a relevant statement, the victim may, in effect, 

waive his statutory right to participate in the sentencing process. Depending upon 

legislated procedure and local practice, the probation staff mayor may not be 

authorized to include an impact statement based on information derived from other 

sources. 

Victim Definition 

Many legislatures have defined a "victim" simply as a person against whom a 

crime has been corrmitted. Others, however, have adopted narrower definitions which 

appear to deny statutorily recognized "victim" status to certain classes of victims by 

focusing on the nature of the offense, offense outcomes, or procedural prerequisites. 

The Connecticut criminal code is illustrative of legislation that is offense 

specific. The victim's right to appear before the court at the sentencing hearing is 

limited to those cases in which the defendant has either entered a guilty plea or been 

found guilty of a Class A, B, or C felony. The victim's right to appear and speak at 

sentencing is even more restricted in New Hampshire. The applicable statute in that 

state specifies that this right attaches only in those cases in which the defendant has 

been convicted of the following offenses -- completed or attempted murder, aggravated 

sexual assault, first degree assault, or negligent homicide that is alcohol or drug 

related. 

The Rhode Island statute is one example of outcome specific legislation. By 

limiting "victim" status to those who have "sustained personal injury or loss of property 

directly attributable to the felonious conduct of which the defendant has been 

convicted", it is questionable whether a person who was a target of an attempted 

felony would be accorded "victim" status. A second example of outcome specific 

legislation allows for the determination of "victim" status by means of an assessment of 



relative rather than aetual victim harm. In Indiana, prior to submitting a plea 

negotiation to the court, a prosecuting attorney is required to demonstrate that he has 

made a reasonable effort to show the recorrmendation to the victim and to elicit the 

victim's response. !-bwever, "if there are more than three (3) victims, the prosecuting 

attorney shall complete the procedure required by law with the three (3) who he 

believes have suffered the most." 

Legislation in several jurisdictions incorporates procedural restrictions which, 

while they do not deny the legitimacy of an individual's claim to "victim" status do, 

nevertheless, dictate that certain victims' rights are contingent upon the satisfactory 

fulfillment, by the victim, of specified procedural prerequisites. To be included within 

the protections of the impressive victims' rights package adopted by the the Rhode 

Island General Assembly in 1983, the victim is required to file a "timely" crime report, 

and must cooperate with authorities in the subsequent investigation and prosecution. 

Crime victims in Massachusetts and Ohio have 5 days and 72 hours, respectively, from 

the time of the occurrence or discovery of the offense, to report the incident to law 

enforcement personnel. Failure to comply with these directions would seemingly 

abrogate the individual's claim to legislated rights. 

Contents of V I 5 

Without question, the impact of crime on a victim extends beyond economic loss. 

The psychological, emotional, and social ramifications of victimization are well 

documented, but are not easily quantifiable. In creating an overall assessment of crime 

impact, which measures are to be included? 

Again there is little consensus. Connecticut law employs a highly objective and 

quantifiable measure of crime impact. The relevant code directs that victim 

statements are to relate "solely to the facts of the case and the extent of any injuries, 

financial losses and loss of earnings directly resulting from the crime for which the 

defendant is being sentenced" (emphasis added). The specificity of this clause would 
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seem to restrict the contents of the impact statement on several fronts. It could be 

interpreted as prohibiting any discussion of emotional, psychological, or social trauma, 

regardless of the nature of the offense. Additionally, it could be construed to deny 

inclusion of physical and/or financial impacts of criminal conduct that, as a result of a 

plea negotiation, did not result in conviction. Consequently, classes of victims may be 

deprived of benefit of this victims' rights legislation. A case in point would be a 

rape/robbery victim who was both physically and psychologically traumatized by the 

sexual assault, but whose assailant was allowed to plead guilty onl y to the robbery 

charge because of the victim's refusal to testify at trial. In her statement before the 

sentencing judg"e, should she opt to submit one, the victim might only be authorized to 

document the financial loss incurred by the robbery, particularly if the rape and the 

robbery were temporally distinct incidents. 

In contrast, legislation in other states is more liberal, authorizing not only an 

objective assessment of quantifiable impact measures but also inviting subjective 

corrrnentary on qualitative impact measures and dispositional recorrrnendations. Impact 

statements in Minnesota, for example, prepared by a probation officer pursuant to a 

discussion with a victim, are to include a surrrnary of the "damages or harm and an~ 

other problems generated by the criminal occurrence" (emphasis added). A related 

Minnesota code outlines the victim's right to submit a written statement which will be 

attached to the presentence report. This affidavit provides the victim with a forum in 

which to voice his views on the offense, the need for restitution, and sentencing 

proposals. 

Methods of Preparation 

Regardless of content, the internal validity and system impact of the VIS can be 

attributed, in part, to several components of document preparation. These include 

authorship, derivation, verification, and format. 

Authorship - Is the victim the most qualified or most desirable individual to 
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assess the impact of crime upon himself? Is a probation officer, experienced in the 

preparation of presentence reports, a more capable or desirable candidate for this task? 

What about a prosecutor or a victim advocate? State legislatures are divided on this 

question. Without elaborating on the reasons for their choices, most legislators have 

placed primary responsibility for VIS preparation on victims and probation staff. 

Although a few states allow for the submission of optional statements at the sentencing 

stage by prosecutorial personnel, the findings of a recent court experiment in Kings 

County (New York) question the effectiveness of this method of victim input. 

Prosecutorial reluctance to consider victims l interests in sentence recorTll1endations was 

attributed to (a) a lack of incentive for prosecutors to deviate from established 

operating procedures for case management and (b) an unwillingness to relinquish 

control over traditional prosecutorial functions. The researchers in that study 

concluded that, consequently, lIit probably would be far more effective to present 

victims l interests directly to judges rather than rely on prosecutors to do SOli (Davis et 

al., 1984:504). 

Derivation - A related concern is the derivation of information that comprises the 

VIS. If prepared by the victim, this information is undoubtedly drawn from a variety of 

sources, including personal experiences and a review of associ ated bi lIs. However, 

when the VIS is prepared by someone other than the victim, sources of information may 

be limited. Statutes in Indiana and Nebraska mandate that the probation officer try to 

contact the victim if the victim has not already submitted a written statement. In 

Nevada, while the presentence report must incl ude an impact statement, it is not 

required that the victim be contacted and lithe extent of any investigation or 

examination is solely at the di"scretion of the court or [probation] department and the 

extent of such information to be included in the report is solely at the discretion of the 

department .11 

Verification - The information and recorrmendations within a presentence report 
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can substantially affect postconviction decisions on sentencing, confinement, and 

parole. Thus, the accuracy of this information is of prime interest to the offender. 

Similarly, verification of VIS data in the presentence report may bear Oli the victim's 

interests in restitution, restoration, and retribution. When the VIS is av~hored by 

someone other than the victim, verification assumes added significance. This is evident 

if the statement is a synthesis of a victim discourse, but even more so if the V I S is 

derived from police records or other unspecified sources. To what extent are the 

preparers of impact statements expressly directed to verify their findings? What 

constitutes verification? 

Format - ·The comparability of victim impact statements within and between 

jurisdictions is related to the format of the statement. It can be argued that 

statements that are specifically cesigned to quantify indicators of impact (checklist, 

numerical rating scale, etc.) can be useful in reducing disparity in criminal justice 

decisionmaking. If, as has been suggested, sentencing comnissions are to establish 

guidelines that consider not only offense severity and offender background, but also 

"the degree of harm caused victims" (President's Task Force, 1982:30-31), in the 

determination of an appropriate sentence, it would be useful (if not absolutely 

essential) for crime impacts to be assessed in a manner that allows for the simple 

computation of an impact score or ranking. The quantifioble basis of this design would 

also allow for more rigorous research on the effect of victim impact statements on 

charging, sentencing, and release decisions. 

In comparison, non-structured impact statements might better reflect the nuances 

of specific incidents. This alternative design, focusing on case individual;zation rather 

than on system efficiency, may better serve the victim oriented rationales of victim 

satisfaction and restoration. 

Methods of Presentation 

The five most common methods of presentation for victim impact statements 
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include (I) written, introduced as an attachment to the presentence report; (2) 

written, introduced as a separate statement at the sentencing hearing; (3) oral, 

introduced as a separate statement at the sentencing hearing; (4) written, introduced 

as a separate statement at the parole hearing; and (5) oral, introduced as a separate 

statement at the parole hearing. The first of these methods is the most frequently 

employed. This is no doubt due, in part, to the relative ease and inexpense in 

preparation, the nondisruptive nature of its introduction, and the fact that similar 

statements were often incorporated in presentence reports even before the codification 

of the procedure. The oral presentation of victim impact statements has not been so 

readily accepted; some critics contend that "the possibility of emotional outbursts when 

victims are allowed to present their statements orally before the court ••• may unfairly 

influence the judge and jury" (A-nerican Bar Association, 1981 :47). 

This chapter has reviewed rationales for victim involvement in criminal justice 

decisi onmaking and has hi gh lighted di vergent i nter- jurisdictional policies for the 

implementation of statutes establishing an active victim role. The practical 

applications of the above described facets of model implementation, based on results of 

surveys and interviews administered to probation, prosecutorial, and parole personne I, 

are the foci of Chapters 4 and 5. 
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Definitions 

Q-iAPTER 3 

DEFINITIONS AND METHODOLOGY 

Despite the rapidity with which legislators and practitioners have urged the 

adoption of a series of policies that promote closer involvement in criminal justice 

decisionmaking, there is disagreement as to the nature and extent of invited victim 

participation. The resultant debate has produced two primary models for victim 

involvement. The President's Task Force on Victims of Crime (1982) has proposed that 

victims of vi?lent crimes be given the opportunity to participate under both models. 

The first model involves the victim by requiring or allowing the preparation of a 

written victim impact statement. In its most corrrnonly adopted form, it includes 

objective data on the effects of the crime on the victim. A variation of this model 

incorporates a vi ctim statement of opinion, outlining the victim's subjective feelings 

about the crime, the criminal, and/or the proposed procedural recorrrnendation (e.g., 

negotiated plea, sentencing proposal, parole release). 

Model Ifl: The preparation and presentation of a written victim impact 
statement, to be introduced at one of several decision points in the 
criminal justice system, is allowed or required by law. This statement 
includes one or both of the following: 

(a) an objective assessment of the effects of the criminal 
occurrence on the victim. 

(b) a subjective corrrnentary outlining the victim's feelings on the 
crime, the criminal, or the proposed procedural recorrrnendation. 

A second model expands upon the first model by granting the victim the right to 

allocution. In some instances, this opportunity is limited to an objective delineation of 

the effects of the crime. It may also, however, include subjective corrrnentary by the 

victim. 
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-----------------------~ 

Model 112: The presentation of an oral statement, at one of several 
decision points in the criminal justice system, is allowed or required by 
law. This statement includes one or both of the following: 

(a) an objective assessment of the effects of the criminal 
occurrence on the victim. 

(b) a subjective comnentary outlining the victim's feelings on the 
crime, the criminal, or the proposed procedural recorrmendation. 

lv\ethodology 

Project methodology was divided into two phases, each of which examined VIS 

legislation from a distinct observational perspective. The first phase focused on 

enacted legislation and interpretive constitutional and administrative law; the second 

phase looked at current patterns of implementation and criminal justice system 

personnel perceptions of and reactions to the utilization of victim impact statements. 

Together, these phases provide a rich and diverse portfolio of legal, empirical, and 

subjective corrmentary on the current status of VIS legislation in the United States. 

Phase I: Review of Statutes and Interpretive Law 

The initial project task entailed an exhaustive review of state statutes in order 

to foster an understanding of the variability in the statutory authorizations of victim 

impact statements. This legislative analysis encompassed codified procedures in all 

states which had previously adopted (or which adopted during the course of the 

project) one or both of the above described models of victim involvement in the 

criminal justice process. 

The statutory review examined legislation authorizing or requiring the formalized 

uti lization of victim impact statements at the following criminal justice decision points: 

pretrial intervention, plea negotiations, presentence report preparation, sentencing, the 

imposition of restitution orders, and parole eligibi lity /release proceedings. In addition 

to delineations of objective crime impacts and subjective victim commentary, the 

search also included provisions outlining less formalized procedures for victim 

consultation with criminal justice personnel. More specifically, project staff reviewed 
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Table I 

Types of information sought during the legislative review 

Statutory App I i cab iii ty 
* procedural prerequisites 

Victim Definition 
* offense specific limitations 
* outcome specific limitations 
* procedural prerequisites 

Statement Content 
* objective assessment of crime impact 

* financial 
* physical 
* psychological 
* social 

* subjective commentary 
* victim recommendations for procedural options 
* victim comments on proposed procedures 
* victim opinions on the offense and/or offender 

Statement Preparation 
* authorship 
* derivation 
* verification 
* format 

Statement Presentation 
-lE- oral vs. written 
* forum for presenation 
* offender rebuttal 
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codes pertaining to, but not limited to, the topical areas outlined in Table I. A more 

detailed discussion af these topics is presented in Chapter 4. 

The absence of specific procedural direction in the wording of a statute is 

sometimes intended to permit flexibility and the exerc.;ise of discretion in the 

implementation of legislated measures. This phraseology can, however, result in 

confusion as to legislative intent. Recognizing that statutory law may be subject to 

multiple interpretations, project staff also conducted a secondary review of supporting 

materials. 

Over 100 criminal justice agencies in aliSO states were contacted by mail to 

learn of (a) recently passed or pending legislation relevant to crime victims, and/or (b) 

case law and administrative rules that address, and lend interpretation to, related 

issues. Where these materials existed, contacts were requested to forward available 

copies or citations. 

Among those contacted were Attorneys General; administrators of parole, 

.probation, and community service divisions; judicial administrators; parole board 

commissioners; and the comnissinner of a state criminal justice agency. Information 

provided by these sources allowed the researchers to identify several states in which 

victim impact statements are mandated or permitted pursuant to administrative 

policies, in the absence of enabling legislation. These states were added to the overall 

listing of VIS sites. 

During the course of this research, a number of states passed new legislation or 

modified existing statutes to permit or mandate the gathering of information from or 

about victims of crime for use at various criminal justice decision points. Therefore, it 

was necessary to continue the statutory search for the duration of the research and to 

routinely update the legislative guide. 

Information gleaned from this intensive overview has been utilized to construct 

three procedural summary tables that provide a detailed state-by-state analysis of 
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statutory law, administrative rules, and policy directives that shape the utilization and 

implementation of orm and written victim impact statements (a) within, or attached to, 

presentence reporis; (b) at sentencing; and (c) at parole. These sumnary tables are 

presented in Appendices A, B, and C. 

Phase II: Jurisdictional Surveys 

A second step in the project entailed the development of three distinct surveys 

for use with probation administrators, prosecuting attorneys, and parole board 

personnel. The surveys were designed to elicit detailed information on the nature and 

extent of the utilization of victim impact statements in local jurisdictions. These 

professionals were selected for examination because they are responsible for or are 

knowledgeable about the preparation of victim statements at the local level. 

The information elicited in the three surveys paralleled the information examined 

in the statutory review. This methodological approach was adopted for several reasons. 

First was the belief that these questions are germane to an understanding of VIS 

legislation; it was, therefore, advantageous to explore them from a variety of 

perspecti ves. A second reason for this parallel approach was to provide a basis fer 

comparing statutory authorization with local practice. 

I n preparation for this second research phase, jurisdictions were classified as to 

the agency or agencies (e.g., probation, prosecution, parole) responsible for 

implementing the authorized codes or policies. Inconsistency or vagueness in the 

language of some statutes made this task more diffi cult. I n some sites, codified 

sections fail to specify which agency is responsible for notifying victims of their 

participatory rights. In other states, legislatures have established overlapping domains 

between the various agencies, resulting in an apparent redundancy of effort where, for 

example, both the probation department and the victim assistance unit within the 

prosecutor's office may (or must) prepare independent victim impact statements. 

States were selected for inclusion in the probation survey if, by law or policy, a 
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victim statement is prepared by probation staff as a component of, or as an attachment 

to, a presentence report (PSR). Jurisdictional inclusion in the prosecutor survey was 

premised on the adoption of provisions authorizing a broader range of victim 

participatory modes. States were included if any of the following procedures were 

statutori I y or admi ni strative I y required or permitted: (a) prosecutorial consultation 

with the victim about pretrial, plea negotiation, and/or sentencing decisions; (b) 

preparation of a victim impact $tatement for presentation at sentencing, other than the 

statement included in, or attached to, the PSR; and (c) the victim's right to allocution 

at pretrial release proceedings, plea negotiation sessions, or the sentencing hearing. 

The identification of the agency with responsibility for implementing the legislation 

pertaining to victim involvement in parole decisions was more straight forward than 

that at previous decision points. States were included in the parole phase of the 

research if enabling codes or policies outlined a process for mandatory victim 

notification of the considered or actual release of an offender on parole. Notification 

mandates are generally, but not always, accompanied by provisions authorizing some 

mode of victim participation. As will be discussed in greater detail in r:::hapter 5, this 

study uncovered four sites in which victims, although advised of the release of an 

offender from correctional custody, are not invited to contribute to parole 

decisionmaking. 

As has been noted previously, jurisdictional adoption and/or modification of 

victims' rights provisions continued throughout the study's duration. Consequently, 

states which were subsequently discovered to have authorized victim involvement in 

presentence proceedings may not have been included in the sampling frame of the 

second project phase. States which enacted presentence victim legislation after the 

completion of the probation and prosecutor surveys were not polled. Due to the active 

time frame of these two surveys (i .e., the lapsed time between (a) the mailing of the 

survey; (b) the followup, if necessary; (c) the return of the completed questionnaire; 
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and (d) recontact with agencies to clarify confusing or inconsistent responses), the 

addition of newly -recognized state contacts would have endlessly delayed the data 

analysis. 

Newly identified states were, however, routinely added to the parole survey. The 

updating of this sampling frame was possible for two reasons. First, the turnaround 

time for this survey was minimal due to its methodological design (i.e., a single in

person or telephone contact per state) and the timing of its distribution relative to the 

distribution of the probation and prosecutor surveys. 

More detailed information about each of the three jurisdictional surveys is 

presented below. 

Probatitm administrators - Thirty-two states were identified as authorizing, by 

state statute, the incorporation of victim impact statements withirl presentence reports. 

In addition, Alabama was included because the Alabama State Board of Pardons and 

Parole has an administrative policy concerning victim impact statements, although there 

is no legislative authorization. North Dakota was also included because victim impact 

statements are sometimes used in exceptional cases without legislative authorization. 

Kentucky was not included in the sample because responsibility for the preparation of 

victim impact statements had recently been moved from the probation department to 

the office of the corrmonwealth attorney. 

Because most legislation authorizing the preparation of victim impact statements 

refers specifically to felony actions, the sample was designed to exclude probation 

offices that prepare presentence reports for misdemeanor cases only. Thus, within each 

of the 33 identified jurisdictions, the sampling frame consisted of all probation offices 

that prepare presentence reports and/or victim impact statements in adult felony cases. 

The Probation and Parole Directory (College Park, MD: American Correctional 

Association, 1985) was used to identify the probation offices for study consideration. If 

ten or fewer offices qualified in a particular state, all offices were sampled. If more 

than ten offices qualified, a random sample of ten offices was drawn (see Appendix D). 
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A probation administrator or supervisor in each office was contacted by telephone 

to explain project objectives and to elicit cooperation in this study. The two offices 

declining study participation were replaced by the random selection of another offi ce 

within the state. In a few cases, contact with the selected offices proved to be 

impossible; where this situation was encountered, these offices were also replaced by 

random selection from the remaining offices in the respective states. 

A survey packet was designed for distribution to participating probation 

personnel. Included within the packet were (a) a letter explaining the purpose of the 

research, (b) instructions for completing the survey, (c) a detailed survey instrument: 

and (d) a self-addressed stamped return envelope. The cover letter, directions, and 

questionnaire -are reproduced in their entirety in Appendix E. 

Arranged in six sections, the survey instrument was structured to gather a wide 

variety of information. The first section sought general information about the probation 

office itself. Figures on probation staffing levels and jurisdictional workloads, for 

example, were requested from all respondents. 

The second section elicited information about the extent of VIS preparation. 

Probation administrators were asked to designate the circumstances under which victim 

statements are prepared and to approximate (a) the level of VIS preparation in 1985, 

and (b) the extent to which VISs are prepared in both felony and misdemeanor actions. 

The third, fourth, and fifth sections examined the nature of victim involvement at 

pretrial release proceedings, plea negotiations, and sentencing hearings, respectively. 

Within each section were parallel items requesting detailed information on (a) 

authorized modes of victim participation, (b) procedures for victim notification of these 

ri ghts and opportunities, (c) authorship and verification of victim statements, and (d) 

specifications of the necessary and allowable contents of a VIS. Because the 

legislative review suggested that formalized participatory options were considerably 

more prevalent at sentencing than at pretrial release or plea negotiation sessions, 
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section five was expanded to include supplemental questions on (a) victim participation 

at separate restitution hearings, if applicable; (b) the defendant's opportunity to 

contest the VIS; (c) the standard format for VIS preparation; and (d) the estimated 

extent of victim utilization of available participatory options. 

The final section of the questionnaire invited respondent comnentary on various 

aspects of V I S authorization and impl ementation. More specifi call y, probation 

administrators were asked to address concerns such as (a) problems in implementation, 

(b) the relationship between theory and practice in the authorization of VISs, and (c) 

the effect of VIS policies on criminal justice decisionmaking and victim satisfaction. 

In addition to their completed surveys, respondents were asked to provide project 

staff with two optional sources of documentation. First, each administrator was asked 

to forward blank copies of any standard VIS forms, worksheets, or guidelines utilized or 

referred to in conjunction with VIS preparation. Second, respondents were asked to 

supply copies of completed impact statements (with identifying information deleted) so 

that project staff could familiarize themselves with variations in document preparation. 

In particular, a request was made for several examples each of a "good" impact 

statement (i.e., accurate, comprehensive, and clearly organized), a "bad" impact 

statement (i.e., poorly organized, incomplete, and/or inaccurate), and a "typical" 

impact statement. Although not every respondent complied with these requests, the 

completed and blank VISs that were received proved helpful in clarifying some 

responses to the survey instrument. 

Surveys were distributed to 259 probation administrators in 33 states. Fourteen 

of these mailings were ruled to be invalid either because they were undeliverable or 

because the responding office indicated that, contrary to both its listing in The 

Probation and Parole Directory and information given to project staff during the initial 

telephone contact, it did not handle felonies. Of the 245 valid mailings, 125 surveys 

were returned, representing an overall response rate of 51 percent. Of the 125 
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returned instruments, 8 were unusable due to refusals, confusing responses, or excessive 

missing data. Thus, the usable response rate was just under 50 percent. For a more 

detailed breakdown of response rates, refer to Table 2. 

Prosecuting attorneys - At the time of the distribution of the second 

jurisdictional survey, legislation in 35 states specified prosecutorial responsibility for 

one or more of the following procedures: (a) notification of victim rights, (b) 

consultation with the victim about the disposition of his or her case, and (c) 

preparation of victim impact statements. With one exception, all of the county or 

district level prosecuting attorneys' offices in these states comprised the sampling 

frame. In Texas, where legislated victims' rights provisions are binding only in those 

counties having populations of at least 100,000 people, the sampling frame was limited 

to prosecutors' offices in counties that satisfied this requirement. 

A listing of county and/or district prosecuting attorneys' offices in each of the 35 

states was obtai ned from The National Directory of Law Enforcement Administrators 

and Correctional Institutions (Milwaukee, WI: National Police Chiefs and Sheriffs 

Information Bureau, 1986). If ten or fewer offices were listed for a particular state, 

all offices were included in the sample. If more than ten offices were listed, a random 

sample of ten offices was generated. It was found that, in some states, a single 

prosecutor has jurisdiction over several counties or districts. In the event that such a 

prosecutor was selected more than once, multiple listings were deleted and replacement 

offices were randomly drawn. A complete listing of the sampled offices is presented in 

Appendix F. 

The survey packet that was disseminated to prosecutorial personnel included "the 

following four components: (a) a letter explaining the purpose of "the research, (b) 

instructions for survey completion, (c) a detailed questionnaire, and (d) a self

addressed stamped envelope for returning the questionnaire. The cover letter, 

instructions, and survey instrument are reproduced in their entirety in Appendix G. 
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Tabl e 2 

Probation surveys mailed and returned, by state 

State 

Surveys mailed 
a 

Total Valid 

Surveys returned 
b 

Total Usabl e 

Percent 
response rate 

a b 
Valid Usable 

====================================================================== 
Alabama 10 
Alaska 3 
Arizona 10 
California 10 
Connecticut 10 
Delaware 3 
Idaho 7 
Illinois 10 
Indiana 10 
Iowa 8 
Kansas 10 
Louisiana 10 
Maryland 4 
Michigan 11 
Minnesota 10 
r~i ssouri 10 
Montana 4 
Nebraska 10 
Nevada 4 
New Jersey 10 
New Mexico 4 
New York 10 
North Dakota 1 
Ohio 10 
Oklahoma 8 
Oregon 10 
Pennsylvania 10 
Rhode Island 1 
Tennessee 9 
Utah 7 
Vermont 5 
Virginia 10 
West Virginia 10 

10 
3 

10 
9 

10 
3 
7 

10 
10 

7 
9 

10 
1 

11 
10 
10 

3 
9 
4 

10 
4 

10 
1 
9 
6 

10 
8 
1 
9 
7 
4 

10 
10 

6 
2 
6 
5 
4 
2 
3 
4 
2 
5 
3 
o 
1 
7 
5 
6 
3 
7 
4 
5 
4 
4 
1 
4 
2 
4 
5 
1 
6 
3 
1 
5 
5 

5 
2 
6 
5 
4 
2 
3 
4 
2 
4 
3 
o 
1 
7 
4 
6 
3 
6 
4 
5 
4 
4 
1 
3 
2 
4 
5 
1 
6 
2 
1 
3 
5 

60.0 
66.7 
60.0 
55.6 
40.0 
66.7 
42.9 
40.0 
20.0 
71.4 
33.3 
0.0 

100.0 
63.6 
50.0 
60.0 

100.0 
77 .8 

100.0 
50.0 

100.0 
40.0 

100.0 
44.4 
33.3 
40.0 
62.5 

100.0 
66.7 
42.9 
25.0 
50.0 
50.0 

50.0 
66.7 
60.0 
55.6 
40.0 
66.7 
42.9 
40.0 
20.0 
57.1 
33.3 
0.0 

100.0 
63.6 
40.0 
60.0 

100.0 
66.7 

100.0 
50.0 

100.0 
40.0 

100.0 
33.3 
33.3 
40.0 
62.5 

100.0 
66.7 
28.6 
25.0 
30.0 
50.0 

==============================~======================================= 

259 245 125 117 51.0 47.8 
a 

The number of valid mailings equals total mailings minus invalid 
mailings. A mailing was designated as invalid if (a) the packet was 
returned as undeliverable or (b) the receiving probation office indicated 
that it did not prepare presentence reports in felony cases. 
b 

The number of usable mailings equals total mailings minus unusable 
mailings. A response was deemed unusable if (a) the receiving office 
refused to participate; (b) the responses were overly confusing, 
illegible, or inconsistent; or (c) the extent of missing data was 
excessive. 
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Whi Ie the prosecutorial survey paralleled that distributed to probation 

administrators, it -differed in several notable respects. Changes both in the 

organization of the sections and in the phraseology of some questions were made to 

improve the questionnaire. Difficulties experienced with the probation questionnaire as 

well as recognized variations in prosecutorial responsibi lities prompted these revisions. 

Two sections from the original questionnaire were deleted. A new sectlon, 

focusing on the nature and extent of prosecutor-victim consultation, was developed to 

gain insight into the operationalization of statutory provisions that grant consultation 

rights or privileges to victims. Finally, a decision was made to eliminate the separate 

survey section outlining victim participation in pretrial proceedings. Utilization of this 

section in the probation survey suggested that it was too structured to accurately 

characterize informal methods of victim participation at this stage. In its place, less 

structured items were introduced to elicit information on the nature and extent of 

victim participation in pretrial decisions. 

The resultant survey instrument was collapsed into five sections. The first 

section elicited general information about the preparation of victim impact statements, 

including (a) permissible participatory options at various criminal proceedings, (b) 

notification procedures, (c) estimated mrnber of VISs prepared in 1985 and 1986, (d) 

circumstances under which a VIS is prepared, and (e) existence and responsibilities of 

any victim service agency relative to statement preparation. 

Section two hi gh Ii ghts the frequency of prosecutor-victim consultation at six 

criminal justice decision points. Respondents were asked to comnent upon both the 

weight given to victims' preferences and on the effect of victim consultation on the 

effectiveness of the criminal justice system, victim satisfaction with case outcomes, and 

victim cooperation with the prosecution. 

Sections three and four request detailed information on victim involvement with 

plea negotiations and sentencing, respectively. Subsections within these two sections 
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dealt with the authorship, verification, and content of VISs. In addition, the fourth 

section elicited data on restitution, the standard format of the local VIS, and the 

nature and frequency of use of the various VIS models. 

The final section consisted of open-ended questions inviting the respondents' 

opinions on various aspects of VIS authorization and implementation. Topical areas 

such as problems in implementation, perceptions of legislative intent, and the effect of 

VIS policies on criminal justice decisionmaking and victim satisfaction were covered. 

The supplemental documentation requested in the earlier survey was sought also 

from prosecuting attorneys. Respondents were asked to supply project staff with 

several examples each of "good", "bad", and "typical" victim impact statements; a blank 

VIS form or 'worksheet; and any guidelines prosecution staff may reference in V I S 

preparation. 

In April 1987, surveys were disseminated to 331 prosecuting attorneys in 35 

states. Approximately 6 weeks later, followup letters were posted. This latter 

conmunication (a) restated project objectives, (b) stressed the si gnifi cance of each 

prosecutor's reply to the utility of the study, (c) served as a reminder to delinquent 

respondents, and (d) provided a business reply card for prosecutors who did not receive 

or who misplaced the original survey and who, consequently, desired a replacement 

packet. Requests for replacement surveys were received from 47 sampled offices. 

As displayed in Table 3, four packets were undeliverable and have been 

subtracted from the total number of val id mai I ings. Overall, 105 packets were 

returned. Of these, 89 were usable for data analysis purposes. This represents C' total 

response rate of approximately 32 percent but a usable response rate of just over 27 

percent. 

Parole board administrators and members - As of late surrmer 1987, 41 states had 

been identified as authorizing, by state statute or agency policY, mechanisms for victim 

notification of, and/or participation at, parole proceedings. 
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Table 3 

Prosecutor surveys mailed and returned, by state 

State 

Surveys mailed 
a 

Total Valid 

Surveys returned 
b 

Total Usabl e 

Percent 
response rate 

a b 
Valid Usable 

======~=============================================================== 

California 10 
Colorado 10 
Connecticut 8 
Delaware 1 
Florida 10 
Georgia 10 
Hawaii 4 
Idaho 10 
Illinois 10 
Indiana 10 
Iowa 10 
Kentucky 10 
Louisiana 10 
Maine 8 
Maryland 10 
Massachusetts 10 
Michigan 10 
Minnesota 10 
Missouri 10 
Mississippi 10 
Nebraska 10 
New York 10 
North Dakota 10 
Ohio 10 
Oregon 10 
Pennsylvania 10 
South Carolina 10 
South Dakota 10 
Tennessee 10 
Texas 10 
Vermont 10 
Virginia 10 
Washington 10 
West Virginia 10 
Wisconsin 10 

10 
10 
8 
1 

10 
10 

4 
7 

10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
8 

10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
9 

1 
6 
1 
1 
3 
5 
1 
2 
4 
3 
2 
4 
2 
4 
4 
5 
3 
1 
3 
3 
4 
2 
3 
4 
2 
5 
2 
2 
4 
4 
5 
1 
2 
2 
5 

o 
4 
o 
1 
2 
5 
1 
2 
4 
2 
1 
4 
1 
4 
3 
2 
3 
1 
3 
3 
4 
2 
3 
3 
2 
3 
2 
2 
4 
4 
5 
1 
1 
2 
5 

10.0 
60.0 
12.5 

100.0 
30.0 
50.0 
25.0 
28.6 
40.0 
30.0 
20.0 
40.0 
20.0 
50.0 
40.0 
50.0 
30.0 
10.0 
30.0 
30.0 
40.0 
20.0 
30.0 
40.0 
20.0 
50.0 
20.0 
20.0 
40.0 
40.0 
50.0 
10.0 
20.0 
20.0 
55.6 

0.0 
40.0 
0.0 

100.0 
20.0 
50.0 
25.0 
28.6 
40.0 
20.0 
10.0 
40.0 
10.0 
50.0 
30.0 
20.0 
30.0 
10.0 
30.0 
30.0 
40.0 
20.0 
30.0 
30.0 
20.0 
30.0 
20.0 
20.0 
40.0 
40.0 
50.0 
10.0 
10.0 
20.0 
55.6 

====================================================================== 
331 327 105 89 32.1 27.2 

a 
The number of valid mailings equals total mailings minus invalid mailings. 

A mailing was designated as jnvalid if the packet was returned as 
undeliverable. 
b 

The number of usable mailings equals total mailings minus unusable 
mailings. A response was deemed unusable if (a) the receiving office refused 
to participate; (b) the responses were overly confusing, illegible, or 
inconsistent; (c) the extent of missing data was excessive; or (d) the 
completed survey was received too late to be included in the analysis. 
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Due to the lack of definitional specification in the statutory language of many of 

the review parole codes, mechanisms for victim notification and participation were not 

clearly delineated. Furthermore, dramatic variations in codified procedures led project 

staff to doubt the possibility of constructing a questionnaire that could meaningfully tap 

the di verse experi ences of the releasing bodies. Consequently, an alternative data 

collection technique was instituted. Instead of the primarily fixed answer format of the 

probation and prosecutor surveys, an effort was made to schedule a telephone or in

person interview with a parole administrator or board member in each jurisdiction. 

Because decisionmaking is a centralized state responsibil ity and the number of states 

with victim oriented legislation was deemed manageable, neither intra- nor interstate 

sampling was necessary. 

A letter was mailed to the Chairperson or Executive Director of the parole board 

in each of the identified states. Approximately I week later, the project director 

initiated telephone contact with each of the addressees. The purpose of this contact 

was threefold. First, it allowed the researcher to explain project objectives, establish 

rapport, and respond to any questions the staff person might have. Second, in the 

event that the addressee did not consider himself or herself to be the most 

knowledgeable person to assist with the study, the conversation permitted the 

identification of a more appropriate interviewee. Finally, the director was able to 

schedule the interview for' a mutually agreeable date and time. Contact persons were 

advised that, absent a stated preference to the contrary, interviews would be taped so 

as to maximize flexibility in questioning. Confidentiality of responses was assured in 

all cases. 

Interviews ranged in duration from 20 minutes to 2 hours. Among other things, 

parole personnel were asked to bri efl y describe the passage of victims I ri ghts 

legislation in the jurisdiction and "the range of options for victim participation in parole 

decisionmaking. They were also requested to estimate the extent to which victims 
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utilize these opportunities, and then were invited to comment upon the effect of 

victims' rights legislation on parole board policies and operations. 

Upon completion of each interview, a state narrative was drafted. This docUTlent 

synthesized information gleaned from the taped interview, the legislative search, and 

the review of administrative rul es. I n several instances, where the accuracy of 

substantive or procedural assertions was in question, the narrative was forwarded to 

the interviewee for verification and comment. Finalized narratives provide descriptive 

information on (a) the legislative history of the enabling statutes; (b) procedures, 

prerequisites, and time frames for victim notification; (c) modes of victim participation; 

(d) disclosure of oral and written victim statements; and (e) victim notification of, or 

participation" at, other postsentence proceedings. These narratives are presented in 

Appendix H. 

During the 10 month period, October 1986 through Jul y 1987, at least one 

representative from 35 of 41 identified parole boards was interviewed by the project 

director. Of these, 33 i ntervi ews were conducted by telephone and two were 

conducted in-person. In five of the jurisdictions where interviews could not be 

scheduled, draft narratives were prepared and forwarded to parole personnel for review. 

Staff in four of these sites returned the materials with revisions. For a detailed listing 

of the nature of staff contacts with parole personnel, see Table 4. 
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Table 4 

Nature of staff contacts with parole personnel, by state 

Telephone In- person Staff response No State interview interview to draft narrative contact Alabama x 
Al as ka x 
Arizona x 
Arkansas x 
Cal ifornia x 
Colorado x 
Connecticut x 
Delaware x 
Flori da x Georgia x 
Hawaii x 
Idaho x 
Illinois - x 
Indiana x Iowa x 
Kentucky x 
Louisiana x 
Maryland x 
Massachusetts x 
Michigan x 
Minnesota x M"j ssouri x 
Nebras ka x 
Nevada x 
New Hampshire x 
New Jersey x 
New Mexico x 
New York x 
North Carolina x North Dakota x 
Ohio x 
Oklahoma x 
Oregon x 
Pennsylvania x 
Rhode Island x 
South Carolina x 
South Dakota x 
Tennessee x 
Texas x 
Utah x Virginia x 
West Virginia x 
Wyoming x 
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a-IAPTER 4 

PROCESSES FOR VICTIM PARTICIPATION 

IN PRESENTENCE PROCEED INGS 

This chapter presents the findings of the surveys distributed to probation 

administrators and prosecuting attorneys. Because both the design of these surveys 

(fixed format vs. open-ended) and the nature of the information sought (presentence vs. 

postsentence victim involvement) differ markedly from the survey of parole personnel, 

the findings of the third jurisdictional survey merit separate attention. Accordingly, 

victim participation at parole proceedings is discussed in Chapter 5. 

Probation and prosecutor survey findings are presented in five sections. The first 

two sections describe the emergence of two general models of victim involvement in 

judicial decisionmaking and outline three formats for VIS presentation. A third section 

investigates the role of the preparing agent and the victim in determining the extent of 

VIS preparation in responding jurisdictions. Examinations of the substance and breadth 

of V I Ss are the focus of a fourth section. In particular, objective and subjective 

measures that may be included in an overall assessment of crime impact are presented 

here. Following this discourse on VIS contents, the reader's attention is direc·ted to a 

discussion of methods of VIS preparation. More specifically, this final section centers 

on four issues related to statement preparation: format, authorship, derivation, and 

verifi cati on. 

Models for Victim Participation 

As outlined in Chapter 3, two general models of formalized vi ctim invol vement 

have emerged. One model involves the victim by requiring or allowing the preparaTion 

of a written VIS. This statement typically includes objective data on the effects of the 

crime on the victim, and may outline the victim's subjective feelings about the crime, 

the criminal, and/or a proposed procedural reconmendation. A second model expands 
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upon the first model by granting the victim the right to allocution. Like its written 

counterpart, this interlocutory opportunity may be limited to an objective delineation 

of crime impacts. It may, however, include subjective victim commentary. 

Victim involvement in presentence proceedings is generally thought of in terms of 

formalized participatory options that are available postconviction. A discussion of the 

victim role in the judicial process cannot, however, overlook or downplay the 

significance of formal victim contacts at earlier criminal justice decision points. As 

reported by prosecutors and displayed in Table 5, both oral and written VISs have also 

been employed prior to pretrial release decisions, plea negotiation sessions, and the 

judicial consideration of a negotiated plea. At pretrial release hearings, written 

statements ·may be submitted by victims in just under 13 percent of responding 

jurisdictions. As the prosecution advances to the plea negotiation phase, victim 

submission of a written statement becomes a possibility in twice as many sites. 

Another substantial increase is seen in the proportion of sites that permit written VISs 

prior to the acceptance of a negotiated plea. 

A similar pattern is seen in the relationship between victim allocution and 

prosecution progress. While victims in less than 10 percent of the sampled jurisdictions 

may address the judge prior to the commencement of plea sessions, this figure jumps to 

33 percent once a plea has been negotiated and to 82 percent at a sentencing hearing. 

Victim consultation, while not a formal participatory option is, nevertheless, a 

well-establ ished mechani sm by which a vi ctim can contribute to criminal justice 

decisionmaking. Victim opinions and/or recommendations may be sought and 

transmitted in a variety of fashions. In a small number of jurisdictions prosecutors are 

directed, by law or agency policy, to consult with a victim prior to charge selection, a 

decision of nolle prosequi, or pretrial release decisions. More corrmonly, a prosecutor's 

decision to seek informal victim input at these preconviction decision points is a 

personal one. Scrnpled prosecutors noted that informal victim-prosecutor consultation 
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Table 5 

Participatory options available to crime victims 
at selected criminal justice decision points, 

as reported by prosecuting attorneys 

~ercentJ 

Prior to pretrial release decisions 
Consultation with prosecutor 
Submission of written VIS 
Allocution 

Prior to negotiation sessions 
Consultation with prosecutor 
Submission of written VIS 
All Oi:uti on 

Prior to acceptance of negotiated plea 
Consultation with prosecutor 
Submission of written VIS 
Allocution 

Prior to sentencing 
Consultation with prosecutor 
Submission of written VIS 
Allocution 
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43.8 
12.5 
8.0 

85.4 
26.4 
5.6 

92.1 
44.9 
33.0 

91.0 
87.6 
82.0 
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Figure 1 

Frequency of prosecutorial consultation with 
victims at various criminal justice 

decision points, .as reported by prosecuting attorneys 

Prior ro recommending a defendant 
for a pretrial intervention or 
diversionary program 

Prior to a decision to nolle 
prosequi 

Prior to charge selection 

Prior to entering into plea 
. negotiations 

After a plea has been negotiated 
but prior to the court's 
acceptante of the plea 

Prior to sentencing 
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is widely adopt,,=d and is available to victims far more more often than are the more 

formalized participatory models. 

Victim-prosecutor consultation can, theoretically, enhance a victim's role in all 

phases of the judicel process if (a) prosecutors do, in practice, allow victims to 

conment upon proposed procedural recomnendations; and (b) victim information is 

seriously weighed in the decisionmaking process. I-bw do these contingencies translate 

into practice? 

Figure attempts to address the first of these contingencies by graphing the 

frequency of victim-prosecutor consultation at six presentence decision points. As 

reported by the survey respondents, consultation is least likely to occur prior to charge 

selection. At this point, the majority of respondents indicate that they "never" (I I 

percent) or "rare I y" (47 percent) seek victims' opinions. Prosecutors claim that 

consultation is most frequently employed prior to sentencing, occurring "most times" 

(48 percent) or "alwaysll (15 percent) at this juncture. 

Little information is available about the second contingency. Although 

prosecutors observe that they give "some weight" (62 percent) or "0 lot of weight" (38 

percent) to victims' preferences or recomnendations when making pretrial or plea 

decisions, the actual weight given to this corrrnentary by prosecutors and judges is an 

unknown quantity. 

Presentational Formats 

Based on the formal participatory models described above and in Chapter 3, three 

formats for the presentence presentation of victim impact statements have been 

authorized and implemented throughout the United States. These formats include: 

I. Written, introduced as a component of, or an attachment to, the 
presentence report; 

2. Written, introduced as a separate statement at the sentencing hearing; 
and 

3. Oral, introduced as a separate statement at the sentencing hearing. 



The preparation of a VIS within, or attached to, a presentence report, is 

statutorily authorized or mandated in 42 states. The introduction of independently 

written statements at sentencing (j .e., statements other than those included with the 

presentence report) is permitted in 24 states. A.nd, in 32 states, victims are entitled 

to or may be granted an interlocutory opportunity prior to sentence imposition. 

Typically, the format that is adopted in any jurisdiction for the presentation of a 

written VIS reflects the working environment of the preparing agency. Where 

responsibility for statement preparation lies with probation staff, for example, the first 

of these methods is the most frequently employed. ~ shown in Figure 2, 81 percent of 

responding probation administrators indicated that V1Ss are routinely incorporated 

within presentence reports or are appended to these court documents. The 

overwhelming adoption of this presentational format is no doubt due, in large part, to 

the relative ease and inexpense in preparation, the nondisruptive nature of its 

introduction, and the fact that similar statements have, for many years, been included 

in presentence reports. 

Not surprisingly, prosecuting attorneys volunteered very different responses to 

this survey item. Although slightly over half observed that presentence reports were 

the operational vehicle for VIS presentation in their jurisdictions, 40 percent of the 

prosecutors reported that they relayed written victim input to the court independent of 

the PSR. 

The Extent of V I S Preparation 

Agency Preparation 

For over four-fifths of the probation administrators and half of the prosecutors, 

the standard procedure for submitting a written VIS for judicial consideration is as an 

attachment to, or a component of, a presentence report. This poses an interesting 

question. If a presentence report is not prepared {either because a presentence 

investigation is not mandatory or because a defendant waived his or her right to such a 
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Figure 2 

Standard met had for presentation of 
written VISs for judicial consideration 
at sentencing, by office of preparation 

Included wi thin PSR 
cd. % 

Other 
18 % 

I ndependen t of PSR 
2 % 

Separate attachment 
17 % 

VISs prepared by probation staff 

[N=113] 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Included within PSR 
29 % 

Independent of PSR 
40 % 

Other 
9% 

Separate attachment 
22 % 

VISs prepared by prosecutorial personnel 
[N=6S] 
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report), is the opportunity for victim input compromised? In an effort to shed ';ght on 

thi s situation, pro-bati 0 n staff were as ked to comme nt s pe c i fi ca II yon the 

interrelationship between the preparation of PSRs and the preparation of VISs. 

As reported by these officials, a defendant has a legal ri ght to a presentence 

report in 88 percent of the local jurisdictions. This right may be waived by the 

defendant in just under three-fourths of these sites. In the event that a defendant 

does waive this right, 74 percent of the probation administrators indicated that local 

policy allows for the independent preparation and presentation of a VIS at the request 

of either the victim, the court, the defense attorney, or the prosecuting attorney. 

When asked if, at the present time, VISs are, in practice, prepared in felony actions for 

which no PSRs are prepared, a surprisingly low 22 percent responded in the affirmative. 

At first glance, the above cited figures may be alarming. However, other 

statistical information on the extent of VIS preparation by prosecutors and probation 

staff sheds further Ii ght on this topic. 

Prosecuting attorneys reported that VlSs are currently being prepared in 

approximately 61 percent of felony actions. The corresponding figure that was supplied 

by probation administrators was substantially higher. While probation administrators in 

21 jurisdictions acknowledged that VISs were prepared for 50 percent or fewer felony 

actions (regardless of whether or not a presentence investigation was conducted), the 

distribution is highly skewed and a much greater completion rate was reported by the 

majority of respondents. On average, probation respondents claimed that victim 

statements were prepared for over three-fourths (78 percent) of all fe I on i es; 

interestingly, 36 percent of these departments noted that VISs had been completed for 

every felony action. 

Victim Preparation 

In all responding sites (from both jurisdictional surveys), the victim IS legally 

entitled to attend the sentencing hearing. The victim has a right to present a written 
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Figure 3 

Probation estimates of the extent of 
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statement (other than the statement in the PSR) to the court at the time of sentencing 

in 86 percent of these locales. Victim allocution, although an opportunity in 161 sites, 

was reported to be a matter of right in only 57 percent of the responding jurisdictions. 

As graphically displayed in Figure 3, victims seldom employ these participatory 

options. Overall, probation administrators estimate that (a) fewer than 18 percent of 

victims are in attendance when their offenders are sentenced, (b) independent written 

statements are submitted by under IS percent of crime victims, and (c) where 

allocution is a statutory right, oral statements are presented by just over 9 percent of 

crime victims. As might be expected, those persons most likely to participate at 

sentencing are the victims, or the families of victims, of violent crimes and of sexual 

assaults. 

It may be argued that probation administrators are not in a position to 

accurately estimate the level of victim attendance and participation at sentencing 

proceedings and that, consequently, the reliability of the above statistics may be in 

question. In reply, it must be noted that the prosecutor survey produced comparable 

findings. While prosecutors' estimates of the proportion of victims attending sentencing 

hearings (26 percent) exceeded the corresponding probation estimate, estimated levels 

of victim allocution (13 percent) and independently written statements (IS percent) 

were notably similar to those reported by probation adrninistrators. 

Assuming that the participatory void suggested by the lower than expected 

participation levels is an accurate reflection of the extent of victim invol vement at 

sentencing, to what can these figures be attributed? Although this study was not 

designed to examine this question, three hypotheses are posited here. 

In the jurisdictions reporting minimal levels of victim input it is possible, first, 

that victims are unaware of participatory options. I ndeed, when respondents were 

asked to identify the biggest problem encountered in the preparation of VISs, the most 

frequently mentioned problem by both probation staff and prosecutorial personnel was 
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difficulty in notifying the victim of participatory opportunities. Probation officers 

attributed their faIlure to contact victims to inaccurate or incomplete address 

information. Prosecutors, on the other hand, cited the lack of time and/or staff. 

A second explanation is that victims, although advised of these opportunities, are 

discouraged, or at least not actively encouraged to participate. A review of victim 

notification letters sent by probation staff requesting that the victim call the probation 

office during specified hours reveals that many of the comnunications are not very 

clear in stating the purpose of such contact. Some noti ces do not mention the 

possibility of VIS preparation or the use of such a statement, if prepared. 

A third hypothesis is that victims, aware of the participatory opportunities prior 

to sentencing, choose not to participate. This conscious nonparticipation may be 

indicative of (a) a lack of interest, (b) the fact that victims are not sufficiently 

convinced of the importance of their input, or (c) victim acceptance of current 

sentencing patterns in the local jurisdiction. Although this third explanation was 

voiced by some respondents, it was clearly a minority position. 

VIS Contents 

Substance 

The criminal justice system has long acknowledged that crime can strike a major 

economic blow to its victims. In the 1960's, legislatures responded by establishing 

state compensation programs and by encouraging the expanded use of restitution as a 

sentencing option. The use of comperl.~ation and restitution relied on objective 

measures of victim loss, generally determined by the monetary value of items stolen or 

destroyed, lost wages, and medical expenses. 

Undeniably, the impact of crime on a victim extends beyond economic loss. The 

psychological and social ramifications of victimization have been well docunented in 

social science and psychological literature. These psycho-social effects are not, 

however, easily quantifiable. Consequently, claims o.f psychological or social damages 

are resistant to verification and rebuttal. 
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In creating an overall assessment of crime impact, which measures are to be 

included? Should such an assessment be limited to objectively calculated and verifiable 

costs? Should subjective evaluations of a victim's emotional tralXlla be allowed as a 

measure of victim harm? To what extent should a victim's fear of revictimization be 

available for judicial review? Is the VIS an appropriate forun for victim corrrnentary 

on a proposed ple9 or sentence agreement? Should a victim be permitted or 

encouraged to submit his or her own sentence recorrrnendation? 

State legislatures have responded to these questions in diverse fashion. Appendix 

A, a sUTmary of statutes and policies that authorize VISs within presentence reports, 

identified 9 states (Caiifornia, Montana, Nebraska, New Hampshire, Oregon, Rhode 

Island, Tennessee, Vermont, and Wyoming) that either do not provide any guidelines for 

VIS content or that refer only vaguely to "a statement relating to the sentencing", the 

"victim's comnents on the offense", or a "description of victim harm." Of the 42 states 

whose legislation permits or requires the inclusion of victim statements in PSRs, 28 

specify the inclusion of physical impact information, 27 allow emotional/psychological 

impacts, 33 allow financial impacts, and IS specify social ramifications; 16 specifically 

provide for the inclusion of a victim's sentence recorrrnendation or a victim's opinion on 

a sentence or restitution proposal. 

A parallel review of the 38 jurisdictions in which victims may present an oral or 

written VIS at sentencing (see Appendix B) reveals similar results. Four states 

(Colorado, Maryland, New Mexico, and North Carolina) do not provide any guidance to 

statement preparers. Codes in Idaho and Rhode Island are only slightly more 

informative, noting generally that a VIS is to include a statement of the impact which 

the defendant's conduct has had on the victim. In Delaware, prosecutorial policy 

focuses on contextual exclusion rather than inclusion. A memorandum from the State 

Prosecutor, dated 11/14/83, specifies that photographs and written materials may not 

be submitted by the victim at sentencing. Although the victim may allocute at this 
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hearing, there are no guidelines as to what mayor may not be expressed in oral 

testimony. 

The permissible, mandated, and prohibited contents of VISs, as reported by 

probation administrators and prosecuting attorneys, are displayed in Tables 6 and 7, 

respectively. The data indicate that (a) economi c impacts, particular! y medi cal 

expenses and the cost of lost, stolen, or destroyed property, and (b) assessments of the 

seriousness and permanence of physical injuries, are the pieces of information that are 

most likely to be required as part of any impact assessment. This finding is consistent 

with the development of societal efforts to identify and respond to vi ctims' needs, 

primarily by focusing on a determination of restitution amounts. As relatively objective 

measurement.s cf victim harm, these are the only four items whose inclusion is not 

explicitly prohibited in any responding jurisdiction. 

An assessment of psycho-social impacts, while permissible in nearly every 

jurisdiction, is required 'far less often than are assessments of physical or economic 

impacts. This shift in emphasis may reflect the reluctance of courts to commit 

themselves to the docLmentation or consideration of information about which there is 

no professional consensus. 

Do respondents' reports of V I S contents reflect th€ actual contents of these 

written docLments? Because standardized VIS forms are employed in such a large 

proportion of sites (see discussion, p. 51, infra), project staff recognized that this issue 

merited further attention. Accordingly, probation administrators and prosecutors were 

asked to provide copies of VISs utilized in their jurisdictions. Fifty probation 

departments and 38 prosecutors' offices complied with this request. 

A selection of scmple VISs ore presented in A,ppendix I. This review of standard 

VISs, for the most part, confirmed the relative employment of assessments outlined in 

Tables 6 and 7. All of the submitted forms incorporate or, indeed, prioritize, a 

calculation of the victim's financial losses. Parallel assessments of physical harm are 
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Table 6 

- Information and assessments for inclusion in an 
oral or written VIS to be presented at sentencing. 

as reported by probation administrators 

[percent] 

Must be 
included 

May be May not be 
Information 

Identification of victim 

Subjective commentary 
Victim summary of offense 
Victim opinion of offender 
Victim fear of revictimization 
Victim opinion on restitution 
Victim opinion of sentence recommendation 
Victim's own sentence recommendation 

Economic impact 
Medical expenses 

71 

28 
25 
26 
54 
26 
26 

65 
Value of lost, stolen, or 
Direct loss of earnings 
Indirect loss of earnings 
Insurance compensation 

destroyed property 65 
45 
26 
53 

Physical imp3.ct 
Seriousness of physical lnJury 
Permanence of physical injury 

Psychological impact 
Emotional or psychological lnJury 
Request for psychological services 
Change in personal welfare 
Change in familial relationships 

Other information 
Letters from employers 
Letters from crime witnesses 
Letters from family members 

63 
61 

53 
41 
35 
28 

7 
9 
7 

included included 

25 

68 
72 
71 
46 
68 
62 

35 
35 
52 
69 
46 

37 
39 

47 
57 
65 
71 

86 
83 
88 

5 

4 
3 
3 
1 
6 

12 

a 
a 
4 
6 
1 

a 
o 

a 
2 
a 
1 

8 
9 
6 



Table 7 

Information and assessments for inclusion in an 
oral or written VIS to be presented at sentencing, 

as reported by prosecuting attorneys 

~ercen~ 

Information 

Identification of victim 

Must be 
included 

74 
Subjective commentary 

Victim summary of offense 21 
Victim opinion of offender 13 
Victim fear of revictimization 13 
Victim opinion on restitution 24 
Victim opinion of sentence recommendation 18 
Victim's own sentence recommendation 15 

Economi c impact 
Medical expenses 
Value of lost, stolen, or 
Direct loss of earnings 
Indirect loss of earnings 
Insurance compensation 

41 
destroyed property 39 

Physical impact 
Seriousness of physical lnJury 
Permanence of physical injury 

Psychological impact 
Emotional or psychological injury 
Request for Psychological services 
Change in personal welfare 
Change in familial relationships 

Other information 
Letters from employers 
Letters from crime witnesses 
Letters from family members 

47 

36 
26 
30 

45 
43 

33 
24 
23 
18 

8 
11 
9 

May be May not be 
included included 

26 0 

72 7 
85 3 
87 0 
75 1 
79 3 
82 3 

59 a 
61 a 
63 1 
70 4 
67 3 

55 a 
57 a 

66 1 
72 4 
76 1 
79 3 

85 8 
79 11 
88 3 



recorded less often, and measures of psychological and/or social harms are oftentimes 

attenuated or missing altogether. To an even greater degree, subjective victim 

commentary on fear of reprisal from the defendant, sentencing recorrrnendations, or 

attitudes towards the criminal justice system may be neither invited nor permitted. 

Breadth 

A related question asks whether the contents of a VIS should be specifically 

I imi ted to include only those harms directly attributable to the offense for which the 

defendant is being sentenced. There is minimal consensus as to VIS breadth. Of those 

officials who responded to this question, 58 percent of the probation officers and 54 

percent of the prosecutors stated that the VIS could relate to all crimes originally 

charged. In the remaining jurisdictions, the contents of the VIS are to pertain only to 

those crimes for which the defendant is currently being sentenced. 

Methods of Preparation 

Regardless of statement content, the validity and potential impact of a VIS can 

be affected by four issues related to the preparation of the statement: format, 

authorship, derivation, and verification. 

Preparational .Format 

Oral statements - The procedure by which a VIS is prepared for presentation 

raises some interesting questions about the comparability of VISs within and between 

jurisdictions. Clearly, oral statements can have a dramatic impact on a sentencing 

judge. In addition to relaying a detailed account of the victimization, a personal 

appearance by the victim can carry an emotional appeal that may not be similarly 

conveyed by a written statement. And, while this individualized approach may provide 

information that the judge deems useful or insi ghtful, the format does not allow 

practi tioners or researchers to. reliably assess the relative effect of the transmitted 

information on the sentencing decision. Moreover, there is reai concern that the 

impact of the presentation may prove to be more determinative than the impact of the 

crime itself in the assignment of criminal penalties. 
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Written statements - Although victim allocution is an option in 32 states, written 

statements are statutorily permitted or required in all but three jurisdictions (see 

Appendices A and B). Prosecutors identified five major variations in the procedures by 

which these materials are prepared. In some jurisdictions, the victim authors a letter 

which is either presented unabridged at sentencing (in conjunction with, or independent 

of, a PSR) or is used by a preparing agent to complete a summary report (i n 

conjunction with, or independent of, a PSR). In other sites, the victim completes a 

standard VIS form which, like a letter, may be presented in its entirety or may be 

referenced by a preparing agent in the preparation of a SLm11ary statement. A fifth 

variation entails the preparation of a summary report based on an interview or 

telephone conversation with the crime victim. 

Jurisdictions adopt preparational formats for varying reasons. While the 

preparation of an agency-authored SLm11ary statement can better ensure that VISs 

include comparable pieces of information and present these items in a standard format 

for judicial review, such statement preparation can be both time consLming and costly. 

With court review of an independent victim statement, data comparabi lity may be 

sacrificed for admi nistrative efficiency. The use of standardized impact forms is an 

approach that attempts to best make use of available resources. System efficiency and 

data comparability may be fostered. The breadth of information obtained in this fashion 

may be compromised, however, by this attempt to describe diverse victimization 

experiences by a standardized format. 

Because of the relative merits and demerits of each approach, and the 

preferences of particular victims, many jurisdictions employ multiple variations of these 

preparational formats. Prosecuting attorneys reported a fairly even division between 

jurisdictions that utilize a single procedural format (33 percent), dual formats (36 

percent), or three or more formats (31 percent). 

As outlined in Table 8, the most frequently employed format is the unabridged 
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Tabl e 8 

Procedure by which a written VIS is 
prepared for presentation at sentencing, 

as reported by prosecuting attorneys 

~ercen~ 

Victim writes a letter which is presented 53 
in its ent i rety 

Victim completes a standard VIS form which 69 
is presented in its entirety 

Victim writes a letter which is used by the 24 
preparing agent to author the VIS 

Victim completes a standard VIS form which is 15 
used by the preparing agent to author the VIS 

Victim is interviewed by the preparing agent 55 
who authors the VIS 
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presentation of a standard VIS form. Over half of the responding sites indicated that 

victims could also submit independent letters or could, if they preferred, speak 

informally with a member of the prosecutor's staff who would then incorporate the 

victim's comments and opinions into a sunnary statement. It should not be surprising 

that agency slXTTTlary of a completed VIS form is the least utilized preparational 

procedure. This is the procedure that most appears to entai! a dupl ication of efforts. 

Statements that are specifically designed to objectify indicators of victim harm 

(by means of a checklist, numerical rating scale, etc.) may be useful in reducing 

disparity in sentencing. This design would also allow for the simple computation of an 

impact score or ranking and would also allow for more rigorous research on the effect 
. 

of VISs on sentencing decisions. 

On the other hand, nonstructured impact statements might better reflect the 

nuances of specific offenses. This alternate design, focusing on case individualization 

rather than on system efficiency, may better serve the victim-oriented rationales of 

victim satisfaction and restoration. 

Three-fifths of the probation administrators and over three-fourths of the 

prosecutors acknowledged the utilization of a standard form for the preparation of 

written VISs. Nearly all (96 percent) of the respondents described this form as fully or 

partially open-ended in format. Although two-thirds of the sanpled officials indicated 

that they had experienced no problems with this form, others cited their local forms for 

not effectively reflecting victims' needs or interests, overburdening probation staff, or 

being too complicated, in whole or in part, for meaningful victim response (see Table 

9). Both sets of officials agreed that the V I Ss should be lengthened rather than 

shortened so as to better serve the needs of the victim and the preparing staff. In 

particular, probation staff urged the expansion of those sections used to determine 

restitution amounts. 

The diversity of VIS contents and formats, CiS demonstrated by the selection of 
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Tabl e 9 

Prosecutors experiencing problems with 
standardized VIS forms, by type of problem 

~ercen~ 
a 

Probl em 

Does not effectively reflect the needs or 
interests of the victim 

Does not effectively reflect the needs or 
interests of the criminal justice system 

Overburdens staff responsible for VIS 
prepaY'ation 

Too complicated for some victims to fill 
out correctly 

Does not elicit sufficient information 

Other 

a 

26 

11 

5 

37 

47 

16 

The basis for the computation of this figure is the total number of 
prosecutors reporting the utilization of standardized VIS forms in their 
jurisdictions. 
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V I 5 forms in Appendix I, reflects the lack of definitional precision in legislative and 

administrative authorizations of these materials. Although some states have desi gned 

standard forms that are to be utilized in all local courts, a more common scenario is 

the departmentalized development of VIS forms that are distributed by criminal justice 

personne lin i ndi vi dua I count i es, judi ci al distri cts, or probation terri tori es. 

Consequently, there are both intra- and interjurisdictional variations in the extent and 

nature of recorded victim harms. 

A review of the appended forms indicates that some are highly structured with 

clearly delineated topical areas. By providing explicit written guidance to the victim, 

these docLments supply criminal justice personnel with detailed information that can be 

systematically recorded and analyzed. In contradistinction are those open-ended VISs 

that provide minimal guidance (but maximum flexibility) to the victim. Forms of this 

type are often used in conjunction with more structured economic assessment sheets 

that are to be completed if restitution claims are to be filed. 

Authorship 

The following questions relative to the authorship of victim impact statements 

were posed in Chapter 2: Is the victim the most qualified or most desirable individual 

to assess the impact of crime upon himself? Alternatively, is a probation officer or a 

victim advocate a more capable candidate for this task? 

Survey recipients were requested b identify both (a) the individuals who, in 

practice, shoulder primary responsibility for the preparation of written VISs, and (b) 

the individuals who the respondent believes, in theory, would be the most appropriate 

personnel to perform this function. 

Practical attribution of responsibility - In practice, probation administrators 

observed that, in 92 percent of their jurisdictions, full or shared responsibility for 

statement preparation was attributed to a probation officer (see Table 10). 

Surprisingly, victim responsibility was mentioned by only one-fifth of these respondents; 
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Table 10 

Authorship and derivation of written VISs to be 
introduced for judicial consideration at sentencing 

..... .J 

or restitution hearings, as reported by probation administrators 

~ercen~ 
a 

Persons contributing to VIS 

Victim 
Probation officer 
Prosecuting attorney 
Victim service worker 

b 
Sources of information 

a 

Direct victim statements 
Probation report summarizing information 

obtained from the victim 
Independent probation investigation 
Case information from police records 
Case information from prosecution files 
Insurance receipts 
Other 

21 
92 
18 
5 

94 

78 
46 
57 
64 

3 
3 

Column entries may sum to more than 100 percent due to multiple 
responses. 
b 

If the victim is not the sole author of a VIS, the preparing agent 
must derive an assessment of crime impacts from other sources. This 
is a listing of sources of information from which probation 
administrators may derive the formal VIS that is to be presented for 
judicial consideration at a sentencing or restitution hearing. 
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victim service agencies were cited even less frequently, having been specified by only 6 

respondents (approximate I y 5 percent). 

The illfrequency with which probation staff have victims author VISs is suggestive 

that the VIS for judicial consideration at sentencing or restitution hearings is primarily 

an agency prepared sumnary statement. Despite the fact that 59 percent of the 

probation officials stated that a standard VIS form is available, the above cited figures 

suggest that victim contact is these sites is used primarily as a tool for the probation 

officer in the preparation of a VIS as a component of the PSR. Recall from Figure 2 

that 81 percent of all VISs in these locations are included within, or attached to, PSRs. 

I n sharp contrast, prosecutors note that victims contribute to VISs substantially 

more often. As outlined in Table II, victim authorship is reported in 97 percent of the 

responding sites. This finding is consistent with the data depicted in Figure 2, 

indicating that the predominant method for VIS presentation in prosecutorial 

jurisdictions is other than as a section within the PSR. 

Responsibllity for VIS authorship is shared by victim advocates relatively 

frequent Iy in prosecutorial jurisdictions (44 percent), but rarely in sampled probation 

sites (5 percent). This variable representation of victim service agencies may be 

attributed to a number of factors, three of which are briefly noted here. 

An initial factor is the limited availability of these units. Despite strong vocal 

support for pilot projects targeting victim advocacy, only 28 percent of probation 

respondents (vs. 64 percent of prosecutorial respondents) cited the existence of a local 

program that assists in the preparation of VISs. It is important to note that the 

above finding does not preclude the possibility that victim servi ce units with other 

agendas (e.g., procedural notification or the provision of child care, transportation, or 

moral support) may be operational in these sites. (see Table 12) 

A second factor that may account for the diminished role of the victim service 

agency in VIS preparation is agency affiliation. Although a few of these victim service 
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Table 11 

Authorship and derivation of written VISs 
to be introduced for judicial consideration, 

as reported by prosecuting attorneys 

a 
~ercen~ 

Persons contributing to VIS 
In conjunction with 
~ negotiations 

Victim 
Probation officer 
Prosecuting attorney 
Victim service worker 

b 
Sources of information 

a 

Direct victim statements 
Statements of family members 
Case information from police recurds 
Case information from prosecution files 
Insurance receipts 
Other 

92 
39 
26 
47 

93 
89 
61 
59 
67 
11 

At sentencing or 
restitution hearings 

97 
45 
34 
44 

95 
89 
74 
72 
75 
20 

Column entries may sum to more than 100 percent due to multiple responses. 
b 

If the victim is not the sole author of a VIS, the preparing agent must derive an 
assessment of crime impacts from other sources. This;s a listing of sources of 
information from which prosecuting attorneys may derive the formal VIS that is to be 
presented for judicial consideration at a sentencing or restitution h~aring or in 
conjunction with plea negotiations. 
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Table 12 

Existence, affiliation, and assistance 
of victim service agencies, as reported by 

prosecuting attorneys and probation administrators 

~ercentj 

Jurisdictions with victim service 
agencies that assist in the 
preparation of VISs 

Agency affiliation 

Law enforcement 
Probation 
Prosecuting attorney's office 
Autonomous agency 
Other 

Nature of assistance 

Provide victims' addresses/ 
phone numbers 

Interview victims for PSR 
P~epare VIS for attachment to PSR 
Prepare VIS for independent 

introduction 
Assist victims with completion 

of standardized VIS form 
Supply and process VIS forms 
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Prosecuting 
attorneys 

64 

2 
2 

88 
6 
2 

54 
27 
27 

40 

81 
21 

Probation 
administrators 

28 

6 
12 
70 

6 
6 

45 
36 
36 

24 

15 
24 



units were described by probation staff as autonomous agencies (6 percent), or as 

affiliates of local law enforcement authorities (6 percent) or the probation department 

itself (12 percent), the vast majority (70 percent) of these victim service agencies are 

affiliated with the prosecuting attorney's office. Because VISs are most often prepared 

in conjunction with a presentence report, the placement of an advocacy unit within an 

agency other than the agency conducting the presentence investigation may hinder the 

unit in its performance of this function. 

Survey data lend some support to the above supposition. Respondents were 

presented with a brief listing of roles that a victim service agency might perform to 

assist in VIS preparation, and were asked to indicate which of the roles were performed 

by the local agency. The item cited most frequently by probation officials was the 

provision to the probation officer of the names and addresses of crime victims. This 

was the item least suggestive of active involvement with the preparation of VISs. 

Again, the responses of the prosecuting attorneys vary markedly from the 

probation responses. While there is agreement that victim service units are located 

disproporti,mately within prosecutors' offices, the nature of assistance provided by 

these advocates is quite different. As reported by over four-fifths of the prosecutors, 

victim service workers play an active role in VIS preparation by assisting victims with 

the completion of standardized impact assessment forms. 

A third explanation for the probation-prosecutor response variation may be survey 

construction. By simply checking a box, probation respondents were able to attribute 

authorship responsibility to the probation department, the prosecutor's offi ce, or the 

victim. Victim service agencies were not, at that time, specifically mentioned on the 

itemized list. To be recorded, this response had to be volunteered within the "other" 

category. This omission was corrected before the prosecutor survey was distributed so 

that prosecutorial respondents were presented with a revised item listing and could 

simply check the box attributing authorship responsibility to a victim service unit. 
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Theoretical attribution of responsibility - For the most part, probation 

administrators concurred that their staffs were the most appropriate personnel to 

prepare VISs. Thirty-two percent of the s011ple did, however, express a bel i ef that 

other personnel might be better suited to this task, with these responses evenly divided 

between the prosecuting attorney's staff and victim service agencies. 

Prosecutors, on the other hand, were significantly less likely to feel that their 

staffs should be involved in the preparation of V I SSe Although 22 percent of the 

respondents to this question agreed that prosecutors were best suited for this task, 

many more argued that prosecutors should not be involved. The reasons cited most 

often for this position were time constraints, inadequate training, and the need for VIS 

completion by a less biased party. Stated preferences for probation involvement were 

voiced by 19 respondents; 9 others opined the victim alone should shoulder this 

responsibility. The vast majority, however, observed that victim service units 

(regardless of their affiliation with the district attorney's office) employ the most 

appropriate personnel for VIS preparation. 

Victim noncooperation - If a victim does not cooperate with a probation officer 

in the preparation of a written VIS, what other individuals, if any, are authorized to 

provide a statement on the victim's behalf? k5 displayed in Tables 13 and 14, the basis 

for victim noncooperation plays a major role in determining whether a surrogate V IS 

will be permitted. If the actual victim is unable to participate, due to death, age, or 

incapacitation, over 98 percent of all responding jurisdictions accept impact 

commentary from other sources, pr imar i I y from fami I y members and legal 

representatives. A very different scenario presents itself if the victim refuses to 

participate with the preparing agent. In this situation, only 55 percent of the sampled 

sites provide for a nonvictim aut~ored impact statement. 

What purpose is served by these variations? What is the relationship between the 

theoretical underpinning of VIS legislation and policies for its implementation? If the 
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Tabl e 13 

Individuals authorized to provide a 
VIS on behalf of the victim at sentencing, 

by basis for victim nonparticipation, 
as reported by probation administrators a 

Wri tten VIS 
Victim unable Vi ctim refusal 

to ea rt; c i ~a te 
(N=115 

to tCl rt i c i ea te 
N=111 ) 

Oral VIS 
Victim unwilling 

to ~ gersonally 
N=95 ) 

Some person 113 61 82 
Fami i y member 108 44 50 
Attorney 59 37 68 
Victim advocate 31 19 22 
Collateral pro fess i ona 1 b 7 0 
Friend 3 1 0 
Probation officer 2 1 4 
Guardian 2 a a 
Insurance company 0 1 0 
Judicial designee 0 0 2 

No other person 2 50 13 

a 
Column entries may sum to more than the total due to multiple responses. 

b 
Includes physicians, psychologists, social workers, etc. 
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Table 14 

Individuals authorized to provide a 
VIS on behalf of the victim at sentencing, 

by basis for victim nonparticipation, 
as reported by prosecuting attorneys a 

Written VIS 
Vic tim una b 1 e V-:-i c~t:-:i-m-re-:f::-u-s a 1 
to participate to participate 

(N=76) (N=69) 

Oral VIS 
~'-:---

Victim unwilling 
to ~ personally 

(N=68) 

Some person 75 38 48 

No 

a 

b 

Family member 71 23 29 
Attorney 32 14 35 
Victim advocate 35 18 21 
Collateral professional b 26 15 13 
Friend 6 4 0 
Probation officer 22 18 19 
Guardian 42 18 20 
District attorney 0 0 12 

other person 1 31 20 

Column entries may sum to more than the total due to multiple responses. 

Includes physicians, psychologists, social workers, etc. 
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legislative or administrative purpose for VIS authorization is to improve criminal justice 

efficiency by providing decisionmakers with information detai ling the impact of a crime 

on a particular individual, then pertinent impact information should be sought despite 

the inability or unwillingness of a victim to be the provider of this information. In 

such a case, the authorship of the VIS would be secondary. If, however, VISs have 

been authorized to serve the purpose of victim satisfaction or to facilitate the victim's 

resToration to a pre-crime state, these objectives may not be achieved by seeking 

nonvictim authorship of a statement. 

As noted in an earlier section of this report, few victims exercise their right to 

allocution at sentencing. While there is no irrrnediate explanation for this participatory 

void, one can not rule out the potential effect on the victim of confronting the 

defendant at this proceeding. It is difficult for many victims to acknowledge physical, 

psychological, and social trauma in the presence of friends. It may be even more 

disturbing to vocalize these sentiments if strangers, and the offender in particular, are 

present in the room. If the victim wishes to present a statement for judicial 

consideration, but is not willing to appear personally, some other person may appear on 

behalf of the victim in 86 percent of the probation jurisdictions and in 71 percent of 

the prosecutor jurisdictions. Tables 13 and 14 show that attorneys, followed by family 

members, are the most frequently authorized persons to speak for the victim. 

Derivation 

While information included in a VIS may be drawn from any number of sources 

(e.g., police records, prosecution files, family or community statements), V I Ss in 94 

percent of the responding jurisdictions are derived at least in part from direct victim 

statements. Indeed, it was reported that 98 percent of the preparing officers consult 

with crime victims "always" or "most times", 

Despite this remarkable report of victim consultation, it was hypothesi zed that 

the actual method of victim consultation that was, emp~oyed would have (1 marked effect 
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on whether or not impact information would be derived directly from a victim. As a 

simple test of this hypothesis, the survey asked respondents to note the way(s) by 

which victims are consulted, and to estimate the extent to which victims comply with 

these requests for information. 

Three primary modes of victim consultation - personal interview, telephone 

interview, and mai led form - were targeted for examination. For each consultation 

mode, jurisdictional compliance rates ranged widely from 2 to 100 percent. Contrary 

to expectations, the overall likelihood hat a victim would cooperate with a preparing 

agent was not, however, significantly influenced by the means by which the 

informational request was initiated. Where victim consultation is operationalized as a 

race-to-face interview, a mean compliance rate of 74 percent was computed. Similar 

rates were calculated when telephone contacts were employed (73 percent) and when a 

form was mailed to the victim (69 percent). 

Verification 

As standards for victim impact statements evolve, emerging constitutional issues 

must be addressed (d. McLeod, 1986). Clearly, a convicted offender has an interest in 

retaining his liberty status in the conmunity. The imposition of an incarcerative term 

may constitute a grievous loss of liberty for the purpose of invoking 14th Amencment 

due process guarantees. If victim statements about crime impacts influence judicial 

decisionmaking in sentencing, should a VIS be subject to disclosure and challenge? If a 

defendant is not permitted to review the contents of this potentially damaging 

document, should probation staff be required to independently verify victim claims of 

financial, physical, or psychological harms? 

There is general agreement on the issue of disclosure, with 88 percent of the 

scrnple indicating that all or part ·of the VIS is disclosed to the defendant (or attorney) 

prior to sentencing. Where local practice limits the sections of the VIS that are 

available for the defendant's inspection, the information that is most frequently shielded 
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is victim identification, the victim's own sentencing recommendation, and the victim's 

fear of revictimizatron. 

Just under half of the jurisdictions allow for a defense challenge of the VIS prior 

to the sentencing hearing, and nearly all (95 percent) permit such challenges at the 

sentencing hearing. In 45 percent of the local sites, the defendant (or attorney) is 

entitled to cross-examine the victim as to statements included in the VIS, although this 

right is limited in approximately one-third of the responding courts to a debate of 

factual statements. 

Independent verification of victim claims is of particular significance in those 

jurisdictions where a defendant's access to victims' statements is restricted or 

prohibited. Only 18 percent of the probation acministrators reported that their staffs 

"always" verify factual information provided by the victim for inclusion in the VIS. In 

contrast, a similar proportion indicated that staff personnel do not, in practice, verify 

victim claims. In the remaining locales, independent verification is provided (a) "if 

time permits" (27 percent) or (b) under certain circLmstances (34 percent), generally 

when restitution claims are filed. 
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CHAPTER 5 

VICTIM PARTICIPATION AT PAROLE 

This chapter examines the rationales underlying parole decisionmaking and traces 

the history of victim participation at this critical criminal justice stage. Data on 

policies and procedures for the implementation of authorizing statutes are presented, 

with a special focus on notification, participation, and disclosure provisions. 

Historical Overview 

The first indeterminate sentencing statute was enacted in New York in 1876. By 

1922, 36 other states had followed New York's lead in instituting some mechanism for 

the conditional release of an offender. The emergence, in the 1920's of the medical 

model of criminal punishment, bringing with it the contention that offender treatment 

requires more than mere confinement, was rapidly gaining papularity. 

No serious criticisms of the correctional system's attempts at rehabilitation were 

voiced for several decades. During the 1940's and 1950's, however, the observed 

failure of institutional programs to achieve their rehabilitative aims became a matter of 

public debate. Critics faulted legislators end correctional administrators for their 

quiescence in bridging the gap between rhetoric and action in the implementation of 

effective treatment modaiities. It was argued that in order for the system to achieve 

its enunciated goal there needed to be an increase in financial allocations and a more 

efficient use of available resources. 

In the early 1960's, criticism of the rehabilitative model began anew. The target 

of this second round of attack shifted from claims of operational mismanagement to 

concerns about the dysfunctional by-products of the rehabilitative ideal and of the 

indeterminate sentence. Outlining a three point slate for reform, critics demanded a 

concerted effort to eliminate disparity in sentencing, a lesser use of incarceration as a 

criminal punishment, and the imposition of shorter sentences where imprisonment was 
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deemed an appropriate sanction. Despite widespread dissatisfaction with operational 

considerations, the underlying assLmptions of indeterminacy (i.e., that offenders can and 

should be treated) were not challenged. 

By the following decade, the focus of the controversy had shifted yet one more 

time. Discussions of the optimal means for achieving the end result - crime reduction 

through offender reformation - had been replaced by heated debates over the propriety 

of the processes by which persons were selected for and subject to incarceration. 

Among other things, the rehabi I itati ve ideal and its operative, i ncarcerat i ve 

indeterminacy, were severely criticized for a failure to demonstrate treatment efficacy, 

the wreaking of psychological havoc on offenders uncertain of sentence durations, and a 

tolerance of procedural laxity within the institution. It was argued further that the 

exercise of unfettered discretion by correctional personnel in the setting of an inmate's 

release date resulted in grossly disparate sentences. Unlike reformers of an earlier era 

who may have attributed these procedural deficiencies to administrative misfeasance, or 

who may have considered these negative consequences to be offset by the benefits of 

the rehabilitative model, the new wave of reformers rejected the very premise of the 

positivist school of criminology. Emphasizing both offender and system accountability, 

reformers of the 1970's urged an irrmediate and comprehensive re-evaluation of the 

entire parole process. 

The ensuing debate over the propriety of administrative discretion in the 

determination of institutional releot.€ dates was accompanied by a renewed interest in 

other purposes of sentencing and in alternative sentencing structures. As the 

penological pendulum began its swing from positivist sentencing theory back to that 

espoused by the proponents of the classical school of criminology, scholars and 

legislators began to review jurisdictional practices and to suggest changes. While there 

was general consensus about the need for injecting more consistency and more fairness 

into the sentencing process, there was considerably less agreement as to the most 

appropriate means for achieving this end. 
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Grounded primar:-)Iy in the theory of retributive justice, the proposed sentencing 

structures reflected the following comnonalities: (a) offenders should be punished for 

criminal behaviors; (b) punishment should be meted out uniformly; (c) the severity of 

the punishment should be established at the time of sentencing, i.e., there should be 

little or no postsentence discretion. The abolition of parole, and the concorrmitant 

adoption of some form of determinate sentencing structure, was heralded by many as a 

necessary and welcome implication of the rejection of the rehabilitative ideal (cf. 

President's Task Force, 1982). 

To this end, one group of reformers urged the adoption of a system of 

nondiscretionary, nonparolable sentences derived from an assessment of risk and/or 

deserved deserved punishment (cf. American Friends Service Comnittee, 1971; Morris, 

1974; Fogel, 1975). A more moderate stance was advocated by reformers who argued 

that calculation of a "just" sentence must be based upon more than the legal 

description of the offense. Proponents of presumptive sentencing and sentencing 

guidelines contended that justice in s~ntencing could be achieved by structuring or 

limiting discretion, but that discretion need not be abolished (cf. Twentieth Century 

Fund, 1976; von Hirsch, 1976). 

The Retention of Parole Decisionmaking 

The extent to which paroling authorities will retain their discretionary release 

powers remains to be decided within legislative chambers. I-Iowever, three interrelated 

statutory and administrative trends - legislative reluctance to abolish parole; an 

associated emphasis on structuring, rather than eliminating parole decisionmaking; and 

an expansion of information to be considered at parole hearings to incorporate victim 

input - suggest that the abolitionary forecasts of the previous decade may have been 

overstated. These observable trends are discussed in greater detail below. 

Reluctance to Abolish Parole 

Despite the recorrmendations of nationally acclaimed groups (cf. President's Task 
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Force, 1982) and an a~parent willingness on the part of lawmakers to re-examine and 

modify sentencing policies, legislatures have been reluctant to completely abandon 

administrative discretion. A.s of January 1983, no state had established a legislatively 

fixed, nondiscretionary sentencing structure, and only nine states and the Federal 

system had taken any steps to eliminate the possibility of a discretionary parole board 

release (Bureau of Justice Statistics, 1983). 

The observed lull in statutory amendment mirrors indecision on the part of 

practitioners and researchers as to the appropriate role of administrative 

decisionmaking in American penology. The Figgie Report on Parole (1985: II), for 

example, found .that, although half of the polled lawyers and two-fifths of the surveyed 

judges noted that the current parole system should be reorganized, only 10 percent of 

the lawyers and 2 percent of judges believed that parole should be abolished. 

Moreover, research conducted in jurisdictions where determinate sentences have been 

reintroduced has suggested that anticipated changes have not been evidenced, leading 

several investigators to characterize the call for the abolition of parole as a reform 

failure (Cullen and Gilbert, 1982; Goodstein and Hepburn, 1985). 

What happened to the fury of the parole abol ition movement? Why has the 

driving force of the "law and order" theme, with its emphasis on retributive justice, 

been harnessed? 

There are no simple answers to these questions. One argument in support of the 

retention of parole decisionmaking focuses on perceived benefits tt) the criminal justice 

system. Those who view parole essentially as a tool for administrative maintenance 

have observed that parole functions as part of an elcborate system of checks and 

balances. In the event of overcrowding, discretionary release can serve as an 

administrative safety valve by reducing institutional populations. A.s representatives of 

the executive branch of government, paroling authorities can exercise a level of control 

over judicially or legislatively impcsed sentences that are considered excessive. Even 
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in the absence of explicit parole guidelines (discussed below), the exercise of 

administrative discretion at parole can reduce disparity in sentencing (Weninger, 1985). 

With parole guidelines, the prospect of more equitable sentences is magnified (American 

Friends Service Comnittee, 1971; Gottfredson, Wilkins, and I-bffrnan, 1978; Gottfredson, 

1979). 

Structuring of Parole Discretion 

The inability of correctional personnel to reliably predict offender dangerousness 

or to assess an inmate's rehabilitative potential can, and has, contributed to the 

imposition of substantially dissimilar sentences on similarly situated offenders. Rather 

than eliminating discretionary release powers, however, an increasing number of 

jurisdictions are tav.ing measures to limit and structure parole discretion or, at a 

minimum, to stress administrative accountability for release actions. 

I t has a been suggested that discretion can be structured through the adoption of 

explicit guidelines. In 1974, the U.S. Parole Comnission became the first authority to 

adopt such guidelines; and, although the Federal system has just recently retreated 

from this stance, a national study reports that 14 states have since moved in this 

direction (Bureau of Justice Statistics, 1983). 

The formulation of explicit guidelines entails an initial identification of dimensions 

deemed relevant to the release decision. Offense severity (generally determined on the 

basis of a rank that attaches to the offense's legal description), parole prognosis ( a 

SLX'Tl that reflects the applicant's cumulative score on a variety of items associated with 

success or failure on parole), and prior record are factors that are oftentimes utilized 

in the construction of guidelines. Where the cell entry at the intersection of the 

offender's ratings on the identified dimensions indicates a range of months, the paroling 

authority is free to consider other available information before electing a specified 

term from within the allowable range. 

The method for calculating offense severity, the extent to which the paroling 
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authority is bound by the grid entries, and the nature of any additional information that 

may be considered by the paroling body is subject to jurisdictional variation. These 

variations are of particular interest in this discussion in view of the growing momentun 

of the victims' rights movement and the suggestion that an assessment of continuing 

victim harm might facilitate the exactment of retributive justice or contribute to a 

more reliable prediction of the rehabilitative potential or dangerousness of an offender. 

Increased Victim Participation 

In Chapter 2, it was noted that legislation authorizing some form of victim input 

has received mixed reviews, with proponents of the participatory models citing a 

variety of benefits for both victims and the criminal justice system. That discussion of 

victim participation focused exclusively on rationales and mechanisms for victim 

participation prior to sentence imposition. In large part, this is due to the fact that 

there has been no parallel research on the consequences to the victim, the criminal 

justice system, and the offender, of victim input at parole. In the absence of evidence 

to the contrary, one can speculate that such victim input is beneficial to all affected 

actors. I t can be argued that the restorative and satisfying effects of presentence 

victim participation are reinforced if an invitation for further participation is extended 

to the victim postsentence. Benefits to the criminal justice system may be forthcoming 

if overall victim satisfaction promotes victim wi II ingness to cooperate with system 

functions in the future. Furthermore, and as previously noted, a victim may be able to 

provide the paroling authority with valuable information permitting it to operate more 

effectively. 

The promotion of victim involvement as a mechanism for enhancing system 

effectiveness has been supported by seemingly incompatible factions, including 

advocates of both the classical and positivist schools of criminology. The point of 

convergence appears to be the corrrnon belief that the probability of just decisions will 

increase if victim input is considered. 
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From among the r.anks of those who support the injection of victim input into the 

parole release mechanism are scholars and pract i t i oners who ma i nta in that 

rehabilitation and incapacitation are valid correctional goals. The President's Task 

Force on Victims of Crime (1982), although it considers the abolition of parole to be an 

inevitabi I ity, recommends that, in the interim, parole hearings be opened to the 

citizenry. At this public forum, information not available at the time of sentencing 

could be submitted for board review. Section 101 of its Proposed Legislation states 

that "f actual information submitted to parole boards by vi ctims wi II enhance the 

ability of parole boards to make informed decisions about the danger posed by criminals 

seeking early release." 

The above perspective has shaped public policy in at least one jurisdiction. Cal. 

Penal Code 3043, approved by Initiative Measure (Proposition 8) in 1982, requires the 

parole board, before rendering any decision relative to an inmate's application for 

release, to consider any victim impact statement and to include in its report an 

assessment of "whether the person would pose a threat to public safety if released on 

parole". 

The possibility that victim corrmentary at the time of the parole hearing might 

contribute to the reliability of an assessment of present dangerousness is questioned by 

Ran ish and Shichor (1985) who conclude that undue emphasis on positivist sentencing 

rationales may compromise the constitutional rights of offenders. In charging that 

victim allocution serves no purpose other than to intimidate decisionmakers into 

extending prison terrro beyond socially justifiable limits, they write this about parole 

hearings in California~ 

"The [enabling legislation] is clearly designed to intimidate judges and 
parole board members. It attempts to influence these professionals in 
one specific policy direction' - toward harsher punishment or denial of 
parole ••• A victim can rarely contribute to any substantive information 
regarding the offender's current status or the degree to which there has 
been any rehabi litation by the criminal in question ••• The goal of the 
initiative is to limit the options for criminal suspects and defendants and 
insure a greater control over the sentencing and the release of offenders. 



In ultimate terms, this entire effort is a political one, an attempt to 
di rect public policy toward a specific, conservative direction" (pp. 54-
56). 

Parole retention has also been supported by classical school criminologists. 

Efforts to retain parole reflect a growing awareness that administrative discretion and 

the imposition of "just deserts" may not be antithetical. The retributive justice model 

of the 1970's posited that the severity of an imposed punishment was to be 

proportionate to the severity of the triggering offense. At that time, it was generally 

accepted that a calculation of offense severity should take into account the totality of 

the harm caused by the commission of the crime, and that this sum could be reliably 

determined at. the time of sentencing. Contrary to the above supposition, an 

assessment of victim harm (and, thus, of societal hurm) ma>" not be completely 

ascertainable at the time of sentencing. The crime may have long-tel"" consequences 

that either do not present themselves or do not develop until months or years after the 

crime's commission (Schneider, i 982; Waller, 1982). Consequently, the argument can be 

made that the most accurate determination of "just deserts" is a determination that 

considers any assessment provided by the victim of altered or newly realized crime 

impacts. 

Proliferation of Enabling Statutes and Policies 

Whatever the merits of these arguments, the extent to which victim input into 

parole release decisions has been authorized has increased dramatically in the past few 

years. The rapidity of legislative changes in this area has been such that written 

materials citing statutory enactments are often out-of-date before publication. For 

example, Karmen (1984: 232-233), for presentation in his introductory victimology text, 

derives information from several sources and constructs a table which states that 

victim allocution at parole is an option in three states: Arkansas, California, and 

Massachusetts. A second doclXTlent reviews legislation deemed current as of January 

1984, and repOrts that victim allocution is authorized in seven states: the three above 
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mentioned sites plus AI ab<rna , Connecticut, Nevada, and New Hampshire. This same 

source cites legislation authorizing the submission of written victim impact statements 

at parole in Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas, Connecti cut, Massachusetts, Nevada, and 

Rhode Island (Woodard and Anderson, 1984). 

Based on a review of existent legislation and of policy directives supplied by 

paroling authorities, Appendix C demonstrates that victim participation at parole 

proceedings is considerably more prevalent than was suggested by those earlier 

documents. As of August 1987, victim participation at parole is statutorily and/or 

administratively authorized in 39 states. In 38 of these locales, victims are entitled or 

authorized to submit writf..:;n commentary; parole board acceptance of written 

statements is discretionary in an additional site. Allocution is a vi ctim ri ght or is 

routinely permitted in 30 states. In Florida, New Mexico, North Dakota, Ohio, and 

Texas, victims may, at the discretion of the board, appear personally to address the 

panel or its representative. 

Processes for Victim Participatlon 

While nearly three-fourths of U.S. jurisdictions currently authorize some mode of 

active victim participation, policies permitting victim attendance at the actual parole 

hearing have not been so widely accepted. To date, only 26 states allow victim 

presence when release decisions are considered. Many parole administrators attribute 

this reluctance to open their doors to fiscal and temporal constraints. Noting that 

understaffed boards are already faced with staggering caseloads, it is feared that the 

introduction of additional voices will further paralyze the parole release mechanism. 

Notification of Impending Proceedings 

Victims in Georgia, Hawaii, and Minnesota, although entitled to post hoc 

notification of a decision to releas'e an inmate, are not entitled to advance notice of 

the hearing at which that decision is made. Where victim notification of impending 

hearings is statutorily or administratively required, provision of the notice is oftentimes 
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contingent upon the_ c\c:>6sification of the offense for which the offender has been 

convicted or the family's fulfillment of specified procedural prerequisites. 

Offense classification - In over half of the states, authorized mechanisms for 

victim notification and participation are available to a victim of any felony for which 

parole is an option. In 15 sites, however, victim eligibility for legislated rights is 

determined by the seriousness of the offense. Codes in six of these states provide that 

certain postconviction rights exist only for victims of "violent crimes" or of specifically 

cited offenses (usually Part I crimes). Participatory rights in six other locales are 

limited to victims whose offenders' actions fall more generally within designated offense 

classifications ~e.g., Class A, B, or C felonies). In the three remaining states, the 

manner by which victims can contribute to the release decision varies with the 

seriousness of the offense. While any victim (or, in some cases, any interested party) 

may submit a written statement for parole consideration, the right to attend or to 

testify at the release hearing attaches to a lesser included group. 

The applicability of victims' rights may also hinge on the seriousness of the 

imposed punishment. Tennessee legislation, for example, specifies that victim 

notification of release hearings is required only in those cases where the offender has 

been sentenced to a term of 10 or more years in the penitentiary, regardless of the 

corrrnitting offens~. 

Where the nature or extent of legislated rights depends upon either offense 

classifications or the length of punishment, it should be apparent that the defendant's 

plea to a lesser charge may dilute or, indeed, negate a victim's right to be actively 

involved in the parole release process. 

Procedural preregulsites - Victim notification may also be withheld by the 

victim's failure to satisfy one or more legally prescribed conditions. Three of these 

procedural prerequisites -- registration with the paroling authority, maintenance of a 

current address, and cooperation with criminal justice personnel -- were found to be 

fairly corrmon contingencies within victims' rights legislation (see Table 15). 
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Table 15 

Selected characteristics of victim notification provisions 

Number 
of states a 

Procedural prerequisites 
Victim registration 28 b 
Maintenance of current address 28 b 
Cooperation with system personnel 5 

Source of notification 
Parole board 34 
Department of Corrections 2 
Prosecuting attorney 2 
County sheriff 1 
Unspecified 2 

Method of notification 
MaTT 36 c 
Phone 3 
Hand delivery 1 
Unspecified 3 

Notification time frame (erior to hearing) 
Less than 15 days 7 
15 to 30 days 6 
30 to 90 days 19 
Over 90 days 3 
Unspecified 6 

a 
Column entries may sum to more than the total due to multiple 

responses. 
b 

Includes three states in which preregistration and/or address update 
mandates apply only to victims of specified offenses. -
c 

Includes three states that specify that notice is to be provided by 
certified or registered mail. 
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I. Victim registration -- Legislatures are divided on the issue of victim 

registration. In II states, notice of impending hearings is Gutomatically forwarded to 

all eligible ..... ictims (i.e., victims whose offenders or victimizations satisfy criteria 

outlined above). In sharp contrast, victims in 25 states receive notification only if 

they have filed a specific request for such notice with the paroling authority. Finally, 

intermediary policies are in effect in Colorado, Massachus-:tts, and West Virginia. In 

these three locales, routine notice is mandated for certain classes of victims (victims of 

violent crimes, victims of offenders serving parolable life sentences, and victims of 

sexual offenses, respectiveiy) while all other victims must comply with preregistration 

standards. 

The two major approaches to victim registration reflect differing perspectives on 

the evolving relationship between the criminal justice system and the victim. 

Proponents of policies establishing automatic notice mechanisms contend that victim 

notification is a basic victim right and that the victim's claim to this entitlement 

should not be contingent upon the satisfaction of a simple procedural task. 

Proponents of policies requiring preregistration for notification claim to be no less 

sensitive, and perhaps more sensitive, to basic victims' rights. Acknowledging the 

victim's right to be notified of proceedings affecting his or her case, these advocates 

also recognize a victim's right not to be so notified. In several jurisdictions where 

victim notification is automatic, parole administrators cited examples of victims w:,o 

resented the unsolicited board notice as an intrusion into their personal lives. In large 

part, these were victims who either did not want to be reminded of the traumatizing 

incident or did not want their previously uninformed spouses or families to know that 

the victimization had occurred. 

2. Maintenance of current address -- As reported by parole administrators, 

one of the most pressing problems relative to victim notification is the establishment of 

victim location. Due to the mobility of the American populace, the passage of time, 
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and the environmental reminders of some part:",')arly heinous crimes, many victims have 
-

changed their residences since the comm1ss;on of the crime. Where the paroling 

authority is mandated to notify the victim of impending proceedings, but there is no 

corresponding obligation on the part of the victim to keep the board apprised of any 

changes in address, attempts at notification can be especially problematic. What effort 

at victim location is minimally acceptable? If a letter mailed to the address indicated 

on thF; court records is returned as "addressee unknown", has a sufficient "good faith" 

effort been demonstrated? To what extent is the paroling authority liable if, after 

unsuccessful attempts at notification, the inmate is released and appears at the victim's 

doorstep? 

In response to both the logistical problems and increasing liability concerns, a 

growing mmber of jurisdictions are advising victims that receipt of advance notification 

is contingent upon the victim's r11Qintenance of an updated address in parole board files. 

At present, legislative enactments in 26 states ccny similar provisions. In Ohio, in 

addition to alerting the board to any changes in address, the victim is legally 

responsible for advising the board, in writing, of (a) a current home telephone number; 

(b) a current business telephone nLmber, if applicable; and (c) a listing of the days of 

the week and the hours of the day during which the victim can be reached at the 

numbers provided. A victim's failure to routinely update the requisite information could 

have di re consequences in vi ew of the fact that advance not i ce of Ohio pcrole 

proceedings may be given by mail or by phone; by law, parole staff need only make 

three "good faith" attempts at phone notification. 

3. Cooperation with system personnel -- Victim cooperation with system 

personnel is a third, and less commonly observeci, statutory provision. This procedural 

prerequisite appears to compromise.a victim's claim to presentence and postsentence 

rights if the victim's interactions with criminal justice system personnel are less than 

optimal. In Massachusetts, Missouri, and Pennsylvania, for example, notification and 
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participatory opportunities may be denied if the victim failed to report the 

victimization to law enforcement officials in a timely fashion, generally within five days 

of the crime's occurrence or discovery. In New Mexico and North Dakota, the victim is 

further required to cooperate fully with law enforcement and prosecutorial personnel in 

the investigation and prosecution of the offender. 

While the victim's failure to satisfy the above conditions could s~emingly abrogate 

a vi ctim's claim to legislated rights, parole administrators in these states were often 

unaware of these statutory riders or, if aware, indicated that opportunities for victim 

notification and particip( tion at parole would not be diminished, regardless of the 

quantity or qu<?lity of previous system contacts. 

Notification process - Typically, notice of a parole hearing is mailed to the 

victim by the releasing body I to 3 months prior to the scheduled hearing. This notice 

informs the victim of the date and location of the impending session, and outlines the 

participatory options that are available to the victim. The victim is urged to submit 

written statements sufficiently in advance of the hearing to permit adequate time for 

board review. Rarely are there any restrictions placed on the content, format, or 

length of these materials. Where victim allocution is permissible, the victim is advised 

to contact the board or the correctional facility housing the inmate (if testimony is to 

be presented at that site) in advance to indicate his or her intention to appear before 

the panel. 

Certainly, there are variations to the above described notification procedure. As 

reported in Table 15, in a few jurisdictions, notice is provided, not only by the parole 

board, but by correctional, prosecutorial, or laVl enforcement personnel. And, while the 

standard method for notice delivery is by mail, three states have aui nod zed phone 

notification and one permits hand-delivery. Legislation in three other states fails to 

specify any particular method for notice provision. 

The most variable factor in codified notice provisions is the prescribed 
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notification time frame, i.e., the amount of time between noti ce provision and the 

scheduled hearing. The shortest permitted time frame is found in Iowa where victim 

notification need not be given more than five days before parole consideration. In 

contrast, policies in Maryland and West Virginia mandate that notice is to be forwarded 

to victims at least 90 days prior to the hearing. Recently enacted legislation in 

Pennsylvania spec;fies that notice is to be given at the "time of public notice." 

Because public notice of parole proceedings was not mandated prior to the enactment 

of this statute in 1986, it is unclear what time frame was intended by the legislature. 

Parole personnel in that state have suggested that the victim be notified 6 to 7 months 

prior to the hearing. 

Many administrators contacted as part of this project voiced concern over what 

they considered to be inadequate periods for notification and victim response. 

Oftentimes, the victim has minimal lead time during which to prepare an oral or written 

statement for submission to the parole board. Where the victim has moved (and, 

therefore, the letter must be forwarded one or more times), or where the victim's 

desire to appear personally at the hearing requires advance arrangement" (e.g., time off 

from work, child care, motel reservations), these temporal constraints are particularly 

troublesome. Parole boards, in many cases, are powerless to rectify this situation 

because they do not know which inmates are to be considered for parole during a given 

month until they receive a master list from correctional authorities. This list may not 

be forthcoming until several weeks before the scheduled release session. 

Disclosure 

In the previous chapter, attention was directed to fundamental constitutional 

issues whi ch have emerged as standards have evolved for the utilization of victim 

impact statements at presentence proceedings. These legal concerns must also be 

addressed relative to postsentence proceedings. Just as a convicted offender has an 

interest in retaining his liberty status in the corrmunity, so does an incarcerated felon 
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have an interest in gaining release as early as possible. In those jurisdictions where 

parole is deemed to be an inmate right rather than an administratively granted 

privilege, the denial of early release may constitute a grievous loss of liberty for the 

purpose of invoking 14th Amendment due process guarantees. 

Do vi ctim statements about the offense and the offender affect parole board 

decisionmaking? As part of the interview schedule, parole contacts were asked to 

address this question. Most interviewees replied generally that victim statements were 

given the same amount of weight as other factors (institutional behavior, preparole 

plan, etc.), or that they were given a "great deal" of weight. Although respondents, 

for the most port, were noncommital in their replies, there was general agreement that 

r:ersonal appearances have more of an effect than dQ written statements. 

Only one state spokesperson was able (or willing) to provide a quantitative 

response. This parole administrator, from an urbanized Middle Atlantic state, noted 

that, where no victim impact statements are available for board review, 40 to 50 

percent of parole applications are denied; where statements are submitted, the rate of 

parole denial rises sharply to approximately 80 percent. /\oTE: These figures do not 

account for variations in offense typology or severity. The reader is therefore advised 

to exercise caution in the interpretation of these statistics. 

Although there is, at this time, no systematic quantitative evidence to support 

the contention that victim statements playa significant role in determining release 

dates, the corrrnents of parole board personnel suggest that victim prepared materials 

do affect decisionmaking in some fashion. In view of this, should these statements be 

subject to disclosure and challenge? 

A review of enabling legislation and parole board policies reveals that the 

balance between victim confidentiality and the inmate's right to disclosure has been 

weighted in favor of the victim. Where victim allocution at the actual release hearing 

is permitted (N:: 14), the presence of the defendant is routinely permitted in half of the 
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jurisdictions. In the other seven sites, victims can elect to testify absent the offender. 

Defendant rebuttal of victim statements is permitted in ten of these locations. 

Disdosure and challenge of (a) transcripts, recordings, and/or sumnaries of oral 

statements not made in the irmate's presence; and (b) written statements favor the 

victim more dramatically. Of the 36 states states whose statutes or policies address 

this issue, only 5 systematically disclose victim information. In 23 states, victim 

statements are deemed to be confidential and, thus, not subject to inmate review. In 

the remaining 8 sites, disclosure decisions are made on a case-by-case basis, at the 

discretion of victims or paroling officials (see Table 16). 

The extent of disclosure in conjunction with parole hearings is significantly lower 
. 

than the corresponding rate of presentence disclosure, as reported by probation 

administrators (see Chapter 4). This disparity is attributable, no doubt, to policies of 

judicial and legislative nonintervention in correctional administration as well as to the 

relative recency of legislation authorizing victim participation at postconviction 

proceedings. f:J..n increasing number of inmate suits challenging these practices can be 

expected within the next decade. 
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Tabl e 16 

Disclosure of oral and written VISs at parole 

Inmate presence at oral testimony 
No 
Yes 
Unspecified 

Disclosure to inmate 
No 
Yes 
Di s cret i ona r'y 
Unspecified 

Number 
of states 

21 
14 a 
1 

23 
5 
8 
2 

-------------------------------------------------------------------a 
In seven states, inmate presence during victim allocution is 

permitted if consistent with the wishes of the victim; in one 
additional site, inmate presence is at the discretion of the parole 
board. 
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CHAPTER 6 

THE EFFECTS OF VIS LEGISLATION: 

A CHALLENGE FOR. THE FUTLRE 

As outlined in the previous chapters, a vast array of victim participatory 

mechanisms have been introduced throughout the United States. Without question, this 

report has succeeded in demonstrating diversity in the substance and process of these 

provisions. Chapters 4 and 5 documented variations in the preparation and 

presentation of victim impact statements both presentence and postsentence. 

It is far more difficult to assess the merits of these variations. The difficulty of 

this task has two major sources: (I) the absence of coordination between the substance 

of VIS legislation and the process for its implementation and (2) the dearth of 

outcome-specific information on the impact of VIS legislation on criminal j usti ce and 

victim decisionmaking. 

In this final chapter, the interrelationship of substance, process, and outcome is 

addressed. Policy recommendations are stated and foci for future research are 

suggested. 

Impact on Decisionmaking 

Despite the fact that victim participation at various criminal justice junctures is 

permitted in nearly every state, very little is known about the impact of victim 

participatory roles on affected actors in the criminal justice process (e.g., defendants, 

victims, system practitioners). 

Before one can begin to understand how or to what degree VIS legislation does, 

in reality affect criminal justice decisionmaking, one must first be aware of the extent 

to which VIS legislation can, in theorz, impact on decisionmaking. The mere existence 

of expansive VIS provisions does not necessarily infer that there is any mechanism by 

which criminal justice personnel can actually incorporate this information into their 

decisionmaking processes. 
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Theoretical Incorporation of Victim Input 

Two initial questions must be addressed. First, to what extent, if at all, does the 

sentencing structure of a particular jurisdiction permit the consideration of victim 

input? Clearly, in a jurisdiction where determinate sentences are judicially imposed, 

there is no discretionary release function and, consequently, there is no mechanism for 

utilizing victim input. If parole guidelines are employed, what dimensions form the 

axes? Can an assessment of victim harm affect the calculation of one of these factors? 

To what extent? Must it be an assessment of delayed victim harm (j .e., harm that was 

unknown at the time of sentencing) or can this assessment detail all past and present 

crime impacts? If parole guidelines are not in use, has the legislature or paroling 

authority identified factors that are to be considered prior to rendering a release 

decision? Is victim harm included in this listing? 

The relevance of the above issue was highlighted in In re Fain, 139 Cal.App. 3d 

295, app'd, 145 Cal.App. 3d 540 (1983). In this case, a parole board decision to 

release an offender was reversed after massive public outcry. The Superior Court ruled 

that the parole board reaction to public opinion violated the applicant's due process 

rights because statutory provisions required that revocation decisions rest on relevant, 

articulated grounds; it held further that the relevance of public opinion had not been 

demonstrated. The dissenting opinion suggests that the ruling is a step backward in 

the victims' rights movement when it observes that legally prohibiting a parole board 

from incorporating the statements of interested parties into release decisions is 

analogous to tossing a "meatless bone ... to the public". 

A second question that must be asked deals with the extent to which legislative 

or administrative provisions are enforceable or subject to implementation. In some 

states, laws have been introduced only after careful consideration by a joint committee 

of legislators, paroling personnel, and correctional authorities. Because the affected 

actors are intimately involved with the codification of the operational aspects of the 
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enabling provisions, implementation is occurring in a timely and efficient fashion. This 

may entail the allocation of additional monies to underwrite increased costs for victim 

notification, the establishment of training programs for newly appointed victim 

assistance personnel, or the development of a sophisticated recordkeeping system to 

enable personnel to systematically track and accommodate victim requests for 

participation and notification. 

Elsewhere, legislation has seemingly been enacted in a corrrnunication vacuum. 

In some states, codes may simply be modeled after existent legislation in other locales, 

or may blindly incorporate public demands without due consideration to the financial or 

temporal constraints of the affected agenci es. Where I eg is I at i on is passed 

independent I y of agency consultation, implementation may be awkward or, indeed, 

unfeasible. The legally accountable agency may be unable to implement the law due to 

insufficient resources or because the new mandate is inconsistent with or contradictory 

to existent department policy. 

Two examples serve to illustrate this point. (N)TE: The selection of these codes 

for examination is in no way intended to denigrate the enthusiasm or integrity of those 

involved with the victims' rights movement in these states.) 

Legislation authorizing victim participation at parole was passed by the 

Pennsylvania legislature and took effect in October 1986. Act 134 of 1986, amending 

the Pennsylvania Parole Act of 1941, specifies that the parole board is 1'0 provide 

advance notice of a release hearing to a victim of any felony at the same time as 

"public notice" is given. The Pennsylvania parole board did not initiate this legislation 

and implementation of the statute's language has proven to be problematic in at least 

two respects. First, this provision was modeled largely after legislation in the 

neighboring state of New Jer~ey, a state that requires the publication of parole 

hearings scheduled for the following month. In Pennsylvania, however, no such public 

notice had previously been mandated. Consequently, the new code could be interpreted 
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in one of several manners. It could be interpreted as implying that victim notification 

was required only if and when public notice was given; alternately, the law could be 

read to infer that, as of the effective date of the legislation, public notice of parole 

hearings was to become standard procedure. Second, regardless of the offense of 

conviction, the new law specifies that responsibility for victim notification lies with the 

paro Ie board. In most jurisdictions, this delegation of responsibility would not prove 

problematic. in Pennsylvania, however, offenders sentenced to terms of imprisonment 

ranging from 11.5 to 23 months are considered to be under the jurisdiction of the 

sentencing judge, not of the parole board. In these cases, who is to supply the 

required notice -- the sentencing judge or the parole board? Clearly, these are issues 

that need to be resolved before any meaningful system of victim notification and 

participation can be effected. 

A second example is an expansive array of victims' rights which recently became 

law in Oregon. Ballot Measure 10 was passed by a citizen's initiative in November 

1986. This Crime Victims' Bill of Rights specifies, in part, mechanisms by which 

victims are to be notified of and allowed to participate at postconviction proceedings. 

Because the mandates were codified as a result of a citizen initiative, rather than 

standard legislative processes, the initiative cannot be amended by actions of the 

legislature; court rulings alone can modify these provisions. 

"[he measure specifies that advance notice of all hearings and/or releases is to be 

forwarded to all victims who have requested such notification and who have furnished 

the parole board with a current address. Without further guidance in the 

implementation of this provision, several potential administrative problems are evident. 

First, there is no mention of when, how, or by whom the victim is to be advised 

either of the existence of notification and participation rights or of the need to 

register for them. Second, although advance notice of impending institutional hearings 

is to be provided by the parole board, the range of hearings for which notice is to be 
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given may exceed the purview of paroling authorities. The measure states simply that 

notice is to ~e sent at least 30 days prior to (I) .iall hearings" and (2) "the release 

from actual physical custody, whether by work release, institutional leave, or any other 

means of any convicted person" (emphasis added). If "all hearings" is construed as 

including administrative reviews in addition to parole consideration hearings, the parole 

board may be required to deliver notice of, and allow participation at, disciplinary 

hearings, reclassification hearings, emergency furlough hearings, etc., whether or not 

the parole board is typically involved in these decisions. 

Actual Impact on Criminal Justice Decisionmaking 

The effect of VIS legislation on the criminal justice system, in general, and on 

individual victims, in particular, is a function of both (a) the actual effect of the law 

on criminal justice personnel, resources, and decisions; and (b) the degree and nature 

of local compliance with statutory provisions. 

The questi on of comp Ii ance is of parti cu I ar interest because of the 

characterization of VIS legislation as "mandating" the preparation of impact statements. 

This depiction may be quite misleading, reflecting statutory rhetoric more so than 

practical application. Putting aside for the moment those statutes which restrict the 

applicability of V I S legisl ation to specific offenses or which make appli cabi I ity 

contingent upon the preparation of a presentence report, the fact remains that little is 

known about jurisdictional rates of compliance. The findings of a recent telephone 

survey of probation departments~ asking about known measures of compliance with VIS 

legislation, revealed that only two states were able to provide any statistics on 

compliance. It was reported that, of the nearly 4,000 presentence reports completed in 

Maryland during the second half of 1982, only 23 percent included an impact statement. 

New Jersey probation personnel observed that, while there were no comprehensive 

data, approximately two-thirds of sampled felony actions failed to include an impact 

statement (New York State Crime Victims Board, 1983). How often are impact 
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statements prepared? To what extent are compliance rates a factor of offense, 

offender, or victim characteristics? Alternatively, is the preparation or nonpreparation 

of an impact statement primarily a function of local practice or the allocation of 

resources? 

Policy Recorrmendotions and Suggestions for Research 

The recommendations forwarded here urge a re-examination of the substance~ 

process, and outcome of victim impact legislation. Because of (a) interjurisdictional 

variations in day-to-day operations of criminal justice process and (b) limitations in 

our understanding of basic issues surrounding the utilization of victim impact 

statements, these suggestions for change are necessarily general. They do, 

nevertheless, set the tone for a more comprehensive policy for victim involvement in 

criminal justice decisionmaking. 

Process 

Because of the system-wide ramifications of statutorily mandated victims' rights 

provisions, legislators must not cperate in an informational vacuum. There must be a 

coordinated informational exchange in conjunction with the enactment or modification 

of VIS provisions. This report recommends that future legislative actions reflect 

clearly defined and agreed upon objectives and procedural reality. To this end, 

legislators should invite and, indeed, proactively seek out the input of criminal justice 

personnel whose daily operations will be directly or indirectly affected by the proposed 

codes. More specifi call y, lawmakers and practi ti oners must sha re a mut ua I 

understanding of the role of victim input in criminal justice decisionmaking. 

In addition to this philosophical convergence, the legislature must provide 

adequate resources for meaningful statutory implementation and must develop some 

mechanism for the modification of statutory processes if necessary. 

In recognition of the diversity in jurisdictional practices and in the allocation of 

fiscal and human resources, this report does not advance any specific recorrrnendations 
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as to which criminal justice practitioner would be the most appropriate agent for the 

preparation of a pFesentence victim impact statement. A general approach to victim 

involvement is, however, urged. Victims should be encouraged to participate in 

criminal justice proceedings. While a jurisdiction need not provide for victim allocution 

or formal written statements at pretrial release or plea negotiation sessions, the victim 

should be advised, in advance, of the nature of these proceedings and should be invited 

to corrrnent informally to an appropriate criminal justice official. The findings of this 

consultative interaction would not be binding on prosecutorial or judicial decisions. 

Routine victim consultation would, however, establish a forum in which valuable 

information which may affect case processing can be transmitted to decisionmakers as 

early as possible. 

This report recommends that victim participation at other presentence 

proceedings should be more formalized. At these hearings written and oral victim input 

should be elicited. Responsibility for victim awareness of participatory options at this 

juncture must not lie with the victim. Rather, there must be some stated mechanism 

by which a victim is alerted to the opportunities for active victim involvement. In 

some jurisdictions this mechanism may be oral comnunication; in others, a written 

advisement may be disseminated. It is strongly urged that the employment of both 

methods of comnunication be standard procedure. Personal interaction allows for an 

imnediate and individual response to specific victim concerns. A written document 

provides more generalized information to a victim who may need time or who may wish 

to retreat to a sheltered environment before considering the nature of his or her role 

in the criminal justice process. 

The nature and propriety of the victim role in postsentence proceedings is less 

clear and must be coordinated with the state's stated justification for imprisonment. A 

state whose incarcerative policies are grounded in the positivist rationales of 

rehabilitation or societal protection may legitimately argue that the victim is not in a 
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position to corrrnent upon the parole applicant's current status. Victim involvement in 

conjunction with these sessions may, nevertheless, serve victim-based rationales. A 

state whose legislators adhere to classical school rationales of retribution or 

deterrence may likewise argue that a victim voice is inappropriate because punishment, 

proportionate to the seriousness of the offense, is to be determined at the time of 

sentencing. However ,as noted in Chapter 5, there is a growing recognition that the 

extent of offense seriousness may not be completely ascertainable at the time of 

sentencing. Clearly, these philosophical issues must be addressed by legislators and 

practitioners alike. 

Substonce 

This researcher recognizes the uniqueness of each victimization experience. Not 

only do the circumstances of each victimization differ but also each victim's reactions 

to his or her experience. It is further acknowledged that ,while some victim losses are 

easily quantifiable (e.g., value of property lost, stolen, or destroyed), other losses 

cannot be objectively assessed. A victim's fear of revictimization, a family's response 

to the sudden loss of a loved one, the social and psychological traumas that oftentimes 

accompany a violent assault -- these are harms that must be measured subjectively. In 

view of the above, this report urges the adoption of non-exclusive legislation. A victim 

should not be prohibited from expressing his or her feelings on any specific aspect of 

the victimization experience. To this end, standardized VIS forms, where employed, 

should be designed so as to include both open-ended and closed-ended items. With 

such a format objectively measured losses can be documented in a manner that 

facilitates review for restitution purposes. At the same time, victims are granted 

greater flexibility in their recordation of social, psychological, and emotional harms. 

Where victim losses are presented for judicial consideration in a summary 

statement prepared by probation, prosecutorial, or victim assistance personnel, 

concerted efforts should be made to include direct victim statements. Even in the face 
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of victim inability or refusal to participate in the prosecution, resources should be 

available to document, as fully as possible, the nature and extent of victim losses in a 

particular case. 

Outcome 

Once V IS provisions are in place there must be a means for evaluating whether 

previously defined and agreed upon objectives have been satisfied. Where practice or 

policy is found to be deficient some mechanism for procedural modification must be 

available. Three recomnendations are noted. 

First, each state should regularly schedule statewide seminars at which criminal 

justice practitioners involved with the implementation of legislatively or 

administratively mandated provisions can meet to discuss problems and to formulate 

solutions. Because VIS legislation affects a broad spectrum of actors throughout the 

criminal justice system, it is imperative that this forum includes the voices of 

probation, prosecutorial, defense, and parole personnel; victim advocates; judges; and 

victims. 

These intrajurisdictional seminars should be complemented by interjurisdictional 

meetings. These latter conferences could serve as an informational exchange at which 

the experiences of individual jurisdictions could be informally discussed. Policies 

adopted successfully in one jurisdiction may be equally successful in a state with 

similar procedural policies. As was noted in reference to the intrastate seminars, these 

regional or national conferences should involve all affected criminal justice 

practitioners but should also involve lawmakers interested in the modification or 

introduction of legislation in their home districts. 

Finally, there is a definite need for longitudinal research to systematically assess 

the effect of victim impact legislation. Several foci for future research are readily 

apparent. What is the effect of VIS provisions on victims of crime? More specifically, 

do victims, as a result of their involvement in criminal proceedings and parole hearings 
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(as defined by cooperation in the preparation and/or presentation of an impact 

statement), experience increased levels of "psychological wholeness"? Do these victims 

express greater satisfaction about their interactions with the criminal justice system? 

What are the effects of VIS legislation on 'the criminal justice system? Does the 

focused discussion of victim harm have an effect on bond decisions, sentence length, the 

ba I ance between incarcerative and nonincarcerative sentences, the number of 

restitution orders imposed, or parole release dates? In what ways do subjective victim 

corrmentaries affect these same variables? 

The above stated policy recommendations and suggestions for research are to 

serve as a challenge to researchers, lawmakers, and practitioners. As our knowledge 

base increases, we can continue to shape the role of the victim in criminal justice 

decisionmaking to meet the needs of both the victim and the criminal justice system. 
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.APPEI'D I X A 

SUfYlNlMY TABLE 
VICTIM IMPACT STATEMENTS IN PRESENTENCE REPffiTS 



AL AK AZ fIR CA CO 

Offense prerequisites 
Any felony x x x 
Specl flc felonies 
Other (8 ) 

Source of notification 
Probation officer x 
Prosecutor x 
Other 
Uns pec If I ed 

Method of notl flcatlon 
Ma 11 x 
Phone 
Other 
Unspecified x 

Procedural prerequisites 
Must request notification 
Must update address 
Other 

Victim representation 
(2,3,4) Spouse 

Chll d (2,3,4 ) 
Parent (2,3,4) 
SibIl ng (2,3,4) 
Other family member 

( 2) Unspecified family member x 
legal guardian' (2,3,4) 
Attorney 
Other 

Statement format 
Direct victim statement 0) 
Summary statement ( 1 ) x 
Other 
Unspecified 

Contents 
Objective 

Physical x x x 
Emotional/psychological x x x 
Financial/economic x x 
Social x x 
Other (7) 

Subjective 
Summary of offense 
View of Offender 
Sentence recommendation 
Other (S) (S,9) 

Unspeci fled 

Source of information 
Victim x x 
Official records x 
Unspecl fled x x 

Disclosure to defendant 
No 
Yes (6) x 
Uns pec Ifl ed x 

Defendant rebuttal 
Ho 
Yes 
Uns pec I fl ed x 



CT DE FL GA HI 10 

Offense p~e~equisites 
(10) Any felony x 

Sped fie felonies 
Othe~ 

Source of notification 
Probation office~ x 
Prosecutor 
Other (11 ) 
Unspecified 

Hethod of noti fication 
Ha 11 x 
Pnone 
Othe~ 
Unspecified 

Procedural prerequi sites 
Hust request notification x 
Must update address (23) 
Other (18 ) 

Victim representation 
Spouse 
Ch i1 d 
Parent 
SI bl I ng 
Other family member 

(2,3,19\ (3,12,24) Unspecified family member (12 ) 
Legal guardian (2,3,19 
Attorney 
Other (2,3,19,20) 

Statement fa rma t 
Olrect victim statement 
Summary statement x x 
Other 
Unspecifi ed 

Contents 
Objective 

Physical (13 ) x 
Emotional/psychological (13 ) x 
Financial/economic x x x 
Soc I a 1 
Other (l4 ) 

x 
(25) 

Subj eet he 
Summary of offense 
View of offende~ x 
Sentence recommendation 
Other (15 ) 

Unspecified 

Source of Information 
Vi ctim (l6 ) x 
Official records x 
Unspecl fled 

Disclosure to defendant 
:~o 
Yes (17 ) (21 ) 
Unspecified x 

Defendant rebuttal 
No 
Yes (22) 
Unspecified x 

2 



IL IN IA KS K'I LA 

O~fense prerequisites 
Any felony (41 ) 
S~eclflc felonies (26 ) (35) (44) 
o her (31.32 ) (43) 

Source of notlficatlon 
Probation officer (33 ) ~m Prosecutor (33 ) 
Other (42) 
Unspec1 fled 

Hethod of notl flcatlon 
Hall (27\ x 
Phone (21 x 
Other ( 21) (37) 
Unspeci fled x x 

Procedural prerequisl tes 
Hust request notification x 
Hust update address x x 
Other (28) (32) 

Victim representation 
Spouse (29.30) ( 45 1 
Ch 11 d (29.30) (45 
Parent (29.30) (2.3) (3.45 1m 
SibIl ng (29.30) 
Other family member (45) 
Unspecified family member (2.3) (3.30,38) (12 ) 
Legal guardian (2.3) (3,46 ) 
Attorney 
Other (3,46,41) 

Statement format 
Direct victim statement (27) (33) x 
Summary statement (27) (33) (39) x 
Other 
Unspecified x 

Contents 
Objective 

Physical x x x x x 
Emotional/psychological x x x 
Financial/economic x x X x 
Social x x x 
Other (25) (40) 

Subjective 
Summary of offense x x 
View of offender 
Sentence recommendation x x x 
Other (5,43 ) (5 ) 

Uns pee I f1 ed 

Source of information 
V Ictl, x x x x x 
Official records 
Unspec1f1 ed 

Disclosure to de fendan t 
No 
Yes x (34 ) x (49) 
Unspec1 fi ed x 

Defendant rebuttal 
No 
Yes x x 
Unspeci fjed x x 



HE HO HP. HI HN HS 

Offense prerequisites 
Any felony (53) x 
Specific felanl_' 

(50) Other (59) (63) 

Source of notl flcatlon 
Probation officer x 
Prosecutor 
Other (60) 
Unspecl fled 

Hethod of notl flcatlon 
Ma 11 (51 ) 
Phone (51 ) 
Other (51 ) (55) (60) 
Unspecl fled x 

Procedural prerequisites 
Hust request notl ffcatlon x 
Must update address x 
Other (64) 

Victim representation 
S pou s e (45.56 ) (2 ) F ,3.4l 
Chll d (45.56 ) 2.3.4 
Parent (3.45.46.56) (2,3.4l 
S I bl I ng (45.56 ) (2.3.4 
Other famfl y me.mber (45,56 ) 
Unspecified family member (2,19 ) (2 ) (3.12) 
Legal guardian (2.19 ) (3.46 ) x 
Attorney 
Other (2.19.52) (65) 

Statement format 
DIrect victim statement x 
Summary statement x x (64) 
Other 
Unspecl fied 

Contents 
Objective 

Physical x x x 
Emotional/psychological x x x x 
Financial/economic x x x x 
Socl a I x x 
Other (61 ) (7) 

Subjective 
Summary of offense x 
View of offender 
Sentence recommendation x x 
Other (5) (62) 

Unspecified 

Source of information 
Victim x x (63.66) 
Official records x 
Unspecified x 

Olsclosure to defendant 
No 
Yes x (54) (57) (34) x 
Uns pec I fl ed 

Oefendant r~buttal 
No 
Yes (54) (58) x 
Unspeci fled x 
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1'10 HT ItE NV ItH NJ 

Offense prerequisites 
Any felony x (80) 
Specific felonies (7S) 
Other (50,67) (7S) (77 ) (82) 

Source of notification 
Probation officer x x (78 ) a3\ Prosecutor 
Other (72 ) (83) 
Unspec1 fled 

Method of notification 
Mall x 
Phone 
Other 
Unspecl fl ed x 

Procedural prerequisites 
Must request notification 
Must update address 
Other (68) (84) 

Victim representation 
Spouse (3,12.69) 
Chl1 d (3,12.69) 
Parent (3.12,69 ) 
SI bll ng 13,12,69) 
Other family member 
Uns pec Ifl ed fam 11 y member (12) 
Legal gua rd lan (3,12,69) 
Attorney 
Other 

Statement format 
Direct victim statement g~\ t~~l Summary statement x x 
Other 
Unspecified 

Contents 
Objective 

Physical x x x 
Emotional/psychological x x x 
FinanCial/economic x (73 ) x x 
Social x 
Other (40) (81 ) (85.86 ) 

Subjective 
Summary of offense x 
View of offender 
Sentence recommendation ml Other 

Unspecified (73 ) 

Source of Information 
V I ctlm (70) (73 ) x (78 ) x x 
Official records 
Uns pee If! ed (73 ) (78 ) (85) 

Disclosure to defendant 
rio 
Ye s (71 ) (74 ) (21) (79) (79) (31) 
Unspecl fled 

Defendant rebuttal 
Ito 
Yes (74) x x (87) 
Unspecified x 
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NH NY NC NO OH OK 

Offense prerequisites 
Any felony (89) (53,80) 
Specific felonies 
Other (88) (82) (92 ) 

Source of notl flcatlon 
Probation officer x 
Prosecutor x 
Other (93) 
Uns pec If led 

Hethod of notl flcatlon 
Ha 11 ml Phone 
Other (94 ) 
Unspecified x x x x 

Procedural prerequisites 
Hust request notification 
Must update address x 
Other (28) 

Victim representation 
Spouse (2,3,4, 69 1 
Chl1 d (2,3,4,69 
Parent (2,3,4, 69 1 
S I bl I n9 (2,3,4.69 
Other family member (2,3.4.69) 
Unspecified fam i1 y member (12.24) 
Legal guardian' (2.3,4.69) 
Attorney 
Other 

Statement format 
Direct victim statement (90) x x 
Summary statement x x 
Other 
Unspecified 

Contents 
Objective 

Physical x x x x 
Emotional/psychological x x x 
Financial/economic x x x x 
Soc 14 1 x 
Other (86) 

Subjective 
Summary of offense x x 
View of offender 
Sentence recommendation x x 
Other (5 ) ( 5) (5 ) 

Uns pec ifi ed 

Source of information 
Victim (90) x 1m x 
Offlelal records 
Unspecl fled (90) 

Disclosure to defendant 
No 
Yes (21 ) (91) (96) (79) 
Unspeclfl ed 

Defendant rebuttal 
No 
Yes x 
Unspeclfl ed x x 
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OR PA RI SC SO TN 

Offense prerequisites 
Any felony x (103 ) 
Specific felonies 
Other (97 ) 

Source of notification 
Probation officer x 
Prosecutor 
Other 
Unspeci fied 

Method of noti fication 
Ma i1 
Phone 
Other (37) 
Unspecifi ed x 

Procedural prerequisites 
Must request notification 
Must update address 
Other (lOa) (lO2) 

Victim representation 
Spouse 
Chl1 d 
Parent (9a) 
S I bl i ng 
Other family member 

( 12 ) Unspecified fami-! y member (l2 ) 
legal guardian (9a) 
Attorney 
Other (52) 

Statement format 
Direct victim statement x (l04l 
Summary statement x x (104 
Other 
Uns peci fled x 

Contents 
ObjectlYe 

Physical 
Emotional/psychological x 
Financial/economic x 
Social 
Other (25) (lO4) 

Subject ive 
Summary of offense 
View of Offender 
Sentence recommendation 
Other (5 ) (25) (104) 

Unspeclfl ed 

Source of information 
Victim (56) (lOl) x {I04l 
Official records (101 ) {104 
Unspeci fl ed 

Disclosure to defendant 
No 
Yes (99) 
Unspeci fied 

Defendant rebuttal 
No 
Yes x 
Unspeci fled 
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TX ur VT VA IIA \IV 

Offense prerequisites 
Any felony x (109) 
Specific felonies (105) 
Other (105 ) (109) (110) ( 112) 

Source of notl f1catlon 
Probation officer 
Prosecutor p06\ x 
Other 106 
Unspeclfi ed x 

Method of notification 
Ma 11 x 
Phone 
Other 
Uns pec If led x x 

procedural prerequisites 
Must request notification 
Must update address 
Other 

Victim representation 
(111 l Spouse (2 ) 

Chil d (2 ) ( III 
Parent (2 ) Plll S I bll ng (2 ) III 
Other family member ( III ) 
Unspecl fled fam(ly member (2.19 ) (2.69) (2 ) 
Legal guardian (3.29) (2.19 ) (2.69) (111 ) 
Attorney 
Other (2.19.52) (52) 

Statement format 
Direct victim statement x x 
Summary statement x x x 
Other (107) 
Unspecifl ed x 

Contents 
Objective 

PhYSical x x x x 
Emotional/psychological x x x x x 
Financial/economic x x x x x 
Soc I a 1 x x x x x 
Other (86) (86) (40) (86) (86) 

Subjective 
Summary of offense 
View of offender 
Sentence recommendation 
Other (5 ) 

Unspecified x 

Source of Information 
Victim x x 
OffiCial records 
Uns pec if I ed x 

Disclosure to defendant 
No 
Yes (108) ( 21) x 
Unsped fled 

Defendant rebuttal 
No 
Yes x 
Unspeci fled· x 
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.> ... ~ ... 

Offense prerequisites 
Any felony 
Specific felonies 
Other 

Source of notification 
Probation officer 
Prosecutor 
Other 
Uns pec ifi ed 

Hetho~ of notification 
Ha i1 
Phone 
Other 
Uns pec if i ed 

Procedural prerequisites 
Must request notification 
Hust update address 
Other 

Victim representation 
Spouse 
Chil d 
Parent 
S i bl i ng 
Other family member 
Unspecified family member 
Legal guardian' 
Attorney 
Other 

Statement format 
Direct victim statement 
Summary statement 
Other 
Unspecified 

contents 
Objective 

Physical 
Emotional/psychological 
Financial/economic 
Social 
Other 

Subjective 
Summary of offense 
View of offender 
Sentence recommendation 
Other 

Uns pee ifi ed 

Source of information 
Victim 
Official records 
Unspecifi ed 

Disclosure to defendant 
No 
Yes 
Unspeci fled 

Defendant rebuttal 
Ho 
Yes 
Unspecified 

WI 

(113 ) 

(113 ) 

(68 ) 

(12 ) 
(12 ) 

g~l 

(12) 

(113 ) 

(113 ) 

(113 ) 

\lY 

(82) 

x 

x 
x 

x 



I Every presentence investigation is to include a victim impact statement. Authored 
by probation and/or parole personnel, and based on information derived from the victim 
and from official records, this document surrmarizes the effect of the crime upon the 
victim. In addition to the victim impact statement, a Victim Impact Report is mailed to 
every victim by the Board of Pardons and Paroles. This questionnaire solicits victim 
corrmentary on physical and psychological injuries, monetary losses, and any changes in 
the victim's quality of life which may be attributable to the offense. 

2 If the victim is deceased. 

3 If the victim is a minor. 

4 If the victim is incapacitated. 

5 Need for and/or amount of restitution. 

6 The presentence report is available for defendant review unless the court 
determines that disclosure would prove detrimental to the defendant's rehabilitation or 
the public safety. 

7 The emotional and financial impact of the offense upon the victim's irrmediate 
family. 

8 A presentence report must be prepared in all felony cases where probation is a 
legislatively authorized sentencing option. A victim impact statement is mandatory 
whenever a presentence report is prepared unless the victim has testified at any of the 
court proceedings concerning the offense. 

9 The corrments of the victim concerning the offense. 

10 Excluding a capital felony. 

II Victim advocate of the Criminal Injuries Compensation Board. 

12 If the victim was a homicide victim. 

13 In cases involving personal injury or sexual attack, Probation Department policy 
requires that the presentence report include information regarding not only the 
irrrnediate impact of the crime but also, when medical opinion is available, information 
regarding any longlasting physical or psychological damage. 

14 Any damages suffered by the victim. 

15 The officer's surrmary is to reflect the "feelings and attitudes" of the victim. 

16 If the victim cannot be contacted, departmental policy directs the officer to 
document, within the presentence report, the steps that were taken to contact the 
victim. 

17 Upan the defendant's request, and barring a showing of good cause for not so 
doing, the court shall provide the defendant or his attorney with a copy of the 
presentence report. 

10 



18 The victim must cooperate with the court and with presentence officers. 

19 If the victim is under a mental, physical, or legal disability, or is otherwise unable 
to provide the required information. 

20 The victim's personal representative, corrrnittee, treatment professional, child 
protection agency, or other involved state agency. 

21 Disclosure of all or part of the presentence report may be permitted by the court 
whenever the court determines the best interest of the state or the welfare of a 
particular defendant or person makes such action desirable or helpful. 

22 In capital cases, the defendant may cross-examine witnesses for the state and may 
rebut adverse testimony. 

23 10. CODE 19-5306(2) specifies th(]t notice is to be given to the victim !lat the 
address provided unless the victim subsequently provides a different address." Vi ctims 
are not, however, legally required to keep the prosecutor apprised of any address 
changes. 

24 If the victim was of such incapacity to preclude him or her from exercising these 
rights personally. 

25 A statement of the impact which the defendant's criminal conduct has had upon 
the victim. 

26 A presentence investigation is mandatory in all felony cases except where (a) both 
parties have agreed to the imposition of a specific sentence, or (b) the defendant has 
knowingly waived such investigation. The court may, at its discretion, order a 
presentence investigation for any defendanL A victim impact statement is to be 
included in all presentence reports. 

27 The victim impact statement is a standardized form. Guidelines established by the 
Attorney General provide for the administration of this form in person, by telephone, or 
by mail. The interviewer may summarize the victim's responses or may quote the victim 
directly. 

28 Victims and witnesses are legally responsible (a) to make a timely report of the 
crime; (b) to cooperate with law enforcement authorities throughout the investigation, 
prosecution, and trial; and (c) to testify at trial. The pertinent statutory provision does 
not suggest that failure to satisfy these procedural prerequisites will abrogate a 
victim's claim to legislated rights. 

29 If the victim is physically or mentally incapable of exercising these rights. 

30 If the victim was killed as a result of a violent crime. 

31 Any felony in which a person has suffered harm as a result of the crime. 

32 IND. CODE 35-35-3-6 specifies that, if there are more than three victims, the 
prosecutor can satisfy the mandates of 35-35-3-5 (see note 33, infra) by completing 
the procedure with the three victims who he believes have suffereatlie most. 

11 



33 IND. CODE 35-38-1-9 dictates that the presentence report must include any 
written statements submitted to the probation officer by a victim. The probation officer 
must certify that he attempted to contact the victim and that, if successful, the officer 
offered to accept the victim's written statements, or to reduce the vi ctim's oral 
statements to writing. 35-35-3-5 directs the prosecuting attorney, whenever a plea 
recorrrnendation is submitted to the court, to certify that (a) he has offered to show 
the proposed recorrrnendation to the victim and (b) the victim has been advised of the 
right to present an oral statement at sentencing concerning the crime and the 
sentence. If unable to attend the hearing, the victim may mail a written statement to 
the court for inclusion in the presentence report. 

34 Prior to sentencing, a defendant is entitled to either a copy of the presentence 
report or an advisement of the factual contents and conclusions of the report. Sources 
of confidential information need not be disclosed. 

35 Forcible felony or any other felony or aggravated misdemeanor involving actual or 
threatened infl iction of physical or emotional injury. 

36 IA. CODE 910A.5 directs the county attorney to notify all registered victims of 
the right to file a written victim impact statement. Pursuant to 901.3, the presentence 
investigator is to provide a victim impact statement form to each victim, if one has not 
already been provided. 

37 Hand delivered notification. 

38 If the victim was rendered incompetent as a result of the offense. 

39 The victim impact statement is to itemize any economic loss suffered by the 
victim as a result of the offense. A pecuniary damages statement report prepared by a 
county attorney may serve as the itemization of economic loss. 

40 Any request for psychological services initiated by the victim's family as a result 
of the offense. 

41 Whenever a presentence report is court ordered, victim information is to be 
included. KS. STAT. MN. 21-4604 requires the preparation of a presentence report 
following all felony convictions unless the court finds that "adequate and current 
information is available in a previous presentence investigation report or from other 
sources." The court in State v Wright, 7K.A.2d 631,646 P.2d 1128 (1982) held that a 
judge's personal knowledge of a defendant may be an acceptable substitute for a 
presentence report. 

42 Court servi ces offi cer. 

43 In preparing a victim impact statement, tI,e court services officer is directed, by 
administrative policy, to describe any feelings the victim may have relative to the 
overall criminal justice system. 

44 Criminal homicide, robbery, rape, assault, sodomy, kidnapping, burglary in the first 
or second degree, sexual abuse, wanton endangerment, criminal abuse, or incest. 

45 If the victim is deceased and the relation is not the defendant, the following 
persons may be accorded victim status per this legislatively prescribed order: spouse, 
adult child, parent, sibling, grandparent. 

12 



46 If the victim is legally incapacitated. 

47 If the court believes that the health, safety, or welfare of a minor or legIJlly 
incapacitated victim would not otherwise be adequately protected, the court may 
appoint a special advocate to represent the victim's interests. 

48 The trial court may order a presentence investigation whenever a defendant is 
convicted of an offense other than a capital offense. If the offense involved a victim, 
and if a presentence investigation was ordered, a victim impact statement must be 
included in the presentence report. The district attorney may also file a victim impact 
statement with the court. 

49 The court in State v Bosworth, Sup.1978, 360 So.2d 173, appeal after remand 373 
So.2d 152, and 415 So.2d 912 ruled that due process requires a sentencing court to 
disclose to a defendant any information upon which the court relies in imposing 
sentence, excepting irrelevant or confidential matters. 

50 A presef')tence report is to include a victim impact statement if the defendant (a) 
in committing a felony, caused physical, psychological, or economic injury to the 
victim, or (b) in comnitting a misdemeanor, caused serious physical injury or death to 
the victim. 

51 The Operations Manual of the Maryland Division of Parole and Probation outlines 
the following procedures to be used when a victim impact statement is prepared. The 
probation officer is first to contact any local victim witness unit to obtain previously 
reported victim information. If the information provided by the victim witness unit is 
deemed to be incomplete or outdated, the victim is to be contacted in person, by mail, 
or by telephone. A face-to-face contact is required in all death penalty cases and 
whenever a victim specifically requests an interview with the investigating agent. It is 
unclear how the recent Supreme Court ruling in Booth v Maryland, No. 86-5020 (June 
15, 1987) will affect this procedure. 

52 A victim's personal representative or comnittee. 

53 Excluding any crime for which a sentence of death may be imposed. 

54 If the court decides to rely upon all or part of such statements in imposing 
sentence. 

55 MI CH. COMPo LAWS Ai'N. 780.763(2) requires that prosecutorial notice to the 
victim be given '1by any means reasonably calculated to give prompt actual notice." 

56 If the victim is physically unable to exercise the rights accorded by the statute, 
the victim may designate, in writing, one of the following persons to act on his or her 
behalf for the duration of the physico! disability: spouse, adult child, parent, sibling, 
grandparent. f\Otice shall continue to be sent only to the victim. 

57 Unless exempted from disclosure by the court. 

58 In determining whether to order restitution and the amount of that restitution, 
MICH. COMPo LAWS Af\N. 780.767 directs the court to consider the amount of loss 
sustained by any victim, the current and potential financial resources of the defendant, 
and the financial needs of the defendant's dependents. If so ordered, the probation 
officer will obtain such information for inclusion in or attachment to the presentence 
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report. All such information will be disclosed to the defendant and is subject to 
rebuttal. The evidentiary standard for dispute resol ution shall be a showing of a 
preponderance of the evidence. 

59 Crime resulting in loss or harm to a victim. 

60 In addition to the notification mandates of MII\N. STAT. 609.115, 611A.02 (as 
emended by Senate File 232 (1987)) requires the distribution, by a Peace Officer, of a 
listing of victims' rights when the officer takes a formal statement from the victim. If 
the victim does not make a formal statement, the Peace Officer is not obligated to 
distribute this pamphlet. 

61 A sumnary of the damages or harm and any other probl ems generated by the 
criminal occurrence. 

62 The victim's objections, if any, to the proposed disposition. 

63 Presentence reports are prepared at the discretion of the court. If a presentence 
report is ordered, a victim impact statement must be appended if, as a result of any 
felony, a victim suffered direct or threatened physical, emotional, or financial harm. If 
a presentence report is not ordered, the victim may submit an oral or written impact 
statement at sentencing (see jurisdictional entry in Appendix B). 

64 If there are multiple victims and the preparation of individual impact statements is 
not feasible, one or more representative statements may be submitted by the preparing 
officer. 

65 Any person who has had a close personal relationship with the victim may be 
designated by the court to be a victim representative. 

66 The investigating officer is to make a reasonable effort to contact the victim and 
to obtain the victim's statement. If unable to contact the victim, or if the victim 
dec lines to make a statement, the offi cer must so note in the report. 

67 If the court does not order a presentence investigation, the prosecuting attorney 
may prepare a vici;m impact statement to be submitted to the court. 

68 A victim's claim to legislated rights may be abrogated by the failure of the victim 
to report a crime to law enforcement authorities within 5- days of its occurrence or 
discovery, unless the prosecuting attorney finds good cause for the victim not so doing. 

69 If the victim is incompetent. 

70 Departmental policy provides that a crime victim will be requested, in writing, to 
contact the probation office in order to assist in the preparation of a victim impact 
statement. If a victim fails to respond to this correspondence, policy directs that "no 
further effort will be made to contact the victim, unless there is need to do so in the 
normal routine of the investigation itself." 

71 Departmental policy of the Department of Probation and Parole states that the 
victim "should be cautianed that when giving crime impact information, that it shall 
be included in a report which will be given to the offender. If the victim requests that 
a certain statement he has made not be incl uded in the report, his wish wi II be 
honored." 
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72 M()\lT. CODE MN. 46-24-20 I specifies that law enforcement personnel are to 
assure that a victim is given information on the "role of the victim in the criminal 
justice process, including what he can expect from the system, as well as what the 
system expects from the victim.1I It is unclear whether a victim is to be notified of an 
opportunity to contribute to the presentence report. 

73 Whenever a presentence investigation is required, the probation officer is to 
inquire into the IIharm to the victim, his imnediate family, and the corrmunity." I t is 
not specified how this information is to be obtained. A later section, however, notes 
that whenever the court believes that restitution may be a proper condition of a 
deferred or suspended sentence, the presentence report is to include documentation of 
the victim's pecuniary loss, as submitted by the victim. 

7ft All or part of the presentence report is subject to disclosure at the discretion of 
the judge. If the court discloses the identity of persons who provided information, the 
judge may, in his discretion, allow the defendant to cross-examine those persons. 

75 A homicide, first degree sexual assault, first degree assault, or robbery during 
whi ch a vi cfim has a personal confrontation with the offender; also, a drug and/or 
alcohol related motor vehicle accident causing serious bodily injury to a victim. 

76 The presentence report is to include any written statements submitted to the 
county attorney or the probation officer by a victim. If no written statements have 
been submitted, the probation officer must certify that an attempt was made to contact 
the victim, and that the officer offered to accept the victim's written statements or to 
reduce the victim's oral statements to writing. 

77 A presentence report must be prepared in all felony cases except when w('lived by 
the defendant wi th the consent of the court. If a presentence report is prepared, a 
victim impact statement must be included. 

78 Pursuant to NEV. REV. STAT. 176.145(3), a victim impact statement is to be 
included in the presentence report only to the extent that pertinent information is 
available from the victim or other sources. The law does not, however, require lIany 
particular examination or testing of the victim, and the extent of any investigation or 
examination is solely at the discretion of the court or department and the extent of 
such information to be included in the report is solely at the discretion of the 
departmenLII I n cases involving restitution claims, the Nevada Department of Parole 
and Probation has established that it is the responsibility of the officer conducting the 
investigation to determine restitution and to recomnend an appropriate amount at the 
time of sentencing. The officer is directed to make a single attempt to provide a 
standardized claim form to all known victims in an effort to establish the total 
restitution figure. 

79 The defendant is entitled to review the factual content of the report. 

80 Unless waived by the defendant, a presentence report is to be prepared in all 
felony cases. 

81 N.H. REV. STAT. Af\N. 65 I :4, in describing the contents of a presentence report, 
makes no mention of a victim impact statement. Rather, the law states simply that the 
report is to include "a recomnendation as to disposition, together with reference to 
such material disclosed by the investigation as supports such recomnendation." In 
providing guidance for the preparation of these reports, the New Hampshire Department 
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of Corrections, if'!.. Policy and Procedure Directive 119, notes that the investigating 
officer is to " describe input from victims including their sentencing suggestions if 
offered. If victims provide data which has aggravation or mitigation value, it should be 
included." 

82 Whenever a presentence report is court ordered, victim information must be 
included. 

83 Enabling statutes are inconsistent. N.J. STAT. MN. 2C:44-6(b) requires the 
probation department to notify a victim of the right to submit a victim impact 
statement. The Victim-Witness Assistance Act of 1985, codified as 52:48-39 et seg., 
creates an Office of Victim-Witness Advocacy within the Division of Criminal Justice. 
The Act requires the Attorney General, through the Office of Victim-Witness Advocacy, 
and in conjunction with local prosecutors, to promulgate standards to ensure the 
enforcement of victims' rights. In part, the standards require the Office of Victim
Witness Advocacy and each county prosecutor's office to provide "advice to victims 
about their right to make a statement about the impact of the crime for inclusion in 
the presentence report or at the time of parole consideration ••• " ( 52:48-44 (a)( 15». 

84 If the victim wishes to submit a written statement, any such statement is to be 
made within 20 days of the victim's notification by the probation department. 

85 A victim may submit a written statement for inclusion in the presentence report. 
This statement is to refer to the offense for which the defendant is being sentenced. In 
addition, N.J. STAT • .AJ\N. 2C:44-6 (Supp., 1985), amending 2C:44-6 (1983), notes 
that any presentence report "shall specifically include an assessment of the gravity and 
seriousness of harm inflicted on the victim ••• " 

86 The effect of the crime upon the victim's family. 

87 Disclosure is to be in accordance with law and the Rules of Court. 

88 Presentence reports are prepared at the discretion of the court. Al though not 
legislatively mandated, the Field Services Division of the New Mexico Corrections 
Department has instituted a policy by which a victim impact statement is to be 
included as part of any presentence report involving a human victim. 

89 A presentence report must be prepared in all felony cases. The report is to include 
a victim impact statement when it appears that such information would be relevant to 
the sentencing decision. 

90 N.Y. CRi M. PROC. LAW 390.30(3) (1986), repealing and replacing 390.30(3) 
(1982), notes that preparation of a victim impact statement does not require that a 
victim supply this information. 

91 N.Y. CRIM. PROC. LAW 390.50(2) (1986), amending 390.50(2) (1982), states that 
the court, in its discretion, may except from disclosure any parts of the report that (a) 
are not relevant to a proper sentence, (b) may disrupt a program of rehabilitation, (c) 
were obtained on a promise of confidentiality, or (d) would not be in the interest of 
justice. 

92 A victim impact statement must be prepared prior to sentencing in any felony case 
in which the offender caused, attempted to cause, threatened to cause, or created the 
risk of physical harm to the victim of an offense. 
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93 Pursuant to OHIO REV. CODE AN\J. 2947.051, a victim impact statement may be 
prepared either by the local probation department, the regular probation officer 
assigned to the court, or by a victim assistance program that is operated by the state, 
any county or municipal corporation, or any other governmental entity. 

94 Departmental policy specifies that contact with the victim may be made in pierson, 
by phone, or by correspondence (Presentence and Parole Board Bulletin 202). 

95 Department policy" directs the investigating officer to make every attempt to 
contact the victim personally. If personal contact is not possible, alternate sources of 
information, such as official records, can be utilized. 

96 At the discretion of the trial court. 

97 Following a felony conviction, a presentence report will be prepared upon the 
request of the court, the district attorney, or the defendant. 

98 The consent of a parent or a legal guardian must be obtained prior to contacting a 
victim who is under the age of 18. 

99 ffi. REV • STAT. 137.079 allows the court to except from disclosure any parts of 
the report that (a) are not relevant to a proper sentence, (b) might seriously disrupt a 
program of rehabilitation, or (c) were obtained with an expectation of confidentiality. 
A related section ( 144.790) directs the preparing officer, before accepting a victim 
statement, to inform the victim that the statement will be made available to the 
defendant and to the defendant's attorney prior to sentencing as required by 137.079. 

100 A victim's claim to legislated rights may be abrogated by the failure of the 
victim to report a crime to law enforcement authorities "without unreasonable delay 
after its occurrence or discovery, unless the victim had a reasonable excuse not to do 
so" (PA. CONS. STAT. 180-9.2). 

101 The Bureau of Probation Services, in stating that "policy does not require that all 
victims be contacted personally, that is, if the subject information is available from 
other sources, •.• direct/personal contact wi th the vi ctim may not be necessary", 
suggests that the actual victim is not to be considered the primary source of victim 
impact information (Memorandum dated 11/28/84 from the Director of the Bureau of 
Probation Services to District Office Supervisors). 

102 Legislated rights are accorded to each victim who files a timely report of the 
crime and who cooperates with law enforcement authorities in the investigation and 
prosecution of the offense. 

103 Where a specific sentence has been agreed upon by the district attorney and the 
defendant, and the proposed sentence has been accepted by the court, no presentence 
report or sentencing hearing is required unless ordered by the court. 

104 Any presentence report is to include a statement relating to sentencing which has 
been submitted by the victim or by the investigative agency. 

105 Sexual assault, kidnapping, or aggravated robbery; alternatively, a person who has 
suffered bodily injury or death as a result of the criminal conduct of another. 
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106 A victim impact statement form is to be provided to the victim by the victim 
assistance coordinat-or. If a victim assistance coordinator does not serve the county or 
judicial district in which the offense occurred, the prosecutor is legally responsible for 
the provision of this form. 

107 The Texas Adult Probation Corrmission, with the participation of the Board of 
Pardons and Paroles, was directed by the legislature to develop a standardized form to 
be used to record the impact of an offense upon its victim. Despite the existe r ';-' of 
this form, a victim statement, by law, may be submitted orally, in writing, or by any 
other manner (TEXAS MN. CODE CRIM. PROC. Art. 56.01 et seg.). 

108 Upon the defendant's request, the contents of a presentence report will be 
disclosed if the defendant has been committed or is being evaluated for commitment to 
a correctional facility for treatment as a condition of probation or parole. 

109 A presentence report is to be prepared in every felony case except as noted here. 
VT. R. CRIM. PROC. Rule 32(c)( I) notes that a court, in its discretion, may proceed 
without a report if (a) the defendant has two or more felony convictions, (b) the 
defendant refuses to be interviewed or waives the preparation of a report, or (c) it is ~ 
impractical to verify the defendant's oockground. VT. STAT. MN. tit. 28 204 (Supp., 
1985), amending 204 (1982), further provides that, if a report has been made to any 
court within the state within a 2-year period with reference to the defendant, in 
connection with the scrne or another offense, submission of a copy of the earlier report 
may serve as a substitute for a current report, if approved by the court to which the 
report is to be submitted. 

110 When a person is adjudicated guilty of a felony, the court may, or on the motion 
of the defendant sha II, order the preparat i on of a presentence report. The report may, 
in the discretion of the court, include a victim impact statement if the court 
determines that the defendant, in committing the felony for which he has been 
convicted, may have caused significant physical, psychological, or economic injury to 
the victim. 

III WASH. REV. CODE 7.69.020 (Supp., 1986), amending 7.69.020 (1981), defines a 
survivor of a victim to include a spouse, child, parent, legal guardian, sibling, or 
grandparent of a victim, and specifies that, if there are multiple survivors, the 
prosecutor will designate one survivor to represent all survivors for the purpose of 
notification. The statute does not specify (a) whether only the designated survivor may 
participate by providing impact information, or (b) the means by which a person 
becomes a legally recognized survivor, i.e., whether the death of the actual victim is a 
precondition and, if so, whether the victim's death must be attributable to the 
defendant's conduct. 

112 Whenever a presentence report is ordered by the court, a victim impact statement 
is to be included if the defendant, in comnitting a felony or a misdemeanor, caused 
physical, psychological, or economic injury, or death of the victim. If the court does 
not order a presentence report, the prosecuting attorney may request that the 
probation officer prepare an independent victim impact statement. 

113 WISe. STATS. MN. 950.C4, .05 (Supp., 1985), amending 950.04, .05 (1983), 
outline the victim's right to have victim impact information provided to and considered 
by the court, and encourage the counties to assist the victim in providing this 
information. The statutes do not specify (a) how or by whom the victim is to be made 
aware of this participatory role, (b) the format of the victim impact statement, (c) 
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whether the statement is to be included in or independent of a presentence report, or 
(d) whether this information will be disclosed to a defendant. 

WISC. STAT. ANN. 972.15 addresses some of these concerns. It provides for 
disclosure of the presentence report to the defendant or his attorney. Concerning the 
source of impact information, the statute states that "the person preparing the 
presentence investi gation report shall attempt to contact the victim ..• 11 I t continues, 
however, by noti ng that lithe person preparing the report may ask any appropriate 
person for information." 
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ALABAMA 
ALA. CODE 15-22-36(e) 

N..ASKA 
.AK. 12.55.022, .185 
.AK. R. CRIM. FROC. 32(d)(2) 

ARIZ<l'JA 
A:L REV. STAT. AJ\N. 12-253 

CALIF~IA 
CAL. PENt\L CODE 1203 

COLORADO 
COLO. REV. STAT. 16-i 1-102 

CC>N'-ECT I CUT 
CT. GEN. STAT. AJ\N. 54-91 a, -91 b; 203 (as amended by P.A. 86-401) 

DELAWARE 
DEL. CODE Al\N. I I 4322, 4331 

IDAJ--IO 
10. CODE 19-5304(12), -5306 

ILLII\()IS 
ILL. REV. STAT. ch. 38 1005-3-1 to -4, 1403 to 1407 

INDIANA 
IND. CODE 35-35-3-1; -2; -5 (as amended by P.L. 126 (1985» 
IND. CODE 35-35-3-6 (as amended by P.L. 204 (1982» 
IND. CODE 35-38-1-7, -8 (as amended by P.L. 131 (1985» 
IND. CODE 35-38-1-9, -12 

IOWA 
IA. CODE AI\N. 901.2; 901.3 (as amended by House File 2458 (1986»; 901.4; 910A.2 et 
seq. 

KANSAS 
Court Services Officer Manual 5.4 
KS. STAT. AI\N. 21-4604, -l~605 

KENTUCKY 
KY. REV. STAT. 421.500 to .520 

LOUISIANA 
LA. C. CRIM. PROC. Art. 875 (as amended by Acts 1983, No. 277 I); Art. 877 (as 
emended by Acts 1985, /\b. 200 I, No. 384 I) 

MARYLAND 
MD. ~. CODE Art. 41 124 (as amended by ch. 345, Acts 1983) 
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MASSACHJSETTS 
MASS. GEN. LAWS Af\N. ch. 279 4B 

MICHIGAN 
MICH. CaMP. LAWS.Af'.N. 780.752 - .767 

Mlf'.I\ESOTA 
MIN\l. STAT. 609.115 (Supp., 1986), amending 609.115 (1983); 61IA.02, as amended by 
Senate File 232 (1987) 

MISSISSIPPI 
Senate Bill 2373 (Regular Session, 1987) 

MISSOt.RI 
MO. REV. STAT. 57.403, 557.026 

NONTANA 
MQ\lT. CODE At-N. 46-18-111 et seq.; 46-18-242 et seq.; 46-24-20 I 

f\EBRASKA 
NEB. REV. STAT. 29-119; 29-2261 (Supp., 1984), amending 29-2261 (1974) 

I'£VADA 
NEV. REV. STAT. 176.135, .145, .156; 209.521 

t-EW HAMPSHI RE 
N.H. REV. STAT. AI\N. 651:4 

f\EW JERSEY 
N.J. STAT. At--N. 2C:44-6 (Supp., 1985), amending 2C:44-6 (1983); 52:4B-39 et seq. 

i'EW MEXICO 
N.M. STAT. At--N. 31-21-6,-9 

r-.EW Y<R< 
N.Y. CRIM. PROC. LAW 390.20 - .50 (1986), amending 390.20 -.50 (1982); 
N.Y. CRIM. PROC. LAW 390.30 (1986), repealing and replacing 390.30 (1982) 
EXEC. LAW 259-i 
Ch. 14 of the Laws of 1985 

NJRTH DAKOTA 
N.D. Code 12.1-34-02 to -03 

a-HO 
a-llo REV. CODE.AJ\N. 2947.051 
Presentence and Parole Board Bulletin 202 

Q(LAH)MA 

0< LA. STAT. AN\l. tit. 22 982 

CREGON 
CR. REV. STAT. 137.079,.106, .530; 144.790 
ffi. ADMIN. RULES 291-38-015 
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PEN'JSYL VANIA 
Act 96 of 1984 
PA. CCNS. STAT. 180-9.2 
PA. R. CRIM. PROC., Rules 1403, 1404 

--------~------------

Memorandum dated 11/28/84 from the Director of the Bureau of Probation Services to 
District Office supervisors 

fHJDE ISLAND 
R.I. GEN. LAWS 12-28-3 (Supp., 1986), amending 12-28-3 (1985) 

lEN'ESSEE 
TEi'N. CODE MN. 40-35-205, -207, -208 

TEXAS 
TEXAS MN. CODE CRIM. PROC. Art. 56.01 et seq. 

lJfAH 
UTAH CODE Al'N. 64-13-20 (Supp., 1985), repealing and replacing 64-13-20 (1977) 

VERMONT . 
VT. STAT. Al\N. tit. 28 204 (Supp., 1985), amending 204 (1982) 
VT. R. CRIM. PROC., Rule 32 (Supp., 1985), amending Rule 32 (1982) 

VIRGINIA 
VA. CODE 19.2-299 et seq. 

WASH I f\CT<l'I 
WASH. REV. CODE 7.69.020 et seq. (Supp., 1986), amending 7.69.020 et seq. (1981); 
9.94A.110 (Supp., 1986), amending 9.94A.110 (1981) 

WEST VIRGINIA 
W.VA. CODE 61-IIA-1 et sea' 
Probation Officers Manual 40 .005 

WISCONSIN 
WISC. STAT. Al'N. 950.0 I et seq. (Supp., 1985), amending 950.0 I et seq. (1983); 
972.15 

WYOMIf'-G 
WY. STAT. 7-13-302, as amended by Senate File 59 (1987) 
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Nf>ENDIX B 

~y TABLE 
VICTIM ItvlPACT STATEMENTS AT SENTENCIN:; 



Offense prerequisites 
Any felony 
Specific felonies 
Other 

Source of notl ficatlon 
of sentencing hearing 

Probation officer 
Prosecutor 
Other 
Unspecified 

Hethod of notification 
of sentencing hearing 

Hall 
Phone 
Other 
Unspec1f1 ed 

Notification time frame 
30 days prior to hearing 
Other 
Unspecified 

Procedural prerequisites 
Hust request notl flcatlon 
Hust update address 
Other 

Victim representation 
Spouse 
Ch 11 d 
Parent 
Sibling 
Other family member 
Unspecified family member 
Legal guardian 
Attorney 
Other 

Victim presence at hearing 
No 
Yes 
Other 
Unspecified 

Statement format 
Written statement 
Oral statement 
Other 
Unspecified 

Contents 
Objective 

Physical 
Emotional/psychological 
Financial/economic 
Social 
Other 

Subjective 
Summar, of offense 
View of offender 
Sentence recommendation 
Other 

Unspeclfl ed 

Defendant presence at 
oral testimony 

No 
Yes 
Unspeci fled 

Disclosure to def~ndant 
No 
Yes 
Other 
Unspeci fled 

Defendant rebuttal 
No 
Yes 
Unspecified 

AL AK 

(1) 

(2 ) 

x 

(3 ) 

x 

x 

x· 

1 

AZ 

x 

x 

x 

(4 ) 

x 

x 

x 
x 

(5 ) 

x 

(3 ) 

x 

AR CA 

(6 ) 

(6 ) 

x 

(7) 

(8) 

x 

x 
x 

(3 ) 

x 

x 

co 

x 

x 
(10) 

(11 ) 

x 

x 

x 



CT DE FL GA HI 10 

Offense prerequlsl tes 
Any felony (19) x 
Specl ric felonies ( 12 ) ( 15) 
Other 

Source of notification 
of sentencing hearing 

Probation officer 
Prosecutor x x x (20) 
Other 
Unspecl fied 

Method of notification 
of sentencing hearing 

(13 ) Ma 11 
Phone 
Other 
Unspecl fled (20) 

Hoti flcatlon time frame 
30 days prior to hearing 
Other 
Unspecl fied x x x (20) 

Procedural prerequisites 
Hust request notification x x 
Hust update address x (24) 
Other (13) 

Victim representation 
Spouse 
Chl1 d 
Parent (4,8,16 ) 
Si bll og 
Other family member 
Uns peel fled famll y member (9 ) (4,8, 161 (18 ) (8,21) (8,11,25) 
Legal guardian (4,8,16 
Attorney x (8,21 ) 
Other 

Victim presence at hearing 
No 
Yes x x x 
Other 
Unspeclfl ed 

Statement format 
Written statement x x x 
Oral statement x x 
Other 
Uns pec if i ed 

Contents 
Objective 

Physical x x 
Emotional/psychological x x 
Financial/economic x x x 
Social x 
Other (14) (22) (26) 

Subjective 
Summary of offense x x (23) 
View of offender 
Sentence recommendation 
Other (14 ) 

Uns pec 1ft ed ( 17) 

Defendant presence at 
oral testimony 

110 
Yes x 
Unspeci fled 

Disclosure to defendant 
No 
Yes x x 
Other 
Unspeci fled x 

Defendant rebuttal 
No 
Yes x 
Unspecified x 
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Offense prerequisites 
Any felony 
Specific felonies 
Other 

Source of notification 
of sentencIng hearing 

Probation officer 
Prosecutor 
Other 
Unspecified 

Hethod of notificatIon 
of sentencing hearing 

Ha 11 
Phone 
Other 
Unspecified 

Notl flcatlon time frame 
30 days prior to hearing 
Other 
Unspeci fled 

Procedural prereqUisites 
Hust request notl fication 
Hust update address 
Other 

Victim represent'atian 
Spouse 
Ch il d 
Pa ren t 
SibIl ng 
Other family member 
Unspecified family member 
Legal guardian 
Attorney 
Other 

VictIm presence at hearing 
No 
Ves 
Other 
Unspecified 

Statement format 
Written statement 
Oral statement 
Other 
Unspecified 

Contents 
Objective 

Physical 
Emotional/psychological 
Financial/economic 
Soc Ia 1 
Othe r 

Subjective 
Summary of offe~se 
View of offender 
Sentence recommendation 
o the r 

Unspecl fled 

Defendant presence at 
oral testimony 

No 
Ves 
Unspecified 

Disclosure to defendant 
tlo 
Yes 
Other 
Uns pec if jed 

Defendant rebuttal 
tlo 
Yes 
Uns~ecl f'led 

IL 

(27) 

(28) 

x 
(29) 

(30.31) 
(30.31) 
(30.31) 
(30.31) 

(32) 
(32) 

(33) 
(33) 

x 
x 
x 
x 

(26) 

x 

x 

IN 

(34.35) 

x 

x 

(35 ) 

(8.9) 

(8.9) 
(8.9) 

x 

(36) 
x 

x 
( 37) 

(38) 

x 

3 

IA KS KY 

(39) 

x 

x 

(40) 

~:n 
(8.41. 42 l 

(41 
(41 ) 

(8.42) 

(8.42.43) 

x 

x 

x 
X 
X 

x 
(3) 

(NA) 

x 

LA 



Offense prerequisites 
Any felony 
Specific felonies 
Other 

Source of notification 
of sentencing hearing 

Probation officer 
Prosecutor 
Other 
Unspecified 

Method of notification 
of sentencing hearing 

Ma il 
Phone 
Other 
Unspecifi ed 

Notification time frame 
33 days prior to hearing 
Other 
Unspecified 

Procedural prerequlsl tes 
Must request notification 
Must update address 
Other 

Victim represe~atlon 
S pou se 
Ch il d 
Parent 
S I bIt n9 
Other family member 
Unspecified family member 
Legal guardian 
Attorney 
Other 

Victim presence at hearing 
No 
Yes 
Other 
Uns pec I fi ed 

Statement format 
Written statement 
Oral statement 
Other 
Unspecified 

Contents 
Objective 

Physical 
Emotional/psychological 
Financial/economic 
Social 
Other 

Subjective 
Summary of offense 
View of offender 
Sentence recommendation 
Other 

Unspecifl ed 

Defendant presence at 
oral testimony 

No 
'Ye s 
Unspecified 

Disclosure to defendant 
No 
Yes 
Other 
Unspecified 

Defendant rebuttal 
Ho 
Yes 
Unspecified 

HE 

x 

(44) 

x 

x 

(45) 
x 

(45) 

x 

x 

HO 

(47) 

(48) 

(48) 

x 

x 
(49) 

(50) 
(50) 
(50) 
(50) 

(50) 
(50) 

(50) 

x 

x 
x 

x 

( 51) 

(51) 

4 

HA 

(52 ) 

x 

(5 J) 
(54) 

(55) 
(55) 
(55) 
(55) 

(55 ) 

tm 

x 

x 

(26) 

x 

x 

(56) 

111 

x 

(57) 

( 57) 

x 
x 

(41,58 ) 
(41.58 ) 

(8.41,42,58) 
(41,58 ) 
(41,58 ) 

(8,42) 

x 

x 

x 
x 
x 

x 
(3 ) 

( 59) 

(60) 

HN 

(34 ) 

x 

x 

(62) 

(9 ) 

(9 ) 
x 

x 

x 
x 

(63) 

x 

x 
(37) 

(NA) 

(54 ) 

MS 

(55 ) 

x 

(56 ) 

(67) 

(8,9, 25 l 
(8,9,25 
(8,9, 25 l 
(8,9,25 

(8,11) 

(68) 

x 

( 69 l (67,70 
(71 ) 

x 
x 
x 

(22) 

x 

x 



Offense prerequisites 
Any felony 
Specific felonies 
Other 

Source of not! flcation 
of sentencing hearing 

Probation officer 
Pro secu tor 
Other 
UnspecifIed 

Method of notifIcatIon 
of sentencIng hearing 

Mall 
Phone 
Other 
Uns pec if led 

1'10 In HE NV NH HJ 

x 
. (76) 

(12 ) 

x 
(78 ) 

x 

x x 

----------------------------------------------------------Notification tIme frame 
30 days prior to hearing 
Other 
UnspecifIed 

Procedural prerequisites 
Must request notIfication 
Must update address 
Other 

Victim represeptation 
Spouse 
Ch 11 d 
Pa ren t 
51 bll n9 
Other family member 
Unspecified family member 
Lega 1 gua rd ian 
Attorney 
Other 

·Victim presence at hearing 
No 
Yes 
Other 
Unspeclfi ed 

Statement format 
Written statement 
Oral statement 
Other 
Uns pec i fi ed 

Contents 
Objective 

Physical 
Emotional/psychological 
FInancial/economic 
Social 
Other 

Subjective 
Summary of offense 
View of offender 
Sentence recommendation 
Other 

Unspeci fied 

Defendant presence at 
oral testimony 

tio 
\'es 
Unspecl fied 

Disclosure to defendant 
No 
Yes 
Other 
Unspeci fied 

Defendant rebuttal 
No 
Yes 
Uns pec i fi ed 

x 

(54,73) 

g!l 
(74 ) 
(74 ) 

B!l 
(74 ) 

x 
x 

(72 ) 

x 

(75 ) 
(75 ) 
(75 ) 
(75 ) 
(75 ) 

(15 ) 

(75) 

x 

5 

(9 ) 

x 

x 

x 

x 

(3) 

x 

(79 ) 

x 

(9 ) 

x 

x 
X 

x 
x 

(22) 

x 



Offense prerequisites 
Any felony 
Specific felonies 
Other 

Source of notl flcatlon 
of sentencing hearing 

Probation officer 
Prosecutor 
Other 
Unspecified 

Method of notification 
of sentencing hearing 

Ha 11 
Phone 
Other 
Uns pec 1f I ed 

Notl flcation time frame 
30 days prior to hearing 
Other 
Unspeci fled 

Procedural prerequiSites 
Must request notification 
Must update address 
Other 

Victim representation 
Spouse • 
Ch 11 d 
Parent 
Sibling 
Other family member 
Unspecl fled family member 
Legal 9uardlan 
Attorney 
Other 

Victim presence at hearing 
No 
Yes 
Other 
Unspecified 

Statement format 
Written statement 
Oral statement 
Other 
Unspecified 

Contents 
Objective 

Physical 
Emotional/psychological 
Financial/economic 
Social 
Other 

Subjective 
Summary of offense 
View of offender 
Sentence recommendation 
Other 

Unspecified 

Defendant presence at 
oral testimony 

No 
Yes 
Unspecified 

Disclosure to defendant 
No 
Yes 
Other 
Uns pec 1f1 ed 

Defendant rebuttal 
No 
Yes 
Unspecl fled 

NH 

(81 ) 

x 

(82 ) 

(83 ) 

(8.11.84 ) 
(8.11.84 ) 
(a .11.84) 
(8.11.84 ) 

(8.11.84) 

x 
x 

x 

x 

(86) 

(87) 

x 
x 

x 

x 
x 

(8.11 ) 

x 

(88) 

x 
(89) 

(88) 

(88 ) 

(88) 

6 

NC 

x 

(90) 

x 

x 

(II) 
(II) 
(11 ) 

( 11) 
(11 ) 

x 

x 

(HA) 

x 

x 

NO 

(91 ) 

x 

x 

(57) 

x 
(29) 

(8.9.nl 
(8.9.92 
(8.9. 92 l 
(8.9.92 
(8.9.92) 

(8.9.92) 

x 

(91 ) 
(91 ) 

~ 

(3 ) 

x 

(93) 

Oil 

(94) 
(35) 

x 

x 
(95 ) 

x 

(96) 
(35 ) 

(8 ) 

(8.9) 
(8 ) 

(97 ) 

(98.99) 

(98.99) 

(100) 

x 

OK 



OR PA Rt SC SO TN 

Offense prerequisites 
Any felony x (52) (115 ) 
Specific felonies ( 110) 
Other (101 ) 

Source of notl flcatlon 
of sentencing hearing 

Probation officer 
Prosecutor x ~107l (111 ) 
Other 107 
Unspecified x 

Method of notl flcatlon 
of sentencing hearing 

Mall 
Phone 
Other 
Unspecified x x 

Notification time frame 
30 days prior to hearing 
Other (83) 
Unspecl fled x x 

Procedural prerequisites 
Must request notification 
Must update address x 
Other (103 ) 

Victim representation 
Spouse . (112 ) 
Chll d 
Parent (112 ) 
SibIl ng 
Other family member 
Unspec1f1 ed family member (11 ) (11.104) (8,11,108) ~ 112l Legal guardian (8 ) 112 
Attorney x 
Other (2 ) ( 112) 

Victim presence at hearing 
flo 
Yes x x x 
Other 
Unspecified 

5 ta temen t format 
Written statement (lOS) x 
Ora I statement x x (106 ) x (113 ) x 
Other (114 ) 
Unspecl fled 

Contents 
Objective 

Physical x ! 113) 
Emotional/psychological x x 113 
Financial/economic x X (113 ) 
Social x 
Other (26) (26) (22 ) (116 ) 

Subjective 
Summary of offense 
View of offender x 
Sentence recommendation (113 ) 
Other (3,102) (26) ( 114) ( 116) 

Unspec1fi ed 

Defendant presence at 
ora 1 tes t Imony 

No 
Yes x x 
Unspecl fled 

Disclosure to defendant 
No 
Yes x x 
Other 
Unspecified 

Defendant rebuttal 
No 
Yes (lOg) x x 
Unspecl fl ed x 
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Offense prerequisites 
Any felony 
Specific felonies 
Other 

Source of notification 
of sentencing hearing 

Probation officer 
Prosecutor 
Other 
Unspecified 

Method of notification 
of sentenCing hearing 

Ma 11 
Phone 
Other 
Unspecified 

Notification time frame 
30 days prior to hearl~g 
Other 
Unspecf fled 

Procedural prerequisites 
Must request notification 
Must update address 
Other 

Victim representation 
Spouse • 
Child 
Parent 
S I bl I n9 
Other family member 
Unspecified family member 
Legal guardian 
Attorney 
Other 

Victim presence at hearing 
Ho 
Yes 
Other 
Unspecified 

Statement format 
Written statement 
Oral statement 
Other 
Unspecified 

Contents 
Objective 

Physical 
Emotional/psychological 
Financial/economic 
Social 
Other 

Subjective 
Summary of offense 
View of offender 
Sentence recommendation 
Other 

Unspecl fled 

Defendant presence at 
oral testi"lony 

No 
Yes 
Unspecl fled 

DIsclosure to defendant 
Ho 
Yes 
Other 
Unspecl fled 

ur VT 

x 

x 

x 

(9,25) 

x 

(3 ) 

(93 ) 

(93) 

-----------------------------------------
Defendant rebuttal 

Ho 
Yes 
Unspecifl ed 

(93) 

8 

VA 

(72 ) 

x 

x 

x 
x 
x 
x 

(22) 

(HA) 

WA 

x 

x 

(l 17 l ( 117 
( 117l 
( 117 
(117 ) 

( 117) 

(2 ) 

x 

x 
x 
x 
x 

(22) 

x 

x 

WV 

x 

x 

(118 ) 

(9 ) 

(2,9) 

x 

(119 ) 
x 

(14 ) 

(14 ) 



Offense prerequisites 
Any felony 
Specific felonies 
Other 

Source of notification 
of sentencing hearing 

Probation officer 
Prosecutor 
Other 
UnspecHied 

Method of notification 
of sentencing hearing 

Hall 
Phone 
Other 
Uns pec If led 

Noti fication time frame 
30 days prior to hearing 
Other 
Unspecified 

Procedural prerequisites 
Must request <otification 
Must update address 
Other 

Victim representation 
Spouse • 
Child 
Parent 
Sibling 
Other family member 
Unspecified family member 
Legal guardian 
Attorney 
Other 

Victim p~esence at hearing 
No 
Ves 
Other 
Unspecified 

Statement format 
Written statement 
Oral statement 
Other 
Unspeci fled 

Contents 
Objective 

Physical 
Emotional/psychological 
Financial/economic 
Soc ta I 
Other 

Subjective 
Summary of offense 
View of offender 
Sentence recommendation 
Other 

Uns pecHI ed 

Defendant presence at 
oral testimony 

tlo 
Yes 
Un; pecif I ed 

Oisclosure to defendant 
tlo 
Yes 
Other 
Unspecified 

Oefendant rebuttal 
No 
Yes 
Unspecified 

WI 

(120) 

(120 ) 

(120 ) 

(54 ) 

(Ill 
(11 
(Ill 
(11 

( 11 ) 

x 

(120) 

x 
X 

(120 ) 

(120) 

(120 ) 

WV 

(121 ) 

x 

x 

(122) 

(122 ) 

(123) 

(122 ) 

(122 ) 

(122 ) 
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Any offense re-sulting in pecuniary damages or loss to a victim. 

2 A victim's representative or the administrator of any victim's estate. 

3 Need for and/or amount of restitution. 

4 If the victim died as a result of the defendant's conduct. 

5 If the victim has died as a result of the defendant's conduct, the court shall 
consider, as an aggravating circLmStance, the emotional and financial harm caused to a 
victim's irrrnediate f<rnily. 

6 Where the statute specifies three possible incarcerative terms, the vi ctim may 
submit a written statement in aggravation or mitigation, to dispute facts in the record 
or in the probation report, or to present additional facts. The victim has a statutory 
right to allocution at sentencing following any felony conviction. 

7 The victim is to be given "adequate" notice of all sentencing proceedings. A 
victim's written statement is to be submitted to the court at least 4 days prior to the 
date of sentence imposition. 

8 If the victim is a minor. 

9 If the victim is deceased. 

10 Law enforcement personnel. 

II If the victim was a homicide victim. 

12 Class A, B, or C felony or a violation of CT. GEN. STAT.,Al\N. 53a-72a or 530-
72b. 

! 3 The state's attorney, assistant state's attorney, or deputy assistant state's 
attorney is to provide the victim with advance notice of the date, time, and place of 
the sentencing hearing if the victim has (a) indicated an intent to present an oral or 
written statement and (b) complied with a prosecutorial request to submit a stamped, 
self-addressed postcard for the purpose of notification. 

14 Any oral or written statement is to relate solely to the facts of the case and the 
extent of any injuries, financial losses, and loss of earnings directly resulting from the 
crime for which the defendant is being sentenced. 

15 It is the policy of the Office of the Attorney General to limit the right to 
allocution at sentencing to victims of the following completed and attempted felonies: 
sexual offenses, kidnapping, all cases involving death, all cases involving serious 
physical injury, and second degree assault (unless the victim is a law enforcement 
officer or a correction officer). The right to speak is also limited to cases in which the 
judge may exercise discretion in sentencing. 

16 If the victim is physically or emotionally unable to speak. 

17 By prosecutorial policy, the victim is not permitted to present photographs or 
written materials at sentencing. There are no specific guidelines as to what information 
may be expressed during oral testimony. 

10 



18 Enabling statutes are inconsistent. FL. STAT. 960.00 I accords victim status to a 
relative of a victim who is a minor or who was a homicide victim. FL. STAT. 921.143 
defines victim status more generally as including the victim's next of kin "if the victim 
has died from causes related to the crime." 

19 Except where life imprisonment or the death penalty must be imposed. 

20 GA. CODE 17-10-1.1 specifies that the standardized victim impact form is to be 
provided by the prosecuting attorney to any requesting victim. It is unclear (a) 
whether a victim is statutorily entitled to receive a copy of this form or (b) how a 
victim is to be advised of the availability of this form so as to request a copy for 
completion. GA. CODE 17-10-1.2 states that allocution at sentencing is not a matter 
of right but is permitted at the discretion of the court. The law is silent as to how, 
when, or by whom a victim is to be made aware of this participatory opportunity. 

21 If the victim is mentally, emotionally, or physically incapacitated. 

22 A statement of the impact whi ch the defendant's conduct has had upon the 
victim's fanily. 

23 Specified for oral testimony only. 

24 ID. CODE 19-5306(2) specifies that notice is to be given to the victim "at the 
address provided unless the victim subsequently provides a different address." Victims 
are not, however, legally required to keep the prosecutor apprised of any address 
changes. 

25 If the victim was of such incapacity to preclude him or her from exercising these 
rights personally. 

26 A statement of the impact which the defendant's conduct has had upon the victim. 

27 Any violent crime, except where both parties have agreed to the imposition of a 
specific sentence. 

28 ILL. REV. STAT. ch. 38 1404(6) specifies that notice of the date, time, and place 
of a sentencing hearing is to be provided "in advance, whenever possible." 

29 Victims and witnesses are legally responsible (a) to make a timely report of the 
crime; (b) to cooperate with law enforcement authorities throughout the investigation, 
prosecution, and trial; and (c) to testify at trial. The pertinent statutory provision does 
not suggest that failure to satisfy these procedural prerequisites will abrogate a 
victim's claim to legislated rights. 

30 If the victim is dead as a result of th~ action for which the defendant is charged 
with an offense. 

31 If the victim is physically or mentally incapable of exercising these rights. 

32 If the victim was a victim of a reckless homicide. 

33 At the time of sentencing, the victim has the right to address the court. If the 
victim chooses to exercise this right, the impact statement must have been prepared in 
writing in c~mjunction with the Office of the State's Attorney prior to the initial 
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hearing or sentencing, before it can be presented orally. The victim impact form that is 
prepared in this -manner is the same form that is included within the presentence 
report. In order to avoid duplication of effort, it is the stated policy of the Office of 
the State's Attorney to c.ffer the opportunity to make an impact statement tc. all 
victims in cases involvirlg murder, attempted murder, and sexual assault. In all other 
cases, impact statements are to be prepared by the probation department (Memorandum 
dated 1/23/86). 

34 Crime resulting in loss or harm to a victim. 

35 If there are more than three victims, the prosecutor can satisfy statutory 
mandates by notifying the three victims who he believes have suffered the most. 

36 IND. CODE 35-35-3-5 directs the prosecuting attorney, whenever a plea 
recorrmendation is submitted to the court, to certify that (0) he has offered to show 
the proposed recomnendation to the victim and (b) the victim has been advised of the 
ri ght to present an oral statement at sentencing concerni ng the crime and the 
sentence. If unable to attend the hearing, the victim may mail a written statement to 
the court for: inclusion in the presentence report. 

37 Opinion on the plea recorrrnendation. 

38 Prior to sentencing, a defendant is entitled to either a copy of the presentence 
report or an advisement of the factual contents and concl usions of the report. Sources 
of confidential information need not be disclosed. 

39 Criminal homicide, robbery, rape, assault, sodomy, kidnapping, burglary in the first 
or second degree, sexual abuse, wanton endangerment, criminal abuse, or incest. 

40 An attorney for the Corrmonwealth is to make a "reasonable" effort to ensure that 
requesting victims receive "prompt" notification. 

41 If the victim is deceased and the relation is not the defendant, the foil owi ng 
persons may be accorded victim status per this legislatively prescribed order: spouse, 
adult child, parent, sibling, grandparent. 

42 If the victim is legally incapacitated. 

43 If the court believes that the health, safety, or welfare of a minor or legally 
incapacitated victim would not otherwise be adequatel y protected, the court may 
appoint a special advocate to represent the victim's interests. 

44 ME. REV. STAT. ANN. tit. 17-A 1257(3) directs the prosecutor, whenever 
practicable, to notify a victim of the time and place of sentencing. The prosecutor is 
not legally required to advise the victim of the right to present an oral or written 
statement at this proceeding. 

45 If unable or unwilling to appear in the courtroom, the victim may submit a written 
statement to the court which shaH become part of the record. 

46 ME. REV. STAT. Al'N. tit. 17-A 1323 directs the court, whenever practicable, to 
inquire of a prosecutor, police officer, or victim with respect to the extent of the 
victim's financial loss, and shall order restitution where appropriate. 

12 



47 Enabling statutes are inconsistent. MD. Al'N. CODE Art. 27 761, in establishing 
guidelines for the treatment of and assistance to crime victims and witnesses, 
encourages the exercise of judicial discretion in permitting victim participation at 
sentencing. Under this proposal, any victim who suffered direct or threatened physical, 
emotional, or financial harm as a result of criminal conduct may be allowed to address 
the judge or jury or have a victim impact statement read by the judge or jury prior to 
sentencing or at any hearing to consider the modification of an imposed sentence. 
Although this broader class of victims may be permitted participatory roles, an earlier 
subsection of this law specifically mentions only victims of violent offenses as the class 
of victims to whom advance notice of these proceedings is to be provided. 

Judicial discretion in permitting victim allocution at sentencing is also the 
subject of MD. Af\.N. CODE Art. 27 6430. This statute specifies that oral testimony at 
sentencing is a possibility in every case resulting in serious physical injury or death; no 
mention of written statements is made in this section. 

Finally, MD. Al'N. CODE Art. 10 40A codifies procedures for victim notification 
of appeals and of hearings to review, modify, or vacate imposed sentences. Notification 
is mandated only for victims of defendants convicted of and sentenced for crimes of 
violence. 

The recent Supreme Court ruling in Booth v Maryland, No. 86-5020 (June 15, 
1987), rules as unconstitutional the Maryland statute that requires the consideration of 
victim impact statements in capital cases. 

48 MD. AN\J. CODE Art. 10 40A (see note 47 supra) specifies that victim notice is to 
be given in writing. Other provisions do not specify the manner by which victims are to 
be notified of relevant proceedings. 

49 MD. MN. CODE Art. 10 40A (see note 47 supra) preconditions victim notification 
on the victim's maintenance, with the state's attorney1s office, of a current mailing 
address. Other statutory provisions do not mandate this procedural prerequisite. 

50 Enabling statutes are inconsistent. For purposes of being accorded the notification 
and participatory options outlined in MD. MN. CODE Art. 27 761 (see note 47 supr,:), 
victim standing extends to a spouse, child, sibling, parent, or legal guardian of a victim 
who is a minor, incompetent, or the victim of a homicide. 

Pursuant to MD. AN'-I. CODE Art. 27 6430, a request for allocution at sentencing 
may be granted to a fami I y member, personal representati ve, legal guardian, or 
comnittee if the vi ctim is (a) deceased; (b) under a mental, physical, or legal 
disability; or (c) otherwise unable to provide the required information. 

A third perspective on victim represen1ation is presented in MD. Al'N. CODE Art. 
10 40A. This code provides that written notice of postsentence appeals or hearings is 
to be given to a designated family member if the actual victim was a homicide victim 
and if the designee requests such notice. It is unclear how or by whom a specific fcrnily 
member is to be so designated. 

51 if the victim or the victim's representative is permitted to allocute at sentencing, 
the defendant may cross-examine the person giving testimony. The cross-examination is 
limited to any factual statements presented. It is unclear whether the contents of a 
written statement would be disclosed to a defendant or if the defendant would have an 
opportunity to rebut these COnTnents. 

52 Excluding any crime for which a sentence of death may be imposed. 

53 MASS. GEN. IJ...WS AN".I. ch. 279 4B notes, inter alia, that victim notification is 
required only in cases involving an identified victim whose "whereabouts are known." It 
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is not certain what is meant by this clause as victims are not specifically directed to 
keep the prosecutor -apprised of any change in address. 

54 A victim's claim to legislated rights may be abrogated by the failure of the victim 
to report a crime to law enforcement authorities within 5 days of its occurrence or 
discovery, unless the district attorney finds good cause for not so doing. 

55 Enabling statutes are inconsistent. MASS. GEN. LAWS MN. ch. 279 48 accords 
victim status to an attorney or a designated family member if the victim is mentally, 
emotionally, or physically incapacitated, or if the victim is a minor. MASS. GEN. LAWS 
MN. ch. 2588 I includes within the definition of crime victim a spouse, child, sibling, 
parent, or legal guardian of an actual victim who is a minor, incompetent, or the victim 
of a homicide. 

56 If the court decides to rely upon all or part of such statements in imposing 
sentence. 

57 Prosecutorial notice is to be given to the victim "by any means reasonably 
calculated 1"0 give prompt actual notice." 

58 If the victim is physically unable to exercise the rights accorded by the statute, 
the victim may designate, in writing, one of the following persons to act on his or her 
behalf for the duration of the physical disability: spouse, adult child, parent, sibling, 
grandparent. Notice shall continue to be sent only to the victim. 

59 Unless exempted from disclosure by the court. 

60 I n determining whether to order restitution and the amount of that restitution, 
MICH. COfvIP. LAWS MN. 780.767 directs the court to consider the amount of loss 
sustained by any victim, the current and potential financial resources of the defendant, 
and the financial needs of the defendant and the defendant's dependents. If so ordered, 
the probation officer will obtain such information for inclusion in or attachment to the 
presentence report. All such information will be disclosed to the defendant and subject 
to rebuttal. The evidentiary standard for dispute resolution shall be a showing of the 
preponderance of the evidence. 

61 MIl'N. STAT. 61IA.03( I) specifies that, prior to the entry of the factual basis for 
a plea pursuant to a plea recorrrnendation, the prosecutor is to make a "reasonable and 
good faith" effort to notify a victim of his or her right to attend and participate at 
sentencing. Where a defendant has been convicted, MIt'N. STAT. 609.115 (Supp. 1986), 
amending 609.115 (1983), directs the officer conducting the presentence report to 
provide the legislatively mandated notice. 

62 MIl'N. STAT. 61IA.03(2) specifies that, if there are more than three victims, the 
prosecutor can satisfy the notification mandate of MII\N. STAT. 61IA.03( I) by notifying 
the three victims who he believes have suffered the most. No similar delimiter attaches 
to the notification provisions of 609.115 (Supp. 1986), amending 609.115 (1983) (see 
note 61 supra). 

63 If the victim is not present in the courtroom when a plea recommendation is 
considered, but has communicated his or her objections to the prosecutor, the 
prosecutor shall make these objections known to the court. 
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64 A copy of a victim's written request for restitution is provided to the defendant 
at least 24 hours prior to sentencing. 

65 If the preparation of a presentence report is ordered by the court, a victim impact 
statement is to be appended to this report (see jurisdictional entry in Appendix A). If 
no presentence report is ordered, a victim who, as the result of a felony, has 
suffered direct or threatened physical, emotional, or financial 
harm, may present an oral and/or written statement for 
consideration at sentencing. 

66 At least 5 days prior to the sentencing hearing. 

67 If there are multiple victims, the court may limit the number of oral victim impact 
statements. 

68 Any person who has had a close personal relationship with a victim may be 
designated by the court to be a victim representative. 

69 A written impact statement is to be submitted to the prosecuting attorney who, in 
turn, shall present the statement to the trial judge prior to sentencing. 

70 Oral statements at sentencing may be permitted with the permission of the trial 
court. 

71 In addition to the above noted opportunities for victim submission of oral or 
written statements, the Victim Impact Statement Act codifies a victim's right to submit 
a written statement for judicial consideration in any case where a sentendng hearing is 
not orderp.d by the trial judge. It is unclear whether this right is also preconditioned 
by the non preparation of a presentence report. 

72 If the court does not order a presentence investigation, the prosecutor may, but is 
not required to, prepare a victim impact statement to be submitted to the court. 

73 The prosecutor is required to notify the victim of the time and location at which 
the court will hear the guilty plea or impose sentence if the victim supplies the 
prosecutor with a stamped, self-addressed envelope for this purpose. 

74 Enabling statutes are inconsistent. According to MO. REV. STAT. 57.403, a victim 
may appear personally or by counsel at sentencing to address the court. This right is 
transferred to a spouse, child, sibling, parent, or legal guardian of a victim who is a 
minor, incompetent, or the victim of a homicide. In contrast, MO. REV. STAT. 559.036 
outlines procedures for the presentation of both oral and written victim statements at 
sentencing. An unspecified member of the victim's immediate family may appear 
personally or by counsel if the victim "has died or is otherwise unable to appear as a 
result of the offense corrmitted by the defendant." 

75 Enabling statutes are inconsistent. MO. REV. STAT. 559.036 specifies that any 
oral or written statement at sentencing "shall relate solely to the facts of the case and 
any personal injuries or financial· loss incurred by the victim." The pertinent provision 
of MO. REV. STAT. 57.403 suggests greater latitude, stating only that the victim has 
the right to "reasonably express his or her views concerning the seriousness of the 
crime and the need for restitution." House Bill 874 notes that a victim impact 
statement that may be prepared and S' .,omitted by the prosecutor in the absence of a 
court ordered presentence report is to (a) identify the victim, (b) itemize economic 
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losses, (c) Identify physical injuries, (d) describe changes in familial relationships or in 
the victim's personal welfare, and (e) identify any request for psychological services 
initiated by the victim or the victim's family. 

76 Capital, first degree or second degree murder; attempted murder; aggravated 
felonious sexual assault; first degree assaul t; or negl i gent homici de committed in 
consequence of being under the influence of alcohol or drugs. 

77 N.J. STAT. MN. 39:4-50.10 et seq., known and cited as the Drunk Dri ving 
Victim's Bill of Rights Act, accords participatory rights at sentencing to "a person who 
suffers personal, physical or psychological injury or death or incurs loss of or injury to 
personal or real property as a result of a motor vehicle accident involving another 
person's driving while under the influence of drugs or alcohol." 

78 The court adjudicating the offense. 

79 The statute provides that the victim is to receive "time!y advance notice of the 
date, time and place of the defendant's initial appearance before a judicial officer, 
submission to the court of any plea agreement, the trial and sentencing ••• " The report 
on Interim Attorney General Standards to Ensure the Rights of Crime Victims, available 
from the Office of Victim-Witness Advocacy, is more definitive about notification time 
frames; it notes that a victim is to be notified in writing of the date of sentencing at 
least 5 business days in advance of the hearing. 

80 The Attorney General's report (see note 79, supra) states that the "views of 
victims ••• should be brought to the attention of the court on bail decisions, 
continuances, plea agreements, dismissals, sentencing, and restitution" (p. 9). 

81 Any attempted or completed crime resulting in direct or indirect physical, 
emotional, or financial harm to a victim. 

82 A victim is entitled to notification "in time to exercise his right to attend." 

83 A victim is eligible for the rights enumerated in Senate Bill 98 only if he or she 
(a) reported the crime to law enforcement officials within 5 days of its occurrence or 
discovery, or demonstrated good reason for not doing so; and (b) fully cooperates with 
and responds to reasonable requests from law enforcement and prosecutorial agencies. 

84 If the victim is incompetent. 

85 Ch. 94 of the Laws of 1984 amends the executive law by creating Fair Treatment 
Standards for Crime Victims. In part, these standards have been promulgated to ensure 
that victims are notified of, and allowed participatory roles at, various criminal justice 
proceedings. The entries in this table reflect the statutory language of these standards. 
At present, these procedures are not legislatively mandated; enabling proposals have 
been prepared for introduction during the 1987 legislative session. 

86 Violent felony or a felony involving (a) attempted, threatened, or actual physical 
injury to a victim; (b) attemptoed, threatened, or actual property loss or damage in 
excess of $250; or (c) larceny against the person. 

87 N::>tification is to be provided by the "appropriate official." 
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88 The victim is to be consulted by the district attorney. It is unclear (a) when, 
where, or how the victim is ~o be consulted; (b) whether the victim's corrments are to 
be recorded in any fashion and/or are to be made part of the official court record; or 
(c) whether the victim's corrments, if recorded, are subject to disclosure. 

89 The views of the victim regarding (a) disposition of the criminal case by dismissal, 
plea, or trial; (b) release of the defendant pending judicial proceedings; (c) the 
availability of sentencing alternatives. 

90 N.C. GEN. STAT. 15A-825 establishes the right of a requesting victim to be 
notified of the opportunity to submit a victim impact statement for judicial 
consideration at sentencing. While this code does not specify which agency is 
responsible for providing this notice, correspondence from the Office of the Attorney 
General indicates that the district attorney's office in each county is performing this 
function. 

91 If a presentence investigation was not ordered, a victim of any crime may submit 
a written statement, under oath, to the office of the state's attorney which, in turn, 
wi II forward _ the statement to the sentencing court. House Bill 1190 provides that a 
victim of a violent crime may present an oral statement at sentencing "in appropriate 
circumstances at the discretion of the judge." The bill does not specify what 
constitutes an "appropriate circumstance." 

92 If the victim is incompetent or incapacitated. 

93 A victim's oral statement must be presented under oath and is subject to cross-
examination 'Jnd rebuttal. 

94 Aggravated murder, absent certain specifications; murder; voluntary manslaughter; 
involuntary manslaughter; aggravated vehicular homicide; felonious vehicular homicide; 
felonious assault; kidnapping; abduction; extortion; rape; felonious sexual penetration; 
aggravated arson; aggravated robbery; robbery; aggravated burglary; burglary. 

95 The prosecutor needs only to make three "good faith" attempts at telephone 
notification. 

96 In order to be notified of the time and place of a sentencing hearing, a victIm is 
legally required to provide (a) a written memorandum with a current mailing address, a 
home telephone mxnber and, if applicable, a business telephone mrnber of the victim or 
the person designated to receive notice; and (b) a listing of the days of the week and 
the general hours of the day at which the designee or victim can be reached at the 
mrnber(s) provided. 

97 The victim may file a written statement with the prosecutor that designates 
another person as the agent of the victim. 

98 If a presentence report is not required, but the court orders a vi ctim impact 
statement, a separate statement will be prepared by probation staff and submitted to 
the court within 14 days of the court's request. This statement will be completed 
pursuant to policies outlining the preparation of presentence reports (see jurisdictional 
entry in Appendix A). 

99 There is no right to allocution. The court, in its discretion, may permit a victim to 
present an oral statement relative to the victimization and the sentencing of the 
offender. 
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100 Disclosure of a written impact statement is at the discretion of the trial court. 

101 Crime resulting in financial, social, psychological, or physical harm to a victim. 

102 Need for compensatory fine. 

103 Legislated rights are accorded to each victim who files a timely report of the 
crime and who cooperates with law enforcement authorities in the investigation and 
prosecution of the offense. 

104 If the victim is physically incapacitated. 

105 Prior to the acceptance of any plea negotiation, the prosecuting attorney will 
present any written impact statements to the court. 

106 A victim who has sustained personal injury or loss of property directly attributable 
to the felonious conduct of which the defendant has been convi cted or charged is 
entitled to make an oral statement prior to (a) imposition of sentence upon a defendant 
adjudicated .guilty at trial, or (b) acceptance of a plea negotiation. 

107 i'btification is the responsibility of the solicitor's victim or witness assistance unit 
in each judicial circuit or a representative designated by the solicitor or law 
enforcement agency handl i ng the case. 

108 If the victim is incompetent or is physically or emotionally incapacitated as a 
result of the crime. 

109 A defendant may rebut a victim's writte(> impact statement if the court decides to 
review any part of the statement before sentencing. The law is silent as to the 
defendant's opportunity to rebut an oral statement. 

110 A crime of violence or a sexual offense as defined in S.D. CODIFIED LA,WS /lJ\N. 
22- 22- I et seq. 

III The prosecutor is to advise the victim of the right to corrment on a plea 
recommendation. It is unclear how, when, or by whom the victim is to be informed of 
the allocutory opportunity at sentencing (see note 113, supra). 

112 Enabling statutes are inconsistent. For the purpose of being entitled to comment 
on the terms of any plea agreement, S.D. CODIFIED LAWS.A.l\N. 23A-7-8(4) accords 
victim status to the actual victim, the victim's designee, the victim's next of kin if the 
victim is deceased, and to the victim's parent or guardian if the victim is a minor. 
Pursuant to 23A-27-I.I, allocution at sentencing is a possibility for the actual victim 
or the parent, spouse, or next of kin of a victim who is deceased, incompetent by 
reason of age or physical condition, or whom the court shall find otherwise unable to 
comment. 

113 S.D. CODIFIED LAWS 23A-27-I.1 provides that the court, in its discretion, may 
allow a requesting victim to address the court concerning the emotional, physical, and 
financial impact of the offense, and to comnent upon the sentence. The defendant may 
rebut any oral statements. 

114 The prosecutor must make a reasonable effort to provide a victim with an 
opportunity to comment on the terms of any plea agreement. The victim's comments are 
to be included in the record. 
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115 Where a specific sentence has been agreed upon by the district attorney and the 
defendant, and the proposed sentence has been accepted by the court, no presentence 
report or sentencing hearing is required unless ordered by the court •. 

116 TEl'N. CODE AN'-I. 40-35-209(b) states simply that the victim is to be afforded 
the opportunity to "testify relevant to the sentencing of the defendant." 

117 WASH. REV. CODE 7.69.020 (Supp., 1986), amending 7.69.020 (1981), defines a 
survivor of a victim to mean a spouse, child, parent, legal guardian, sibling, or 
grandparent of a victim, and specifies that, if there are multiple survivors, the 
prosecutor will designate one survivor to represent all survivors for the purpose of 
notification. This statute does not specify (a) whether only the designated survivor may 
participate by providing impact infOlmation, or (b) the means by which a person 
becomes a legally recognized survivor, i.e., whether the death of the actual victim is a 
precondition and, if so, whether the victim's death must be attributable to the 
defendant's conduct. 

118 f\btification is to be provided within a "reasonable" time prior to sentencing. 

119 In lieu of oral testimony, a victim may submit a written statement to the court. 

120 WI SC. STA TS. ANN. 950.04, .05 (Supp., 1985), amending 950.04, .05 (1983), 
outline the victim's right to have victim impact information provided to and considered 
by the court, and encourage the counties to assist victims in providing this information. 
The statutes do not specify (a) how or by whom the victim is to be made aware of this 
participatory role, (b) the format of the victim impact statement, (c) whether the 
statement is to be included in or independent of a presentenc.e report, or (d) whether 
this information will be disclosed to a defendant. 

121 In any case where a person suffers pecuniary damages as a result of a defendant's 
criminal activities, the court, at the time of sentencing, may order the defendant to 
pay restitution to the victim. A probation or parole officer is to assist the defendant in 
preparing a plan of restitution. The entries in this colLmn reflect victim participation 
in the determination of restitution. 

122 The defendant's plan of restitution is to be developed and submitted promptly to 
the court. While this plan is to contain an assessment of pecuni ary damages, it is 
unclear whether the victim is to be personally contacted in order to obtain this 
information. The clerk of the court mails a copy of the court's order approving or 
modifying the plan of restitution to each victim. The enabling statute does not indicate 
whether, or by what means, a victim may respond to the court's action. 

123 For restitution purposes, pecuniary damages encompass all damages which a victim 
could recover in a civil action, including damages for wrongful death, but excluding 
pun i tive damages and damages for pain, suffering, mental anguish, and loss of 
consortiU'Tl (WYO. STAT. Al'N. 7-13-307). 
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ALABAMA 
ALA. CODE 15-18-.66, ,...67, -69 

ARIZONA 
AZ. REV. STAT. MN. 12-253, 13-702 

CAL I F<.H\IIA 
CAl. PEI\I.4l CODE 679.0 I, I 170, I I 91.1 

COLffiAOO 
COLO. REV. STAT. 24-4.1-303 

COf\NECT I CUT 
CT. GEN. STAT. MN. 53a-72a, -72b; 54-91c 

DELAWARE 
Memorandum from the State Prosecutor dated 11/14/83 

FLCRIDA 
Fl. STAT. 921.143, 960.001 
FL. R. CRIM. PROC. 3.180, 3.780 

GEORGIA 
GA. CODE 17-10-1.1, -/'2 

IDAHO 
10. CODE 19-5306 

ILLINOIS 

ILl. REV. STAT. ch. 38 1005-4-1, 1403 to 1407 

INDIANA 
IND. CODE 35-35-3-1, -2, -6 
IND. CODE 35-35-3-5 (as amended by P.l. 126 (1985» 
IND. CODE 35-38-1-7, -8 (as amended by P.L. 131 (1985) 
11\0. CODE 35-38- 1- 12 

KENTUCKY 
KY. REV. STAT. 421.500 - 520 

MAINE 
ME. REV. STAT. Al\N. tit. 17-A 1257, 1323 

fv\ARYLAND 
MD. Al\N. CODE Art. 27 6430, 760, 761 
MD. AJ\N. CODE Art. I 0 40A 

MASSACf-USETTS 
MASS. GEN. LAWS MN. ch. 2588 ,I, 2, 3 
MASS. GEN. LAWS MN. ch. 279 48 

MICHIGAN 
MICH. COMPo LAWS MN. 780.752 et seq. 
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Mll\I'ESOTA 

MII'N. STAT. 609.115 (Supp., 1986), amending 609.115 (1983); 61 lA.O I, .03, .04 

MISSISSIPPI 
Senate Bill 2373 (Regular Session, 1987) 

MISSOlRI 
MO. REV. STAT. 57.403, 559.036 
House Bill 874 (2nd Reg. Sess., 1986) 

f\EW HAMPSHI RE 
N.H. REV. STAT. AI'N. 651:4-a 

f'EW JERSEY 

N.J. STAT. AI'N. 2C:43-2.1 (Supp., 1985), amending 2C:43-2.1 (1983); 39:4-50.10 et 
~ 

l'EW MEXICO 
Senate Bill 98.(Ist Sess., 1987) 

ttw YORK 
Ch. 94 of the Laws of 1984 

f\CRTH CAROL INA 
N.C. GEN. STAT. 15A-824, -825 

f\[)RTH DAKOTA 
House Bill 1190 (1987) 

0;10 
a-JIO REV. CODE AI'N. 109.42, 2937.081; 2943.041 

<REGON 
CR. REV. STAT. 137.101 
Ballot Measure 10 (1986) 

PEf\NSYL VANIA 
Act 96 of 1984 
PA. R. CRIM. PROC., Rule 1405 

A-tODE ISlAND 
R.I. GEN. LAWS 12-28-3 (Supp., 1986), amending 12-28-3 (1985); 12-28-4, -4.1, _ 
4.2 

SOUTH CAROL INA 
S.C. CODE 16-3-1510 to - 1550 

SOUTH DAKOTA 
S.D. CODIFIED LAWS AI'N. 22-22-1 et seq.; 23A-7-8, -9; 23A-27-1.1 

TEN\lESSEE 
TEI'N. CODE AI'N. 40-35-209 

VERMONT 
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VT. STAT. MN. tit. 13 7006 
VT. R. CRIM. PROC., Rule 32 (Supp., 1985), emending Rule 32 (1982); Rule 49 (Supp., 
1985), amending Rule 49 (1982) 

VIRGINIA 
VA. CODE 19.2-299 et seq., as amended by House Bill 1018 (1987) 

WASHINGTON 
WASH. REV. CODE 7.69.020 et seq. (Supp., 1986), amending 7.69.020 et seq. (1981); 
9.94A.110 (Supp., 1986), amending 9.94A.110 (1981) 

WEST VIRGINIA 
W.VA. CODE 61-IIA-1 et seq. 

WISCONSIN 
WISC. STAT. Al'N. 950.01 et seq. (Supp., 1985), amending 950.01 et seq. (1983) 

WYOMING 
WYO. STAT. MN. 6-10-110; 7-13-109; -307 et seq. 
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PflPEI'DIX C 

SUMMARY TABLE 
VICTIM IfYlPACT STATEMENTS AT PAROLE 



AL .AK AZ />R CA co 

Of fense prerequi s i te~ 
Any felony x x x 
Specific felonies (I) ( 13) ( 15) 

Other 

Source of no t I fico t Ion 
of parole hear Ing' 

Parole Boord x x x x x x 
Dept. of Correct ion~ 
Other 
Unspecified 

Method of notification 
Moil (2) (2) x x x x 
Phone 
Other 
Unspecified -Notification time freme 
30 days prior to hearing x (10) x ( 18) 
Other ( 18) 
Unspeci fied x 

Procedural pre r e qu i sit e s 
Must request no t i fico t i on x x x ( 19) 
Must updat e address x x x x 

Ot her 

Victim representation 
Spouse (3,4,9) 
Chi Id (3,4,9) 
Parent ( 3) (3,4,9) 
Si b Ii "g (3,4,9) 
Other fani I y member 
Unspeci f ied f ani I y rnembe r ( 4) ~ II ) (4) ( 4) (3,4,9) 
Legal guardian (3) 
At torney (3,4,9) x x 

Other (20) 

Viet im presence at hearing 
No x x 
Yes (5) ( 14) x x 
Unsp"!'ci fied 

Statement f ermot 
Wr i tten statement (6) x x x ( 16) x 
Oral statement x x x x x 
Statement rrom PSR x x 
Other ( 17) 

Contents 
Objective 

Physical X 

5nolional/psychological X 

Financial/economic x 
Social (7) 
Other 

Subjective 
SlXTmOry of offense x x 

View of a fiender x x 

Opinion on release x x x x 

Other (8) (21 ) 
Unspecified x (21 ) 

Inmate presence at 
oral tes t imony 

No x (NA) x x 
Yes x x 

Unspeci fied 

DI sci osure to inmate 
No x ( 12) x (22) 

Yes x x ( 22) 

Ot her 
Unspecified 

Inmate rebuttal 
No (NA) ( 12) (NA) 
Yes x x 
Unspeci f i ed x 
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37 
CT DE FL Gil HI 10 

Olfense prerequisites 
Any felony (26) x x 
Speci 1 ic lelonies (23) (26) (38) 
Other (30) 

Source 01 not i I icot ion 
01 parole hearing 

Parole Boord x (26) x ( 37) x 
O"pt. of Corrections (26) 
Other (34) 
Unspecified 

Method of no til i co t Ion 
Mai I x ( 27) x (37) x 
Phone 
Other (34) 
Unspecilied 

Not i f icat ion time 1 r<me 
30 days prior to hearing x 
Other (24) (31 ) (34) (39) (40) 

Unspecilied 

Procedural prerequisites 
Mus t request no til i co t ion x x X x 

Must update address x x x x 

Other 

Victim representation 
Spouse (28) 
Chi Id (28) 
Parent ( 28) (3) 
Sib ling (28) 
Other lomi Iy member 
Unspeci lied lomi I y member (4) (3,9) (4 ) (3,9,28) 
Legal guardian (3) 
Attorney x ( 28) (3,9) 
Other 

Vict im presence at hearing 
No x (37) 
Yes x x x x 
Uns peci f i ed 

Statement format 
Written statement x x X X x· 

Oral statement x (29) (32) (35) x 
StaTement from PSR x x 

Other (33) 

Contents 
Objective 

Physical x 

6motional/psycholagical x 
Financial/economic x 
Social x 
Other 

Subjective 
Sumnory of offense 
View of of lender 
Opinion on release x x 
Other (21 ) 

Unspecified x x 

I~te presence of 
oral testimony 

No x x (NA.) 
Yes (25) (25) (25) 

Unspecified 

Oi sci osure to irmate 
No x x (36) (NA.) 
Yes x (36) (25) 

Other 
Unspecl fied 

Irmate rebut tal 
No x x (36) (NA.) x 

Yes (36) 
Unspecified x 
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IL IN IA KS KY LA 

Offense prerequisite~ 
Any felony 

(55) 

Specific felonies (41 ) (45) (23) (55) 

Other 

Source of no t i fico t ion 
of porole hearing 

Parole Board x x (49) (56) 

Dept. of Correct Ions 
Other 

(49) (56) 

Unspeci fied 

Method of notification 
Mai I x • x x x 

Phone 
)( 

Orher (116) 

Unspecified 

Not if icat ion time frane 
30 days prior to hearing 
Other (42) ( 47) (50) (56) 

Uns pec if i ed 

Procedural prerequisites 
Must request notification x x 
Must update addre., x 
Other 

Victim representation 
Spouse ( " ,43) ( " ) 
Chi Id ( II ,43) 
Parent (II ,43) (3) 

S i bl i ng (11,43) 
Other fami I y member 
Unspec if i ed forni I y member (3, 11,48) (4,51 ) ( II) 

Legal guardian 
(3) 

Attorney x 

Other 

Victim pr~sence at hearing 
No 
Yes x x (52) 

Unspecified 

Statement format 
Wr itt en stotement x x x x 

Oral stotement x x x )( 

S tat ernent from PSR 
x x 

Other 
(57) 

Contents 
Obj ect i ve 

Physical )( x 

Emotional/psychological x x 

Financial/economic x x 

Social x 
Other 

(53) 

Subjective 
Svmmory of offense 
View of offender 
Opinion on release x x 

Oth"r x 
Unspecified x 

Irmate presence at 
oral test imany x 

No x 
Yes x (54) 

Unspeci f ied 

Disclosure to irmate x 
No 
Yes (44) X 

Other 
(54) 

Unspecified 
(54) 

Irmate rebutla I 
".'0 x 

(NA) 

Yes x 
Unspecified 

x 
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Offense prerequisites 
Any felony 
Specific felonies 
Other 

Sour ce a f no t if i co t ian 
of parole hearing 

Parole Board 
Dept. of Correct ions 
Other 
Unspecified 

Method of notification 
Mai I 
Phone 
Other 
Unspeci fled 

Notification time frane 
30 days prior to hearing 
Other 
Unspecified 

Pracedura I prerequ is i tes 
Must request notification 
Must update address 
Other 

Victim representation 
Spouse 
Chi Id 
Parent 
Sibling 
Other ferni I y member 
Unspecified ferni Iy member 
Legal guardian 
Attorney 
Other 

Victim presence at hearing 
No 
Yes 
Unspecified 

Stoter=nt formot 
Written stotenent 
Oral statement 
Statement from PSR 
Othe; 

Contents 
Objective 

Physical 
6motianal/psychological 
Financial/economic 
Social 
Other 

Subjective 
Summary of offense 
View of offender 
Opinion on release 
Other 

Unspecified 

INnate presence at 
oral testimony 

No 
Yes 
Unspecified 

Di sclosure to irmate 
No 
Yes 
Other 
Unspeci fled 

Inmate rebullol 
No 
Yes 
Unspecified 

(58) 

x 

x 

(59) 

(60) 
x 

(61 ) 
(61 ) 
(61 ) 
(61 ) 

(61 ) 
(61 ) 

(61 ) 

x 

x 
x 

(62) 

(63) 
(63) 
(63) 
(63) 

x 

(64) 
(64) 

x 

4 

(65) 
(65) 

x 

x 

(66) 
(66) 
(66) 

( 67) 
( 67) 
(78) 

(68) 
(68) 
(68) 
(68) 
(68) 

(68) 

(65) 
(65) 

x 
x 
x 

(69) 

x 
x 
x 

(70) 

x 
(70) 

x 

(71 ) 
(71 ) 

x 

MI 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 
x 

(72,73 ) 
(72,73) 

(3,43,72,73) 
(72,73) 
(72,73) 

(3,43) 
x 

x 

x 
x 

x 

x 

x 

(NA) 

74 
tvN 

(75) 

x 
(76) 

(74) 

(74 ) 

x 
x 

(4) 

(4) 

x 

(NA) 

(NA) 

(NA) 

MS 



NO MT t-E NV N-i NJ 

Offense prerequisites 
Any felony x x x x 

Specific felonies (88) 
Other 

Source of not i f icat ion 
of parole hearing 

Parole Boord x x x x x 
Dept. of Corrections 
Other (83) 
Unspecified 

Method of notification 
Mol I x x x x x 
Phone x 
Other 
i.;nspecified 

Not i f icat ion time f reme 
30 days prior to hearing x x 
Oth,H (77) (84) (89) 
Unspeci fied (77) 

Procedural prerequisites 
Must request notification x x x x x 
Must update address x x x x 
Other (78) 

Vict 1m representat ion 
Spouse (3,28,79) (II) 
Chi Id (3,28,79) ( II ) 
Parent (3,28,79) ( II) 

Si b ling (3,28,79) 
Other fomi Iy member 
Unspecified fomi I y member (4) (28) 
Legal guardian (3,28,79) 
At torney x 
Other 

Viet im presence at hearing 
No x 
Yes x x x x 
Unspeci f i ed 

Statement formot 
Wr i tten statement x ( 16) x x x 
Oro I statement x ( 16) x x x 
Statement from PSR x 'x 
Other 

Contents 
Objective 

Physical x 
Emotional/psychological x 
Finoncial/economic x 
Sociol )( 

Other 
Subjective 

S1.X1Tl1Ory of offense (85) 
View of offend~r (85) 
Opinion on re I ~'ase 
Other (85) 

Unspeci fied x x x 

Inmote presence at 
oral tes t imony 

No (81 ) x 
Yes x (81 ) x (25) 
Unspecified 

Oisclosure to inmote 
No (80) 
Yes (80) ')( 

Other (82) (86) ('l0) 

" 
Unspecifi"d 

Inmot" rebuttal 
No (80) x 
Yes (80) x x 
Unspec if i ed (87) 
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97 
f\M NY N:: f'D a-t 0< 

Of fense prerequi.l Ie. 
Any felony x x ( 100) x x 

Speci fie felonie. (98) ( 100) 
Olher 

Source of not if icol ion 
of parole hearing 

Parole Boord (95) (99) x x x 

Depl. of Correction. 
Olher 
Unspeci fied (91 ) m): 

Melhod of noli ficotion 
Moi I x x X 

Phone 
( 102) 

Olher 
Unspecified (91 ) x x .. 

Nol i f ical ion time f r orne 
30 days prior to hearing (99) x 
01 her (99) (103) (.108) 

Unspecified (91 ) x (99) 

Procedural prerequi 5i les 
Must request no I i fica t ian x x x 

Must updo I e oddr ess x ( 104) x 

Olher (92) ( 101) (104) 

Victim representation 
Spouse (3,28,79) (28) (3,4,43,79) 
Chi Id (3,28,79) (28) (3,4,43,79) 
Parent (3,28,79) ( 28) (3,4,43,79) (3 ) 

Sib Ii n9 (3,28,79) (3,4,43,79) 
Other f erni I y member (3,4,43,79) 
Unspecified ferni 1 y member (96) (28) (3,4) 

Legal guardian (3,28,79) (96) (28) (3,4,43,79) ( 3) 

AI torney (96) x 

Other (20) (109) 

Victim presence at hearing 
No x (97) x 

Yes x x 

Unspecified (9 J) 

Statement formal 
Wr i lIen s I a t ernen I (93) x ( 100) X x 

Oral slalement (93) (100) ( lOS) x 

Stotemenl from PSR (93) x 
Other ( 106) 

Conlents 
Objective 

Physical (63) 
6motional/psychologlcal (63) 
Financial/economic (63) 
Social 
Other 

Subjeclive 
Surrmory of of fen.e 
View of of fender 
Opinion on release 
Olher 

Unspeci fied x x ( 10j) x 

I rma I e presenCE: 01 
oral les t imony 

"''0 x (N<\) (N<\) x x x 

Yes 
Unspecified 

01 sc I osure 10 irmale 
No x (N<\) x x x 

Yes (94) 
Other 
Un.peci fied 

Im"oOle rebullol 
No (N<\) (N<\) (N<\) (N<\) (N<\) 

Yes 
Unspecified x 
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()'( PA RI SC SO TN 

Of fense prerequi site. 
( 114) Any felony x x x x 

Specific felonies ( 123) 
Other 

Source of no t i ( i ca t ion 
of porol<!! hearing 

Parole Boord x x x x ( 124) 
Dept. of Corrections x 
Other (124 ) 
Unspecl f ied 

Method of no t i f I co t Ion 
Moi I x x x x x x 
Phone x 
Other 
Un. pee if i ed 

Not i f icat ion time frome 
30 days prior 10 hearing x x 
Other ( 110) ( 115) ( 121 ) ( 125) 
Unspeci fied 

Procedural prerequisites 
Must request noti fication x x x ( 126) 
Must update address x x x 
Other ( /I I) 

Victim representation 
Spouse 
Chi Id 
Parent (3) 

Si b ling 
Other fami Iy member 
Unspecified fami Iy member x (3,11,/12) (28, I 16)(3,79,/ 17,1 18) (tl, 5 1,117) x 
Legal guardian ( 3) ( 3) 

Attorney x 
Other (20) ( 127) 

Vicl im presence 01 hearing 
No x x 
Yes x x x x 
Unspeci fied 

Statement forma t 
Wr I t ten s tot ernen! x x ( 16) x ( 16) x 
Oro I statement x x x x ( 16) x 
Statement from PSR x x ( 128) 

Other (69) ( 128) 

Contents 
Objective 

Phys i co I x x 
6mnt lonal/psychological x x 
Financial/economic x x 
Social x x 
Other ( 119) 

Subject ive 
S lXTfT1(J r y a f offense x 
View of offender x 
Opinion on release x 
Other (21 ) 

Unspecified x x -
Irma!e presence at 

oral tel t iroony 
No x x x 
Yes ( 122) (25) 

Unspecified x 

Disclosure to irmate 
No x ( 120) ( 122) 
Yes ( 113) ( 122) (90) 

Other 
Unspeci fied x 

Irmat" rebuttal 
No (NA) ( 120) ( 122) 

Yes x ( 122) x 
Unspec if jed x 
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TX UT VT VA WA WV 

Of f~ns~ prerequisites 
Any f e I on y x x 

Spec if i c f~lonl~s (129) 
Other 

Sourc~ of notification 
of parole hearing 

Parole Board x x x 

O~pt • af Correct Ions 
Oth~r 
Unspecified 

Method of no t i fica t ion 
Mei I x x x 

Phon~ 
Other 
Unspeci f iee 

Notification time f rerne 
30 days prior to heor i ng ( 132) Other ( 130) (59) 

Unspeci f i ed 

Procedural prerequisites 
Must request no t i fico I ion x x (J 34) 

Must update address x x .( 134) 

Other 

Victim representation 
Spouse (4) 
Chi Id (4 ) 
Parent (4) (3) 

S i bl i ng (4) 
Olher fami I y member 
Unspecified fami I y member 
Le go I guo r dian x (3) 

Attorney 
Oth~r ( 133) 

Vict im pres~nce at hearing 
No x x 
Yes 

(135) 

Unspecified 

Statement formot 
Wr it ten statement x x x 

Oral statement (131 J x x 

Stotem:!nt from PSR X x x 

Other ( '36) 

Contents 
Objective 

Physical 
Errolionol/psychological 
Financial/economic 
Social 
Other 

Subjective 
Sumnory of offense 
View of offender 
Opinion on release 
Other 

Unspeci fied x x x 

Irmate presence at 
oral tes t imony 

No x x x 

Yes 
Unspecified 

Oi 5C I oSUre to irmate 
No x X x 

Yes 
Other 
Unspecified 

Irmate rebuttal 
No (No\J (No\J (~l<\) 

Yes 
Unsp~cifi~d 
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Offense prerequisites 
Any felony 
Specific felonies 
Olher 

Source of notification 
of parole hearing 

Porole Board 
Dept. of Corrections 
Other 
Unspecified 

Method of notification 
Mai I 
Phone 
Other 
Unspecified 

Notificotion time frerne 
30 days prior to hearing 
Other 
Unspecified 

Procedural prerequi sites 
Must request notification 
Must update address 
Other 

Victim repres~ntation 
Spouse 
Chi Id 
Parent 
Si bl ing 
Other ferni I y member 
Unspecified fanily member 
Legal guardion 
Attorney 
Other 

Victim presence at hearing 
No 
Yes 
Unspeci fied 

Statement format 
Written statenent 
Orol statement 
Statement from PSR 
Other 

Contents 
Objective 

Physical 
6motional/psychological 
Financial/economic 
Social 
Other 

Subject ive 
S~mnory of offense 
View of offender 
Opinion on release 
Other 

Unspecified 

Inmate presence 01 
oro I tes I imony 

No 
Yes 
Unspecified 

Disclosure to innate 
No 
Yes 
Other 
Unspecified 

Innale rebut tal 
No 
Yes 
Unspecified 

WI WY 

( 137) 
( 138) 

x 

x 

( 139) 
( 140) 

(141 ) 

x 

x 
( 140) 

x 

x 

( 140) 

x 

(NA) 
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Class A felony involving violence, death, physical injury, unlawful sexual assault, 
sexual abuse of a minor, child abuse, or sodomy. 

2 Certified mail. 

3 If the victim is a minor. 

4 If the victim is deceased. 

5 Parole hearings are public meetings that are conducted at the Parole Board's central 
office. The inmate under consideration is never present. 

6 Although not legislatively mandated, the victim is asked to complete a Victim 
Impact Report. The Victim Impact Report is a standard form that allows the victim to 
provide personal commentary for Parole Board consideration. 

7 Statement is to include "changes in the victim's quality of life." 

8 Statute specifies only that the victim impact statement is to include the victim's 
"views". 

9 If the victim is mentally or physically incapacitated. 

10 Victim notification is not required where there is imminent danger of the inmate's 
death or when the inmate is within 210 days of sentence expiration. 

II If the victim is dead as a result of the inmate's conduct. 

12 The issue of the confidentiality of the victim statement has not been legislatively 
addressed. Current Parole Board policy is one of nondisclosure to the inmate. 

13 Capital murder; Class Y, A, or B felony. 

14 All eligible inmate is interviewed during an open meeting at a prison facility. Ally 
interested party may attend this public hearing. Parole hearings involving victim 
statements are conducted at the Parole Board's administrative offices. 

15 Due to the state's determinate sentencing structure, parole is an option only for 
those sentenced to life imprisonment for certain sex offenses. 

16 May be submitted for Parole Board consideration by any interested party. 

17 Victim may submit a taped statement for Parole Board consideration. 

18 Notice is mailed to victims 60 days prior to a release hearing; nonvictims who 
register with the Board are notified approximately 30 days prior to a hearing. 

19 Victims or crimes against the person do not have to request notification. Nonvictims 
and victims of other offenses must request notification. 

10 
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20 kly persrm designated by the victim. 

21 Victim may cooment on conditions of parole, 

22 Written statements and oral statements before the Board at its administrative 
offices are not disclosed to the inmate. The inmate is present during oral testimony at 
the institutional release hearing. 

23 Class A, B, or C felony. 

24 The authorizing statute does not specify a time frame for notification. The Parole 
Board's policy is to mail notices 2 to 3 months prior to the scheduled hearing. 

25 If consistent with the wishes of the victim. 

26 The Department of Corrections notifies victims of all felonies of the date of 
impending parole hearings. Families of victims of first degree murder receive a second 
notice from the Parole Board. 

27 Registered mai I. 

28 If the victim was a homicide victim. 

29 All victims have the right to submit a written statement. Families of first degree 
murder victims have the right to appear personally and address the Board. Upon 
application, and at the discretion of the Board, other victims may present oral 
statements for Board consideration. 

30 Defendants sentenced for crimes corrmitted on or after October I, 1983, are not 
eligible for parole consideration. They are, however, eligible for good time credit 
equivalent to one-half the imposed term. 

31 7 to 10 days. 

32 Parole hearings are public sessions. Persons in attendance may participate only 
upon the prior written approval of the chairman of the Parole and Probation 
Cornrnission. 

33 A victim's statement at sentencing is available for panel review only if it was 
transcribed or recorded in some other legal document which is forwarded to the 
Commission'S administrative offices. 

34 Victims are not entitled to advance notification of parole consideration hearings. 
The Board of Pardons and Paroles is, however, required to provide written notice of the 
final release decision within 72 hours of the Board's action. 

35 Victims have no statutory right to present oral or written statements for Parole 
Board consideration. It is the policy of the Board, however, to accept written 
statements IJt any time. Also, any interested party may speak with a single Board 
member on an "as available" basis, or may address the full panel upon application. 
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36 A vidim impact statement that is submitted to the prosecutor prior to sentencing, 
and is subsequently forwarded to the Parole Board, is disclosed to the offender at the 
time of sentencing and is subject to offender rebuttal. Oral or written statements 
presented directly to the Parole Board are treated as confidential information. 
Accordingly, these materials are not disclosed to the inmate. 

37 Victims have no statutory right to present oral or written statements for Parole 
Board consideration. The Board is legally mandated, however, to provi de wri tten 
notice to any requesting victim whenever an inmate is released on parole or a parolee 
is released from parole supervision. 

38 Robbery and any offense against the person as described in f-1AW. REV. STAT 706. 

39 Victims are not notified of impending release consideration hearings. A requesting 
victim wi II receive written notice of the inmate's scheduled date of release not less 
than 10 days prior to the actual release. 

40 The time frame for notification is not legislatively specified. The policy of the 
Commission for Pardons and Parole is to notify victims 3 to 4 weeks in advance of the 
hearing •. 

41 Felony involving force or threatened use of force against the victim; misdemeanor 
resulting in death or great bodi Iy harm; vehicular offense resulting in personal injury or 
death" 

42 Not less than 15 days prior to the hearing. 

43 If the victim is incapacitated and unable to appear. 

44 By law, the inmate has access to all evidence considered by the Parole Board 
unless disclosure would subject any person to the actual risk of physi cal harm. In 
practice, decisions about disclosure of written statements are made on a case-by-case 
basis. Taped oral statements, on the other hand, are routinely made available for the 
inmate's review. 

45 Forcible felony or any other felony or aggravated misdemeanor which involved 
actual or threatened infliction of physical or emotional injury. 

46 Hand-delivered notification. 

47 Not less than 5 days prior to hearing. 

48 If the victim is incompetent as a result of the offense. 

49 For inmates incarcerated before July 15, 1986, notification is by the comnonwealth 
attorney; for inmates incarcerated on or after the above date, notificati on is by the 
Parole Board. 

50 30 to 90 days prior to hearing. 

51 If the victim is disabled. 
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52 Parole hearings are open to the public unless the victim or victim representative 
requests closure for reasons of personal safety. 

53 The victim may comnent on long term consequences of the crime including, but not 
limited to, the items denoted. 

54 The victim can choose to present oral statements outside of the inmate's presence. 
It is unspecified whether an inmate has access to a victim's written conments and/or 
to a surrmary or transcription of a victim's oral testimony. 

55 By law, parole is not an option for (a) a person convicted of armed robbery and 
denied parole eligibility under LA. REV. STAT. 14:64, (b) a person convicted of a 
violation of the Uniform Narcotic Drug Law and denied parole eligibility under LA. 
REV. STAT. 40:981, or (c) a person convicted of a third or subsequent felony and 
committed to the Department of Corrections. The presentation of an oral or written 
impact statement is permitted whenever parole release is considered. 

56 By law, the Parole Board is to notify the spouse or next of kin of a deceased victim 
when the offender responsible for the death is scheduled for a parole hearing. The 
current P<lrole Board notification procedure is implemented in a two-phase process and 
extends beyond legal prescription. Approximately 90 days before the inmate's release 
consideration date, the Parole Board formally notifies the Judicial District from which 
the inmate was sentenced. The district attorney of that district then notifies all 
victims of record. In addition, Board policy dicta1es that a parole or probation officer 
is to conduct a preparole investigation. As parr of this investigation, the preparing 
officer is to extend every effort to (a) contact all victims of record, (b) inform the 
victim of the date and place of the impending hearing and of the victim's opportunity 
to present oral or written statements, and (c) elicit victim commentary relevant to the 
offender's application for release. 

57 Preparole investigation. 

58 Violent crime as defined in MD. AI\N. CODE Art. 27, 643B. 

59 At least 90 days prior to hearing. 

60 The victim must submit a written request for notification once every 2 years. 

61 Conflicting procedures for victim representation have been codified within different 
sections of the state's penal code. See narrative for details. 

62 If so requested by a victim of a violent crime, the Division of Probation and Parole 
will update the victim impact statement in the presentence report. 

63 These pieces of information were to be included in the original victim impact 
statement that was prepared presentence. 

64 An oral or written impact statement that is prepared and submitted at the time of 
the release hearing is not subject to disclosure. f-bwever, an offender may review any 
impact statement that was included in a presentence report and which is updated at 
the time of parole consideratmon. 
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65 Any felony victim may request notification of an impending parole proceeding and 
may submit a wIitten statement for Board review, but may not attend the actual 
hearing. Victims of inmates serving a life sentence, except for inmates confined in 
certain hospitals and inmates convicted of first degree murder, may appear and testify 
at an offender's 15-year hearing. 

66 Notice of a IS-year hearing is to be provided at least 30 days in advance. The 
Vic.:tim's B11I of Rights does not specify a notification time frame for other victims. 
Board poiicy is to send written notice I to 2 weeks prior to the hearing. 

67 Victims of offenders serving parolable life sentences are not required to request 
notification. In order to receive advance notice, all other victims must apply for and be 
granted crnl certification (see narrative). 

68 The two enabling statutes are inconsistent. The Victim's Bill of Rights mandates 
notice of parole release to the actual crime victim or to the spouse, child, sibling, 
parent, or legal guardian (no prescribed order) of a victim who is of minor status, 
incompetent, or dead as a result of a homicide. 

MASS. GEN. LAWS ch. 127 133A, affecting victims of offenders serving parolable 
life sentences, specifies that victim status, for the purposes of notification and 
participation, is to be accorded in the following legislatively prescribed order: mother, 
father, spouse, child, grandchild, brother or sister, niece or nephew. 

69 By law and at the victim's request, the transcription of the victim's oral testimony 
at sentencing may be submitted to the Parole Board for inclusion in the inmate's file. 

70 The victim's oral statement at sentencing is to comnent as to the "impact of the 
crime and as to a recomnended sentence." 

71 Written statements remain confidential. Oral testimony presented informally at the 
Board's central office is likewise not subject to disclosure. Any allocution at an 
inmate's IS-year hearing is presented in the presence of the offender. 

72 If the victim is deceased, the rights accorded to the victim under the statute shall 
be accorded to family members per the legislatively specified order: spouse, adult child, 
parent, sibl ing, grandparent. 

73 If the victim is physically unable to exercise the rights accorded by the statute, 
the victim may designate, in writing, one of the following persons to act on his or her 
behalf for the duration of the physical disability: spouse, adult child, parent, sibling, or 
grandparent. Notice shall continue to be sent only to the victim. 

74 Victims have no statutory right to present oral or written statements prior to 
release consideration. Effective January I, 1988, however, the Comnissioner of 
Corrections or other custodial authority is legally mandated to make a good faith effort 
to notify any requesting victim whenever an inmate is (a) released from imprisonment 
or incarceration, including release on extended furlough and for work release; or (b) 
released from a facility in which the offender was confined due to incompetency, mental 
illness, or mental deficiency. 
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75 By law, parole is an option only for those offenders sentenced before the state's 
adoption of sent.encing guidel ines on May I, 1980. 

76 Custodial authority. 

77 Notification is rendered to the extent reasonably possible and subject to the 
available resources. 

78 By statute, a victim has the right to be notified of, and to appear at, a parole 
hearing only if the victim reported the crime to law enforcement authorities within 5 
days of its occurrence or discovery or had good reason for not doing so. 

79 If the victim is incompetent. 

80 An inmate is present during, and has the opportunity to rebut, oral statements. In 
contrast, written corrrnents are deemed confidential; as such, they are not subject to 
disclosure. 

81 Generally, the inmate is present during allocution. If a witness requests to remain 
anonymo-us, however, and the Board deems it advisable, testimony may be taken in 
Executive Session. 

82 Written materials, unless designated as confidential by the Board, are subject to 
disclosure. Acta of Executive Sessions are never available for inmate review. 

83 In some instances, the Parole Board notifies the county attorney who, in turn, 
notifies the victim. 

84 At least 15 days but not more than 30 days prior to any parole hearing. 

85 The victim is entitled to "reasonably express his views concerning the offense and 
the person responsible." 

86 Legislation does not address the issue of disclosure. By departmental policy, 
written statements are generally not included within a release file and, thus, are not 
subject to inmate review. Oral statements are not recorded in any fashion. 

87 To date, no inmate has been present during victim testimony. It is unclear 
whether or to what extent a parole applicant would be allowed to respond to a victim 
statement made in the inmate's presence. 

88 Any first degree or second degree crime resulting in injury to the victim. 

89 At the time public notice is given. 

90 An inmate has access to all evidence considered by the Parole Board unless 
disclosure would subject any person to the actual risk of physical harm. 

91 Senate Bill 98, the Crime Victims' and Witnesses' Bi!1 of Rights Act, codifies the 
victim's right to be informed of the time and place of any parole hearing. There is no 
specific mention of who is to provide this notice, when the notice is to be given, or 
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how the notice is to be corrrnunicated. Earlier subsections of this act note that a 
victim has the Ii ght "to be present and to be heard at ali critical stages of the 
criminal justice processes" and that a victim is entitled to receive noti ce of these 
hearings and proceedings "in time to exercise his right to attend." It is unclear 
whether these provisions are to be interpreted collectively as establishing a victim's 
right to attend release hearings and to address the Parole Board. 

92 Pursuant to Senate Bill 98, a victim is entitled to advance notice of parole 
proceedings only if he or she (a) reported the crime to law enforcement officials within 
5 days of its occurrence or discovery, or demonstrated good reason for not doing so; 
and (b) fully cooperates with and responds to reasonable requests from law enforcement 
and prosecutorial agencies. 

93 If an offender is sentenced to a term of imprisonment, a copy of the pres\:!ntence 
report, if one was ordered by the court, is forwarded to the Department of Corrections. 
A presentence report mayor may not include a victim impact statement. At the 
discretion of the Parole Board, unsolicited written statements wi II be accepted and 
requests for personal interviews will be granted. 

94 Disclesure is allowed if the Parole Board determines that such action is in the best 
interest of the inmate. 

95 There is no provision for victim notification of parole hearings. Specific victim 
requests for such notice, however, are accomnodated by the Division of Parole. 

96 Authorizing statutes are inconsistent on this point. N.Y. Crim. Proc. Law 440.50 
(Supp., 1986), amending 440.50 (1978), grants victim status to a victim's family in the 
case of a "homicide or minor child". Exec. Law 2S9-i accords vi ctim status to a 
victim's representative (i.e., "closest surviving relative, the committee or guardian of 
such person, or the legal representative") where the crime victim is "deceased or is 
mentally or physically incapacitated." 

97 Victims have no statutory right to attend parole sessions or to present oral or 
written statements for Parole Board consideration. 

98 The offender must have been convicted of a Class G or more serious felony. 

99 N.C. GEN. STAT. 15A-82S establishes a victim's right to receive advance notice of 
any proceeding at which the release of the offender from custody is considered. The 
time frame for notice is unspecified. Moreover, it is unclear whether this legal mandate 
is intended to apply to parole hearings and, if so, who would be responsible for 
guaranteeing notice. 

Identical bills currently pending in both houses of the North Carolina legislature 
begin to address these concerns. The proposed amendment to N.C. GEN. STAT. ISA-
1371 (b)(2) provides that "whenever the Parole Commission will be considering for 
parole a prisoner who, if released, would have served less than half of the maximum 
term of his sentence, the Commission must notify the prisoner, the vi ctim whenever 
possible, and the district attorney of the district where the prisoner was convicted at 
least 30 days in advance of considering the parole." 
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100 All victims have the right to submit a written statement for Parole Board 
consideration. Victims of violent crimes may, at the discretion of the Board, personally 
appear and address the panel. 

101 By law, victims and witnesses are legally responsible (a) to make a timely report 
of the crime; (b) to cooperate with law enforcement authorities throughout the 
investigation, prosecution, and trial; and (c) to testify at trial. The statute does not 
suggest that failure to satisfy these procedural prerequisites will abrogate a victim's 
claim to legislated rights. 

102 The Adult Parole Authority needs only to make three "good faith" attempts at 
phone notification. 

103 At least 3 weeks before any action. 

104 By law, a victim is required to provide (a) a written memorandum with a current 
mailing address, a home telephone number and, if applicable, a business telephone 
number of the victim or the person designated to receive notice; and (b) a listing of 
the days of the week and the general hours of the day at which the designee or victim 
can be reached at the number(s) provided. 

105 One day each month, the Parole Board conducts an office conference day at its 
administrative headquarters. At this time, a requesting victim, at the discretion of the 
Parole Board, may speak with a hearing officer who then summarizes the victim's 
statements for inclusion in the file. 

106 Any oral statement that a victim presents at sentencing is to be transcribed and 
forwarded to the Parole Board. 

107 The victim may submit a written statement "relative to the victimizatiui: and the 
pending action." 

108 Two to three weeks prior to the hearing. 

109 The Parole Board will consider the observations and comments of any interested 
party. There is no specific mention of victim notification or input in Oklahoma 
legislation. 

110 Victim notification is to occur at "the time of public notice". Because public 
notice of parole pioceedings was not mandated prior to enactment of this statute, it is 
unclear what time frame will be implemented. Parole personnel have suggested that 
victims will receive notification 6 to 7 months prior to a parole hearing. 

III By statute, partic'ipatory rights are limited to victims who reported the crime to 
law enforcement authorities without an unreasonable delay after its occurrence or 
discovery. 

112 If the victim is incapable of testifying. 

113 Victim statements are considered nonconfidential and thus avai lable for inmate 
review unless the victini requests confidentiality and the hearing officer believes that 
disclosure could compromise the safety of the victim. 
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114 Any interested party may submit a written statement for Parole Board 
consideration. _The right to personally address the Board is statutorily limited by R.I. 
GEN. LAWS 12-28-6 to a person who has "sustained personal injury or loss of 
property directly attributabie to the criminal conduct for which the inmate has been 
incarcerated." While this wording appears to exclude victims of attempted crimes and 
vi ctims who, although not physically harmed, may have suffered psychological trauma, 
the Parole Board has interpreted the code to include victims of all felonies. 

115 Ole to three weeks prior to the parole hearing. 

116 If the victim is physically incapacitated. 

117 If the victim is physically or emotionally incapacitated as a result of the crime. 

118 Authorizing statutes are inconsistent. S.C. CODE 24-21-14 grants victim status 
to a victim's immediate family if the victim is deceased. S.C. CODE 16-3-1520 
defines victim as including the family members of a crime victim who was a homicide 
victim. 

119 TMe statement may include any other information related to the impact of the 
offense upon the victim. 

120 A Victim Impact Statement that is prepared prior to sentencing must be disclosed 
to the offender at that time. The offender may rebut any statements relied upon by the 
court in its sentence determination. There is no automatic disclosure of oral or written 
mater i a I s subr-ni tted postsent ence. 

121 At least 10 days prior to the inmate's parole eligibility date. 

122 Absent a Parole Board determination of good cause, the inmate is present for and 
may rebut oral statements. Written statements are not subject to disclosure. 

123 Any felony for which the inmate was sentenced to 10 or more years of 
incarceration. 

124 By law, the Parole Board notifies the county sheriff who, in turn, notifies the 
victim. However, if a victim has contacted the Board and has requested advance 
notice of parole proceedings, the victim will be notified directly by Board personnel. 

125 20 days prior to the hearing. 

126 A victim need not formally request notification of an inmate's eligib;lity for 
parole. More specific information outlining the precise date and location of the release 
proceeding will be sent only if requested by the victim. 

127 The Rules of the Tennessee Board of Paroles state that the Parole Board is to 
consider the observations and comnents of any interested party. There is no specifi c 
mention of victim participation or input. 

128 Whenever a defendant is sentenced to the custody of the department of 
correcti ons, a copy of the presentence report is forwarded to the corrrnissioner of 
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correction. If-no presentence report was prepared, the court shall order the 
preparation of a parallel report as the court may deem appropriate to aid correctional 
personnel during the term of the defendant's incarceration. It is not clear whether a 
victim would be consulted in the preparation of this postsentence report. 

!29 Sexual assault, kidnapping, or aggravated robbery; alternately, any criminal 
conduct causing bodily injury or death to a victim. 

130 Administrative rules dictate that notice is to be given at least 10 days prior to a 
tentative release date. 

131 Any interested party can request a personal appearance before the full Board of 
Pardons and Paroles. Approval of such a request is at the discretion of the Board. 

132 Every 3 months, the Department of Corrections generates a list of parole 
applicants to be interviewed during the following quarter. This list is forwarded to the 
Parole Board approximately 2 weeks in advance of the quarter. Written victim 
notificati?n is provided at this time. 

133 Any interested party may present a written or oral statement for Parole Board 
review. 

134 The Victim Protection Act of 1984 requires the Parole Board to provide advance 
notice of impending parole hearings to any victim for whom both a specific request for 
notification and an updated address are on file. W. VA. CODE 62-12-13, enacted in 
July 1986, mandates the provision of similar notice to all victims of sexual offenses, 
regardless of whether or not the victim has requested such notice. 

135 Any interested party may attend an inmate's release hearing. Victims have no 
right to allocution and may not speak except in reply to a direct question posed by a 
Board member. Any victim who wishes to present an oral statement can schedule an 
appointment with a Board member for this purpose. 

136 A postsentence report, containing (a) a victim impact statement and (b) 
documentation of a victim's request (or nonrequest) for notice of release proceedings, 
is to be prepared if (a) no presentence report was prepared or if (b) the prepared 
presentence report failed to contain the two above noted items. 

137 The enabling statute appears to extend application of victims' rights to victims of 
all crimes. The Parole Board, however, believes that the legislative intent was to 
restrict statutory application to victims of violent crimes. At the time of this writing, 
Board personnel were seeking clarification on this issue. 

138 By law, parole is not an option for any offender who (a) made an assault with a 
deadly weapon upon any officer, employee, or inmate of any institution; or (b) escaped, 
attempted to escape, or assisted others to escape from any institution. 

139 Currently, notice is .provided 30 to 45 days in advance of an inmate's parole 
eligibility date. The Board is hoping that, by working with correctional authorities, 
thds notification time frame can be extended to 3 to 4 months prior to the release 
hearing. 
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140 If the court desires to require restitution, the court is to fix a reasonable amount 
at the time of sentencing and is to include this determination as a special finding in 
the judgnent of conviction. Pursuant to WY. STAT. 7-13-421, payment of restitution 
is to be a condition of every parole unless the Parole Board believes tha~ such payment 
would work an undue hardship on the parolee or his family. In such a case, the Board 
may waive the payment of some or all of the court ordered sum. Before granting such a 
waiver, however, the Board is required by law to exercise due diligence in locating the 
victim and in giving the victim notice of the proposed action and an opportunity to be 
heard. 

Due to the recency of this legislative provisi(;t, the practical applications have 
not been determined. Although no notification time frJme has been established, Board 
personnel have indicated that policies prohibiting victim attendance at parole 
interviews will be retained. 

141 The victim is not advised to keep the board apprised of address changes until he 
or she receives the initial preparole notice. 
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ALABAMA 
ALA. CODE 15-22-36(e) 

ALASKA 
PK. 33. 16. 130, . 170 

AAIZCl\IA 
AZ. REV. STAT. MN. 31-411(F) 

ARKANsAS 
AR<. STAT. A,t\N. 43-2819 to -2819.3 (1983) 

CALIFORNIA 
CAL. PEN£\L CODE 3043, 3043.5, 11155 
CAL. BOARD. OF PRISQ\l TERMS 2029, 2030 

COLORADO 
COLO. REV. STAT. 17-2-214 to -216 

C~CTIClJ.T 
CT. GEN. STAT. A,t\N. 54- 1260 

DELAWARE 
DEL. CODE ANN. 4347, 4350 

FLORIDA 
FLA. STAT. Al\N. 921.001,947.06 (1983) 

GEORGIA 
GA. CODE I 7 - 1 0- I • I (f) 
GA. ADMIN. RULES 475-3-2( I) 

HAWAII 
HA.W. REV. STAT. 353-22 (Supp., 1984), emending 353-22; 706-670.5; 708-840 

I DArK) 
10. CODE 19-5304, -5306 

ILLINOIS 
ILL. REV. STAT. ch.38 1003-3-4, 1401 to 1408 
20 ILL. ADMIN. CODE 1610.40 

IOWA 
IA. CODE ANN. 910A.7 et seq. 

KENTUCKY 
KY. REV. STAT. 421.400; 421.500; 439.340 (Supp., 1986), amending 439.340 
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LOUISIANA 
LA. REV. STAT. 15:572.4, 15:574.2, 15:574.4 
Rules, Regulations, Criteria, Policies, Procedures and Guidelines of the Louisiana Board 
of Parole 

MARYLAND 
MD. Al\N. CODE Art. 41 110, 124 
MD. Al\N. CODE Art. 27 643B, 760 to 763 

N\ASSACHJSETTS 
MASS. GEN. LAWS MN. ch. 127 133A 
MASS. GEN. LAWS MN. ch. 258B 3, as amended by Chapter 420 of Acts of 1986 

MICHIGAN 
MI CH. COtv"P. LAWS.AN\l. 780.752,.753,.769 to .771 

MIt\NESOTA 
Mlf'N. STAT. 61 I A.O I; 611 A.06, as amended by Senate File 232 (1987) 

MISSOLRI 
/W). REV. STAT. 57.403,12 

I'EBRASKA 
ttB. REV. STAT. 29-2261; 84-1408 et seq. 

I\EVADA 
ttV. REV. STAT. 178.5698; 209.521; 213.005, .010, .095, .113, .130 

t-EW HAMPSHIRE 
N.H. REV. STAT • .Al\N. 651-A:II, -A:II-a 

I\EW JERSEY 
N.J. STAT. ANN. 30:4-123.54 (Supp., 1985) amending 30:4-123.54 (1983); 30:4-
1 23.55.c 

f\EW MEXICO 
N.M. STAT. MN. 31-21-6, -9, -25 

/,£W YORK 
N.Y. CRIM. PROC. LAW 440.50 (Supp., 1986), amending 440.50 (1978) 
EXEC. LAW 259-i 
CrnRECTICNS LAW 149-a (as amended by Ch. 73 of the Laws of 1986) 

I\ORTH DAKOTA 
l-buse Bill 1190 (1987) 

0-110 
Q-1I0 REV. CODE.Al\N. 2967.03, .12 
rouse Bill 207 (1987), creating 309.18, 341.011, 753.19,5120.14 
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()(LArDMA 
O<LA. STAT. ftN\J. 332.2 (Supp., 1985), amending 332.2 (1981) 

ffiEGON 
m. REV. STAT. 144.185 

PEN\JSYL V ANI A 
Act 96 of 1984 
Act 134 of 1986, amending the PA Parole Act of 1941 

fH)DE ISLAND 
R.I. GEN. LAWS 12-28-3 et seq.; 13-8-6, -9.1, -26 

SOUTH CAROL INA 
S.C. CODE 16-3-1520, -1550; 24-21-14, -50 

SOUTH DAKOTA 
S.D. CODIFIED LAWS ANN. 23A-27-1.1; 24-15-3, -8.2, -8.3 
muse Bill 1074, amending 23A-27 
muse Bill 1075, amending 24-15-8.2 

TE]\l\ESSEE 
TENN. CODE ANN. 40-28-101, -106, -107; 40-35-209 (Supp., 1985), amending 40-35-
209 (1983) 

TEXAS 
TEXAS CODE CRIM. PROC. Art. 42; Art. 56.01 
Senate Bill 341 (1987) 

WEST VIRGINIA 
West Virginia Board of Probation and Parole Procedural Rules, 5.06 
W. VA. CODE 61-IIA-1 et seq, 62-12-13 

WYOMING 
'NY. STAT. 7-13-109, -424 
Senate File 59 (1987), amending 7-13-302, -402 
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APPENDIX D 

SAN'PLII'G FRAME AND METI-ODOUX;Y 
PROBATIQ\I ADMINISTRATCRS 



-~----.,.-------------------------

Survey Methodology 

Thirty-two statEs were identified as authorizing, by state statute, the 
incorporation of victim impact statements within presentence reports. All of the 
probation offices in those states became the sampling frame. In addition, despite the 
absence of legislative authorization, Alabama was included because the State 130ard of 
Pardons and Paroles has an administrative policy concerning victim impact statements. 
North Dakota was also included because victim impact statements are sometimes used 
in exceptional cases without legislative authorization. I<entucky was not included in 
the sample because responsibility for the preparation of victim impact statements had 
recently been moved from the probation deparhnent to the prosecuting attorney's 
office. Thus, the total sampling frame consisted of all probation offices that prepare 
presentence reports and/or victim impact statements in anyone of the 33 states. 

Sampling Procedure 

The Probation and Parole Director (College Park, MO: American Correctional 
Association, 1985 was used to identify all probation offices that conduct presentence 
investigations in adult criminal cases in each of the 33 states. 'Nhere ten or fewer 
offices were listed for a particular state, all offices were included in the sample. If 
more than ten offices were listed (or were discovered to exist although not listed), a 
random sample of ten offices was generated. 

A probation administrator or supervisor in each office was contacted by telephone 
to ex:plain project objectives and to elicit cooperation in the study. Only two refusals 
were voiced. These offices were randomly replaced by another office in the state. In a 
few cases, contact with the selected offices proved to be impossible; where this 
situOition was encountered, these offices were also replaced by random selection from 
the remaining offices in the respective states. 

Since most legislation authorizing the preparation of victim impact statements 
refers specifically to felony actions, the sample was designed to exclude probation 
offices that prepare presentence reports for misdemeanor cases only. However, during 
the telephone contact stage, it was discovered that the final sample contained five 
municipal court probation departmellts that prepare victim impact statements for 
misdemeanor actions only. These offices were retained in t~e sample when departmental 
contacts expressed a desire to contribute to the project. A later project decision 
resulted, however, in the exclusion of these responses from the data analysis. 
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The Sample 

Alabama has ten district probation offices administered by the Soard of Pardons 
and Parole and numerous suboffices. The suboffices are supervised by the district offices 
and were not considered separate offices for our purposes. All ten district offices were 
chosen for sample inclusion. 

Alaska has three Adult Probation and Pare!e regional offices. All were included 
in the sample. 

Arizona has 15 county probation departments that are part of the judicial branch 
of government. The ten county probation departments that were randomly chosen are 
located in Apache, Cochise, Gila, Graham, Greenlee, La Paz, Maricopa, Pima, Santa 
Cruz, and Yuma counties. 

California has 58 counties that provide their own probation services. The 
county probation departments that were randomly chosen are located in Calvaras, 
Imperial, Inyo, Kings, Lake, San Bernardino, San Mateo, Shasta, Tuolumne, and Yolo 
counties. 

Connecticut has 20 probation offices administered by the Department of Adult 
Probation. Randomly chosen were those offices located in Danielson, Middletown, 
Norwich, New Britain, 8ristol, Enfield, Danbury, Norwalk, Stamford, and /\t'leriden. 

Delaware has three presentence offices serving the three Superior Courts of 
f<ent, Newcastle, and Sussex counties. All were included in the sample. 

Idaho has seven district offices that are administered by the Division of 
Probation and Parole and eight satellite offices that are supervised by the district 
offices. The seven district offices were included in the sample. 

Illinois has 79 county adult probation departments in 20 judicial districts plus 
the Cook County Probation Department. Ten departments were randomly chosen from 
the 80 departments listed. The Cook, Ford, Henry, Lake, Montgomery, Pike, Sangamon, 
Stephenson, and Vermilion county Probation Departments and the department serving 
the 16th judicial circuit were sampled. 

Indiana has 121 adult probation departments that are administered by the 92 
counties and supervised by the Judicial Conference of Indiana. The selected 
departments are located in 8artholomew, Clinton, Fayette, Hancock, Jefferson, Gary, 
Marion, Parke, Scott, and Vigo counties. 

Iowa has eight judicial district probation offices that are administered by the 
Department of Correctional Services. All were included. 

Kansas has 30 judicial district court services offices and 3 
municipal court probation offices that provide probation services in Kansas. The 5th, 
6th, II th, 18th, 21 st, 23rd, 24th, 26th, and 30th district offices and the Wichita Court 
Probation Department were surveyed. 
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Louisiana has 18 district offices administered by the Division of Probation and 
Parole. The offices that were selected were the Monroe, Shreveport, Tallulah, 
Alexandria, Lafayette, Baton Rouge, Feliciana, West Baton Rouge, Jefferson Parish, and 
New Orleans district offices. 

Maryland has four regional offices administered by the Division of Probation and 
Parole. All four offices are in the sample. 

Michigan's Bureau of Field Services has field offices serving 83 counti es. Each 
field office may serve one or more counties. The surveyed offices are located in 
Detroit, Flint (Genesee County), Flint (counties surrounding Genesee County), Adrian, 
Midland, Pontiac, Escanaba, Jackson, Grand l-laven, Gaylord, and Grand Rapids. 

Minnesota has seven probation offices administered by the Department of 
Corrections and 12 community corrections offices. Sampled were the Albert Lea and St. 
Cloud district offices and the community corrections offices that serve Blue Earth, 
Crow Wing/tV\orrison, Dodge/Olmstead/Fillmore, Hennepin, ~,!obles/Rock, 
Norman/Polk/Red Lake, Todd/Wadena, and Washington counties. 

Missouri has 28 Probation and Parole district offices that conduct presentence 
investigations. The following Districts were randomly selected: 1st (St. Joseph), 4th 
(Kansas City), 7th (St. Louis), 8th (Richmond Heights), 10th (Springfield), 11th (Rolla), 
14th (Kennett), 23rd (Sikeston), 25th (Poplar Bluff), and 28th (Grandview/I<ansas City). 

Montana has four regional Community Corrections Bureau offices. All were 
included. 

Nebraska has 17 district offices administered by the Adult Probation 
Administration and 2 municipal court probation departments. The randomly chosen 
offices were the 4th, 5th, 8th, 9th, 10th, II th, 14th, and 15th district offices and the 
Onaha and Linc{)ln municipal court probction offices. 

Nevada's Department of Parole and Probation has four district offices serving all 
of Nevada. All were sampled. 

New Jersey has 21 county probation departments administered by the 
Administrative Office of the Courts. Surveys were distributed to departments in 
Atlantic, Bergen, Essex, Hunterdon, Middlesex, Monmouth, Salem, Somerset, Uliion, and 
Warren counties. 

New Mexi co has four field services division offices administered by the 
Corrections Department. All were included in the sample. 

New York has 56 county probation departments, 2 independent city court 
probation departments, and 4 New York City probation departments. The 10 offi ces 
that were initially selected serve Albany, Clinton, Onondaga, Rensselaer, Rockland, 
Sullivan, Tompkins, Ulster, and,Nayne counties and the Queens/Staten Island boroughs. 
HQlvever, the final sample has II offices because the Queens/Staten Island region is 
divided into 2 branch offices, one for e(]ch borough. 
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At the time of survey distribution, North Dakota did not have legislation 
mandating the preparation of victim impact statements. However, because the Paro I e 
and Probation Department had, on its own initiative, authorized the inclusion of victim 
impact statements in some presentence reports, a questionnaire was sent to the main 
office. 

Ohio has 40 counties with independent probation services. The 48 remaining 
counties are served by the 5 regional offices of the Division of Parole and Corrmunity 
Services. A random sample was chosen from these 45 offices. The final sample was 
comprised of the regional offices in Columbus and Lima, and the Clark, Columbiana, 
Cuyahoga, Fulton, Holmes, Richland, Sandusky and Shelby County Adult Probation 
Departments. 

Oklahoma has six probation districts administered by the Division of Probation 
and Parole and two municipal court probation departments in Oklahoma City and Tulsa. 
All eight offices were surveyed. 

Oregon has 31 probation branch offices administered b,' the Corrections Division 
as well as 13 comnunity corrections offices. The randomly selected offices were the 
Albany, Astoria, 8urns, Eugene, LaGrande, I\lewport, and Ontario branch offices and the 
Clackamas and Columbia County Comnunity Corrections offices. 

Pennsylvania has 62 independent probation departments serving 65 counties. 
The 80ard of Probation and Parole provides probation services for 2 additional counties. 
The sample included the local probation departments of Berks, Cambria, Clarion, 
Clearfield, Huntingdon, Lebanon, Lehigh, Phi ladelphia, Schuyki II, and Union/Snyder 
counties. 

Rhode Island has one adu.!t investigative unit that conducts presentence 
investigations for all of Rhode Island. 

Tennessee has nine regional probation offices. All nine offices were included in 
the sample. 

Utah has seven regional field operations offices administered by the Department 
of Corrections. All of these offices were included ir the sample. 

Vermont has five district offices administered by the Division of Probation and 
Parole Services. AI! five offices received questionnaires. 

Virginia has 39 district probation offices administered by the Department of 
Corrections. The surveyed offices included those in the 1st, 3rd, 7th, 13th, 14th, 18th, 
26th, 27th, 35th, and 36th district offices. 

West Virginia has 30 judicial circuit probation departments administered by the 
Supreme Court of Appeals. The selected offices are in the 2nd, 5th, 6th, 8th, II th, 
12th, 22nd, 24th, 25th, and 30th judicial circuits. 
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APPENDIX E 

RESEARCH INSTRUMENTS 
SURVEY CF PROBATICN ADMINISTRJl..TCRS 



THE HINDELANG 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE RESEARCH CENTER 

STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK AT ALBANY 
135 WESTERN AVENUE 

ALBANY, NEW YORK 12222 
(518)442·5600 

September 25, 1986 

Dear Probation Personnel: 

The Hindelang Criminal Justice Research Center has been funded by the National 
Institute of Justice to conduct a national study of the authorization and 
implementation of victim L~pact statements. As part of this project, we are 
distributing a det2iled questionnaire to a random sample of probation personnel 
in all 50 states. The purpose of this survey is to gain a better understanding 
of how authorizing legislation and/or pOlicies are being implemented. 

During the summer you were contacted by telephone by one of our staff members. 
At that time project objectives were explained and you agreed to assist the 
study. We now request your continuing cooperation. Please read and carefully 
complete the enclosed survey. You need only complete those sections of the 
survey b~at are applicable to your jurisdiction. 

We are also interested in obtaining copies of (1) any guidelines for statement 
preparation that may be used by probation staff; (2) a standard form, if any, 
that may be used to interview victims; and (3) any other materials that assist 
probation staff in completing victim statements. 

Finally, we are asking probation personnel to provide several copies of 
completed statements that, in your opinion, represent 'good', 'bad', and 
'typical' examples of local preparation. This request is being made so that 
project staff can better familiarize themselves with variations in document 
preparation. Because we are interested in these oo:::uments for comparison 
purposes only, we ask that all identifying references (names, addresses, etc.) 
be deleted. 

Please return the completed survey and any other materials in the self-addressed 
stamped envelope that has been provided. All information that you provide will 
remain confidential. Data \'li 11 be reported in aggregate form only. The 
responses of individual offices and staff members will not be identified. 

Thank you for your assistance. If you have any questions about this request, or 
about the project in general, please contact me. 

Sincerely, 

Maureen McLeod, Ph.D. 
project Director 

The Authorization and Implementatlon.of Victim Impact Statements 
Fundad by the NationailnstiMe of Justice 



DIRECTIONS FOR COMPLETING SURVEY 

For purposes of this study, we define a victim impact statement as an oral 
or written statement, introduced at some decision point in criminal proceedings 
(e.g., pretrial rel ease, pl ea negotiation, restitution, sentencing), which 
includes one or both of the following: 

a) an objective assessment of the effects of the crime on the victim 
and/or 

b) a subjective commentary outl ining the victim's feelings on the crime, 
the criminal, or a particular procedural proposal. 

This survey is organized into six sections. The first section gathers 
general office information. The second section asks questions about the extent 
of victim i.mpact statement preparation. The third, fourth, and fifth sections 
focus on the preparation and presentation of victim impact statements at the 
pretrial, plea negotiation, and sentencing stages, respectively. In particular, 
questions pertain to victim participation and notification; authorship, 
verification, content, and format of victim impact statements; and the manner by 
which statements are introduced into court records. The final section elicits 
your subjective commentary on a number of related issues. 

You may find that some questions do not apply to the situation in your 
jurisdiction, or that nuances discriminate between your actual practices and the 
possible answers that have been suggested on the form. Accordingly, the survey 
has been designed to accommodate varying agency structures and pol icies by 
inviting commentary in each section. Please feel free to make additional 
comments next to any question where you believe an expanded answer would be 
instructive. Likewise, if there is any aspect of victim impact legislation or 
pol icy that may be unique to your office and has not been addressed, please 
inform us on the reverse side of the questionnaire. 

In addition to completing the survey, we have two requests. First, if your 
office uses a standard questionnaire or form letter to el icit information from 
victims, we would be interested in receiving a blank copy. Second, we are 
asking probation personnel to provide several copies of completed victim 
statements that, in your opinion, represent 'good' , 'bad' , and 'typical ' 
examples of local preparation. This request is being made so that project staff 
can better familiarize themselves with variations in document preparation. 
Because we are interested in these documents for comparison purposes only, we 
ask that all identifying references (names, addresses, etc.) be del eted or 
masked. 

Please return the completed packet in the self-addressed stamped envelope 
that has been provided. The. confidentiality of your responses is guaranteed. 
These data will be reported in aggregate form only. 

NOTE: Throughout this survey the following acronyms are used: 
VIS - victim impact statement 
PSR - presentence report/investigation 



10 __ _ 

SECTION 1 
GENERAL OFFICE INFOR~~TION 

1. How many probation officers are currently employed in your local 
jurisdiction? 

2. How many of the above probation officers are responsible for the preparation 
of presentence reports (PSRs)? 

3. Approximately how many PSRs were completed by your agency in 1985? 

4. With what type(s) of court(s) do the probation officers work? (Check all that 
apply.) 

[ J Municipal 
[ JCriminal 
[ J County 
[ ]Superior [ ]Other, __________________________________________ _ 

5. What type(s) of actions are handled by these courts? (Check all that apply.) 
[ ] Vi 01 at ion s 
[ ]Misdemeanors 
[ JFelonies 
[ ]Juvenile 
[ ]Other, ________________ . _________________________ _ 

6. Does your jurisdiction have a victim service agency that assists in the 
preparation of VISs? 

[ JNo [SKIP TO SECTION 2J 
[ ]Yes 

7. In what way(s) does the victim service agency assist in the preparation of 
VISs? (Check all that apply.) 

[ ]Provides addresses and phone numbers of victims 
[ ]Interviews victims for probation report 
[ ]Prepares victim statement to be attached to probation report 
[ ]Prepares victim statement to be introduced independently of probation 

report 
[ ]Other, ___________________________ _ 

8. With what agency is the victim service agency affiliated? 
[ JProbati on 
[ ]Prosecuting attorney's office 
[ ]Human services agency 
[ l\utonomous agency 
[ ]Other, ------------------------------------------------
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10 __ 
SECTION 2 

EXTENT OF VIS PREPARATION 

1. In what year were VISs first prepared in your jurisdiction? 

2. For what reason(s) were VISs first prepared? (Check all that apply.) 
[ ]Policy of local probation agency 
[ JPolicy of county probation agency 
[ ]Policy of state probation agency 
[ ] Required by law 
[ ] Other, ---------------------------------------------

3. Approximately how many VISs were completed by your local agency in 1985? 

4. For appr.oximately what percentage of misdemeanor actions are VISs prepared? 

5. For approximately what percentage of felony actions are VISs prepared? 

6. Based on workload figures for the first 6 months of 1986, how will the extent 
of VIS preparation in 1986 compare with the extent of VIS preparation in 

1985? --
~ ]Extent of preparation will increase in 1986 

[ ]Extent of preparatl0n will decrease in 1986 
[ ]Extent of preparation will remain relatively stable in 1986 
[ ] Don't know 

7. VISs are prepared for use at which of the following criminal proceedings? 
(Check all that apply.) 

[ ]Pretrial release decisions [PLEASE COMPLETE SECTION 3! 
[ ]Plea negotiations [PLEASE COMPLETE SECTION 4 
[ ]Sentencing hearing -[PLEASE COMPLETE SECTION 5 
[ ]Separate restitution hearing [PLEASE COMPLETE SECTION 5J 
[ ] Other, _____________________ _ 

8. Under what circumstances are VISs prepared in your jurisdiction? 
[ ]Mandatory for all offenses (misdemeanor and felony) 
[ ]Mandatory for all felonies 
[ JMandatory only when PSR is prepared 
[ JMandatory for specific felonies only 

If so, which ones? ___________________ _ 

[ ]Prepared at the discretion of the probation agency 
[ ]Prepared only if specifically ordered by the court 
[ JPrepared only at victim's request 
[ JOther, --------------------------------------------
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9. If the court must specifically order a VIS, how much variability is 
there between local judges in the frequency of these orders? 

[ ] None 
[ J Very 1 ittle 
[ ] Some 
[ ] Quite a lot 
[ ] Not applicable, only one judge in jurisdiction [sKIP TO QUESTION Ii] 

10. In your opinion, what factor(s) contribute to inter-judge variability in 
the frequency of specific orders for VIS preparation? 

11. Are VISs prepared in any felony actions for which no PSRs are prepared? 
[ ] No [ ]Yes, ____________________________________________ __ 

. 
12. Does the defendant have a right to a PSR in a felony action? 

[ ] No [SKIP TO QUESTION 15 ] 
[ ] Yes 

D. Maya defendant waive this right to a PSR in a felony action? 
[ ] No [SKIP TO QUESTION 15 ] 
[ ] Yes 

14. If a defenda~t waives this right to a PSR, maya VIS be prepared and presented 
independently? (Check all that apply.) 

[ ] No 
[ ]Yes, at the request of the victim 
[ ]Yes, at the request of the court 
[ ]Yes, at the request of the prosecutor [ ]Yes, ____________________________________________ __ 

15. Is a written VIS included in the defendant's permanent file so as to be 
available for review at future criminal proceedings? 

[ ] No 
[ J Yes 
[ ] Other ,.,..--_________________________ _ 
[ ]Don't know 
[ ]Not applicable, VIS is not written 

16. Is an oral VIS transcribed and included in the defendant's permanent file so 
as to be available for review at future criminal proceedings? 

[ JNo 
[ JYes 
[ ]Other, 
[ JDon't 7k-no-w---------------------------------------------
[ JNot applicable, VIS is not oral 

17. In your opinion, how does the extent of VIS preparation in your local 
jurisdiction compare with the extent of VIS preparation in other 
jurizdictions within your state? 
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SECTION 3 
VICTIM INVOLVEMENT WITH PRETRIAL RELEASE DECISIONS 

PARTICIPATION AND NOTIFICATION 

1. Is the victim involved with decisions affecting the defendant's pretrial 
re1ease status? 

[ J No [SKIP TO SECTION 4 ] 
[ J Yes 

2. In what way(s) maya victim participate in pretrial release decisions? 
(Check all that apply.) 

[ JVictim is consulted by prosecuting attorney prior to pretrial release 
hearing 

[ JVictim may attend pretrial release hearing but may not actively 
participate 

[ JVictim may attend and actively participate in pretrial release hearing 
[ JVictim may submit written statement to be considered by the court prior 

to pretrial release decisions 
[ JVictim may present oral statement to be considered by the court prior 

to pretrial release decisions 
[ JOther, ----------------------------------------------

3. Who is responsible for notifying the victim of these participatory options? 
[ JPolice 
[ JProbation officer 
[ JProsecuting attorney 
[ JVictim services advocate 
[ JOther, _____________________ _ 

4. How is the victim notified of these opportunities for participation in the 
pretrial release process? (Check all that apply.) 

[ JHand delivered written communication 
[ JIn-person verbal corrrnunication 
[ JTelephone . 
[ JMail 
[ J Other ,--::-:--__ -:--~-.,--__ -, 
[ JNo formalizEd notification procedu-r'-e------------

5. What attempt is made to guarantee victim receipt of this notification? 
[ JVictim notification must be verified 
[ JUGood faith" or reasonable effort to notify victim 
[ JVictim notified when time allows 
[ JOther, ---------------------------------------------------

6. Is victim participation in the pretrial release process actively encouraged? 
[ JNo 
[ JYes 
[ JOther, _____________________ _ 
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AUTHORSHIP AND VERIFICATION 

7. Who is responsible for the preparation of a written VIS to be considered at 
pretrial release proceedings? (Check all that apply.) 

[ ] Victim 
[ ] Probation officer 
[ ] Prosecuting attorney 
[ ] Other '-:;-~~--:-~~_-:----:--:-:--___________ _ 
[ J Not applicable, VIS is not written 

8. What is the source of the information included in a VIS? (Check all that 
apply.) 

[ ] Direct victim statements 
[ ] Probation report summarizing information obtained from the victim 
[ J Independent probation investigation 
[ J Pol ice records 
[ J Prosecution files 
[ J Other '--=-~~--:-:-::-=--:---,.....--~:-c---------------
[ J Not applicable, VIS is not written 

9. When the VIS is prepared by probation staff, how often is the victim consulted? 
[ JAlways 
[ J Most times 
[ J Sometimes 
[ J Rare ly 
[ J Never 
[ J Not applicable, VIS is not prepared by probation staff 

10. In what way(s) is the victim consulted? 
these requests for information? 

To what extent do victims comply with 

[ J Persona 1 i ntervi ew 
[ J Telephone interview 
[ J Form mailed to victim 
[ J Other, _________ _ 

Compliance rate_~ 
Comp 1 i ance rate _----: 

% 
% 

Comp 1 i ance rate _~ 
Comp 1 i ance rate _---' 

% 
% 

11. If the actual victim is unable to'cooperate in the preparation of a 
to death, age, or incapacitation, which of the following individuals 
authorized to provide a statement on the victim's behalf? 

VIS, 
is 

(Check all that apply.) 
[ ] Family member 
[ JAttorney 
[ J Victim advocate 
[ J Other person, _____________________ _ 
[ ] No other person 

due 

12. If the actual victim is unwilliQg to cooperate in the preparation of a VIS, 
which of the following individuals is authorized to provide a written 
statement on the victim's' behalf? (Check all that apply.) 

[ ] Fami ly member 
[ ]Attorney 
[ J Victim advocate 
[ JOther person, __________________ .. __ _ 
[ ] No other person 
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n. Are probation Gfficers required to verify factual information provided by the 
victim for inclusion in the VIS? 

[ ] No 
[ ] Yes, always 
[ ] Yes, if time permits 
[ ] Yes, under certain circumstances, _____________ _ 

14. In practice, do probation officers verify factual information provided by the 
victim for inclusion in the VIS? 

[ ] No 
[ ] Yes, always 
[ ] Yes, if time permits 
[ ] Yes, under certain circumstances, _____________ _ 

15. If the VIS is authored by probation staff, is there a procedure for victim 
verification of the summarized information before it is presented to the 
court? 

[ ] No [SKIP TO QUESTION 17 ] 
[ ] Yes 
[ ] Not applicable, VIS not authored by probation staff 

16. Please provide a brief description of this verification process. 

17. Is the VIS disclosed to the defendant (or attorney) prior to the pretrial 
release proceeding? 

[ ] No 
[ ] Yes, in all cases 
[ JYes, in some cases ___________________ _ 

[ ] Not applicable, VIS is not written [ SKIP TO QUESTION 21 ] 

18. Does the defendant (or attorney) have an opportunity to challenge statements 
included in the VIS? 

[ ] No 
[ ] Yes 

19. Please provide a brief description of this challenge procedure. 

20. In your oplnlon, how does the verification of VISs in your local 
jurisdiction compare with the verification of VISs in other jurisdictions 
within your state? . 
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CONTENT 

21. What information and/or assessments are included in the VIS? (Check all that 
apply. ) 

Identification of victim 
Subjective commentary 

Victim summary of offense 
Victim opinion of offender 
Victim fear of revictimization 
Victim opinion on pretrial release 

Economic impact 
Medical expenses 

MUST BE 
INCLUDED 

[ ] 

[ ] 
[ ] 
[ J 
[ ] 

Value of lost, stolen, or destroyed 
Direct loss of earnings 

property t j 
[ J 

Indirect loss of earnings 
Insurance" compensation 
Other,~ __ ~ ____________________ _ 

Phys i ca 1 impact 
Seriousness of physical lnJury 
Permanence of physical injury 
Other,~~~ __ ~ ________________ _ 

Psychological impact 
Emotional or psychological injury 
Request for psychological services 
Change in personal welfare 
Change in familial relationships 

f l 
~ ~ 
[ ] 

t j 
Other, _______________________________ _ 

[ J 
[ ] 

Other 
Letters from employers 
Letters from crime witnesses 
Letters from family members 
Other, __________________________ ___ 

t j 
tj 

fv1A Y BE 
INCLUDED 

[ ] 

[ J 
[ J 
[ J 
[ J 

t j 
[ J 
[ J 

t ~ 
t j 
[ ] 

[ 1 
[ .. 
[ J 
[ ] 
[ ] 

t j 
[ J 
[ ] 

fv1A Y NOT BE 
INCLUDED 

[ J 

E J 
[ ] 
[ J 
[ ] 

~ j 
[ ] 
[ ] 

t j 
t j 
[ J 

CJ 
[ J 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 

[ J 
t j 
[ ] 

22. Is there any information that ;s specifically prohibited from inclusion in 
the VIS? 

[ ] No [ ]Yes, _________________________________________________ _ 

a. Must the contents of the VIS relate solely to the effects of the crime for 
which the defendant is being prosecuted? 

[ ] No 
[ ] Yes 
[ ] Other , __ ---:-___________________ _ 

24. Optional commentary: 
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SECTION 4 

VICTIM INVOLVEMENT WITH PLEA NEGOTIATIONS 

PARTICIPATION AND NOTIFICATION 

1. Is the victim involved in the plea negotiation process? 
[ J No [SKIP TO SECTION 5 J 
[ J Yes 

2. In what way(s) maya victim participate in the plea process? (Check all that 
apply.) 

[ JVictim is consulted by prosecuting attorney prior to plea negotiation 
[ JVictim may attend plea negotiation sessions but may not actively 

pa'rticipate 
[ ]Victim may attend and actively participate in plea negotiation sessions 
[ JVictim may submit written statement to be considered by the court prior 

to the acceptance of a negotiated plea 
[ ]Victim may present oral statement to be considered by the court prior 

to acceptance of negotiated plea 
[ JVictim may comment on a previously negotiated plea 
[ ]Other, ----------------.---------------------------------

3. Who is responsible for notifying the victim of these participatory options? 
[ JPolice 
[ JProbation officer 
[ ]Prosecuting attorney 
[ JVictim services advocate 
[ JOther, -------------------------------------------------

4. How is the victim notified of these opportunities for participation in the 
plea negotiation process? (Check all that apply.) 

[ JHand delivered written communication 
[ JIn-person verbal communication 
[ JTelephone 
[ JMa 11 
[ JOther, 
[ JNo for-m-a~11~·z-e~d-n-o~t~i~f7ic-a~t~i-on--p-r-oc-e-d~u-re-------------------------

5. What attempt is made to guarantee victim receipt of this notification? 
[ JVictim notification must be verified 
[ JIIGood faithll or reasonable effort to notify victim 
[ JVictim notified when time allows 
[ JOther, -------------------------------------------------

6. Is victim participation in the plea negotiation process actively encouraged? 
[ JNo 
[ JYes 
[ JOther, _____________________ _ 
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AUTHORSHIP AND VERIfICATION 

7. Who ;s Y'esponsible for the preparation of a written VIS to be considered at 
ple~ negotiation sessions? (Check all that apply.) 

L ] Victim 
[ ]Probation officer 
[ JProsecuting attorney 
[ J Other, 
[ JNot ap-p~ll~'c-a~b~le-,~V~IS~i~s--no~t--w-rl~'t~t-e-n-------------------------

8. What is the source of the information included in a VIS? (Check all that 
apply.) 

[ ]Direct victim statements 
[ JProbation report summarizing information obtained from the victim 
[ ] Independent probation investigation 
[ JPolice records 
[ JProsecution files 
[ J Otner, 
[ JNot ap-p~l~ic-a~b~le-,~V~IS~i~s--no~t--w-rl~'t~t-e-n--------------------------

9. When the VIS is prepared by probation staff, how often is the victim consulted? 
[ JA lways 

10. 

[ J Mcst times 
[ J S omet imes 
[ ]Rarely 
[ J Never 
[ ]Not applicable, VIS not prepared by probation staff 

In what way(s) is the victim consulted? 
these requests for information? 

[ JPersonal interview 
[ ]Telephone interview 
[ JForm mailed to victim 

To what extent do victims comply with 

Compliance rate % 
Compliance rate % 
Compliance rate % 

[ ] Other, ____________ _ Compliance rate % 

11. If the actual victim is unable to'cooperate in the preparation of a VIS, due 
to death, age, or incapacitation, which of the following individuals is 
authorized to provide a statement on the victim's behalf? (Check all that 
app ly. ) 

[ ]Family member 
[ ]Attorney 
[ JVictim advocate 
[ ] Other person , ______________________________ _ 
[ JNo other person 

12. If the actual victim is unwilling to cooperate in the preparation of a VIS, 
which of the following individuals is authorized to provide a written 
statement on the victim's behalf? (Check all that apply.) 

[ ]Family member 
[ ]Attorney 
[ ]Victim advocate 
[ J Other person, ______________________________ _ 
[ JNo other perso~ 
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D. Are probation_officers required to verify factual information provided by the 
victim for inclusion in the VIS? 

[ ]No 
[ ]Yes, always 
[ ]Yes, if time permits 
[ ]Yes, under certain circumstances, ----------------------------

14. In practice, do probation officers verify factual information provided by the 
victim for inclusion in the VIS? 

[ ]No 
[ ]Yes, always 
[ ]Yes, if time permits 
[ ]Yes, under certain circumstances, ---------------------------

15. If the VIS is authored by probation staff, is there a procedure for victim 
verification of the summarized information before it is presented to the 
court? 

[]No [SKIP TO QUESTION 17] 
[ ]Yes 
[ ]Not applicable, VIS not authored by probation staff 

16. Please provide a brief description of this verification process. 

17. Is the VIS disclosed to the defendant (or attorney)? 
[ ] No 
[ ]Yes, in all cases 
[ ]Yes, in some cases, --------------------------
[ ]Not applicable, VIS is not written [SKIP TO QUESTION 20 

18. Does the defendant (or attorney) have an opportunity to challenge statements 
included in the VIS? 

[ ] No 
[ ] Yes 

19. Please provide a brief description of this challenge procedure. 

20. In your opinion, how does the verification of VISs in your local 
jurisdiction compare with the verification of VISs in other jurisdictions 
within your state? 
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CONTENT 

21. What information and/or assessments are included in the VIS? (Check all that 
apply. ) 

MUST BE MAY BE MA. Y NOT BE 
INCLUDED INCLUDED INCLUDED 

Identification of victim [ ] [ ] [ ] 
Subjective commentary 

[ ] [ ] [ ] Victim summary of offense 
Victim opinion of offender [ ] [ ] [ ] 
Victim fear of revictimization [ ] [ ] [ ] 
Victim opinion on proposed plea [ ] [ ] [ ] 

Economic impact 
[ ] [ ] [ ] Medical expenses 

Value of lost, stolen, or destroyed property [ ] [ ] [ ] 
Direct loss of earnings [ ] [ ] [ ] 
Indirect loss of earnings [ ] [ ] [ ] 
Insurance compensation [ J [ ] [ ] 
Other, [ ] [ ] [ ] 

Phys i ca 1 impact 
[ ] [ ] [ ] Seriousness of physical lnJury 

Permanence of physical injury [ ] [ ] [ ] 
Other, [ ] [ ] [ ] 

Psychological impact 
[ ] [ ] t ] Emotional or psychological injury 

Request for psychological services [ ] [ ] [ ] 
Change in personal welfare [ ] [ ] [ ] 
Change in familial relationships [ ] [ J [ ] 
Other, [ ] [ ] [J 

Other 
Letters from employers [ ] [ ] [ ] 
Letters from crime witnesses [ ] [ ] [ ] 
Letters from family members [ ] [ ] [ ] 
Other, [ ] [ ] [ ] 

22. Is there any information that is specifically prohibited from inclusion 
in the VIS? 

[ ] No 
[ ]Yes, 

a. Must the contents of the VIS relate solely to the effects of the crime 
for which the defendant is entering a plea? 

[ ] No 
[ JYes 
[ J Other , ___________ . ____________ _ 

. 
24. Optional commentary: 
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SECTION 5 

VICTIM INVOLVEMENT WITH SENTENCING 

PARTICIPATION AND NOTIFICATION 

1. Is the victim involved with sentencing or restitution proceedings? 
[ ] No [SKIP TO SECTION 6] 
[ JYes 

2. In what way(s) maya victim participate in sentencing decisions? (Check all 
that apply.) 

[ JVictim is consulted by prosecuting attorney prior to sentencing hearing 
[ ]Victim may attend sentencing hearing but may not actively participate 
[ ]Victim may attend and actively participate in sentencing hearing 
[ JVictim may submit written statement to be considered by the court prior 

to. sentencing decisions 
[ JVictim may present oral statement to be considered by the court prior 

to sentencing decisions 
[ JOther, ______________________ _ 

3. In your jurisdiction, is the issue of restitution determined at a hearing 
that is separate from the sentencing hearing? 

[ JNo [SKIP TO QUESTION 5] 
[ JYes 

4. In what way(s) maya victim participate in restitution decisions? (Check all 
that app ly. ) 

[ JVictim is consulted by prosecuting attorney prior to restitution hearing 
[ JVictim may attend restitution hearing but may not actively participate 
[ JVictim may attend and actively participate in restitution hearing 
[ JVictim may submit written statement to be considered by the court prior 

to restitution decisions 
[ JVictim may present oral statement to be considered by the court prior 

to restitution decisions 
[ JOther, -------------------------------------------------

5. Who is responsible for notifying the victim of these participatory options? 
[ JPolice 
[ JProbation officer 
[ JProsecuting attorney 
[ JVictim services advocate 
[ JOther, _____________________ _ 

6. How is the victim nqtified of these opportunities for participation? (Check 
all that apply.) 

[ JHand delivered written communication 
[ JIn-person verbal communication 
[ JTelephone 
[ JMa il 
[ ]Other '---:~-;-~"7"::"":__-:-;---___:-----------
[ JNo formalized notification procedure 
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7. What attempt ~ made to guarantee victim receipt of this notification? 
[ ]Victim notification must be verified 
[ ] "Good faith" or reasonable effort to notify victim 
[ ]Victim notified when time allows 
[ ] Other, ______________________ _ 

8. Is victim participation in sentencing and restitution pl"oceedings actively 
encouraged? 

[ J No 
[ ] Yes 
[ ] Other, _____________________ _ 

AUTHORSHIP AND VERIFICATION 

9. Who is responsible for the preparation of a written VIS to be considered at 
sentencing or restitution proceedings? (Check all that apply.) 

[ ]Victim 
[ ]Probation officer 
[ ]Prosecuting attorney 
[ ] Other '--::-:--:-::----:--;-:-;;--:-_-:----:-..,....,-___________ _ 
[ JNot applicable, VIS is not written 

10. What is the source of the information included in a VIS? (Check all that apply.) 
[ JDirect victim statements 
[ ]Probation report summarizing information obtained from the victim 
[ ]Independent probation investigation 
[ ]Police records 
[ JProsecution files 
[ J Other ,--"-,:---:.....,,.----:-:-:-:;---:--_-:----:-~_-----------
[ ]Not applicable, VIS is not written 

11. When the VIS is prepared by probation staff, how often is the victim consulted? 
[ JA lways 

12. 

[ JMost times 
[ JS omet imes 
[~JRarely 
[ J Never 
[ JNot applicable, VIS not prepared by probation staff 

In what way(s) is the victim consulted? 
these requests for information? 

[ ]Personal interview 
[ ]Telephone interview 
[ JForm mailed to victim 

To what extent do victims comply with 

Compliance rate % 
Compliance rate % 

[ ]Other, __________ _ 
Compliance rate % 
Compliance rate % 

D. If the actual victim is unable to cooperate in the preparation of a VIS, due 
to death, age, or incapacitation, which of the following individuals is 
authorized to provide a ~tatement on the victim's behalf? (Check all that 
app ly. ) 

[ JFamily member 
[ JAttorney 
[ JVictim advocate 
[ JOther person, 
[ JNo other pers-o-n---------------------



14. If the actual victim is unwilling to cooperate ;n the preparation of a VIS, 
which of the following individuals is authorized to provide a written 
statement on the victim1s behalf? (Check all that apply.) 

[ JFamily member 
[ JAttorney 
[ JVictim advocate 
[ JOther person, ____________________ _ 
[ JNo other person 

15. Are probation officers required to verify factual information provided by the 
victim for inclusion in the VIS? 

[ JNo 
[ JYes, always 
[ ]Yes, if time permits 
[ JYes, under certain circumstances, 

16. In practice, do probation officers verify factual ir.formation provided by the 
victim for inclusion in the VIS? 

[ JNo' 
[ JYes, a l\'Iays 
[ JYes, if time permits 
[ ]Yes, under certain circumstances, --------------------

17. If the VIS is authored by probation staff, is there a procedure for victim 
verification of the summarized information before it is presented to the 
court? 

[JNo [SKIP TO QUESTION 19J 
[ JYes 
[ JNot applicable, VIS is not authored by probation staff 

18. Please provide a brief description of this verification process. 

19. Is the VIS disclosed to the defendant (or attorney) prior to sentencing? 
[]No [SKIP TO QUESTION 25J 
[ ]Yes, in all cases 
[ JYes, in some cases __________________ _ 

[ JNot applicable, VIS is not written [SKIP TO QUESTION 25J 

20. Is the entire VIS available for the defendant1s inspection? 
[ ]No 
[JYes [SKIP TO QUESTION 23 J 

21. What sections of the VIS are not disclosed? (Check all that apply.) 
[ JVictimls name and address 
[ JVictimls sentence recommendation 
[ JVictimls fear of revictimization 
[ ]Other, _____________________ _ 
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22. Whp Qecides which parts of 
L JProbation staff 
[ ]Prosecuting attorney 
[ ] Judge 

the VIS are to remain confidential? 

[ ]Other, 
----------~---------------------------------------

~. Does the defendant (or attorney) have an opportunity to challenge statements 
incluged in the VIS prior to the sentencing hearing? 

[ J No 
[ ] Yes 

24. Please provide a brief description of this challenge procedure. 

25. Does the defendant (or attorney) have an opportunity to challenge statements 
incl~dcd in the VIS at the sentencing hearing? 

[ J No· 
[ ]Yes 

26. Please provide a brief description of this challenge procedure. 

27. Does the defendant (or attorney) have the right to cross-examine the victim 
as tQ statements included in the VIS? 

[ J No [SKIP TO QUESTION 29J 
[ ]Yes 

28. Is this right to cross-examination limited in any way? 
[ ]No 
[ ]Yes, ----------------------------------------------------

29. In your oplnlon, how does the verification of VISs in your local 
jurisd;ction compare with the verification of VISs in other jurisdictions 
within your state? 

30. Optional commentary: 
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CONTENT 

31. What information and/or assessments are included in the VIS? (Check all that 
app ly.) 

Identification of victim 
Subjective commentary 

MUST BE 
INCLUDED 

[ ] 

Victim summary of offense 
Victim opinion of offender 
Victim fear of revictimization 
Victim opinion on restitution determination 
Victim opinion on sentence recommendation 
Victim's own sentence recommendation 

Economic impact 
Medical expenses 
Value of lost, stolen, or destroyed property 
Direct loss of earnings 
Indirect loss of earnings 
Insurance compensation 
Other, 

~--~--------------------Phys i ca 1 impact 
Seriousness of physical lnJury 
Permanence of physical injury 
Other ,~~---:-_~ _________ _ 

Psychological impact 
Emotional or psychological lnJury 
Request for psychological services 
Change in personal welfare 
Change in familial relationships 
Other , ______________ _ 

Other 
Letters from employers 
Letters from crime witnesses 
Letters from family members 
Other , ______________ _ 

[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 

[ ] 
[ ] 
[ J 
[ J 
[ J 
[ ] 
r" ] L 
[ ] 
[ ] 

[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 

[ J 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 

MAY BE 
INCLUDED 

[ ] 

[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 

[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 

[ ] 
~ ] 
[ ] 

[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] . 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 

MAY NOT BE 
INCLUDED 

[ ] 

[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 

[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 

[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 

[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 

[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 

32. Is there any information that is specifica1ly prohibited from inclusion in 
the V IS? 

[ ]No [ ]Yes, _______________________________________ __ 

33. Must the contents of the VIS relate solely to the effects of the crime for 
which the defendant is being sentenced? 

[ ]No, VIS may relate to all crimes originally charged. 
[ ]Ves, VIS must relate only to crimes for which the defendant is 

currently being sentenced 
[ ]Other , _______________________ _ 
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34. For which of-the following items might the defendant be requiredito pay 
restitution? (Check all that apply.) 

[ JOocumented medical expenses ' 
[ JCost of psychological services for victim and/or victim1s family 
[ JEstimated cost of continuing medical or psychological treatment 
[ JValue of lost or damaged property 
[ JLoss of victim earnings 
[ JFuneral expenses 
[ J Oamages for IIpain and sufferingll 
[ J Other, 

35. Optional commentary: 

FORMAT 

36. Is there a standard form for VIS preparation? 
[JNo [SKIP TO QUESTION 41J 
[ J Yes 

37. How would you best describe this form? 
[ JChecklist 
[ JNumerical rating scale 
[ JOpen ended format 
[ ]Other,_, _____________________ _ 

38. Who was responsible for developing this form? (Check all that apply.) 
[ ]State probation department 
[ JCounty probation department 
[ JLocal probation department 
[ JProsecutorls office 
[ JVictim service agency 
[ JLegislature 
[ ]Other, _____________________ _ 

39. What problems have you experienced with this form? (Check all that apply.) 
[ JNone 
[ JOoesnlt effectively reflect victims' needs or interests 
[ ]Overburdens probation staff 
[ ]Other, _______________________ _ 

40. In what way(s) would you alter this form to better serve the needs of both 
the victim and prob~tion staff? 

41. Optional commentary: 
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NATURE OF PRESENT~TION 

42. What ;s the standard method for the presentation of a written VIS in your 
jurisdiction? 

[ ]Separate statement attached to the PSR 
[ ]Section included within the PSR 
[ ]Statement independent of the PSR 
[ ] Other, 
[ ]Not ap-p~ll~·c-a~b~le-~-"VfiIS~i~s--no~t--w-r~it~t-e-n---------------------------

~. Does the victim have a right to be present at sentencing? 
[ ] No [SKIP TO QUESTION 46J 
[ ] Yes 

44. Approximately what proportion of victims exercise this right? 

45. Do particular categories of victims exercise this right more so than do 
others·? 

[ ] No 
[ ]Yes, __ ~~~ __ ~~ __ ~ ______ ~~ __ ~ __ ~ ____________ ___ 
[ ]Not applicable, victim not present at sentencing 

46. Does the victim have a right to present a written statement (other than the 
PSR statement) to the court at sentencing? 

[ ] No [SKIP TO QUESTION 49J 
[ ] Yes 

47. Approximately what proportion of victims exercise this right? 

48. Do particular categories of victims exercise this right more so than do 
others? 

[ ] No 
[ ]Yes, ________________ ~~ ________________________ __ 

49. Does the victim have a right to allocution at sentencing? 
[ ] No [SKIP TO QUESTION 52 J 
[ ] Yes 
[ ] Yes, at judge IS di scret i on [SKIP TO QUESTION 52] 
[ ]Not applicable, victim not present at sentencing 

50. Approximately what proportion of victims exercise this right? 

51. Do particular categories of victims exercise this right more so than do 
others? 

[ ] No [ ]Yes, ________________________________________________ ___ 
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52. If the victim-wishes to present an oral statement at sentencing, but does 
not wish to appear personally, which of the following individuals is 
authorized to allocute on the victim1s behalf? (Check all that apply.) 

[ ] Fami ly member 
[ JAttorney 
[ ] Victim advocate 
[ J Other person, ____________________ _ 
[ J No other person 

S. If both oral and written statements are allowed, which method of 
presentation is utilized more frequently? 

[ ]Written statements presented more frequently 
[ JOral statements presented more frequently 
[ JWritten and oral statements presented equally often 
[ ]Other, _________________________________________ _ 

54. If both oral and written statements are allowed, to what extent do victims 
present bot~ oral and written statements? 

[ JA lways 
[ ] Most times 
[ ]S omet imes 
[ ]Rarely 
[ ] Never 

55. Does the victim receive notification of the final sentencing decision? 
[ JNo 
[ ]Yes, in all cases 
[ ]Yes, if victim specifically requests such notification 
[ ] Other , ____________________________ _ 

56. In your opinion, how does the presentation of VISs in your local 
jurisdiction compare with the presentation of VISs in other jurisdictions 
within your state? 

57. Optional commentary: 
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SECTION 6 

GENERAL COMMENTS 

1. In your opinion, what is the biggest problem encountered by probation staff 
in the preparation of VISs? 

2. In your oplnlon, what do probation staff perceive to be the victims' primary 
concerns about their cases? 

3. In your oplnlon, are probation staff the most appropriate personnel to 
prepare VISs? Why or why not? 

4. If you do not believe that probation staff are most appropriate personnel for 
VIS preparation, who do you think would be more appropriate? 

[ JVictim advocate 
[ JProsecuting attorney's staff 
[ ]Other, _____________________ _ 

Why? 

5. In your oplnlon, what purposes were intended to be served by legislation 
authorizing the preparation of VISs? 

6. In your opinion, have these purposes been satisfied? 

7. In your oplnlon, has the introduction of VIS legislation and/or policies had 
any effect on criminal justice decisionmaking? In what way(s)? 
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8. In your oplnlon, has victim participation in the criminal justice system 
through the use of VISs had any effect on victim satisfaction with the justice 
system? Tn what way(s)? 

9. In your oplnlon, should increased victim participation be discouraged or 
encouraged? Why? 

10. In your opinion, what role should victims play in the criminal justice 
system? 

11. Optional commentary: (Use back of page if necessary.) 

Thank you for your cooperation with this pro~ect. 

Please return the completed packet in the self-addressed stamped envelope that 
has been provided. This packet should 'consist of the following: 

1. the completed survey 
2. a blank copy of any standardized form that may be used by your 

agency in the preparation of a victim impact statement 
3. one or more copies of completed victim impact statements that, in your 

opinion, represent 'good', 'bad', and 'typical' examples of victim 
statements. These are being requested so that project staff can better 
familiarize themselves with variations in document preparation. Please 
delete identifying information (e.g., names and addresses) to protect 
the ano.nymity of those involved. 
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APPENDIX F 

SAAlPlIl'G FRAME AND METI-OOOUX?( 
PROSECUTIf'-G ATTCRl\EYS 



--------------' 

Survey Methodology 

A review of state legislation identified 35 states in which the Office of the 
Prosecuting Attorney is statutorily responsible for one or more of the following: (a) 
notification of victims' rights, (b) consultation with the victim about case disposition, 
or (c) preparation of victim impact statements. In all of the identified states except 
Texas, the sampling frame included all prosecuting attorneys' offices. The lanquage of 
the victims' rights lelJislation in Texas mandates compliance only in counties that have 
a population of at least 100,000 people. Accordingly, eligibility for sample selection 
was limited to district attorneys in those counties meeting this requirement. 

Sampling Procedure 

The The National Director of Law Enforcement Administrators and Correctional 
Institutians Milwaukee, WI: National P()lice Chiefs and Sheriffs Information !3ureau, 
1986) wa3 used to identify all prosecuting attorney offices in each of the 35 states. 
Where ten or fewer offices were listed for a particular state, all offices were included 
in the sample. If more than ten offices were listed, a random sample of ten offices was 
generated. 

I n some states, one prosecutor has jurisdiction over several counties. In the 
event that a prosecutor was selected more than once, one listing was deleted. Another 
office was then randomly selected to take its place. 

The Sample 

California has one district attorney for each of the 58 counties. Ten counties 
were selected for sample inclusion: Glenn, Los Angeles, Mariposa, Orange, Placer, 
Plumas, San Mateo, Sierra, Tehama, and Yolo. 

Colorado has 22 judicial districts. The ten district attorneys randomly selected 
were from the 2nd, 4th, 7th, 9th, 13th, 14th, 15th, 18th, 21st, and 22nd judicial 
districts. 

Connecticut has one state attorney for each of its eight counties. All eight 
state attorneys were included in the sample. 

Delaware has one Attorney General that serves as prosecutor for all Delaware 
counties. 

Florida has one state attorney for each of the 67 counties. The randomly 
selected prosecutors were from Dade, Duval, Escambia, Flagler, Hamilton, Holmes, 
Leon, Levy, Okeechobee, and Osceola counties. 

Geor gi a has 44 judicial circuits. The ten district attorneys randomly selected 
are from the Augusta, Conasauga, Cordele, Dougherty, Flint, Griffin, Northeastern, 
Piedmont, South Georgia, and Tifton Judicial Circuits. 

Hawaii has one prosecuting attorney for each of its four counties. All four are in 
the sample. 

Idaho has one prosecuting attorney for each of its 44 counties. Rando:nly 
selected were the attorneys from Bear La~e, Caribou, Cassia, Clearwater, Idaho, 
Lincoln, Minidoka, Owyhee, Shoshane, and Valley counties. 
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Illinois has one state attorney for euc.:h of its 102 counties. Attorneys from 
Calhoun, Jackson, Jasper, Kane, Knox, Lane, McDonough, Schuyler, Tazewell, and 
\'vhiteside counties were sampled. 

Indiana has one prosecuting attorney for each of its 92 counties. Included in the 
sample were attorneys from Allen, Clark, Greene, Knox, Marshall, Morgan, Randolph, 
Scott, Vigo and Warren counties. 

Iowa has one county attorney for each of the 99 count i es. Prosecutors from 
Cass, Clarke, Floyd, Hardin, Henry, Iowa, Lyon, Mitchell, Page, and Wright counties 
were chosen to receive the survey instrument. 

Kentucky has 56 judicial districts. The ten Commonwealth Attorneys randomly 
selected were from the 7th, 12th, 15th, 17th, 19th, 25th, 29th, 42nd, 49th, and 53rd 
judicial districts. 

Louisiana has one district attorney for each of its 65 parishes. District atorneys 
in Avoyelles, 8eauregard, Grant, Jackson, Madison, Rapides, Richland, St. Bernard, St. 
Charles, and St. Helena parishes were sampled. 

Maine has eight district attorneys serving 16 counties. 8ecause of overlapping 
prosutorial responsibilities, surveys were mailed to the district attorneys in Aroostook, 
Cumberland, Franklin, Hancock, Kennebec, Knox, Penobscot, and York counties. 

Maryland has one state attorney for each of its 24 counties. Attorneys in 
Allegany, Calvert, Caroline, Dorchester, Frederick, Garrett, Montgomery, Queen Anne's, 
Talbot, and Wicomico counties were randomly selected. 

Massachusetts has one district attorney for each of the 14 count 7€.s. However, 
one distri ct attorney serves two counties and another district attorney serves three 
counties. Therefore, ten of the remaining eleven district attorney offices were 
randomly sampled. Included were the district attorney serving l3arnstable, Dukes, and 
Nantucket counties; the district attorney serving Franklin and Hampshire counties; and 
the district attorneys in Berkshire, Bristol, Essex, Hamden, Middlesex, Plymouth, 
Suffolk, and "'Vorcester counties. 

Michigan has one prosecuting attorney for each of its 83 counties. Included in 
the sample were the prosecuting attorneys in Aleona, Cheboygan, Clare, Delta, 
Genesee, Gratiot, Hillsdale, Kent, "v\acomb, and Ottawa counties. 

Minnesota has one county attorney for each of its 87 counties. Ten were 
randomly selected. They serve in '3rown, Coo!<, Goodhue, Lake, Lincoln, iv\cLeod, 
Marshall, Stearns, Swift, and Watonwah counties. 

Mississippi has 20 judicial districts. The ten district attorneys randomly 
selected were from the 1st, 4th, 7th, 11th, 12th, 13th, 15th, 17th, 18th, and 20th 
judicial districts. 

Missouri has one prosecuting attorney for each of the 114 counties plus a Circuit 
Attorney for the City of St. Louis. From ti1ese 115 offices, attorneys in the following 
areas were chosen: Buchanan, Clinton, Greene, Laclede, Mississippi, Phelps, Ste. 
Genevieve, Vernon, and Washington counties; al'1d the City of St. Louis. 
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Nebraska has one county attorney for each of the 93 counties. Attornies from 
Cass, Dixon, Frontier, Grant, Greeley, Hitchcock, Holt, Kimball, Richardson, and 
Thurston counties were randomly selected. 

New York has one district attorney for each of the 62 counties. District 
attorneys in Albany, Cattaraugus, Erie, Essex, Greene, Oneida, Rensselaer, St. 
Lawrence, Schoharie, and Wcyne counties were included in the sample. 

North Dakota has one state attorney for each of its 53 counties. The ten 
randomly selected attorneys serve in 8urleigh, Cass, Divide, Foster, ,\kHenry, ,V\ercer, 
Pembina, Richland, Sargent, and Stutsman counties. 

Ohio has one prosecuting attorney for each of its 88 counties. Surveys were 
distributed to attorneys in Belmont, Clinton, Franklin, Gallia, Highland, Logan, Monroe, 
Montgomery, Preble, and Putnam counties. 

Oregon has one county attorney for each of the 36 counties. Chosen were 
personnel in Crook, Gilliam, Grant, Josephine, Klamath, Lane, Lincoln, Marion, 
Washington, and Yamhill counties. 

Pennsylvania has one district attorney for each of the 67 counties. Prosecutors 
in Seaver, Centre, Erie, Lebanon, Lycoming, Monroe, Montour, Philadelphia, Pike, and 
Somerset counties were sampled. 

South Carolina has 16 judicial districts. The ten Solicitors randomly selected 
were from the 2nd, 4th, 5th, 7th, 8th, 9th, 12th, 14th, 15th, and 16th judicial districts. 

South Dakota has one state attorney for each of the 66 counties. The sample 
included those in Buffalo, Douglas, Edmunds, Haakon, Hughes, Jackson, Jerauld, 
Minnehaha, Tripp, and Union counties. 

Tennessee has 31 judicial districts. The ten District Attorney Generals randomly 
selected were from the 6th, 8th, 10th, 12th, 19th, 20th, 21st, 22nd, 25th, and 26th 
judicial districts. 

Texas has 23 counties with populations in excess of 100,000. The district 
attorneys in Bexar, Cameron, Collin, Dallas, EI Paso, Hurris, Lubbock, McLennan, 
Tarrant, and Taylor counties were included in the sample. 

Vermont has one state attorney for each of the 14 counties. Attorneys in 
Addison, Bennington, Chittendon, Essex, Franklin, Lamoille, Orange, Orleans, Rutland, 
and Washington counties were sampled. 

Virginia has one Comnonwealth Attorney for each of its 95 counties. The 
sample included attorneys serving in Bland, Dinwiddie, Essex, Giles, Halifax, Isle of 
Wight, Lee, Matthews, Powhatan, and Southhampton counties. 

Washington has one prosecuting attorney for each of the 39 counties. Randomly 
selected were those from Adams, Dauglas, Garfield, Grays Harbar, I sland, Klickitat, 
Pierce, Stevens, Thurstan, and Whatcom counties. 

West Virginia has one district attorney for each of the 55 counties. District 
attorneys form Cabell, Hardy, Lewis, Lincoln, M6son, Minga, Nicholas, Sumners, Wayne, 
and Wetzel counties were randomly chosen. 
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Wisconsin has one district attorney for each of the 72 counties. Attorneys 
serving Columbia, Green Lake, Langlcde, Marquette, Monroe, Pepin, Racine, Richland, 
Rusk, and Taylor counties were surveyed. 
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APPEl\OlX G 

RESEARCH INSTRUMENTS 
SlRVEY CF PROSECUTING ATTffiNEYS 



Dear Prosecutor: 

THE HINDELANG 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE RESEARCH CENTER 

srATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK AT ALBANY 
135 WEsrERN AVENUE 

ALBANY, NEW YORK 12222 
(518)442-5600 

April 15, 1987 

The Hindel~ng Criminal Justice Research Center has been funded by the National 
Institute of Justice to conduct a national study of the authorization and 
implementation of victim im?act statements. As part of this project, we are 
distributing a detailed questionnaire to a random sample of prosecutorial 
personnel throughout the unite1 States. The purpose of this survey is to gain a 
better understanding of how enabling legislation and/or policies are bei, ~ 
implemented .• 

I would like to take this opportunity to request your cooperation with this 
project. Please read and carefully complete the enclosed survey. You need only 
complete those sections of the survey that are applicable to your jurisdiction. 

In addition to the survey, we are interested in obtaining copies of (1) any 
guidelines for stat~ent preparation that may be used by prosecutorial staff; 
(2) a standard form, if any, that may be used to interview victims; and (3) and 
other materials that assist prosecution staff in completing victim statements. 

Finally, we are asking survey participants to provide several copies of 
completed statements that, in your opinion, represent 'good', 'bad', and 
'typical' examples of local preparation. This request is being made so that 
project staff can better familiarize themselves with variations in document 
preparation. Because we are interested in these documents for comparison 
purposes only, we ask that all identifying references (na~es, addresses, etc.) 
be deleted. 

Please return the completed survey and any other materials in the self-addressed 
stamped envelope that has been provided. All information that you provide will 
rEmain confidential. Date will be reported in aggregate form only. The 
responses of individual offices and staff members will not be identified. 

Upon completion, a copy of the survey results will be made available to persons 
participating in this study. A request form for this report is included on the 
final page of the survey. 

Thank you for your assistance. If you have any questions about this request, or 
about the project in general, please contact me. 

Sincerely, 

Maureen McLeod, Ph.D. 
Project Director 

The Authorization and Implementation of Victim Impact Statements 
Funded by the Nalionallnstilute of Justice 



DlREX:'l'IONS FOR CD-'IPLETING SURVEY 

For purposes of this study, we define a victim impact statement as an oral 
or written statement, introduced at some decision point in criminal 
proceedings (e.g., pretrial release, plea negotiation, restitution, 
sentencing), which includes one or both of the following: 

a) an objective assessment of the effects of the crime on the victim 
and/or 

b) a subjective commentary outlining the victim's feelings on the crime, 
the criminal, or a particular procedural proposal. 

This survey is organized into five sections. The first section gathers 
information about the extent of victim impact statement preparation. The 
second section asks questions about the nature and extent of victim 
consul tation by the prosecuting attorney at various criminal justice 
decision points. The third and fourth sections focus on the preparation ann 
presentation of victim impact statements at the plea negotiation and 
sentencing stages, respectively. In particular, questions pertain to victim 
participation and notification; authorship, verification, content, and 
format of victim impact statements; and the manner by which statements are 
introduced into court records. The final section elicits your subjective 
commentary on a number of related issues. 

You may find that some questions do not apply to the situation in your 
jurisdiction, or that nuances discriminate between your actual practices 
and the possible answers that have been suggested on the form. 
Accordingly, the survey has been designed to accommodate varying agency 
structures and policies by inviting commentary in each section. Please 
feel free to make additional comments next to any question where you 
believe an expanded answer would be instructive. Likewise, if there is any 
aspect of victim impact legislation or policy that may be unique to your 
office and has not been addressed, please inform us on the reverse side of 
the questionnaire. 

In addition to completing the survey, we have two requests. First, if your 
office uses a standard questionnaire or form letter to elicit information 
from victims, we would be interested in receiving a blank copy. Second, we 
are asking survey particivants to provide several copies of completed 
victim statements that, in your opinion, represent 'good ' , 'bad', and 
'typical' examples of local preparation. This request is being made so 
that project staff can better familiarize themselves with variations in 
document preparation. Because we are interested in these documents for 
comparison purposes only, we ask that all identifying references (names, 
addresses, etc.) be deleted or masked. 

Please return the completed packet in the self-addressed stamped envelope 
that has been provided. The confidentiality of your responses is 
guaranteed. These data will be reported in aggregate form only. 

NOTE: Throughout this survey the following acronyms are used: 
VIS - victim impact statement 
PSR - presentence report/investigation 



ID ---
SECTION 1 

VIS PREPARATION 

In this section, consultation refers to an informal exchange of information 
that occurs between the prosecuting attorney (or designee) and the victim 
about decisions affecting the victim's case. As used here, a written VIS is 
a written impact statement other than, or in addition to, a statement that 
may be prepared by probation staff. Allocution refers to the oral testimony 
of a victim in court concerning the impact of the crime. 

1. In your jurisdiction, which of the following participatory options are 
avai lable to crime victims? (Check all that apply.) 

]Consultation with prosecutor about whether defendant is to be 
charged 

] Consul tation ~'li th prosecutor about selection of charge (s) 
]Consultation with prosecutor prior to pretrial release decisions 
]Consultation with prosecutor prior to plea negotiation sessions 
]Consultation with prosecutor prior to acceptance of negotiated plea 
]Consultation with prosecutor prior to sentencing 

] Submission of written VIS prior to pretrial release decisions 
]Submission of written VIS prior to plea negotiation sessions 
]Subrnission of written VIS prior to acceptance of negotiated plea 
]Submission of written VIS prior to sentencing 

]Allocution prior to pretrial release decisions 
]Allocution prior to plea negotiation sessions 
]Allocution prior to acceptance of negotiated plea 
]Allocution prior to sentencing 

]Other participatory option(s) , -----------------------------------

2. Has your jurisdiction developed a standard procedure by which crime 
victims are to be notified of these participatory options? 

[ ] No 
[ ] Yes 

3. How would you best describe the notification procedure? 
[ ]Written brochure/letter provided by law enforcement 
[ ]Written brochure/letter 9rovided by the prosecutor's office 
[ ]Written brochure/letter provided by the probation deparbment 
[ ]Written brochure/letter provided by a victim service agency 
[ ]Oral transmission of information by _________________ ___ 
[ ]Other notification procedure y _ •• ,, ____________________ _ 
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4. What attempt is made to guarantee victim receipt of this notification? 
[ ]No attempt 
[ ]Victim notification must be verified in so~e way 
[ ) "Good faith" or reasonable effort to notify victim 
[ ]Victim notified when time allows 
[ )Other attempt, ______________________________________________ _ 

5. Does the prosecutor's office actively encourage victim participation in 
criminal justice decisionmaking? 

[ ] No 
[ ]Yes, all crime victims are actively encouraged 
[ ]Yes, all victims of violent crime are actively encouraged 
[ ]Yes, all victims of property crime are actively encouraged 
[ )Yes, in certain circumstances, ------.-------------------------

6. In what way(s) does the prosecutor's office encourage victim 
participation? 

7. In what year were written VISs first prepared in your jurisdiction? 

8. For what reason (s) were VISs first prepared? (Check all that apply.) 
[ ] Policy of local or county probation agency 
[ ] Policy of state probation agency 
[ ] Policy of prosecutor's office 
[ ]Required by law 
[ JOther, __________________________________________________ __ 

9. Approximately how many VISs were completed by your local office: 
in 1985? in 1986? 

10. Based on available workload figures for 1986, how will the extent of VIS 
preparation in 1987 compare with the extent of VIS preparation in 1986? 

[ ]Extent of preparation will increase in 1987 
[ )Extent of ~reparation will decrease in 1987 
[ ] Extent of preparation wi 11 remain relatively stable between 1986 

and 1987 
]Don't know 

11. Currently, for approximately what percentage of misdemeanor actions are 
written VISs prepared? 

12. Currently, for approximately what percentage of felony actions are 
written VISs prepared? 
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13. Under what circumstances are VISs prepared in your jurisdiction? 
[ ]Mandatory for all offenses (misdemeanor and felony) 
[ ]Mandatory for all felonies only 
[ ]MandatorY-for specific felonies only 

If so, which ones? -------------------------------------------

]Mandatory only when PSR is prepared 
]Prepared at the discretion of the probation agency 
]Prepared only if specifically ordered by the court 
]Prepared only at victim's request 
]Other, ______________________________________________________ __ 

14. If the court must specifically order a VIS, how much variability is 
there between local judges in the frequency of these orders? 

[ ] None 
[ ]Very little 
[ ] Some 
[ ] Qui te a lot 
[ ] Not appl icable, only one judge in this jurisdiction 

[SKIP TO QUESTION 16] 

15. In your opinion, what factor(s) contribute to inter-judge variability 
in the frequency of specific orders for VIS preparation? 

16. Is a written VIS included in the defendant's permanent file? 
[ ] No 
[ ]Yes 

[ ]Other,~--__ ----------------------------------------------[ ]Don't know 
[ ]Not applicable, VIS is not written 

17. If a victim allocutes at a hearing, is the oral VIS recorded and/or 
transcribed and included in the defendant's permanent file? 

[ ]No 
[ ] Yes 
[ ] Other, 

~-----------------------------------------------------[ ) Don't know 
[ ]Not applicable, VIS is not oral 

18. In your opinion, how does the extent of VIS preparation in your local 
jurisdiction compare with the extent of VIS preparation in other 
jurisdictions within your state? 
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19. Does your jurisdiction have a victim service agency that assists in the 
preparation of written VISs? 

[]No [SKIP TO SECTION 2J 
[ ] Yes 

20. In what way(s) does the victim service agency assist in the preparation 
of VISs? (Check all that apply.) 

[ }Provides addresses and phone numbers of victims 
[ ) Interviews victims for PSR 
[ )Prepares victim statement to be attached to PSR 
[ )Prepares victim statement to be introduced independently of PSR 
[ ]Assists victim with the completion of a VIS form 
[ )Other, ____________________________________________________ __ 

21. wit~ what agency is the victim service agency affiliated? 
[ ]Law enforcement 
[ ) Probation 
[ )Prosecuting attorney's office 
[ )Autonomous agency 
[ ]Other, ____________________________________________________ ___ 

22. Please provide a brief description of the victim service agency in your 
jurisdiction. Comment on staffing levels, unit responsibilities, 
funding sources, etc. 
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SECTION 2 

CONSULTATION WITH VIcrIM 

Consul tation refers to an informal exchange of information that occurs 
between the prosecuting attorney (or designee) and the victim about 
decisions affecting the victim's case. For purposes of completing this 
section, victim consultation is to be distinguished from the preparation of 
an oral or written VIS. Questions pertinent to VISs are presented in the 
following sections. 

1. How often does the prosecutor consult with a victim prior to 
rec~ending a defendant for a pretrial intervention or diversionary 
program? 

[ ] Never 
[ ] Rarely 
[ ) Sometimes 
[ ] Most times 
[ ] Always 

2. How often does the prosecutor consult with a victim prior to a decision 
to no 11 e prosequi? 

[ ] Never 
[ ] Rarely 
[ ] Sometimes 
[ ] Most times 
[ ]Always 

3. How often dC8s the prosecutor consult with a victim prior to charge 
selection? 

[ ] Never 
[ ] Rarely 
[ ] Sometimes 
[ ] Most times 
[ ]Always 

4. How often does the prosecutor consult with a victim prior to entering 
j.nto plea negotiations with a defendant? 

[ ]Never 
[ ] Rarely 
[ ] Sometimes 
[ ] Most times 
[ JAlways 

5. How often does the prosecutor consult \."i th a victim after a plea has 
been negotiated but prior to the court's acceptance of the plea? 

[ ]Never 
[ ] Rarely 
[ ] Sometimes 
[ ] Most times 
[ ]Always 
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6. How often does the prosecutor consult with a victim prior to sentencing? 
[ ]Never 
[ ] Rarely 
[ ] Somet imes -
[ ] Most times 
[ ] Always 

7. If a victim is consulted by the prosecutor, are the victim's comments 
permanently recorded in any fashion? 

[ ] No [SKIP TO QUESTION 91 
[ ] Yes, always 
[ ]Yes 1 in certain circumstances, ----------------------------------

8. Please describe the process by \vhich victims' corements are recorded in 
your jurisdiction. 

9. When making pretrial or plea decisions, how much weight does the 
prosecutor give to victims' preferences or recomnendations? 

[ ] No weight at aN :. 
[ ] Some weight 
[ ]A lot of weight 

10. Optional corrrnentary on the weight given to victims' preferences or 
recommendations 

11. In your opinion, what effect has victim consultation had on the 
following: 

~. effectiveness of the criminal justice system? 

b. victim satisfacti.on with case outcome? 

c. the willingness of a victim to cooperate in the prosecution of his 
or her case? 

12. Optional commentary/description of the nature or extent of 
prosecutorial consultation with victims: 
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SECTION 3 

VIcrIM INVOLVEMENr WITH PLEA NEGOTIATIONS 

In this section, written VIS refers to a written impact statement other 
than, or in addition to, a statement that may be prepared by probatlon 
staff. AlTOcut~on refers to the oral testimony of a victim in court 
concerning the impact of the crime. A preparing agent is the criminal 
justice staff person who is responsible for the preparation of a VIS. 

1. Does the victim have an opportunity to participate in the plea 
negotiation process? 

[]NO [SKIP TO SECTION 4] 
[ ] Yes 

2. In what way(s) maya victim participate in the plea process? (Check all 
that apply.) 

[ ]Victim is consulted by prosecuting attorney prior to plea negotiation 
[ ]Victimmay attend plea negotiation sessions but may not participate 
[ ] Victim may attend and participate in plea negotiation sessions 
[ ] Victim may submit written statement to be considered by the court 

prior to the acceptance of a negotiated plea 
] Victim may present oral statement to be considered by the court 
prior to acceptance of negotiated plea 

]Victim may comment on a previously negotiated plea 
] Other, -------------------------------------------------

AUTHORSHIP AND VERIFICATION 

3. The final VIS that is introduced for judicial consideration in 
conjunction with plea negotiations may be wri tten in part or in whole by 
a number of persons. Please identify all those who contribute directly 
to this statement. (Check all that apply.) 

( ]Victim 
( ]Probation officer 
[ ]Prosecuting attorney 
[ ]Victim service worker 
[ ] Other, 

~~~~--~~~--~--~~--~~~~~~~~~~~---------
[l~~ot al?!?licab12, VIS is not \vritt2n (SKIP TO QUESTION 14] 

4. If the :?res:>aring a']2nt is SOI'll~:1= oth2r than the v ictirn, \ohat so~rcp.s of 
infor:nation !TIdy be used in t:l'= prenaration of a final VIS? (Check all 
th3. t :'l?:J 1 y.) 

[ ] Direct victi"1 st:1tE:".":102nts 
[ ]statem~nts of fa~ily menbers 
[ ]C3S9 info~~tio~ fro~ ?Olic2 rr:corjs 
[ ]~ase information fro~ pros0Cution files 
[ ] Insuranc2 receipts 
[ ] Other, 

~~~~------~--~--~~~~--~~~--~~---------------[ Hlot applicable, VIS is author9d sol ely by the victi:n 
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5. ~'V'hen the VIS is prepared by, or in conjunction with, prosecutorial 
personnel, how often is the victim personally contacted? 

[ ] Never 
[ ] Rarely 
[ ] Sometimes 
[ ] ~10st times 
[ ] Always 
[ ]Not applicable, VIS not prepared by prosecutorial personnel 

G. In what way(s) is the victim personally contacted? To what extent do 
victims comply with these requests for information? 

[ ]Personal interview Compliance rate % 
[ ] Telephone intervie\'l Compliance rate % 
[ ] Form mailed to victim Compliance rate % 
[ ] Other , Compliance rate % 

7. If the actual victim is unable to cooperate in the preparation of a VIS, 
due to death, age, or incapacitation, which of the following 
individuals is authorized to provide a statement on the victim's behalf? 
(Check all that apply.) 

[ ] Family member 
[ ]Attbrney 
[ ]Victim advocate 
[ ]Collateral professional (e.g., social worker, counselor) 
[ ]Legal guardi3n 
[ ]Probation officer 
[ ]Other person, --------------------,--------------------------------[ ]No other person 

8. If the actual victim is unwilling to cooperate in the preparation of a 
VIS, which of the following individuals is authorized to provide a 
wri tten statement on the victim's behalf? (Check all that apply.) 

[ ] Family member 
[ ]Attorney 
[ ]Victim advocate 
[ ]Collateral professional (e.g., social worker, counselor) 
[ ]Legal guardian 
[ ]Probation officer 
[ ] Other person, 
[ ]No other person 

9. Are preparing agents required to verify factual information that may be 
provided by the victim for inclusion in a written VIS? 

[ ] No 
[ ] Yes, always 
[ ]Yes, if time permits 
[ ]Yes, under certain circumstances, --------------------------------

10. In practice, do preparing agents verify factual information that may be 
provided by the victim for inclusion in a written VIS? 

[ ] No 
[ ] Yes, always 
[ ]Yes, if time permits 
[ ]Yes, under certain circumstances, ______________________________ __ 
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11. If the VIS is authored by someone other than the victim, is there a 
procedure for victim verification of the summarized information before 
it is presented to the court? 

[ ] No [SKIP_TO QUESTION 13] 
[ ] Yes, always 
[ ] Yes, in some cases, 
[ ] No t a!?p 1 i cab 1 e, V I S'--'-i-s-a-u-:t"'7h-o-r-ed-:;-s-o-l'e--::-l y~b-y--;-t'h-e-v-:-i-c7"t""'im::--------

[SKIP TO QUESTION 13] 

12. Please provide a brief description of this verification process. 

13. Is a written VIS disclosed to the defendant (or attorney)? 
[ ] No [SKIP TO QUESTION 16] 
[ ]Yes, in all cases 
[ ]Yes, in some cases, -----------------------------------------

]Not applicable, VIS is not written 

14. Does the defendant (or attorney) have an opportunity to challenge 
statements inc 1 uded in an oral or wri tten VIS? 

( ] No [SKIP TO QUESTION 16] 
[ ] Yes 

15. Please provide a brief descri!?tion of this challenge procedure. 

16. In your oplnlon, how does the verification of VISs in your local 
jurisdiction compare with the verification of VISs in other 
jurisdictions within your state? 

17. Optional commentary/description of victim involvement with plea 
negotiations: 
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CONTENT 

18. What information and/or assessments are included in an oral or written 
VIS? (Check al-l that apply.) 

MUST BE MAY BE MAY NOT BE 
INCLUDED INCLUDED INCLUDED 

Identification of victim [ ] [ ] [ ] 
Subjective commentary 

Victim summary of offense ( ] [ ] [ ] 
Victim opinion of offender [ ] [ ] [ ] 
Victim fear of revictimization [ ] [ ] [ ] 
Victim opinion on proposed plea [ ] [ ] [ ] 

Economic impact 
Medical expenses [ ] [ ] [ ] 
Value of lost, stolen, or destroyed property [ ] [ ] [ ] 
Direct loss of earnings [ ] [ ] [ ] 
Indirect loss of earnings [ ] [ ] [ ] 
Insurance compensation [ ] [ ] [ ] 
Other, [ ] [ ] [ ] 

Physical impact 
Seriousness of physical lnJury [ ] [ ] [ ] 
Permanence of physical injury [ ] [ ] [ ] 
Other, [ ] [ ] [ ] 

Psychological impact 
Emotional or psychological lnJury [ ] [ ] [ ] 
Request for psychological services [ ] [ ] [ ] 
Change in personal welfare [ ] [ ] [ ] 
Change in familial relationships [ ] [ ] [ ] 
Other, [ ] [ ] [ ] 

Other 
Letters from employers [ ] [ ] [ ] 
Letters from crime witnesses [ ] [ ] [ ] 
Letters from family members [ ] [ ] [ ] 
Other, [ ] [ ] [ ] 

19. Is there any information that is specifically prohibited from inclusion 
in the VIS? 

[ ] No 
[ ] Yes, --------------------------------------------------------

20. Must the contents of the VIS relate solely to the effects of the crime 
for which the defendant is entering a plea? 

[ ] No, VIS may relate to all crimes originally charged 
[ ]Yes, VIS must relate only to those crimes for which the defendant 

has entered a plea 
] Other , 
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SECTION 4 

- VICTIM INVOLVEMENT WITH SENTEOCING 

In this section, written VIS refers to a written impact statement other 
than, or in addition to, a statement that may be prepared by probation 
staff. Allocution refers to the oral testimony of a victim in court 
concerning the impact of the crime. A preparing agent is the criminal 
justice staff person who is responsible for the preparation of a VIS. 

1. Does the victim have an opportunity to participate in sentencing or 
restitution proceedings? 

[ ] No [SKIP TO SOCTION 5} 
[ ] Yes 

2. In what way(s) may a victim participate in sentencing decisions? (Check 
all that apply.) 

[ ]Victim is consulted by prosecuting attorney prior to sentencing 
hearing 

[ ] Victim may attend sentencing hearing but may not participate 
[ ]Victim may attend and participate in sentencing hearing 
[ ] Victim may submit written statement to be considered by the court 

prior to sentencing decisions 
] Victim may present oral statement to be considered by the court 
prior to sentencing decisions 

] Other, ----------------------------------------------------
3. In your jurisdiction, is the issue of restitution determined at a hearing 

that is separate from the sentencing hearing? 
[ ] No 
[ ] Yes 

4. In what way(s) may a victim participate in restitution decisions? (Check 
all that apply.) 

[ ]Victim is consulted by prosecuting attorney prior to restitution 
hearing 

] Victim may attend restitution hearing but may not participate 
]Victim may attend and participate in restitution hearing 
] Victim may submit written statement to be considered by the court 
prior to restitution decisions 

]Victim may present oral statement to be considered by the court 
prior to restitution decisions 

] Other f ------------------------------------------------------
5. Are sentencing guidelines used in your jurisdiction? 

[]No [SKIP TO QUESTION 7] 
[ ] Yes 

6. Is an assessment of victim impact or harm specifically incorporated 
into these guidelines? 

[ ] No 
[ ] Yes, ---------------------------------------------------
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AUTHORSHIP AND VERIFIC~TION 

7. T!l2 fin,:!l VIS th'3t is introjuc·2d for lUrEd.")l c0:1sic12r3tio:1 3.t 
sentencing or restitution proc·:::edings :nay be \rritten in p::'lrt or in \lh01e 
by a nuraber of p·ersons. please icsntify ill 1 those who nay contribute 
directly to this statS'Jent. (Check all t!lat apl?ly.) 

( ]Vkti~ 
[ 1 Probation officer 
[ ]ProsGCuting attorney 
( lVicti~ servic~ worker 
[ j Other, 
[ ] Not ap-p-=-l"':"i-c-'ab=-l=-e-_-, -V-r-S---:"i-s-n-o-t-w-r-l,-· t-t-A-n--=[.".S--K-I-P-TO~-,Q"""U=E:-:S""T,..,I..".m-I--2.,...1 ..... J ----

8. If the p:::epadng :'lgent is sorn·20!1e oth?r than t'1e victi:"'\, ·..Jhnt sources of 
infor:nation 11ay be US2G in the ~)r'??:1ntion of ."l fh."!l VIS? (:heck ~ 1 , 
t'l::l t a:Jply.) 

[ 1 Direct 'licti'"1 stater:t.:?'1ts 
[ ] Statements of fa~ily ~Q~ers 
[ 1 Cas~ infor:n3tion fro'n 901 ice r'2Cords 
[ ] Case infor:nation f:::om pros::?Cution filss 
[ ] InS~lrance receipts 
[ ] Other, 
( 1 t~o t a !?-p-l-:-i-c-a-b""'1-e-r'-V-I-S--:i-s-a-u-t""'~-0-r-2"'l-'.""', -s-0-=1-e-=1-y--=-b-y---'t""'~1-e-. -v-,i.-c-,t-i.-::t-------

9. 'i'l'hen the VIS is pre9ared by, or in conjunction \-lith, pros-::cutorinl 
person'1el, how often is the victim oersonally cont~cted? 

( ] Always 
[ 1 Host ti11es 
[ ] So:-netimes 
[ ] Rarely 
[ ] Never 
[ ] Not applica::,le, VIS not prepared ::,y pros2Cutorial pcrson:1el 

10. In w:1at way(s) is the victir:1 personally contacted? To '..Jhat extent do 
infor::rntion? victi~s com9ly wit~ th~se requests for 

[ 1 Personal intervie<tl Compliance rate % ---[ lTelephone interview 
( ]Form ~ailed to victim 
[ 1 Ot'v?r , 

Com?liance rate % 
1 · t ---?o' C:o:no lance r~ e ---

~0C1:)1 i .:1:1C~' r:'! t~ ~5 

11. If the actual victi:r1 is U!13bl~ to COO~2r':1te in th'2 pr"?::x"tr:3.tion of a 
VIS, due to:1eath, age, or hC-1;;nr:::i tation, vll1ic:1 of th2 follO'.../ing 
indivi,-]uals is ~uthorize'3 to provide a sti'lt~ent on t:1e victim's 
boeh31 f? (Ch:x:k .::ill thnt a?!Jl y.) 

[ ] Far:1i 1 y m9':'1ber 
[ ] AttoroGY 
[ ]Victim advocate 
[ ] Collat2r:31 ?rofessionJl (e.g., socbl worl~~r, coun::;elor) 
[ ]Legal guardian 
[ ]Probatio!1 officer 
[ ] Other !?erson, 
[ ]No other person 
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12. If the actU31 victin is unwillina to coooerate in the ore':'Jaration of a 
VIS, \oJ11id1 of th.::? follm'ling indi~hlU.::lls is aut~1orize:l to ;::ovide ?1 

wri tten sti'lt·3TI:mt on the victb's b9ha 1 f? (2h12CK all that aool v.) 
[ ]Fa~ily m~er -- ~ 
( ] Attorn9Y 
[ lVictim advocate 
[ 1 CollatE~r3l !?rofessionAl (<,=.g., social VJorkc't:, cO'l:1selor) 
[ ]Legal guardian 
[ }Probation officer 
( ] Other person, 
[ ] No other ?E!rson 

13. Are ?rt=.!p.aring agents requir'2::l to vm:ify f3ctu31 inform:ltio:1 that m;'lY h2 
provided by the victin for inclusion in the VIS? 

[ ]No 
[ ]Yes, ahmys 
[ ] Y 9S, if t i:-:le ger:-:li ts 
[ ] Yes, un.J2r certain circuTIsta:1ces, -------------------------------

14. In ?t'actice, do pr'2?aring ag'2nts verify factua 1 infoP.'\ation th'lt may be 
provid~J by the victim for inclusion in the VIS? 

[ ] No 
[ ] Yes, always 
[ ]Yes, if time permits 
[ ]Yes, und9r certain circumstances, ----------------------------------

15. If the VIS is authored by so~eone other th~n the victim, is there a 
procedure for victi~ v'2rification 0= the su~n)riz~1 infor~ation ~efore 
it is oresente:1 to the court? 

[ ]no- [SKIP TO OOESTION 17] 
[ ] Yes, aL'lays 
[ ] Yes, in so:n~ cases, 
[ ] ~lot app 1 icab 1 e t V I S-'-i:-'s-;=:J.-u-t""'h-o-r-a:r""'--s-o"::"l-e-l-y-:"'b-y-t"-h-e-v""""ic-t':-im-------

[SKIP TO QUESTIOn 17] 

16. Please !?rovide a brief descri?tion of this verification ?rocess. 

17. Is a Vlri ttc~n VIS disclosej to the defen:'l?:1t (or attorney) at or prior 
to the sen~encing hearing? 

[ ] No (SKIP TO QUES'L'ION 21] 
[ ]Yes, in all cases 
[ ]Y'?s, in some C:lS';::S ------------------------------------------------

]tlot a?plicable, VIS is not '{lri tten [SKIP TO QUESTION 21] 

13. Is the entire VIS available for inspection by the defend3nt (or attorney)? 
( ] No 
( ] Yes, ah/ays 
( ]Yes, in some cas~s, ______________________________________________ __ 
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19. Which sections of the VIS may be exempted from disclosure? (Check all 
that apply.) 

[ ]Victim's name and address 
[ ]Victim's sentence recommendation 
[ ]Victim's fear of revictimization 
[ ]Other, ____________________________________________________ __ 

20. vn10 decides which parts of the VIS are to remain confidential? 
[ ]Probation staff 
[ ]Prosecuting attorney 
[ ] Judge 
[ ]Other, ____________________________________________________ __ 

21. Does the defendant (or attorney) have an opportunity to challenge 
statements included in an oral or written VIS? 

( ) No [SKIP TO QUESTION 25] 
[ ] Yes, ahvays 
( )Yes, in some cases, --------------------------------------------

22. Please provide a brief description of this challenge procedure. 

23. Does the defendant (or attorney) ha'Je the right to cross-examine the 
victim as to statements included in an oral or written VIS? 

(]No [SKIP TO QUESTION 25] 
[ ] Yes 

24. Is th~s right to cross-examination limited in any way? 
l ) No [ ]Yes, ______________________________________________________ __ 

25. In your opinion, how does the verification of VISs in your local 
jurisdiction compare with the verification of VISs in other 
jurisdictions within your state? 

26. Optional commentary: 
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CONTENT 

27. What information and/or assessments are included in an oral or written 
VIS? (Check ali that apply.) 

MUST BE MAY BE MAY NOT BE 
INCLUDED INCLUDED INCLUDED 

Identification of victim [ ] [ ] [ ] 
Subjective commentary 

Victim summary of offense [ ] [ ] [ ] 
Victim opinion of offender [ ] [ ] [ ] 
Victim fear of revictimization [ ] [ ] [ ] 
Victim opinion on restitution determination [ ] [ ] [ ] 
Victim opinion on sentence recommendation [ ) [ ] ( ] 
victim's own sentence recommendation [ ) [ ) [ ] 

Economic impact 
Medical expenses [ ] [ ) [ ] 
Value of lost, stolen, or destroyed property [ ] [ ) [ ] 
Direct loss of earnings [ ) ( ] [ ] 
Indirect loss of earnings ( ] [ ] [ ] 
Insuranc~ compensation [ ] [ ) [ ) 
Other, [ ) [ ) [ ) 

Physical impact 
Seriousness of physical lnJury [ ] [ ) [ ) 
Permanence of physical injury l ] [ ] [ ] 
Other, [ ) [ ] [ ) 

Psychological impact 
Emotional or psychological injury ( J [ ] [ ] 
Request for psychological services [ ] [ ] [ ] 
Change in personal welfare [ ] [ ] [ ) 
Change in familial relationships [ ] [ ] ( ] 
Other, [ [ ) [ ] 

Other 
Letters from Employers [ ] [ ] [ ) 

Letters from crime witnesses ( ) [ ] [ ] 
Letters from family members [ ] [ ) [ ) 
Other, [ ] [ ) [ ] 

28. Is there any information that is specifically prohibited fram inclusion 
in the VIS? 

[ ]No 
[ ) Yes, --------------------------------------------------------

29. Must the contents of the VIS relate solely to the effects of the crime 
for which the defendant is being sentenced? 

[ )No, VIS may relate to all crimes originally charged 
[ ]Yes, VIS must relate only to crimes for which the defendant is 

currently being sentenced 
)Other, ____________________________________________________ ___ 
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30. For which of the following items might the defendant be required to pay 
resti tution? (Check all that apply.) 

[ ]Documented medical expenses 
[ ]Cost of psychological services for victim and/or victim's family 
[ ]Estimated cost of continuing medical or psychological treatment 
[ ]Value of lost or damaged property 
[ ]Loss of victim earnings 
[ ]Funeral expenses 
[ ] Damages for "pain and suffering" 
[ ]Other, ____________________________________________________ ___ 

FORMAT 

31. What is the procedure by which a VIS gets written and presented for 
judicial consideration? (Check all that apply) 

[ ]Victim writes a letter which is presented in its entirety 
[ ] Victim fills out a standard VIS form which is presented in its 

entirety 
] Victim writes a letter which is used by the the preparing agent to 
wri te the VI S 

]Victim fills out a standard VIS form which is used by the preparing 
agent to write the VIS 

[ ]Victim is interviewed by the preparing agent who writes the VIS 
[ ]Other, ____________________________________________________ __ 

32. If a standard form is used by either the victim or the preparing agent, 
how would you best describe this form? 

[ ) Checklist 
[ ]Numerical rating scale 
[ ] Open ended format 
[ ] Other I ---------------------------------------------------------

33. Who was responsible for developing this form? (Check all that apply.) 
[ ] State probation department 
[ ]County probation department 
[ ]Local probation department 
[ ]Prosecutor's office 
[ ]Victim service agency 
[ ]Legislature 
[ ]Other, ____________________________________________________ ___ 

34. Have you experienced problems with this form? 
[ ] No [SKIP TO QUESTION 36] 
[ ]Yes 

35. What problems have you experienced with this form? (Check all that apply.) 
]Doesn't effectively reflect the needs or interests of the victim 
]Doesn1t effectively reflect the needs or interests of the criminal 
justice system 

]Overburdens staff responsible for VIS preparation 
]Too complicated for some victims to fill out correctly 
]Doesn't elicit suffiCIent information 
]Other, __________________________________ , ____________________ __ 
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36. In what way(s) would you alter this form to better serve the needs of 
all interested parties? 

37. Optional commentary: 

NATURE OF PRESENTATION 

38. What is the standard method for the presentation of a written VIS in 
your jurisdiction? 

[ ]Separate statement attached to the PSR 
[ ]Section included within the PSR 
[ ]Statement independent of the PSR 
[ ]Other,~~~~-=~~ __ ~ __ ~~ ____________________________ __ 
[ ]Not applicable, VIS is not written 

39. Does the victim have a right to be present at sentencing? 
[ ] No [SKIP TO QUESTION 46] 
[ ] Yes 1 always 
[ ] Yes, in some cases, --------------------------------------------

40. Approximately what proportion of victims exercise this right? 

41. Do particular categories of victims exercise this right more so than do 
others? 

[ ] No 
[ ]Yes, victims of personal crimes 
[ ]Yes, victims of property crimes 
[ ] Yes, 

--~~~~--~~----~----~--~--~--~------------------[ ]Not applicable, victim not present at sentencing 

42. Does the victim have a right to allocution at sentencing? 
[]No [SKIP TO QUESTION 46] 
[ ] Yes, always 
[ ]Yes, in some cases,~ __ --------------------~-----------------
[ ]Not applicable, victim not present at sentencing 

43. Approximately what proportion of victims exercise this right? 

44. Do particular categories of victims exercise this right more so than do 
others? 

[ ] No 
[ ]Yes, victims of personal crimes 
[ ]Yes, victims of property crimes 
[ ]Yes, ______________________________________________________ __ 
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45. If the victim wishes to present an oral statement at sentencing, but 
does not wish to appear personally, which of the following individuals 
is authorized to allocute on the victim's behalf? (Check all that apply.) 

[ ]Family member 
[ ]Attorney 
[ ]Victim advocate 
[ ]Collateral professional (e.g., social worker, counselor) 
[ ]Legal guardian 
[ ]Probation officer 
[ ] Other person, 
[ ]No other person 

46. Does the victim have a right to present a written statement (other than 
the PSR statement) to the court at sentencing? 

[]No [SKIP TO QUESTION 51] 
[ ] Yes, always 
[ ] Yes, in some cases, ----------------------------------------------

47. Approximately what proportion of victims exercise this right? 

48. Do partIcular categories of victims exercise this right more so than do 
others? 

[ ] No 
[ ]Yes, victims of personal crimes 
[ ]Yes, victims of property crimes 
[ ]Yes, ______________________________________________________ __ 

49. If both allocution and written VISs are allowed at sentencing, which 
method of presentation is utilized more frequently? 

[ ]Written statements presented more frequently 
[ ]Oral statenents presented more frequently 
[ ]Written and oral statements presented equally often 
[ ] Other, 

50. If both allocution and written VISs are allowed at sentencing, to what 
extent do victims present both oral and written statements? 

[ ]Always 
[ ] Most times 
[ ] Sometimes 
[ ] Rarely 
[ ] Never 

51. Does the victim receive notification of the final sentencing decision? 
[ ]No 
[ ]Yes, in all cases 
( JYes, if victim specifically requests such notification 
[ ]Other, __________________________________________________ ___ 

52. In your opinion, hmy does the presentation of VISs in your local 
jurisdiction compare with the presentation of VISs in other 
jurisdictions within your "state? 
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SECTION 5 
GENERAL OO1MENTS 

1. In your o?inion, what is the biggest problem encountered by 
prosecutorial staff in the preparation of VISs? 

2. In your opinion, are prosecutorial staff the most appropriate personnel 
to prepare VISs? Why or why not? 

3. If you do not believe that prosecutorial staff are most appropriate 
personnel for VIS preparation, who do you think would be more appropriate? 

[ ] Victim advocate 
[ ] Probation staff 
[ ] Other, 

Why? 

4. In your oplnlon, what purposes were intended to be served by legislation 
authorizing the preparation of VISs? 

5.Have these purposes been satisfied? 

6. Has the introduction of VIS legislation and/or policies had any effect 
on criminal justice decisionmaking? In what way(s)? 

7. Have judicial sentencing practices changed as a result of the 
implementation of VIS legislation and/or policies? In what way(s)? 
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8. Has victim participation in the criminal justice system through the use 
of VISs had any effect on victim satisfaction with the justice system? 
In what way(s)? 

9. In your opinion, should increased victim participation be discouraged? 
Encouraged? Why? 

10. In your opinion, what role should victims play in the criminal justice 
system? 

, 

---~------------------------------------------------------------

Thank you for your cooperation wi t,.~ this project. 

Please return the completed packet in the self-addressed stamped envelope 
that has been provided. This packet should consist of the following: 

1. the canpleted survey 
2. a blank copy of any standardized fODD that may be used by your 

agency in the preparation of a victim impact statenent 
3. one or IOOre copies of ca:npleted victim impact statements that, in 

your opinion, represent 'goodq
, 'bad', and 'typical' examples of 

victim statements. These are being requested so that project staff 
can better familiarize themselves with variations in dOCWlellt 
preparation. Please delete identifying information (e.g., names 
and addresses) to protect the anonymity of those involved. 

Upon canpletion, a copy of the survey results will be made available to all 
persons/agencies who have participated in this study. If you would like to 
recei ve a copy of this report, please h'rlicate below the name a.'1d canplete 
mailing address of the person to whcm the doetment is to be mailed. 

Please mail to: -----------------------------------------
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ALABAMA 
Legislative Sumnary 

Alabama is one of a growing number of states that conduct public parole hearings. 

ALA. CODE 15-22-36 provides for victim notification of impending parole and pardon 

hearings and outlines the victim's right to present a written or oral statement for 

Parole Board consideration. Although this partici patory mechanism has been 

legislatively mandated only as of 1984, the Parole Board has, on its own initiative, been 

authorizing a similar procedure for victim notification and participation since 1939. 

I\btification 

For purposes of this statute, a victim is defined as a victim of a Class A felony 

(murder, rape, robbery, first degree burglary) or of any felony involving violence, 

death, physical injury, unlawful sexual assault, sexual abuse of a minor, child abuse, or 

sodomy. If the victim is deceased, a member of the victim's family will be accorded the 

rights prescribed by the statute. If the victim is a minor, the legislative provisions 

extend to a parent or a guardian. 

A victim is first informed of the right to participate at parole by probation staff 

in the process of preparing the presentence report, if such a report is ordered by the 

court. At that time the victim is mailed a listing of applicable victims' rights and a 

Victim Impact Report (described below), which the victim can complete and return at 

any time before the parole release hearing. 

Alabama's notification procedure appears to be somewhat unique in two respects. 

First, the victim does not have to request notification of parole or pardon proceedings; 

it is presumed that all such notices are desired. Second, while the victim is asked to 

keep Parole Board personnel apprised of changes in address, the victim is not required 

to do so. Consequently, when subsequent notices are to be sent, the burden is on the 

Parole Board to ascertain the victim's current address. 

At least 30 days before a docketed parole or pardon hearing, written notice of 
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the action is delivered by certified rr.ail, return requested, to the last known address of 

the victim. If th~ initial notice is r~turned as undeliverable, staff are directed to 

canvass local telephone listings, city directories, and utility company records in an 

effort to either locate the victim (or a relative of the victim) or to determine that, 

despite due diligence, the victim can not be located. This notice informs the victim of 

the time and place of the scheduled hearing, and of the right to appear and address the 

Board. Whether or not the victim chooses to participate in any manner, the victim will 

receive written notice of the Parole Board's release decision. 

Participation 

There are three mechanisms by which information on the impact of the crime may 

be relayed t.o the Parole Board. Two of these devices (victim impact statements and 

oral testimony) are legislatively authorized. A third mechanism, the Victim Impact 

Report, is a product of Parole Board initiative. These participatory modes are detailed 

below. 

The victim impact statement is a summary statement that is prepared by a 

pro bat i on offi cer and incorporated within the presentence report. If a presentence 

report was not court ordered, a victim impact statement is prepared by a parole officer 

as part of the prerelease investigation. 

The Victim Impact Report was introduced by Parole Board initiative in September 

1984. It is a standardized form that is provided to the victim prior to the sentencing of 

the offender (in those cases where a presentence report is prepared) or at the time of 

the prerelease investigation (if a presentence report was not prepared). This instrument 

solicits the victim's personal assessment of the physical, financial, psychological, and 

soci al impacts of the offense and any other corrments the victim may wish to add. If 

the victim chooses to complete this form and return it to the Parole Board, it is 

included within the inmate's institutional file. Board personnel estimate that 50 percent 

of all victims return the Victim Impact Report. 
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The final mechanism for victim participation is the presentation of an oral 

statement at the docketed hearing, which is conducted at the Parole Board's central 

office. There are no limitations on the number of persons who may address the Board at 

this meeting nor are there any restrictions on what may be said. No record or surrmary 

is made of any oral presentations. The inmate under consideration is never present. 

There are no legislative provisions for automatic disclosure to the inmate of 

materials reviewed by the Parole Board. 
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ALASKA 

Legislative Sumnary 

AI< 33.15.065 (Parole Administration Act), repealed and replaced by AK. 

33.16.120 (1986), codifies the victim's right to be notified of hearings to consider or 

review an inmate's release on parole or furlough, to provide written comnentary on 

said release possibility, and to be notified of any release decision. The provisions of 

the statute apply to victims of offenders sentenced on or after October 3, 1984, for 

crimes against the person. While there is no formal mechanism for the notification of 

victims of offenders sentenced prior to this date, the Parole Board will accomnodate 

the wishes of any victims who contact the Board and request notification. 

I\btification 

At the time of the preparation of the presentence report, the investigating 

probation officer informs the victim of opportunities to participate post-conviction if 

the offender is sentenced to a term of incarceration. The victim is given a copy of 

Department of Corrections Form 20-818.03A, which outlines legislatively authorized 

notification and participation procedures. The victim is advised to read the sheet 

careful I y and to indi cate the release proceedings for which notification is being 

requested. The authorizing statute specifies, and the departmental form reiterates, that 

no notices will be sent to victims who fail to register with the Department of 

Corrections and that victims are responsible for keeping correctional personnel 

informed of current mailing information. There is no specific time frame during which a 

request for notification is to be submitted, i.e. registration may be received at any 

time prior to the offender's release from correctional jurisdiction. If a victim is 

deceased, a minor, or incapacitated, any of the following persons may register with 

correct ional authorities for purposes of notification and participation: parent, spouse, 

child, sibling, or legal guardian. 

Approximately 30 days before a scheduled hearing to consider or review an 
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inmate's conditional release, written notice is sent by certified mail to the victim's last 

known address. T!1e notice contains the name of the prisoner, the date and purpose of 

the impending hearing, a brief description of any release plan under consideration, and 

the address to which the victim is to direct any written commentary. Requesting 

victims receive written notice, via certified mail, of an inmate's release by the Parole 

Board (in the case of parole release) or by the Department of Corrections (in the case 

of work or rehabilitation furlough or mandatory release). 

Participation 

The Parole Administration Act states simply that "the victim has a right to 

comment in writing on the proposed action of the board." There are no restrictions on 

the content of this stGtement nor are there any limits on the number of persons who 

may submit statements. 

All written comments, minus identifying information, are, by law, presumed to be 

available for review and rebuttal by the prisoner or the prisoner's attorney. A 

peri pheral parole statute (AI< 13. 16.170) allows the Parole Board to label as 

confidential the precise content of a statement if it is believed that the disclosure of 

this information might endanger the safety of the source. However, in the event of such 

a determination, the Board would still be required to disclose to the inmate a sLmIlary 

or excised version of the document in question. 

Other Proceedings 

Alaskan criminal procedure provides that, at any time during confi nement, an 

inmate can request a hearing to consider the modification of his sentence. Current 

iegislative provisions do not mandate victim notification of these proceedings. Similarly, 

no advance notice is required when an inmate is considered for release by executive 

clemency or by emergency executive order to alleviate overcrowding. 
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.ARIZONA 

Legislativ~ Surrrnary 

AZ. REV. STAT.,t.J\.N. 31-411(F) legislates a victim's right to receive advance 

notice of, and to submit a written statement for consideration at, an inmate's parole or 

commutation hearing. Prior to the statute's effectiveness date in 1983 victim 

participation, while not actively promoted, was permitted informally upon request. The 

victim's rights provisions of this statute were recently expanded to include victim 

notice of and participation at hearings to review an inmate's application for release on 

work furlough. 

f\btification 

The relevant legislation is unclear as to how the notification process is to be 

structured. At present, county court personnel in all but one county have agreed to 

forward the identities and mailing addresses of all felony victims to the Parole Board; 

in Maricopa County, Parole Board support staff are themselves researching court 

records. This information is then computerized to facilitate retrieval for notification 

purposes. 

There is no procedure for victim registration with the paroling authority. 

Consequently, there is no mechanism by which victim addres~"es can be verified or 

updated. Notification of all ideniified victims is automatic and presumed to be 

consistent with victim desires. 

Thirty days before an inmate's hearing, notice is mailed to the victim at the last 

known address. This is generally the first time a victim is ulerted to the right to 

participate in the parole release decision. Included in the notice is the date and 

purpose of the hearing and a recitation of the victim's right to submit a written 

response for Board consideration. 

In 1985, approximately 4,420 prehearing notices were mailed to victims. Written 

statements were forthcoming from 127 victims. 



The Parole Board's release decision is a matter of public record. As such, the 

Board responds t_o any inquiries pertaining to an inmate's release hearing. There is, 

however, no mechanism for notifying individual victims. 

Part i ci pat i on 

The relevant section of the statute indicates that a victim's written statement 

may reflect his "opinion concerning the release" of the inmate. The Parole Board, in 

interpreting this phrase, has placed no restrictions on the contents of written 

statements. 

Although neither mandated by law nor generally announced, victims may request 

to present oral rather than written testimony. This exchange may be conducted in one 

of two manners. First, the victim may personally appear and address the Board. I n

person statements would be received by the Board Chairperson at the Board's 

administrative office. Alternately, a victim may conmunicate his or her statement via a 

telephone interview. Because of the informality of this exchange, no record of the 

corrmentary is included in the inmate's file. 

At the time of this writing, statutory provisions in Arizona do not address the 

issue of disclosure of the victim statement to the inmate. In the absence of legislative 

direction, the Parole Board has adopted a stance of nondisclosure. Current Board policy 

is to designate the inmate's institutional file, in its entirety, as a confidential 

document. 

Other Proceedings 

The Administrative Rules of the Board of Pardons and Paroles require that 

advance notice of any hearing to consider the pardon of an inmate is to be published in 

a local newspaper. Although no specific notice is given to the victim, any interested 

party can submit a written statement for inclusion in the prisoner's review file. 

If an inmate is released from confinement as a result of having served his 

maximum sentence, no notice is provided to the victim. 
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ARKANSAS 
Legislative Surrmary 

ARK. STAT. AI\N. 43-2819 to -2819.3 outline the rights of certain crime victims 

to present written or oral corrments to the Parole Board prior to the release of an 

offender. As written, the applicable provisions mandate that notification of impending 

hearings be forwarded to victims (or families of victims) of capital murder and of Class 

Y, A, and B felonies. The Parole Board, on its own initiative, has expanded the 

coverage of the victim notification procedures to include victims of manslaughter and 

carnal abuse. 

This legislation affects victims of inmates who have been eligible for parole 

consideration since 1983. In general, it formalizes procedures that had previously been 
. 

in operation on a much more informal basis. 

f\btification 

The statute specifies that, at the time of the inmate's corrmitment, the victim is 

to inform the prosecuting attorney whether or not he or she wishes to be notified of 

future parole proceedings. The prosecutor, in turn, is to forward to the Parole Board a 

I isting of the victims who do not elect to receive future notice along with the most 

current addresses of the victims who do request further notice. Victims, by law, bear 

the res pons ibi lity for keeping the Parole Board apprised of any address updates. The 

Parole Board operates on the presumption that, if a victim has not specifically 

requested non-notification, the victim is to be notified. 

No specific +imeframe for the provision of notification has been established by the 

legislature. In practice, the Parole Board mails notice of a docketed institutional 

hearing to the victim's last known address "as early as possible" but at least 2 weeks 

before the hearing date. Included in this written notice are the date, time, and place 

of the hearing and an explication of the victim's right to present oral or written 

statements for Board consideration. If the victim chooses to address the panel 

personally, he or she is advised to contact the Board to schedule an appearance. 
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There is no mechanism for routinely informing victims of the Board's release 

decision. All attempt is made to send written notice to those victims who, as part of 

their written comnentary, specifically requested such notification. Victims who appear 

before the Board are advised to call the Board's administrative offices after the 

institutional hearing to learn of the Board decision. 

Participation 

The Parole Board is authorized to hold two hearings for each inmate applicant. 

The inmate is to be interviewed during an open meeting at the holding institution. Any 

interested party may attend this public session. Hearings at which victims testify may 

not, by law, be conducted at a prison facility. Oral impact statements are received by 

the Board ot its central office in Pine Bluff. Minutes of the statements are kept by the 

Parole Board but are not included in the applicant's institutional file. 

The Board places no restrictions on the content of oral or 'lv'ritten statements. 

Neither the source nor the substance of these statements is disclosed to the inmate. 

Other Proceedings 

Inmate requests for executive clemency trigger the above described panoply of 

rights. 
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CAliFORNIAG 
Legislative Surrmary 

Pursuant to- California's Determinate Sentencing Law, all offenders who are 

determinately sentenced (approximately 90 percent of all sentenced) are to be released 

to parole supervision at the completion of their statutorily mandated court imposed 

term. For the approximately 10 percent who receive life terms, the Board of Prison 

Terms periodically reviews an offender's parole suitability and determines an 

appropriate release date. 

Victim participatory rights at parole suitability hearings were established by the 

adoption of Proposition 8 in June 1982. Pertinent provisions of the initiative, codified 

as CAL IF. PENAL CODE 3043, entitle requesting victims to receive advance 

notification of impending parole hearings and of their right to participate in these 

proceedings in one of several manners. Any interested party may submit a written 

statement. In lieu of, or in addition to, written input, a victim, or a victim's next of 

kin if the victim is deceased, may submit a taped impact statement for Board 

consideration and/or may attend and speak at the formal parole release hearing. 

Victim notification and participation provisions are mandated only for victims of 

offenses corrmitted after the code's effective date. Nevertheless, Board policy is to 

accommodate all requesting victims, regardless of the date of the corrrnission of the 

offense. 

Notification 

In order to activate the victim notification mechanism, a vi ctim must formally 

request future notices and must agree to keep the Board apprised of any changes in 

residential status. 

Enabling statutes do not establish a statewide procedure by which a victim is to 

be initiaiiy informed of (a) the availability of postconviction participatory options, or 
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(b) the need to register with the Board of Prison Terms. A study conducted in Fall 

1982 by the Center for Research, McGeorge School of Law, University of the Pacific, 

reported that approximately 20 percent of interviewed victims noted that they had 

learned of the opportunities for participation from the district attorney. An equal 

proportion of victims reported having been notified by legal or law enforcement 

personnel. The Board is currently working with the Office of Criminal Justice Planning 

is an effort to standardize this notification process. 

A request for notification can be completed via telephone or mail contact with 

the Board of Prison Terms. The Board responds to a victim's registration with a letter 

advising the victim that he or she will receive written notice of a release proceeding 

approximately 30 days prior to the scheduled hearing. The notice specifies the date and 

location of the offender's parole hearing, outlines Board procedures for considering an 

inmate's application for release, and enunerates a victim's participatory options. 

A victim who wishes to appear personally is directed to indicate this intent to 

the Board at least 7 days in advance of the hearing. 

Any victim who requests to be informed of the final outcome of the inmate's 

release hearing will be so notified by the Board. 

Part i c i pat i on 

Parole hearings are conducted at the correctional facility housing the offender. 

Victims who attend are subject to routine security clearance checks before admission is 

granted. If one has not already been submitted, c statement certifying that the person 

in attendance is, in fact, an actual victim of the offense or the next of kin of such a 

victim must be completed by the victim. 

The hearing is a formal proceeding. Those in attendance include a three member 

parole panel; correctional personnel; the inmate; the inmate's counsel; the district 

attorney of the county in which the offender was convicted; the victim, if desired; and 
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others whose attendance has been permitted by the Board. The victim, as well as the 

offender, are present for the complete proceeding which may last several hours. Acta 

are taped in their entirety. 

The Board also considers any written or taped victim impact statements that may 

have been submitted. As port of the hearing file, the contents of these materials are 

subject to inmate review. The address of the victim is not disclosed. 

Prior to the presentation of closing statements, the victim is invited to corrrnent. 

There are no restrictions on the content of oral input and the inmate applicant (or 

counsel) has an opportunity to respond to this testimony. While enabling legislation 

does not address the issue of cross-examination, Board policy is to limit the inmate's 

opportunity for cross-examination to those cases in which the Board initiates the 

process by directing questions to the person offering testimony. 

Other Proceedin~ 

CALIF. PENAL CODE 11155 states that a requesting victim (or the victim's next 

of kin, if the crime was a homicide) is to be notified by the Department of Corrections 

of an inmate's placement in a reentry or work furlough program, and of any escape. 

The time frame for said notice is not specified, i.e., it is unclear whether the victim 

receives this notice prior to or after the actual date of placement. 

aproject staff were unable to schedule a telephone interview with parole personnel in 
this state. An earlier version of this narrative was drafted from legislation and from 
other available information. The prepared draft was then forwarded to appropriate stff 
members in California. Parole personnel were instructed to review the document and 
to return it with revisions and/at corrrnents if the narrative did not accurately describe 
current po I i ci es and procedures within the state. This narrative reflects revisions 
suggested by parole staff. 
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COLCRADO 

Legislative Sunm~ry 

In the past decade, the nature and extent of discretion exercised by the Colorado 

Parole Board has undergone extensive legislative alteration. For offenders convicted of 

felonies comnitted prior to July I, 1979, parole release was discretionary; the Board 

exercised wide latitude both in its determination of whether an inmate should be 

released and, if released, the length and conditions of supervision. During the 5-year 

period 1979-1984, the state adopted a more structured release policy. Tentative parole 

release dates were statutorily predetermined. On this date, barring circumstances to 

the contrary, offenders were released to a mandatory year of parole supervision; the 

Board's discretion was limited to the setting of parole conditions. Between July 1984 

and JU'y 1985, the Board's role in release decisionmaking was expanded. While offenders 

were still released according to a legislatively created schedule, the Board, in addition 

to setting conditions, also determined the appropriate length of parole supervision from 

within an allowable range of 0 to 5 years. A further expansion of the Board's authority 

took effect July I, 1985. Responsibility for the release decision is once again a Parole 

Board function. If parole is to be granted, the Board determines the length of 

supervision (from 0 to 5 years) and sets any necessary conditions. 

Colorado has a multi-tiered mechanism for victim notification and participation 

which is rooted in offense classification and participant standing. In general, the law 

prov"ides for advance notice of parole-related proceedings. Any interested party may 

submit a written statement for Parole Board consideration. As outlined in COLO. REV. 

STAT. 17-2-214, only victims or their representatives are entitled to appear and 

address the Board at the public release hearing. 

These provisions attach to any parole-related proceeding held on or after July I, 

1985, irrespective of when the offender was sentenced or incarcerated. In view of the 

changing role of the paroling authority, the effect of legislative mandates on release 
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decisions is variable. In some cases, victim input is an integral factor in the Board's 

consideration of a~ inmate's parole application. In other cases, because the actual date 

of release is not within the purview of the Board, victim statements are useful only to 

the extent that they assist the Board in establishing the length and/or conditions of 

parole. 

I\btification 

The procedures and criteria for postsentence notification and participation are 

detailed in COLO. REV. STAT. 17-2-214, -215. At least 60 days in advance of the 

docketed hearing, written notice of said hearing is to be delivered to all victims of the 

inmate applicant. This notice is provided automatically (i.e., no victim request is 

necessary) :to victims of offenses against the person as specified in COLO. REV .. STAT. 

18-3 et seq. Written notice is provided to a victim of an offense other than an offense 

against the person only if the victim has filed a request for such notification. 

Colorado is unique in its statutory specification that any interested person, 

regardless of victim standing, upon written request to the Parole Board, is similarly 

entitled to be notified of impending proceedings. By law, this notice is to be mailed at 

least 30 days before the hearing to the addressee's last known address. 

Regardless of offense typology or victim standing, all persons requesting 

notification are responsible for maintaining an updated address on fi Ie with parole 

authorities. 

Despite requirements of notification registration and/or address update, the 

enabling statute is silent as to how victims are to be alerted to the existence of 

postsentence opportunities or responsibilities. l'lo agency has been designated to 

perform this informational function, and Parole Board personnel doubt that victims are 

informed or encouraged in any systematic fashion. 

Each month the Parole Board mails a listing of the offenders eligible for parole 

consideration the following month to over 200 media and criminal justice agency 
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I personnel. The accompanying notice, like the prehearing notice that is mailed to 

victims and intere~ted individuals, announces the tentative date, time, and place of an 

inmate's hearing, and reviews the allowable participatory options. Persons interested in 

receiving additional information are advised to contact the Board's administrative 

office. 

Actions taken by the Board are public information. As such, any interested party 

can contact the Board to learn if and when an offender has been released. Although 

victims are not entitled to receive written notice of release decisions, the Board 

accorrmodates victim requests to the extent possible. 

Port i ci pat i on 

Legis.lative measures make no mention of written statements for Parole Board 

consideration. Nevertheless, it continues to be Board policy to accept written 

communications from any interested party. All written commentaries are exempt from 

disclosure to the inmate. 

COLO. REV. STAT. 17-2-214 outlines a victim's right to appear at the 

proceeding and to "reasonably express his or her views concerning the crime, the 

offender, and whether or not the offender should be released on parole, and if so 

released under what conditions." Victims who elect to express their concerns orall y 

may do so at the Board's administrative office or at the institutional release hearing. 

Agency interviews are conducted in the presence of as many Board members as are 

available. These statements may be recorded and/or notations may be included in the 

inmate's file; the substance of these comments is not disclosed to the inmate. 

Release hearings in Colorado are public meetings that are conducted at the 

facility housing the inmate applicant. While any interested person may attend these 

sessions and request to address the Board, only victims (or their representatives) are 

legally entitled to allocution. The policy of the Board is to accept oral statements from 

any requesting individual. There are no limitations on the number of persons who may 

speak. 
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Because of the public nature of these hearings, the inmate is present during any 

oral commentary. A victim's request to speak at the hearing absent the inmate would 

not be granted. 

Other Proceedings 

Victims are not entitled to receive notice of inmate furloughs, escapes, or 

maximLm expiration dates. The Department of Corrections will, however, upon written 

request from a victim, endeavor to provide notice of specified events. 
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C()I\NE CT I CUT 

Legislative Surrrnary 

In July 1981, Connecticut modified its criminal procedure law, replacing its 

indeterminate sentencing structure with a determinate plan for sentencing felony 

offenders. Three years later, CT. GEN. STAT. AI\N. 54-126a, legislating a victim's 

ri ght to present oral or written statements prior to parole release, took effect. This 

statute was amended in 1985 by Public Act 566 which outlines the requisite procedures 

for victim notification. 

Because parole release is an option only for those offenders comnitted prior to 

July I, 1981, the impact of this legislation on Parole Board operations is expected to 

diminish ov.er time as decreasing proportions of the prison population are eligible for 

parole consideration. 

l\btification 

The prosecuting attorney is responsible for informing the victim of the various 

participatory rights that attach presentence. It is uncertain how, or with what 

consistency, information about post-commitment participation was relayed to the 

victims of offenders sentenced to indeterminate terms. 

By law, a victim's right to be notified of and to participate at parole proceedings 

is contingent upon the filing of a formal request by the victim. The victim is 

furthermore required to maintain an updated address on file. It is worth noting that 

victims of parolable inmates (i.e., inmates placed in correctional custody before July 

1981) passed through the criminal justice system before the legislation regulating 

victim input at parole took effect. Thus, while these victims now have a right to 

participate in parole decisionmaking, they may never have been advised that they are 

eligible for such participation or that they must formally invoke these rights by 

registering with paroling authorities. There is no standard format for victim 

registration; a victim can comnunicate his or her desire for Parole Board notification in 

any manner. 
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A hearing for the purpose of considering an inmate's release is conducted 

approximately 4 months before an inmate's parole eligibility date. While the relevant 

legislation does not specify a timeframe for notification, the Parole Board's policy is to 

mail notice of the impending hearing to requesting victims 2 to 3 months in advance. 

The notice provides the date, time, and place of the hearing and reviews the victim's 

participatory options. 

The victim is not entitled to formal notification of the Board's release decision. 

Victims who wish to be informed of the action taken are advised to contact the Parole 

Board the following day or to speak with a Board member at the conclusion of the 

hearing. 

Participation 

The relevant statute states that a victim may appear before the Board to 

comment on "whether the inmate should be released on parole or the nature of any 

terms or conditions to be imposed upon such release." In lieu of a personal appearance, 

a victim may submit a written statemen·~. 

Three formats are available for the presentation of oral statements. A victim may 

elect to travel to the Board's administrative office in Hartford and speak wPh a Board 

member who then surrmarizes the statement for distribution to other panel members. 

The victim also has the option of attending the inmate's institutional hearing and 

addressing the full Board at that time. A third participatory option is to provide a 

statement via a telephone interview. Regardless of format, there are no limitations 

placed on the content of a victim statement. 

As reported by Parole Board staff, only nine victims personally addressed the 

Board over a 3-year period; some of these persons also submitted written protests. Nine 

to eighteen additional victims provided written statements alone. 

The legislation does not directly address the issue of disclosure. Thus, the Board 

has necessari I y establ ished policy for dealing with this question. A victim's written 
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statement is to be made available for inmate review unless the victim requests that the 

materials remain confidential. Where a victim elects to make an oral statement at the 

facility, the parole applicant is in attendance only if his presence is requested by the 

victim. Oral statements are recorded but not transcribed, and the applicant does not 

have access to these recordations. The inmate is never present during a victim's 

audience with the Chairperson in Hartford. 

Other Proceedings 

Publ ic Act 85-566, amending CT. GEN. STAT. ANN. 54- 126a, di rects the 

Department of Corrections to provide written notice to any victim who requests such 

notification of the release of any inmate from correctional custody. There is no 

provision f9r victim input of any kind at this juncture. 
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DELAWARE 

Legisiative Sumnary 

DEL. CODE ANN. 4347, effective in 1970, outlines procedures by which the 

Department of Corrections is to notify felony victims of impending parole hearings. 

Although not a statutory right, victims are advised that they may submit a written 

statement for Parole Board consideration. In the mid 1970's, DEL. CODE Ai'N. 4350 

expanded the participatory role for some victims. Under this section, imnediate fcmily 

members of victims of first degree murder are accorded the right to appear personally 

at the release hearing and to address the Board. At the discretion of the Board, other 

victims may be permitted this allocutory option. 

I\btification 

In Delaware, the victim does not have to request notification of parole 

proceedings nor does the victim bear any responsibility for updating his or her address. 

Upon corrmitment of an inmate to the Department of Corrections, the court forwards 

copies of relevant records to this agency. The Department of Corrections and the 

Parole Board are responsible for reviewing these documents and identifying aggrieved 

parties and 1 neir last known addresses. 

The applicable provision indicates that notice of impending hearings is to be 

forwarded to victims "whenever feasible and possible". Agency policy is to deliver 

written notice of parole hearings by registered mail approximately 30 days in advance. 

This first notice, provided by the Department of Corrections to all felony victims, 

informs victims of the date and location of the hearing and of the victim's right to 

submit a written statement and/or to apply to the Parole Board for an opportunity to 

appear and to address the Board. A second notice, authored by the Parole Board, is 

delivered only to fcrnilies of victims of first degree murder. This notice, in addition to 

providing information on the date and location of the parole hearing, instructs the 

aggrieved parties that they may, by statutory right). appear and address the Board. 
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At the time of the telephone interview, it was estimated that 20 perce'nt of 

victims were responding to the prehearing notification in some way. Of these, nearly 

half indicated that they did not wish to be involved further, either because they did 

not want to be reminded of the event, or because they were confident that the Parole 

Board would review the case responsibly. 

Victims who request notification of the action taken by the Board relative to the 

inmate's release are advised to contact the Board's administrative offices on the day 

following the scheduled hearing. 

Part icie,(Jt ion 

Written statements are incorporated within the preparole file. The inmate is not 

entitled to .di'5closure of this information. 

Oral statements, where permitted by right or by Parole Board discretion, may be 

conveyed to the Parole Board in one of two manners. The vi ct im may, if he or she 

chooses, contact the Board and schedule an appearance before the Board chair and the 

investigator of the Board at the Board's administrative offices. A summary of the 

statement is then prepared for review by other Board members. 

Alternately, the victim may address the full Board at the release hearing which is 

conducted at the holding facility. The victim may contact the Board in advance to 

. announce his or her intention to testify or may simply appear at the designated time 

and place with proper identification. Unless specifically requested by the victim, the 

inmate is not present during this interview. The victim's statement is not taped and no 

.record of it is placed in the inmate's file. 

Although the legislation specifies that oral statements are to be stru..:tured "with 

respect to the appl ication for parole ~ing considered," the Parole Board places no 

restrictions on the content of any written or oral statement. 

Other Proceedings 

Recent legislation passed in Delaware provides for victim notification where an 
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inmate is released on supervised custody or work furlough. This notice is the 

responsibility of the Department of Corrections. 
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GECRGIA 

Legislative Sumnary 

Effective July I, 1985, GA. CODE 17-10-1.1 outlines procedures by which a 

victim of a personal crime (I) may cOITlplete a presentence victim impact statement 

which, if the offender is sentenced to a term of imprisonment, is forwarded to the 

Board of Pardons and Paroles, (2) may submit an independently authored statement for 

consideration by the Board prior to the release of any inmate, and (3) is to be notified 

of the Board's final release decision. Since the Board's inception in 1943, similar 

modes of victim input had been accorrmodated on an "as requested" basis. 

NJtification 

ApprQximately 4 months after an inmate is comnitted to a correctional facility, 

the Board meets to review the inmate's file and to set a tentative release date. As the 

tentative release date approaches, a second hearing is scheduled at which the Board 

makes its final decision as to whether or not the inmate should be paroled. Victims are 

not entitled to advance notice of either hearing and may not be in attendance. 

GA. CODE 42-9-47 requires that within 72 hours of the Board's final release 

decision, written notice of the action is to be mailed to the presiding judge, the 

district attorney, the sheriff of the county of conviction, the sheriff of the county of 

the parolee's last residence, and the last known address of any victim of a personal 

crime. The victim, who does not have to request said notification prior to its receipt, 

is legally responsible for updating his or her mailing address. The 1985 Rule Book of the 

Georgia State Board of Pardons and Paroles (p.12) suggests that victim notification of 

the final release decision is further contingent upon a victim's prior filing of a victim 

impact statement. 

Participation 

The Board of Pardons and Paroles, in establishing a tentative release date and in 

voting on the final release of the offender, may have available for its consideration 
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victim cOflT11entary derived from a variety of sources. These sources include a vi ctim 

impact statement, an independently written statement, or an oral statement presented 

before one or more members of the Board. These three participatory modes are 

discussed in greater detail be low. 

The victim impact statement is a standardized form that was devised by the 

Board of Pardons and Paroles and that has, subsequently, been distributed to 

prosecutors throughout the state. Prior to an offender's sentencing, and pursuant to GA. 

CODE 17-10-1.1, the prosecutor "may" provide a copy of this form to any victim of a 

personal crime or to an appropriate family member if the victim is a minor or is 

physically, mentally, or emotionally incapacitated. The form documents the physical, 

economic, social, and psychological impacts of the offense upon the victim and is used 

by the sentencing court in its determination of restitution. In the event that the 

offender is sentenced to a term of imprisonment, the victim impact statement is to be 

forwarded to the Board of Pardons and Paroles for its review at a release hearing. If 

the victim does not submit a completed victim impact statement to the prosecutor prior 

to sentencing, he or she may sti II submit this form to the Board for review at any time 

prior to the release hearing. 

In lieu of, or in addition to, the victim impact statement, a victim may submit a 

confidential letter to the Board describing the offense or the offender, or expressing 

any fears the victim may have concerning the inmate. The Board places no limitations 

on the content of these comments. 

On a weekly basis the full Board sits to hear the oral statements of persons 

speaking for or against any inmate whose final release hearing is pending. This 

opportunity to appear personally and address the panel is not a statutory right. An 

interested party may apply for a full Board appointment by submitting a written request 

to the Board's Director of Central Operations. Meetings are conducted at the Board's 

central office in Atlanta and are closed to the public. Oral statements are not 

recorded. 
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In addition to hearing statements before the full Board on an appointment basis, 

Board policy allows any interested party who walks into the Board's offices to speak 

with one of the Board's five full-time members. Any written statements that a party 

submits for inclusion in an offender's file are also accepted in this manner. 

Under the state's confidentiality laws, the Board is to treat as confidenti al any 

information that it receives from a victim or from any other interested party. 

Accordingly, there is no disclosure to the inmate of any written or oral statements. 
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HAWAII 
Legislative Surrmar}::: 

Crime victims-in Hawaii are not entitled to present oral or written statements for 

Parole Board consideration. The Hawaiian legislature has, however, codified procedures 

for victim notification of various postsentence governmental actions. HAW. REV. STAT. 

706-670.5, effective June 6, 1983, requires the Parole Board to provide written notice 

to requesting victims upon the release of an inmate to parole and/or the release of a 

parolee from parole. Similarly, HAW. REV. STAT. 353-22 (Supp., 1984), amending 353-

22, mandates victim notification upon (I) the final unconditional release from a 

correctional facility of a prisoner who has not been paroled or earlier discharged and 

(2) the admission of a prisoner to a work furlough program, conditional release 

program, or other similar program. 

Notification 

Any victim of a robbery or of an offense against the person as described in 't-1AW. 

REV. STAT. 706, 708-840 is to receive written notice of the above mentioned 

postsen~ence events if the victim has requested such notification in writing. The 

enabling statute does not specify how, when, or by whom a victim is to be informed of 

the right to request such notice. Rather, it notes generally that the legislature 

"encourages the po lice 1 prosecuting attorneys, courts, victim assistance programs in 

each county, the department of social services and housing, and the paroling authority 

in providing information and assistance to victims." In practice, the victim is contacted 

by a victim witness agency that operates out of the city prosecutor's office. Agency 

personnel advise victims of statutory rights and distribute a standard notification 

registration form. Completed forms, as well as other written requests for notification, 

are forwarded to the Department of Social Service and Housing, of which the Parole 

Board and the Division of Corrections are functional components. 

While it is clear that victim notification is contingent upon the victim's filing of a 

written request, it is not explicit whether the victim bears a legal responsibility for 
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maintaining a current address on file with the appropriate agency. The applicable 

clause provides only that notice of conditional and unconditional inmate releases is to 

be mai led to a victim "at the address given on the request for notice or such other 

address as may be provided by the victim from time to time." 

The time frame for notification is likewise not specified. Statutory language that 

notice is to be given "upon" release suggests that advance notice need not be 

necessary. Departmental policy, however, requires that notice specifying the date of 

impending parole be posted no later than 10 days prior to the scheduled release date. 

At this time, Hawaiian law does not address the issue of victim representation. 

in its stead, Parole Board policy directs that, for purposes of requesting and receiving 

notification 2 victim status may be accorded to the parent or legal guardian of a minor 

victim and to a surviving family member of a deceased victim. 

Parole personnel estimate that less than one-fourth of all eligible victims register 

for release notification. Of those victims who do file such a request, a disproportionate 

number have been descri bed as being either victims of rape or survivors of victims 

killed as a result of the offense. 

Participation 

Any victim impact statement that may have been submitted by the victim 

presentence is general! y avai lable for Parole Boad review. There are no statutory 

provisions for active victim participation at parole. 

Other Proceedings 

Thirty days prior to the commencement of a prisoner's work furlough program, 

conditional release program, or other simi lar program, the appropriate division within 

the Department of Social Services and !-busing is to notify county prosecutors and 

po lice chiefs in writing. This notice is to list the conditions that support an inmate's 

admission to and maintenance in the progrcm. 

Victims, too. (lre to be notified of an inmate's acceptance into such a program. 
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!-bwever, no time frame for victim notification has been specified and it is unclear what 

information is to be included in this written notice. 
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IDAHO 

Legislative Surrrnary 

lD. CODE 19-5306, applicable to persons against whom a criminal complaint was 

filed on or after October I, 1985, creates, in part, a statutory ri ght of vi ctims to 

provide oral or written input for consideration at parole and comnutation hearings. The 

legislated right is accorded to victims of any felony or to an appropriate family member 

if the victim is a minor, incapacitated, or a homicide victim. 

At the discretion of the Idaho Comnission for Pardons and Paroles, a nonvi ctim 

may be allowed to appear and testify if it can be demonstrated that he or she can 

provide important information which could not otherwise be obtained. 

I\btification 

The above referenced victims' rights legislation clearly outlines a procedure by 

which the victim is to be kept apprised of all aspects of a crimin'Jl case as it affects 

that particular victim. The sheriff, the court, and the Parole Board share responsibility 

for subsequent phases of victim notification. 

The victim is first informed of the opportunities for postsentence participation by 

the prosecutor. A standard registrat ion form, out I ining participatory options and 

notification procedures to which the victim is entitled, is routinely made available. The 

victim is advised to return the completed form to the district court clerk who, in turn, 

will inform the Parole Board of the victim's wishes. 

By law, advance notification of parole hearings is contingent upon the victim's 

request for such notification and the victim's acceptance of the responsibility to keep 

the Parole Board apprised of a current mailing address. 

At the present time, the operational policy of the Parole Board is more expansive 

than is legislative prescription. Even in the absence of specific requests for 

notification, written notices of impending hearings are mailed to victim') at addresses 

obtained from court records. The notice details the time, date, and location of the 
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scheduled hearing, and reiterates the victim's right to participate in the release 

decision by submitting a written statement or by addressing the Board at the hearing. 

Currently, the actions of the Comnission for Pardons and Parole are subject to 

the provisions of the state's modified Open Meeting laws. At the beginning of each 

calendar year, the dates of the Commission's regular sessions are published in a 

newspaper with statewide circulation. A month in advance of each hearing, the 

Executive Secretary of the Commission forwards to the county prosecutors, sheriffs, 

district court judges, and other criminal justice system personnel, a listing of all of the 

inmates who are scheduled to appear the following month for parole consideration. In 

the event that an inmate's application for commutation or pardon is up for review, the 

name of thE! applicant, by law, must be published in a newspaper for 4 consecutive 

weeks prior to the review hearing. 

If an offender is to be released from correctional custody to parole supervision, 

the victims' rights legislation requires that a second letter be mailed to victims, 

notifying them of the impending release date. No parallel notification process is 

legislatively mandated if an inmate exits the institution after having served the 

maximlA11 sentence. 

Part i c i pat i on 

Parole re~ease hearings are generally conducted at the state's main adult 

correctional facility. There are no limitations on the number or identities of persons in 

attendance. However, due to time constraints, only those persons who have received 

prior approval may testify. Accordingly, a victim who elects to appear personally is 

advised to communicate this intention to the Executive Secretary of the Board at least 

5 days prior to the hearing. 

Inmates are not required to be present at these hearings. However, if the inmate 

chooses to attend, and the victim specifically requests that he or she be allowed to 

speak absent the offender, the victim's preferences will be accommodated. Oral 
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statements are taped, and the recordings are retained for I year. Whi Ie the testimony 

is not transcribed, a sumnary of the victim's statement is prepared. 

The inmate's parole file is available for review by both the offender and the 

general publ ic. I t includes those documents wh i ch have been c I ass ifi ed as 

nonconfidential by Corrmission personnel. Ora! or written statements will be deemed 

confidential, and thus not available for disclosure, if the author requests this status. 
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lLLI~IS 

Legislative Surrrnary 

The Bill of Rights for Victims and Witnesses of Violent Crime Act, codified as 

ILL. REV. STATS. 1401-1408, was passed by the Illinois legislature on September 16, 

1984, and took effect on December 27 of that year. This act provides a comprehensive 

package of participatory and notification rights for victims and witnesses of violent 

crimes. A-nong the legislated notification rights that attach postsentence are the rights 

to be notified of parole hearings, furloughs, escapes, and fina I re I eases. The 

accompanying participatory rights include the right to submit written statements or to 

orally testify before an offender is released on parole. 

The It;gislated rights attach to victims of any felony involving force or threat of 

force used against the victim, any misdemeanor resulting in death or great bodily harm, 

or any vehicular offense resulting in personal injury or death. 

If the victim is physically or mentally incapable of exercising these rights, or if 

the victim has died as a result of the offense, a spouse] parent, child, or sibling may be 

accorded victim status for the purposes of this legislation. 

As it pertains to postsentence proceedings, the victims' rights legislation 

formalized procedures that had previously been instituted as policy by the Prisoner 

Review Board. This paroling authority, on its own initiative, was already notifying 

complaining witnesses of impending parole hearings and was offering victims the 

opportunity to participate at these proceedings through written or verbal 

corrrnun i cat ions. 

f\btificatior, 

The Victims' Bill of Rights preconditions a victim's receipt of notification on his 

or her specific request for such notification. While this procedural prerequisite is found 

in the statutory language of other jurisdictions, its implementation has proven to be 

somewhat problematic in Illinois. First, it is unclear when, how, or by whom the victim 
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is to be advised of the need to register for notification. While the Office of the State's 

Attorn:~y is responsible for informing victims of presentence rights, no office has been 

designated to perform this function relative to postsentence rights. Second, pursuant 

to a revision of the Unified Code of Corrections (ILL. REV. STAT. 1983, ch. 38), any 

offender sentenced to imprisonment on or after February I, 1978, is to be sentenced to 

a determinate term. Consequently, parole is not an option for those offenders sentenced 

since the effective date of the Victims' Bill of Rights.'(·,s, while the Office of the 

State's Attorney might assume responsibility for advising recent victims of the need to 

register for notification of furloughs, escapes, and discharges, it is relati vel y 

meaningless to advise these victims of notification or participatory rights that attach 

at parole; yictims of parole eligible offenders interacted with the criminal justice 

system before these rights were legislated. 

Partially in response to the above, the Prisoner Review Board has adopted a 

liberal interpretation of the law. Even in the absence of a specific request for 

notification, the Board is taking steps to notify all eligible victims of proceedings. If a 

current address is not on fi Ie (victims are not statutorily required to update their 

addresses), the Board is directed, by law, to notify the county attorney of the 

corrmitting county and to request assistance in locating the victim. 

The code specifies that the Board is to send written notice of an impending 

parole hearing not less than 15 days prior to the hearing. Becouse of anticipated 

difficulties with locating some victims, the Board generally mails this comnunication 30 

days in advance. The letter details the dat!'!, time, and location of the hearing, and 

advises the victim of the right to express his or her interest in the release decision 

orally or in writing,_ The victim is also counseled that any oral statement will, ::Jnd that 

any written statement may, at some point, be disclosed to the offender. This 

forewarning reflects the Board's belief that, despite its current policy of nondisclosure 

of written materials, future legislative changes may force the Board to reveal the 

contents of its files. 
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ILL. REV. STAT. 1404(16), states that the victim "shall be notified irrrnediately 

after the prisoner ~as been granted parole and shall be informed d the right to inspect 

the registry of parole decisions." The statute fails to indicate who is responsible for 

such notification or whether a similar notice is to be forwarded if parole is denied. In 

practice, the Prisoner Review Board notifies victims by mail of any Board action within 

a week of the hearing. 

Participation 

20 ILL. ADMIN. CODE 1610.40 (as amended October 10, 1985) outlines 

procedures by which a victim may present oral testimony for Board consideration. A 

victim who elects to address the Board may do so at (I) the facility housing the 

offender on. the day that the panel schedules the applicant's interview; (2) the 

administrative office of the Board in Springfield; or (3) "some other designated 

location", defined generally by the Board as another correctional facility which may be 

closer to the victim's home. The inmate is normally not present during the victim's 

statement. However, an indication is made on the face sheet of the offender's file that 

a taped recording of all oral testimony exists in the Board's files and is available for 

review. 

It has been estimated that 75 to 90 percent of all victims who request and 

receive notification of parole hearings do participate in some manner, either by 

submitting written statements or by presenting oral testimony. 

Other Proceedings 

Victims are notified of inmate furloughs by means of a two-tiered process. Before 

an inmate is released, the Department of Corrections is directed to notify the Prisoner 

Review Board which, in turn, is to notify the victim. Where feasible, this notice is to 

be provided at least 7 days prior to the actual release date. In practice, victim 

notification often takes place postrelease because of time delays in interagency 

conmunications. 
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A parallel procedure exists for notifying victims of the escape of an offender from 

correctional custody. Again, the Department of Corrections notifies the Prisoner Review 

Board; the Board then makes all reasonable efforts to locate and notify the victim. If 

and when the offender is reapprehended, the entire process is repeated. 

The victim is always to be notified of an offender's final discharge from custody. 

The burden for such notification, however, lies with different parties depending on the 

type of sentence. Where an inmate is discharged from state custody, regardless of 

whether the offender is completing a period of supervised parole or has served a 

maximLm sentence, notice is to be provided by the Prisoner Review Board. The county 

sheriff is responsible for notifying victims of an offender's discharge from county 

custody. f3esponsibility for notification of discharge from a sentence of periodic 

imprisonment falls to the Office of the State's Attorney. 

While the legislation does not address the issue of victim notification in the event 

of an offender's application for sentence commutation or pardon, the Prisoner Review 

Board mails advance notice of these hearings to victims and offers them the opportunity 

to corrment orally or in writing. 
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IOWA 

Legislative Surrmary 

Iowa, like several other states, has opened its parole hearings to public scrutiny. 

Recent legislative enactments provide that a victim is to receive advance notification 

of these public forums and is to be accorded the right to present oral or written 

statements for Parole Board consideration. Although the Parole Board is obligated to 

satisfy the provisions of the mandate only as they pertain to victims of offenses 

comnitted on or after the statute's effective date of july I, 1986, the Board has 

adopted a policy by which it will accommodate, to the extent possible, the 

participatory wishes of victims regardless of the date of the corrmission of the offense. 

Notification 

IA. CODE MN. 910A.9 suggests that a victim's claim to legislated rights is 

contingent upon a number of factors. First, a victim is to be a victim of a violent 

crime, defined in the penal code as "a forcible felony, or any other felony or 

aggravated misdemeanor involving actual or threatened infliction of physical or 

emotional injury." Second, the victim must be formall,. registered with the Parole 

Board, i.e., the victim must request notification and must agree to maintain an updated 

address on file. 

Victim status is defined as including the imnediate family members of a victim 

"who has died or was rendered incompetent as a result of the offense ... " There is some 

confusion as to the intent of this clause. One source of confusion centers on the 

transferability of victim status in the event of a victim's death. On the one hand, the 

phrase can be interpreted as transferring victim status whenever a victim is deceased, 

regardless of the cause of death. A narrower reading might limit the extension of 

victims' rights to family members to those cases in which the victim's death was 

attributable to the offender's actions. A second source of confusion pertains to the use 

of the term "incompetent." The absence of descriptive specificity makes it unclear 
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whether this provision is to refer more generally to incapacitating factors and, if so, if 

it is to encompass legal and physical, as well as psychological factors. 

The prosecutor is legislatively responsible for informing the victim of the need 

to register with the Board. As part of this initial notification process, the victim is 

provided a standardized Request for Registration form (devised individually by each 

county) which can be completed and returned to the county attorney. An alternative 

method of victim registration is through the completion of a form that is available 

directly from the Parole Board. 

Once a Request for Registration has been received by the Parole Board, the Board 

responds by mailing a Notice of Victim Registration. This first notice, which is not 

statutoriIY.required, confirms the victim's registration and provides general information 

on upcoming proceedings and on agency policy and procedures. Included in this 

statement is a summary of the Board's disclosure policy (discussed below). 

By law, notification of the time, date, and location of the inmate's parole 

interview is to be provided to registered victims by mail, phone, or hand delivery at 

least 5 days prior to the hearing. The current practice of the Board is to mail these 

second notices at least 30 days in advance. 

During the first 4 months of the legal mandate, only 16 victims registered for 

notification. Thesp. registrants were drawn primarily from three counties with active 

victim/witness assistance programs. 

Participation 

The written comments of victims are welcome at any time. There are no 

restrictions placed on the content of these statements. 

The general public is invited to attend parole hearings. Although only the victim 

of the offender applicant is entitled to speak, other persons may speak at the discretion 

of the Board. If the victim .elects to address the Board but does not, for whatever 

reasons, wish to do so at the correctional facility, the victim may appear before the 

Board at its administrative offices. 
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I On the topic of disclosure, the applicable statute notes that "offenders ••. may be 

informed of the substance of any opinion submitted by the victim regarding the release 

of the offender." The disclosure standard drafted by the Parole Board goes beyond what 

is required by law and provides the inmate with greater access to victim statements. 

The operationai rule states, in part, that "the substance of any opinion submitted by 

the victim regarding the inmate's release shall be disclosed to the inmate unless 

withholding the information is requested by the victim and the Board determines that 

the release of the information would endanger the safety of the person providing the 

statement or testimony" (emphasis added). As the policy is currently being interpreted, 

nondisclosure of submitted materials must be grounded in something more than a victim 

request for. confidentiality; there must be an additional determination that detriment to 

the victim or other person is evident. 

The inmate has an opportunity to contest factual statements contained in the 

victim's comnentary. The rebuttal may be in the form of an oral statement before the 

panel at the hearing or a written communication prepared for Board review. The 

offender is not permitted to confront or cross-examine the victim. 

Other Proceedings 

IA. CODE ANN. 910A.8 outlines procedures by which the Department of 

Corrections is to notify registered victims of certain post-comnitment events. More 

specifically, victims are to receive notice of the following: (I) the date on which the 

offender is expected to be temporarily released from custody on work release or 

fur lough, and the expected location to which the offender is to be released; (2) the 

offender's escape from custody; and (3) the departments's recommendation of the 

offender for parole consideration. 

Where the offender has been sentenced to the custody of the loca I I ow 

enforcement official, the provis.ions of lAo CODE J\N'.J. 910A.7 are invoked. This code 

directs the sheriff or other person responsible for the local jail to notify a requesting 
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victim of (I) the offender's final release from local custody and the expected site of 

offender residence and (2) the offender's escape from custody. 
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KENTUCKY 

Legislative Surrrnary 

During the 1986 legislative session, several bills were enacted which amended 

existent Kentucky procedure and established various avenues for vidim participation at 

criminal justice proceedings. Included were provisions shaping victim notification of and 

participation at parole release hearings. 

Currently, victims of certain crimes are entitled to relay information about the 

impact of their victimizations to the paroling authority in one of three ways: a written 

impact statement submitted to the court at the time of sentencing which is then 

forwarded to the Parole Board, a written impact statement submitted directl y to the 

Parole Board at the time of the release hearing, and an oral impact statement 

presented before the Parole Board at the institutional release hearing. 

I\btification 

KY. REV. STAT. 421.500(5) mandates that the Commonwealth Attorney is to 

make a reasonable effort to provide victims of certain crimes with prompt notification 

of a panoply of rights, including the vidim's right to receive notice of any parole 

hearings affecting the defendant. For purposes of receiving this initial advisement, the 

following offenses are legislatively specified: criminal homicide, robbery, rape, assault, 

sodomy, k i dnapp i n g, fi rs t or second degree burglary, sexual abuse, wanton 

endangerment, criminal abuse, and incest. 

Authorizing statutes indicate thai' written notice of the parole hearing will be 

sent to the actual victim or to the victim's next of kin if the victim is deceased. By 

law, oral testimony may be given by (a) the actual victim, (b) the next of kin of a 

victim who is deceased or who is disabled and unable to attend the hearing, and (c) 

the parent or legal guardian of a minor victim. 

As introduced during the 1986 legislative session, House Bi II 390 would have 

preconditioned parole notification on the filing of a specific victim request and the 
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maintenance of an upqated mailing address. Because pertinent subsections were deleted 

from the enacted legislation, it appears that there is currently no obligation on the 

part of crime victims to register with the Parole Board for notification of parole 

hearings, nor is the victim required to keep the Board apprised of any changes in 

address. 

f'btice of impending hearings is to be mailed not less than 30 days no. more than 

90 days prior to a hearing. For prisoners incarcerated prior to july 15, 1986, victim 

notification is the responsibility of the Corrmonwealth Attorney who is to promptly 

forward the notice he or she receives from the Parole Board. For prisoners incarcerated 

on or after the above date, KY. REV. STAT. 439.340 states that notice of parole 

hearings is to be mailed by the paroling authority to the victim at the address that is 

provided by the Commonwealth Attorney to the Parole Board at the time of the 

defendant's incarceration. This notice is to (a) include the time, date, and place of 

the hearing, (b) advise the victim of the right to submit a written statement and/or to 

cppear and address the Board at the institutional hearing, and (c) indicate the name 

and address of the individual to whom the victim is to write if the victim chooses to 

participate in the parole process. 

Written impact statements are to be submitted at least 7 days in advance of the 

hearing; a victim's intention to appear and testify must be documented and submitted, 

in writing, within this same time frame. 

Participation 

Parole hearings in Kentucky are conducted within a correctional facility. In the 

absence of a victim request to the contrary, these proceedings are open meetings which 

may be attended by the inmate applicant as well as by members of the general public. 

A victim may, however, elect to testify absent the prisoner. In addition, the victim 

may request total closure of the hearing for reasons of personal safety. 

Oral and written victim statements may corrment upon all issues relating to the 
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inmate's release appliC';)-;iGn. Let'rers are retained in the inmate's permanent file; oral 

statements are recorded (Jnd simIlarly retained. 

Enabling legislation does not address the issue of document disclosure. 
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LOUISIANA 
Legislative Sumnary 

LA. REV. STAT.. 15:574.2(C)(6) requires the state's full-time parole panel fO 

consider "all pertinent information with respect to each prisoner who is incarcerated in 

any penal or correctional institution ••• at least one month prior to the parole eligible 

date •• " While this code mandates victim notification of impending hearings, it does not 

authorize victim participation. The stated policy of the Parole Board extends beyond 

legislative prescription by requiring the consideration of victim statements prior to any 

relecse action. 

Victims of all felonies are asked to comnent upon the proposed release and are 

informed of the opportunity to submit additional written corrrnentary. Victims are also 

advised of the opportunity to request a personal appearance before the panel; any such 

requests for allocution wi II be accorrrnodated to the extent possible. 

Notification 

LA. REV. STAT. 15:574.2 specifies that the Parole Board is to notify the victim 

or the victim's next of kin of a scheduled parole hearing. The provision of this notice 

is not contingent upon a victim's request for such notice. Rather, notice is to be 

provided routinely and as a matter of law unless the victim sptcifically advises the 

Board in writing that notification is not desired. Because the victim is not obligated 

to register with the Board or to update the Board's address fi les, attempts at 

notification are frequently hilldered. 

Although the statute does not specify a time frame or a method for the requisite 

notice, the Board has established policies that shape the nutification process. 

Approximately 90 days before an offender' . .: parole hearing, the Parole Board provides 

formal notice of said hearing to the Judicial District from which the individual was 

sentenced. The district attorney's office, in turn, is to notify the sheriff's department 

and all victims of record. 
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In addition to ,{ictlm notification by the district attorney, proabation and parole 

officers in that district are responsible for conducting a preparole investigation for 

each release applicant. The Rules and Regulations of the Board direct these officers to 

exercise every effort to contact the victim as part of the investigation, to elicit victim 

corrmentary on the offender IS application for release, and to advise the victim to 

contact the Board if he or she wishes to schedule a personal aapearance before Board 

members. 

The Parole Board does not routinely notify victims of the Board's final release 

action relative to an offender IS parole application. Board personne I will, however, 

provide this information to any victim who contacts the Board by telephone or in 

person after the actual release hearing. 

Part i c i pat i on 

Louisiana's full-time Parole Board conducts release consideration hearings at 

adult correctional facilities at least quarterly. By law, these sessions are open to the 

public. However, due to spatial constraints, the number of persons in attendance must 

be limited. Interested parties are directed to contact the institution in which the 

offender is housed and request to be added to the visitor list for a particular parole 

hearing. Unlike Board policies in other jurisdictions, the victim and the victim's family 

are specifically prohibited from attendance at these sessions. Board personnel have 

acknowledged that this exclusionary practice may be subject to court challenge. 

Although the victim may not attend and participate at the actual release hearing, 

the Board wi II accorrmodate any victim reques' to present an oral statement prior to 

this hearing. As reported by Board personnel, such requests are infrequent and usually 

reflect the wishes of victims of assault, rape, and molestation. 

Parole Board policy is to permit victim allocution at any correctional facility at 

which the panel is currently conducting hearings or at the Board's central office in 

Baton Rouge, if this is more convenient. While there are no stated limitations on the 
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number or identity of -persons the victim may wish to have accompany him or her, the 

high volume of cases that must be considered by the Louisiana Parole Board does 

impose time constraints. Consequently, while 3 or 4 members of a victim's family may 

be allowed to speak, the Board generally asks the family to appoint one of its members 

to serve as its spokesperson. 

Oral statemetns may be recorded, transcribed, and/or sUl11Tlarized. In any event, 

some record of these proceedings is always included witin the offender's confidential 

file. 

The offender is never present during victim testimony. Furthermore, the parole 

applicant is never permitted to review any oral or written statements that may have 

been submitted by a victim or a victim's family. 

Other Proceedi ngs 

In Louisiana, an offender sentenced to a nonparolable term can apply to have his 

or her sentence corrrnuted to a parolab!e term. The BOdrd of Pardons reviews all such 

applications and forwards a recommendation to the Governor. If a corrrnutation is 

granted, the offender may then apply for release on parole. 

Meetings of the Board of Pardons are public sessions at which all interested 

parties are to be provided a reasonable opportunity to speak. A 1986 amendment to 

LA. REV. STAT. 15:572.4(B) outlines notification procedures that are to be instituted 

before any offender's application for pardon is considered. The Board is to give at 

least 30 day advance written noti ce of the date and time of the hearing to the 

following persons: (I) the district attorney and sheriff of the parish in which the 

applicant was convicted; (2) the applicant; (3) any victim who was physically or 

psychologically injured by the applicant, and the victim's spouse or next of kin, unless 

the Board has been advised in writing that such notice is not desired; (4) the spouse or 

next of kin of a victim who is deceased as a result of the applicant's conduct, unless 

the Board has been advised in writing that such notice is not desired; and (5) any 

other interested pe,'..,on. 
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MARYLAND 

Legislative Sumnary 

Under Maryland law, and unless the circuit court specifically orders to the 

contrary in a particular case, a presentence investigation is to be conducted for any 

defendant convicted of a felony or of a misdemeanor resulting in serious physical injury 

or death. This presentence report, prepared by the Division of Parole and Probation, is 

to include a victim impact statement if (I) in the corrmission of the felony, the victim 

suffered physical, psychological, or economic injury, or (2) in the commission of the 

misdemeanor, the defendant caused serious physical injury or death to the victim. 

Where the court does not order a presentence investigation, the prosecutor may 

prepare a victim impact statement for submission to the court. 

MD. N\N. CODE Art. 41, 110(d), effective July I, 1985, establishes a mechanism 

by which certain victims are statutorily entitled to be notified of impending parole 

proceedings, and to request that the presentence victim impact statement be updated 

for Parole COITTllission review. 

The following year the Maryland legislature prornulgated a series of guidelines for 

the treatment of, and assistance to, crime victims and witnesses. MD. N\N. CODE Art. 

27, 760 to 763 proposes that, effective July I, 1986, law enforcement, prosecutorial, 

and correctional personnel adopt new strategies for victim/witness notification and 

participation. As they apply to postsentence proceedings, the guidelines specify that all 

requesting crime victims should be contacted by the appropriate agency whenever an 

inmate (I) is provisionally released, (2) is mandatorily released, and/or (3) escapes. 

Postsentence participatory roles are outlined in a third legislative section. Code 

of MD. Administrative Regulations 12.08.01.09 provides interested parties (not limited 

to victims) with the opportunity 10 submit written statements and/or to riequest 

appointments with a parole corrmissioner to personally express sentiments pertaining to 

the impact of the offense and the release of the offender. Victims are not statutorily 
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entitled to these participatory options nor is there a specific provision for victim 

notification of these opportunities. l'-levertheless, written statements are routinely 

accepted by the Parole Corrmission. Approval of a victim request to schedule a personal 

appearance is discretionary. 

Notification 

The Department of Public Safety and Correctional Services, of which both the 

Parole Corrmission and the Division of Corrections are part, has designed a brochure 

outlining the provisions of the 1986 guidelines and the agency responsible for each 

notification or participatory option. These pamphlets have been distributed to law 

enforcement and prosecutorial offices for dissemination at the time the offense is 

reported to the police. Crime victims and witnesses are advised to contact the 

appropriate agency to request notice of any of the listed criminal justice proceedings. 

MD. MN. CODE Art. 41, 110(d) specifies that requesting victims are to receive 

at least 90 days advance notice of an impending parole release hearing. This notice~ 

mal led to the last known address of the vi ct im or t he vi ct im' s des i gnated 

representative, advises the victim of the right to request that an updated victim impact 

statement be prepared by the Division of Parole and Probation. Such a request is to be 

in writing and is to submitted no later than 30 days from the date of the Corrmission's 

notice. 

The Division of Parole and Probation is directed to complete the updat~d 

document at least 30 days prior to the scheduled hearing. The code authorizing this 

procedure, however, is conspicuous in its failure to provide direction in the event that 

an original impact statement was not prepared. In view of this legislative silence, the 

Parole Commission is currently drafting operational policies that would provide 

qualifying victims with the option of submitting a separate written statement in lieu of 

a standard victim impact statement. 

Following the release hearing, the Corrmission is to "promptly" notify the victim 
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of the release decision. The operational policy of the paroling authority is to deliver 

this notice prior to the actual date of release. 

For purposes of being accorded the above described notification rights, the 

legislation suggests that several established criteria must be satisfied. First, the victim 

must be a victim of a violent crime as defined by MD. AN\J. CODE Art. 27, 643B. 

Second, the offender must be sentenced to the custody of the state Division of 

Corrections. Third, the victim must specifically request such notification and must 

renew the request for notification every 2 years. 

This enabl ing statute provides for the transfer of victim status in certain 

circumstances. "The victim may designate in writing to the Parole Corrmission, the name 

and address of a representative who is a resident of Maryland to receive notice for the 

victim. If the victim is deceased, notification rights are automatically confE:rred upon a 

designated family member. 

A more recent section of the Maryland Code (Art. 27, 760 to 763) establishes 

guidelines (rather than legislated rights) for victim notificai ion of and participation at 

postsentence proceedings. Upon request to the appropriate agency (the paroling 

authority of the Patuxent Institution, the Parole Commission, or the Division of 

Corrections), a victim is to be notified of the date of any hearing to consider an 

offender's temporary or provisional release from custody and of the opportunity to 

request to have a victim impact statement read into the record at this hearing. In 

contrast to the 1985 enactment, the 1986 provisions do not specify a timeframe for 

such notification. Ostensibly, the requirerqents of the guidelines could be satisfied by 

immediately responding to the victim's initial request for notification with a letter 

stating the earliest possible parole date. 

The guidelines dictate that victims should also to be informed of the following 

postsentence events: (I) the date upon which an offender's temporary leave status or 

provisional release takes effect, (2) an offender's escape, and (3) an offender's 

mandatory release date. 
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These 1986 gui ee lines are both more expansive and more restrictive than the 

rights codified in 1985. The guidelines are more expansive in (I) the specification of a 

more comprehensive listing of events of which victims may request notification; (2) the 

noninclusion of the procedural prerequisite that victims renew their request for 

notification bi -annually; and (3) the application to victims of any crime, nOT just 

violent crime. They are more restrictive in (I) their status as guidelines, rather than 

as rights; and in (2) the transfer of victim status only to the spouse, child, sibling, 

parent, or legal guardian of a victim who is a minor, incompetent, or dead as a result 

of a homicide. 

Participation 

As noted previously, a victim may apply for an opportunity to orally express his 

or her feelings about the impact of the offense and the release of the offender. All such 

requests are screened by the Parole Comnission; an appointment is scheduled only if it 

is believed that such an encounter would prove useful (e.g., some new information 

about the circumstances or impacts of the offense is forthcoming). Informal interviews 

are conducted at Corrmission headquarters before a designated parole comnissioner who 

writes a memo to the parole file surrmarizing the victim's statements. The offender is 

never present during these meetings. 

The extent and nature of disclosure to the inmate is the focus of MD . .AJ\N. CODE 

Art. 41, III. This statute notes that, prior to any release hearing, the parole 

applicant, upon request, shall be allowed to examine any document that will be used by 

the paroling authority in making the release determination. Stated exceptions to the 

above rule include diagnostic opinions and information obtained on a promise of 

confidentiality. At present, oral and written victim impact statements that are prepared 

and submitted prior to the release' hearing are considered to be privileged information 

and, thus, withheld from inmate review. The offender may, however, review any victim 

impoct statement that was originally included in a presentence report and which is 

merely updated at the time of the release hearing •. 
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MASSACHJSETTS 

Legislative Surrmary 

Opportunities for postsentence victim notification and participation are authorized 

by two distinct statutory codes. As will be seen, victims of certain inmates serving life 

sentences may playa more active role in decisions affecting the release status of their 

offenders. 

The Victim Bill of Rights, codified as MASS. GEN. LAWS ch. 258B 3 (1983), 

mandates that notification of any temporary, provisional, or final release is to be 

provided to a victim or to a member of that victim's family, regardless of offense of 

conviction. A'1986 amendment to this section entitles victims to request that 

presentence impact information be forwarded to the Parole Board for inclusion in its 

confidential files. I\b participatory mode is authorized. 

Participation at parole proceedings is a ~tatutory option for a subset of victims. 

By law, any offender serving a life sentence for other than first degree murder, unless 

confined to certain hospitals, is eligible for parole and is entitled to appear before the 

full Board within 60 days before the expiration of 15 years of the sentence. MASS. 

GEN. LAWS ch. 127 133A (1985), amending ch. 127 133A (1982)y establishes a victim's 

right to be notified of, to attend, and to actively participate at this IS-year hearing. 

I\btification 

The language of the Victim Bill of Rights provides little guidance as to how 

victim notice of parole proceedings is to be effected. In the absence of statutory 

direction, the Board has instituted policies for procedural implementation. 

The victim is generally informed of opportunities for postsentence notification 

and participation by the district attorney or the victim coordinator following the 

offender's receipt of an incarcerative term. While the law does not require that notice 

of parole be mailed prior to the actual release date, the victim is advised that Parole 

Board will deliver advance notice of release consideration to those persons who hove 

applied for and received clearance from the Criminal History Systems Board. 
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Four classes of Individuals are eligible for certification: (I) actual crime victims; 

(2) witnesses of crime; (3) the spouse, child, sibling, parent, or legal guardian (no 

prescribed order) of a victim who is of minor status, incompetent, or dead as a result 

of a homicide; and (4) persons who successfully file a Citizen Initiated Petition, i.e., 

individuals who, although not crime victims or witnesses, have reason to fear for their 

own safety or for the safety of others as a result of the offender's actions. 

Once an individual's application for clearance has been approved, the Criminal 

History Systems Board forwards copies of the certification letter to the Department of 

Corrections, the Parole Board, and the victim coordinator. Upon receipt of this 

documentation; the victim coordinator may, but is not required to, advise the victim of 

the offender's target parole eligibility date. 

A person applying for COR I (Criminal Offender Record Information) certification, 

as it is known, must keep the Board apprised of current telephone and address 

information and must agree not to share any infNmation received as a result of 

certification with anyone outside of his or her immediate household. 

While no notification time frame is indicated in the statute, Board policy is to 

provide written notice to certified victims I to 2 weeks in advance of a scheduled 

parole hearing. The requisite notice informs the recipient of the date of the hearing 

and encourages the victim to submit pertinent information for Board review. Telephone 

notification is supplied if time constraints do not permit written notice. While victim 

requests to submit oral testimony are accommodated (discussed below), victims are not 

routinely advised of this participatory option. 

The procedural provisions of MASS. GEN. LAWS ch. 127 I 33A, affecting victims 

of offenders serving parolable life sentences, are more explicit than those enumerated 

in the Bill of Rights and differ in" several respects. 

This section requires that written notice be mailed at least 30 days in advance of 

an impending i 5-year hearing. This notice includes the date and location of 'the hearing 

and a recitation of the victim's right to attend an.d testify. 
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Notification is not contingent upon a victim's request for notice nor is a victim 

obliged to maintain a current address file. Rather, the burden is on the Board to locate 

and notify all victims whose offenders are eligible for consideration of this type. 

Because a period of 15 years will have elapsed between sentencing and efforts at 

victim notice, the Parole Board has experienced difficulty in locating a number of 

victims. 

If the victim is dead at the time of this hearing, victim status, for the purposes 

of notification and participation, is to be accorded in the following order: mother, 

father, spouse, child, grandchild, brother or sister, niece or nephew. 

The specifications of (a) a notification time frame and (b) a legally prescribed 

order for the transference of victim status are features that are not inciuJed within the 

Bill of Rights. Furthermore, the conditions under which victim status may be accorded 

to nonvictims differ between the two statutory sections. The language of the Bill of 

Rights states t:"1at the death of a victim results in family notice if the victim was the 

victim of a homicide. In comparison, the language of the second code slJggests that 

notice is to be forwarded to the next of kin if the victim is deceased, regardless of 

cause or time of death. 

A victim is always notified of the outcome of the parole hearing. If conditional 

release is granted, the victim's notice includes the name and address of the supervising 

parole officer, the date of release, and any conditions of parole that are relevant to 

the victim. To the extent possible, this notice is provided in advance of the scheduled 

date of release. If parole is denied, the victim is reminded that the offender may 

reapply for annual review of his or her custodial status. 

Participation 

With the exception of IS~year parole hearings (discussed below), parole 

proceedings are not open to the public and there are no formal policies for victim 

attendance and participation. !-bwever, the Board has established informal policies 
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whereby a victim may submit written comnentary for Board review and/or may request 

a personal appearance before the panel. When a request for a personal interview is 

received, arrangements are made for the victim to speak with one or more Board 

members prior to the scheduled hearing date. Neither the substance nor the fact of the 

victim's testimony is disclosed to the inmate applicant. Similarly, the offender does not 

have access to any written input. 

When a IS-year hearing has been docketed, a victim may submit a written impact 

statement and/or may attend and actively participate. These hearings are open to the 

public and are conducted in a formal but nonadversarial manner. Following the 

introduction of Board personnel, the offender (or his attorney) is invited to make an 

opening statement, focusing on the crime and responding to any questions posed by 

members of the panel. At the conclusion of this portion of the session, interested 

parties speaking for and against the inmate's release are heard. There are no stated 

restrictions on the content of these ~tatements nor on the number of persons who may 

address the Board. Finally, the inmate (or his attorney) may present a closing 

statement in which factual statements vocalized by the public may be rebutted; cross

examination is not permitted. 

Board staff have reported that, in every case where notice of an impending 15-

year hearing has been delivered, the victim has responded by providing written or oral 

corrmentary for panel consideration. 
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Other Proceedings 

In addition to victim notification of parole proceedings, the Victim Bill of Rights 

entitles a requesting victim to be informed by the "appropriate custodial authority" 

whenever an offender is granted a temporary, provisional, or final release from custody, 

or whenever an inmate escapes. Written notice is provided of any movement due to 

furlough, work release, or prerelease status, or mandatory release. In the event of an 

inmate escape, the victim is notified by telephone. 

The policy directives of the Department of Corrections (and of the Sheriff's 

Department where the inmate is being held in local custody) go beyond this legal 

mandate by a~so providing written notice of any alteration in an offender's security 

status. 
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MICHIGAN 

,=~gislative Surrrnary 

Pursuant to the Crime Victim's Rights Act, victims of crimes corrrnitted on or 

after October 9, 1985, are entitled to be notified of the following postsentence events: 

(I) the earliest possible parole eligibility date; (2) an inmate's escape; (3) the transfer 

of an offender to a minimum security facility; (4) the release or transfer of an offender 

to a community residential program; (5) any reduction in minimum sentence resulting 

from prison overcrowding emergency acts; (6) the date of impending parole proceedings; 

(7) a final parole release decision; (8) the date of release on parole; (9) the date of 

final discharge from correctional custody; and (10) the date of any public hearing to 

consider ar: inmate's application for a reprieve, pardon, or corrrnutation. 

In addition to notification rights, victims have participatory rights that attach at 

parole and clemency consideration hearings. Requesting victims may adaress the Parole 

Board and/or may submit a written statement for Board consideration. Similar modes of 

victim participation had been encouraged by the Board since the mid 1970's. The 

codification of the procedures did, however, have two discernible effects. It resulted in 

more systematic recordkeeping and formalized the victim's responsibility for maintaining 

a current address on file. 

I\btification 

For the purposes of being accorded participatory rights at parole, MICH. 

COMPILED LAWS Af'.N. 780.752 defines a victim as "an individual who suffers direct or 

threatened physical, financial, or emotional harm as a result of the commission of a 

crime." The Michigan Parole Board interprets this phrase liberally, extending its 

purview to victims of any felony. 

The statutory language is explicit in its direction that victims are to be informed 

of their legal rights very soon after their initial interaction with the (;riminal justice 

system. Within 24 hours of initial contact between law enforcement personnel and a 
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victim, the victim is to be provided with the address and phone number of the 

prosecuting attorney whom the victim is to contact to learn about presentence and 

postsentence rights. 

The prosecuting attorneys association of Michigan has gone beyond the legal 

mandate in assuming primary responsibi I ity for victim notification. Soon after the 

passage of the Crime Victim's Rights Act, this organization disseminated to all county 

prosecutors a model informational packet upon which to pattern local notification 

efforts. The checklist which is distributed to victims in :-nany counties enumerates the 

proceedings for which victims may request formal notification. Victims who wish to be 

so notified are instructed to contact the Department of Corrections, of which the 

Parole Board is a suboffice, to register these desires; at this time victims are also 

advised of the need to keep an updated address on file. 

MICH. COMPILED LAWS Al\N. 780.769 specifies that, within 30 days of the 

victim's registration with the Department of Corrections, a requesting victim is to 

receive an informational brochure outlining the Board's notification procedures and 

stating the earliest parole eligibility date for the offender in question. Pursuant to 

780.771, at least 30 days before the scheduled parole consideration hearing, the Board 

mails another notice to victims. This second notice restates the victim's right to submit 

a written statement and/or to present oral testimony for official consideration. Within 

14 days of the release action, requesting victims are notified of the Board decision and, 

if applicable, the date on which the offender is to be conditionally released. 

If the victim is deceased, the rights accorded to the victim under this Act are 

conferred upon family members per the following legislatively specified order: spouse, 

adult child, parent, sibling, and grandparent. If the victim is physically unable to 

exercise the accorded rights, the victim may designate, in writing, any of the above 

listed fami I y members (in no specified order) to act on his or her behalf during the 

duration of the physical disability. 
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Participation 

A victim who elects to present oral testimony is instructed to contact the Board 

to schedule a meeting before one of the seven full-time Board members at the Board's 

administrative office in Lansing. The inmate under consideration is never in attendance. 

A transcription of the statement, although placed in the inmate's parole file, is 

exempted from the state's disclosure law. 

Other Proceedings 

By Michigan law, a public hearing is conducted prior to the consideration of an 

inmate's application for sentence corrmutation. Any interested party may speak at this 

hearing and/or may submit a written statement which will be read into the record at 

the time of the hearing. A full transcript of the proceeding is then forwarded to the 

Governor who renders an executive clemency decision. 

In the event that an inmate should escape from correctional custody, the warden 

of the facility to which the inmate was assigned is to notify a requesting victim of the 

escape "by any means reasonably calculated to give prompt actual notice." 
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MI~SOTAa 

Legislative Surrmary 

Crime victims in Minnesota are not entitled to present oral or written statements 

for Parole Board consideration. The Minnesota legislature has, however, codified 

procedures for victim notification of various postsentence proceedings. MIf\N. STAT. 

61IA.06, as amended by Senate File 232 (1987), effective January 1,1988, requires the 

Comnissioner of Correction or other custodial authority to notify any requesting victim 

whenever an inmate is to be released from imprisonment or incarceration, including 

release on extended furlough and for work release, or release from a facility in which 

the offender was confined due to incompetency, mental illness, or mental deficiency. 

Notification 

The provision of written notification is contingent upon the victim's submission of 

a written request for said notice with the Corrmissioner of Correction. The applicable 

statute makes no mention of how, when, or by whom the victim is to advised of the 

need to contact the correctional author1ty if notice is desired. 

It is not explicit whether the victim bears a legal responsibility for maintaining a 

current address on fi Ie with the appropriate custodial authority. The authorizing 

clause provides only that notice of impending hearings is to be mailed to a victim at 

the most current address provided by the victim. 

The time frame for, and the substance of, the written notice are likewise not 

specified. 

Participation 

There are no statutory provisions for active victim participation at parole 

hearings. 

a f\b tel~)hone interview was conducted with parole personnel in Minnesota. This 
narrative was derived from a review of legislation and other available information. 
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MISSOlRI 

Legislative Sumnary 

In Missouri any interested party may submit a written statement to be considered 

by the Parole Board prior to an inmate's release on parole. Requesting crime victims 

are to be notified of the date of docketed parole eligibility hearings and are to be 

provided an opportunity to appear and address the Board. MO. REV. STAT. 57.403 

codified notification and participatory procedures that had been instituted by the 

paroling authority approximately 13 months prior to the passage of the enabling 

statute. 

For purposes of being accorded the panoply of rights outlined in the victims' 

rights legislation, a victim is statutorily defined as any person who (I) suffers direct or 

threatened physical, emotional or financial harm as the resul t of the commission or 

attempted commission of any felony, and who (2) reports the offense to law 

enforcement officials within 5 days of its occurrence or discovery. Parole Board 

pGrsonnel have noted that the specification of this second qualifying standard, while it 

may have some effect on victims' rights prior to sentencing, does not affect Board 

operations. The untimeliness of a crime report would probably not be indicated in a 

?arole file. The Board position is that such information, even if known, would not 

disenfranchise victims. 

N:>tification 

Upon placement of an offender in the custody of the state Department of 

Corrections, the Parole Board mails a letter to the victim at the address listed in 

prosecutorial files. This comnunication informs the victim of the rights to be notified of 

subsequent proceedings and final release decisions, and to assist in the release decision 

by presenting oral or written impact statements. Victims are advised that receipt of 

notice and opportunities for participation are contingent upon the victim's formal 

request for such action and the maintenance of current mailing information. Victim 
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registration is facilitated by the inclusion of a reply card. This checklist enumerates 

the allowable modes of victim involvement. A victim checks the desired level of 

involvement and returns the preaddressed card to the Board's administrative office. 

Board personnel estimate that 70 to 75 percent of victims who receive the 

Board's initial information packet return the reply card and request some level of case 

involvement. Of those who participate, most write. On average, there is one personal 

appearance each week. 

The legislation, effective August 13, 1986, requires that advance notice of parole 

hearings be sent to requesting victims "to the extent reasonably possible and subject to 

available resources." No notification time frame is spE>cified. In practice, and unless 

time to be ~erved before parole eligibility is minimal, Board policy is to notify victims 

approximate1y 30 days prior to the scheduled session. This notice details the date, 

time, and location of the release hearing, and designates a parole representative who is 

to be contacted for additional information and/or to indicate the victim's intent to 

appear at the session to ad~ress the Board. 

Participation 

As noted pl."eviously, written statements may be submitted by any interested 

party. This cOl1T.1entary is deemed confidential and, as such, is not subject to disclosure 

to the offender. 

PNsonal testimony is accepted at the actual release hearing which is conducted 

at the confining institution. There are no restrictions on the substance )f an oral 

impact statement. There are, however, limitations on the number of individuals who 

may testify. While all victims are entitled to speak, only one family member of a 

homicide victim may address the Board. Oral statements are recorded and are kept on 

file for 2 years. 

The parole applicant is in attendance during the presentation of oral statements. 

Although victim-inmate confrontation is not permitted, the inmate is given the 

opportunify to rebut the t';.stimony once the presenter has exited the hearing room. 
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Legislative Surrmary 

Parole proceedings in Nebraska are public forums. As outlined in 84-1412 of the 

Public Meeting Laws, any interested party has the right to attend and to speak at this 

hearing. In addition, 83-1112 and Policy A-14 direct the Parole Board to consider any 

relevant information which may be submitted by the victim or by any other interested 

party. 

Notification 

Public bodies, of which the Parole Board is one, are required by law to give 

"reasonable advance publicized notice of the time and place of each meeting by a 

method designated by each public body ... " Board policy B-6 interprets this mandate as 

requiring that notice of an offender's hearing be sent to county sentencing officials and 

to an official county newspaper approximately 30 days prior to the scheduled hearing 

date. Victims and other interested parties who specifically request advance notification 

will be individually advised of impending parole proceedings within this same time 

frame. 

It is unclear how a victim is to be informed (a) of the right to attend and/or 

participate in release sessions, and (b) that individual notification is contingent upon 

prior request for said notice. 

Partidpation 

Interested parties who wish to personally address the Board are directed to 

attend the actual release hearing which is conducted at the facility housing the 

offender. Generally, the inmate applicant is present during oral testimony. Upon the 

request of a witness who wishes to remain anonymous, however t and if the Board deems 

it advisable, testimony may be taken while the Board is in Executive Session. 

An inmate is never permitted to cross-examine any person offering testimony, nor 

may offenders rebut victim statements. While written materials submitted for panel 

review are subject to disclosure, unless designated as confidential, acta of Executive 

sessions are not available for inmate review, 
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a Project staff were unable to schedule a telephone interview with parole personnel in 
this state. An earlier version of this narrative was drafted from legislation and from 
other available information. The prepared draft was then forwarded to appropriate 
staff members in Nebraska. Parole personnel were instructed to review the document 
and to return it with revisions and/or comnents if the narrative did not accurately 
describe current policies and procedures within the state. This narrative reflects 
revisions suggested by parole staff. 
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Legislative Surrmary 

NEV. REV. STAT. 

N:::VADA 

178.5698(2), 209.521 provide that victims are to be notified 

whenever their offenders escape or are released from correctional custody. In addition 

to these notification ri ghts, other sections of the penal code outline procedures by 

which victims of any felony are to receive advance written notice of parole and 

clemency hearings, and are to be advised of their right to participate in these release 

decisions. 

These participatory roles for victims were enacted on July I, 1983. They have 

been interpreted to apply to any parole or clemency hearing conducted on or after the 

above date) regardless of the date of the commission of the offense. 

Parole hearings in Nevada are subject to the state's open meeting laws. Thus, 

even before the passage of the legislation, victims were welcome to attend the public 

session; they were not, however, personally notified of the date of the hearing nor were 

they permitted to address the Board. 

Notification 

In Nevada 1 victims are entitled to receive notification of postsentence 

proceedings only if they have satisfied certain procedural prerequisites. They must (I) 

specifically request notification from the appropriate agency and (2) agree to keep 

each of these agencies apprised of any changes in address. In itself, this conditional 

provision is not unlike provisions in other states. The legislation is notable, however, in 

its silence as to how a victim is to be made aware of the need to register with the 

Board of Pardons Commissioners, for notification of clemency hearings; the Board of 

Parole Corrmissioners, for notification of parole hearings; and/or the Department of 

Prisons, for notification of inmate releases or escapes. No individual or agency has been 

statutorily designated to inform victims of postsentence rights, and Parole Board 

personnel are unsure who, if anyone, has assumed this responsibility. Not surprisingly, 

few requests for notification have been received by that agency. 
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NEV. REV. STAT. 213.130(3) specifies that the Parole Board is not to consider 

an inmate's parol~ application until all requesting victims have been notified and have 

been given the opportunity to provide written or oral commentary. While the statute 

fails to outline how or when this notice is to be provided, the Board's operational 

policy is to detail the date, time, and place of the public meeting in a letter mailed to 

the victim's last known address. This notice is delivered approximately 30 days in 

advance of the hearing and informs the victim of the legislated right to submit a 

written statement and/or to testify before the Board at the open meeting. 

The Board is not legally required to notify victims of the final release action. 

Nevertheless, the Board forwards written notice of the release decision as soon as 

possible af~er the hearing. Generally, the victim is in receipt of this notice prior to the 

offender's actual release date. 

Participation 

Parole hearings are conducted at the institution in which the applicant is housecl. 

Attendance at these hearings, while statutorily open to the public, is nevertheless 

subject to the particular security considerations of the hosting facility. Accordingly, a 

victim who elects to appear personally is advised to contact the institutional warden to 

indicate his or her intention to be present. 

Only victims may testify at this public session. Oral statements are neither 

recorded nor summarized, and no indication of the victim's participation is made in the 

release file. At present, there are no restrictions on the substance of this release 

commentary. 

The legislation authorizing victim participation does not address the issue of 

disclosure. The policy adopted by the Board is that a victim may not address the Board 

absent the applicant if the applicant chooses to be in attendance. Following the 

victim's statement, the inmate has an opportunity to reply. The rebuttal format is 

nonconfrontational. Also, any written materials submitted by a victim are available for 

review and rebuttal by the applicant. 
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Other Proceedings 

The notification and participatory rights that attach prior to the consideration of 

an inmate's application for clemency are more limited than the procedures established 

for parole hearings. NEV. REV. :JTAT. 213.0 I 0 requires the Board of Pardons 

Corrmissioners to notify any victim of any inmate applying for a sentence corrmutation 

or a pardon of the impending consideration hearing. This written notice is to be mailed 

at least 15 days prior to the hearing, and is to inform the victim of his or her right to 

submit a written statement. Victims are not accorded an allocutory role in clemency 

proceedings. 

A subsequent section of this chapter (NEV. REV. STAT. 213.095) mandates that 

the victim 1s to receive written notice of the Board action if clemency is granted. The 

law does not indicate when this notice is be to delivered or whether similar notice is 

required if the application for clemency is deni€l<1. 

NEV. REV. STAT. 209.521 directs the Department of Prisons to notify requesting 

victims, in writing, any time an offender (I) is released for the purpose of employment, 

training , education, or any other reason; or (2) escapes. The statute is unclear as to 

when this notice is to be sent (i.e., prerele'Jse or postrelease in the case of furloughs); 

what information is to be included; whether a second notice is required in the case of 

an escapee who is reapprehended; or whether notice is required when an offenci..:r is 

released upon sentence expiration. 

This final concern appears to be addressed by NEV. REV. STAT. 178.5698. It 

directs the warden of the institution housing the offender to notify requesting victims 

or witnesses, by mail, when an inmate is released from prison. The time frame for such 

notification is not specified. 
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f\EW HAMPSHIRE 
Legislative Sumnary 

In late 1983, the New Hampshire Departments of Probation, Parole, and 

Corrections were reorganized and placed under a centralized administration. At the 

same time, state lawmakers codified procedures mandating victim notification of 

impending parole hearings and establishing a victim's right to appear personally before 

the Parole Board to corrment upon the proceedings. Although the legislation does not 

specifically allow for submission of written corrments, the Parole Board has traditionally 

accepted these statements from any interested party. 

Passage of N.H. REV. STAT. AI\N. 6SI-A:II, -A:lla has not dramatically affected 

Parole Board operations. Although advance notice was neither required nor routinely 

provided prior to 1983, the Board had been routinely accorrmodating all requests for 

participation in the parole release decision. 

Notification 

At sentencing, the County Attorney advises the victim of post-conviction 

entitlements. The victim is informed that, by law, receipt of notice of uproming release 

hearings is contingent L.'pon the victim's request for such notice and the victim's 

maintenance of an updated mailing address. Victims may register with the Parole Board 

directly, via written or telephone communication, or indirectly, via the County 

Attorney. In an effort to safeguard the anonymity of the victim, the County Attorney 

wi II oftentimes contact the Parole Board to register a victim's desire for release 

information. In these cases, the Parole Board will forward the rrandated notice to the 

County Attorney who, in turn, assumes responsibility for notifying the victim. 

N.H. REV. STAT. Af\N. 6SI-A:11 specifies that notice is to be maiied 15 to 30 

days prior to a scheduled hearing. This notice includes the date of the hearing, a 

recitation of the victim's right to provide oral or written input into this process, and 

the identity of a Parole Board staff person who is to be contacted for further 
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information. At the same time as notice is mailed to requesting victims, a complete 

listing of all sch_eduled parole hearings is published for 2 consecutive days in a well 

distributed newspaper. 

The Parole Board is not required to notify victims of the final release decision. 

As a practical matter, victims who attend the institutional review hearing are informed 

of the disposition at that time. Victims who are not in attendance will be notified by 

telephone or by mail only if they have specifically requested such notice. 

Participation 

Any interested party, victim or nonvictim, may submit a written statement or may 

request an appearance before the Board. While victims alone have a legal claim to this 

participatOt:y mode, Parole Board policy is to accorrrnodate any such request. To date, 

no person without a direct interest in a particular case (e.g., victim; survivor; 

employer, friend, or relative of victim; criminal justice system personnel) has registered 

such a request. 

Parole hearings are conducted at the institutional facility in which the offender is 

housed. Victims may be accompanied by support personnel and/or legal representation. 

These informal sessions are not, however, open to the public and media personnel may 

not be in attendance. 

The enabling code states that a victim may "reasonably express his views 

concerning the offense and the person responsible." In implementing this provision, the 

Board places no restrictions on the content of any oral or written victim comnentary. 

Furthermore, despite an average dai Iy workload of 30 or more release hearings, there 

are no imposed time limitations on the length of oral presentations nor are there any 

restrictions as to the number of persons who may address the panel. 

Existent legislation fails to address the issue of disclosure of oral or written 

victim statements to an offender. Current departmental policy observes that, whenever 

a victim indicates an intention to address the Board, an inquiry is to be made as to 
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whether he or she wishes to testify absent the offender. Unless otherwise requested by 

a victim, oral statements are not transcribed or summarized in any fashion; no 

indication of the victim's presence is recorded in the inmate's parole file. Because the 

situation has not presented itself, it is unclear whether or to what extent a parole 

applicant would be allowed to respond to a victim statement made in the applicant's 

presence. The Board has observed that some response would most likely be permitted. 

An offender may request a copy of his parole summary. To avoid disclosure 

problems that might arise, written impact statements are generally not included within 

an inmate's release file. Rather, these statements are provided informally to Parole 

Board members for their review. 

Other Proceedings 

When a victim's request for post-conviction notification is received by the Parole 

Board, a copy of the request is forwarded to the Division of Corrections. Victim 

notification of inmate furloughs, escapes, pardons, and final releases is not a legal 

mandate and it is unknown whether such notice is, in fact, provided. 
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I'EW JERSEY 

Legislative Surrrnary 

With the passage of N.J. STAT. ANN. 30:4-123.54.b(2), 30:4-123.55c, extensive 

postsentence notification and participatory rights were codified. Certain classes of 

victims are to be granted an opportunity to present oral or written statements for 

Parole Board consideration. 

In accordance with N.J. STAT. ANN. 30:4-123.54.b(2), prosecutors are required 

to provide notification of legislated rights only to those victims (I) who were injured 

as a result of a crime of the first or second degree and (2) whose offenders were 

sentenced on or after July II, 1984. The Parole Board has been liberal both in its 

interpretation of the language of the law and in its expansion of operative policy 

beyond legal mandates. Victim injury has been operationalized to include psychological, 

social, and economic harm, in addition to actual or threatened physical injury. 
I 

Furthermore, the Board has expanded the coverage of the provision by according 

victims of third degree felonies similar participatory opportunities, and by 

accomnodating a victim's request for notification regardless of the date of sentence 

imposition. 

Notification 

The New Jersey Parole Board has devised a comprehensive system for ensur ing 

that victims are notified of postsentence events. This system entails a series of original 

and follow-up notices that strive to maximize a victim's awareness of, and participation 

at, parole proceedings. 

When an offender is sentenced to a term of imprisonment, the district attorney 

mails a letter to the victim, informing him or her of the rights (I) to be notified, in 

advance, of parole proceedings and (2) to present a written or oral impact statement 

for Parole Board consideration; or, alternately (3) not to be notified of any proceedings 

to consider an offender's release status. The comnunication advises the victim that 
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accordance of said rights is contingent upon the victim's completion and return of an 

enclosed registration form. It has been estimated that 10 percent of all eligible victims 

register for notification (or non-notification) in response to this prosecutorial prompt. 

A copy of the aoove noted letter is forwarded to the paroling authority by the 

prosecutor. If no response is received from the victim within 60 days, the Parole Board 

follows up with a second letter describing the process and reminding the victim of 

legislated rights. A duplicate registration form is enclosed with this correspondence. An 

additional 10 percent of eligible victims respond to this solicitation, bringing the total 

proportion of registered victims to 20 percent of those eligible. 

Approximately 2 months prior to a release hearing which, in turn, is conducted 

approximately 6 months in advance of the earliest possible eligibility date, a listing of 

all the inmates to be considered for parole is mailed to prosecutors, district judges, and 

to the news media for publication. Any prosecutor or judge who wishes to protest the 

release of an offender whose name appears on that list may request an appearance 

before the Board ~or that purpose. 

The enabl ing statute specifies that, "at the time public notice is given", the 

Parole Board is also to notify requesting victims of upcoming release hearings. While a 

written notice is mailed as a backup measure, the preferred method for victim 

notification is direct telephone contact. This prehearing notice informs the victim that 

an inmate's parole eligibility date is approaching and that the victim has the right to 

submit a written statement and/or to present oral testimony for Board review. A 

victim who chooses to submit a statement is advised to cOnTllunicate this intention to 

Board personnel within 30 days. 

Participation 

A victim can participate in parole decisionmaking by presenting a written 

statement or oral testimony for Board review. 

If a victim requests a personal appointment, a meeting is scheduled with a senior 
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hearing officer at least 30 days prior to the eligibility date. The Board's administrative 

rules state that this meeting is to be conducted "at a time and place and on a date 

determined by the Chairperson or designee." Generally, these informal sessions are held 

at the Board's administrative offices in Trenton. If this site selection proves to be 

inconvenient for the victim, the meeting may be scheduled for a time and/or at a 

location more agreeable to the victim. 

An effort is made to ensure that the victim interview is as informal and 

nonthreatening as possible. The offender is never present; supportive fami I y members 

and friends are welcome to accompany the victim, but may not actively participate in 

the process. Although the victim may be asked to verify information pertaining to 

objective impacts of the offense (e.g., medical expenses, loss of employment), there are 

no limitations placed on the content of a victim's recorded testimony. At the conclusion 

of this informal session, the senior hearing officer is directed, by law, to "prepare a 

report or a transcript of the testimony for presentation to the board panel at the 

meeting." 

The institutional release hearing is a nonadversarial forum that is closed to the 

public. The presence at this hearing of any person other than a senior hearing officer 

or a Parole Board member is subject to the prior approval of the inmate applicant. 

While legislation fails to address the issue of disclosure, administrative rules 

observe that victim statements "sha II not be deemed confi dent i a i .. . un less 

[confidentiality] is requested by the victim and the hearing officer determines that the 

release of the statements or testimony would endanger the safety of the person 

providing [the information J." The operational policy of the Board is one of nondisclosure 

if either condition (i.e., victim request or risk determination) is met. As a means for 

documenting a victim's position on this topic, the Board's prehearing notice includes an 

explanatory box which asks if the victim fears his or her personal safety might be 

jeopardized by statement disclosure to the applicant. This box, if checked by the 

victim, is interpreted as a request for confidentiality. 
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Where victim information is disclosed, the inmate has an opportunity for oral 

rebuttal at the institutional hearing. 

Other Proceedings 

There are no legislative provisions for victim notification of, or presentation of 

statements at, executive clemency hearings. The Parole Board, on its own initiative, 

accords victims participatory options at these proceedings. 
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l'EW MEXICO 

Legislative Surrrnary 

The introduction of oral or written victim statements at sentencing was 

authorized by the passage of Senate Bill 98, the Crime Victims' and Witnesses' Bill of 

Rights, in 1987. There is no comparable legislation authorizing victim input at 

postsentence proceedings. Nevertheless, various others manners of victim participation 

have been instituted by policy initiative. While victims are not statutorily entitled to 

the following, one or more of these participatory modes may also be permitted: (I) 

victim impact statements in presentence reports, (2) written comments submitted 

directly to the Parole Board by victims, and (3) oral statements before the Board. 

I n accordance wi th N.M. STAT.,t.J\N. 31- 21- 9, a presentence report is prepared 

at the discretion of any district or magistrate court. In 1983, the New Mexico Judicial 

Council voted to actively promote the inclusion of a victim impact statement in every 

presentence report involving a human victim. This Council action was not binding on 

district judges nor did it provide guidelines for deriving or presenting victim 

information. Consequently, the frequency with which individual judges order the 

inclusion of victim impact statements is widely variable both between and within 

judicial districts. Where statements are prepared, there is no uniformity in 

presentational format. 

Senate Bill 98 entitles a victim of any crime to submit a victim impact 

statements to the court and to be assisted in the execution of any such written 

statement. The statute also establishes a victim's right to appear at sentencing and to 

be heard prior to sentence imposition. 

If an offender is sentenced to a term of imprisonment, the presentence report, as 

well as the offender's commitment papers, are forwarded to the Department of 

Corrections and made available to the Parole Board. It is not clear if any written or 

oral statement presented at sentencing would similarly be forwarded to correctional 

personnel. 
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If no presentence report was prepared, a postsentence investigation is conducted. 

This investigation is not as comprehensive as its presentence counterpart and mayor 

may not include a victim statement. 

Corredional and parole officials in New Mexico are currently dealing with 

offenders senter~ed under two distinct sentencing policies. Prior to July 1979, the 

operational sentencing structure provided for indeterminate terms of imprisonment; 

offenders sentenced during that period (approximately one-third of the current prison 

population) are eligible for parole release. Incarcerative terms imposed on or after that 

date can be lessened by good time allowances but not by the exercise of Parole Board 

discretion. For offenders sentenced to determinate terms, the role played by the 

paroling authority in the release of the inmate is limited to the setting of parole 

conditions. 

l\btification 

Prior to the passage of the Bill of Rights, there was no provision for advance 

victim notificat;on of release hearings. Pursuant to N.M. STAT. AI\N. 31-21-25, the 

Parole Board was required only to notify the district attorney "promptly" of any Board 

decision to grant parole. The district attorney, in turn, was responsible for notifying all 

victims of the impending release. Under the new law, a victim or witness has the right 

to be informed of the time and place of any parole or probation hearing concerning the 

offender. The bill fails to address several administrative concerns. In particular, it is 

unclear (a) whether the victim must specifically request notification and/or maintain an 

updated address on file, (b) who is to provide the requisite notice, and (c) when or 

how such notice is to be provided. 

Participation 

There arE: no legislated participatory rights that attach at parole hearings. 

Unsolicited written statements ·to the Parole Board, while not actively encouraged, are 

accepted and acknowledged. Any interested party can request a personal interview with 
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the Parole Board to argue for or against an inmate's release. Personal appearances are 

scheduled at the Board's administrative offices in Santa Fe. For security reasons, 

victims and other interested persons have not been allowed to be in attendance at the 

institutional release hearing. 

Parole Board policy prohibiting victim presence at parole sessions may be affected 

by Senate Bill 98 which states that a victim has the right to receive timely notice of 

all hearings and proceedings concerning his case so that he nay exercise his right to 

attend. Victim attendance at parole proceedings is not specifically cited and it is 

unknown whether the extension of this provision to release hearings was intended by 

the New Mexico legislature. 

Disclosure of victim input is governed by N.M. STAT. ANN. 31-21-6. Absent 

additional information, all presentence and preparole information is presumed to be 

confidential. Disclosure is permitted if the Parole Board determines that such action 

would be in the best interest of the inmate. 

Other Proceedings 

Prior to the 1987 legislative session, the mechanism for victim notification of 

other postconviction proceedings was outlined by N.M. STAT. Al'N. 31-21-2S(E). That 

statute provides that whenever an inmGte is to be released from a correctional facility 

without parole, the Department of Corrections is directed to notify all state distri ct 

G'ttorneys at least 20 days prior to the actual release date. The district attorneys are 

statutorily required to notify "any person known to reside in his district who was a 

victim of the crime for which the inmate was committed." 

As a result of the passage of Senate Bill 98, victims' rights to notification of 

relevant postcommitment events have been strengthened and expanded. Vidims and 

witnesses are now entitled to be notified "by the appropriate custodial authority 

whenever the defendant receives temporary, provisional or final release or when he 

escapes from custody." While this language does not guarantee advance notification, it 
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does, at a minimum, appear to provide that victims be informed of offender furloughs, 

mandatory release dates, and parole release dates. 
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!\EW YORK 

Legislative Sumnary 

In 1984, the Executive Law of New York was amended by the addition of the 

provisions of the Fair Treatment Standards for Crime Victims (Ch. 94 of the Laws of 

1984). In part, the act urged the adoption of procedures to ensure that crime victims 

who provide appropriate officials with a current address and telephone number are 

routinely notified of judicial proceedings relating to their case. Each crime victim

related agency was directed to review its "practices, procedures, services, regulations 

and laws to determine the adequacy and appropriateness of its services with respect to 

crime victims." The agency was then (I) to prepare a document setting forth 

recoml1endations for improving its service delivery to victims, and (2) to expeditiously 

implement the proposals, subject to available resources and gubernatorial discretion. 

I n response to this call for procedural reform, several statutory revisions were 

passed during the 1985 legislative session. N.Y. CRIM. PROC. LAW 440.50, as amended, 

requires the district attorney to provide written notice, to certain classes of requesting 

victims, of the final case disposition and of the victim's right to submit a written 

impact statement to the Division of Parole. 

As of the time of this writing, victim input into parole release decisions is limited 

to written comnentary. The attendance of victims at release hearings is prohibited by 

Board policy. Victims are not entitled to appear personally before the Parole Board and 

the Board is not mandated to notify a victim of any postsentence proceeding. 

The New York State Crime Victims Board is preparing several legislative revisions 

for introduction during the 1987 legislative session. One proposal expands the current 

range of participatory roles by establishing a victim's right of allocution at a number of 

criminal justice proceedings, including parole. 
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Notification 

Exec. Law 259-i specifies that, in making any parole release decision, the 

written statement of a victim must be considered. If the victim is deceased or is 

mentally or physically incapacitated, the Board is to consider any statement submitted 

by the victim's "closest surviving relative, the corrmittee or guardian of such person, or 

the legal representative of any such person." 

A related statute outlines the manner by which a victim is to be informed of his 

or her right to submit a written impact statement for Board review. N.Y. CRIM. PROC. 

LAW 440.50 mandates that, within 60 days of case disposition, the prosecutor is to 

send written notice of said disposition to any victim who (I) was the victim of an 

offense comnitted on or after N::>vember I, 1985, and (2) has specifically requested such 

notice and (3) has sustained, or has alleged to have sustained, physical or financial 

injury to person or property, or has sustained, or has alleged to have sustained a sexual 

offense. If the victim is a homicide victim or a minor, notice of final case disposition 

will be sent to the victim's family, if so requested. If the offender is committed to the 

custody of the Department of Correctional Services, the prosecutorial notice is also to 

inform the victim of the right to submit a written statement for inclusion in the 

inmate's file. 

The above described notification mechanism leaves several questions unanswered. 

The first problem derives from the procedural prerequisite that a victim must request 

notice of case disposition before it will be provided. While the enabling statute is 

precise about this point, it is silent as to how or when a victim is to be alerted of the 

right to request notification. Furthermore, it appears that failure to request notification 

of final case disposition necessarily compromises a victim's right to file a written 

protest because the victim would not be aware of this participatory opportunity. 

A second group of questions center around apparent incongruities between the 

provisions of Exec. Law 259-i and N.Y. CRIM. PROC. LAW 440.50. Despite th~ fact 
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that the former law directs the Board to consider statements submitted by the family of 

a deceased victim, the statutory wording of the latter law suggests that a deceased 

victim's fmlily might be informed of the right to submit a written statement only if the 

victim was dead as a result of a homicide. Similarly, the family of a mentally or 

physically incapacitated victim has the right to submit a st(1tement but may never be 

made aware of this participatory option. Finally, while it appears that the victim of an 

offense that resulted in neither physical nor financial injury is entitled to submit a 

written statement, it is unclear whether such an individual would be in receipt of the 

mandated prosecutorial communique, even if requested. 

As noted previously, the Parole Board is not legislatively mandClted to notify 

victims of impending release hearings or of the Board's release action in any particular 

case. Agency procedure, however, is to accommodate al I victim requests for such 

notice. There is no formal mechanis:l1 for registering victim requests; despite a proposal 

to the contrary in the Fair Treatment Standards, there is also no procedural 

prerequisite that the victim maintain an updated address on file. 

Part i c i pat i on 

Victim input into parole release decisions is limited to the submission of written 

comments. A victim may not attend the institutional release hearing and is not entitled 

to address Board members at any other location. 

There are no guidelines as to the content of any written materials. Victim 

statements are deemed confidential and are not subject to disclosure to the inmate 

applicant. 

Other Proceedings 

Correction Law 149-a establishes the right of a victim of a violent crime to 

receive written notification from the Division of Correctional Services whenever an 

offender is released from a state facility by means of a court discharge, executive 

clemency, or maximum expiration of sentence. Additionally, a crime victim is to be 
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notified when an offender escapes or absconds and, subsequently, upon reapprehension. 

A 1986 amendment to this statute shortens from 30 days to 48 hours the maximum time 

limit during which a victim is to be provided notice of an inmate's recapture. 
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l'mTH CAROLINA 

Legislative Sumnary 

Victims have no statutory right to attend parole sessions or to present oral or 

written impact statements for Parole Board consideration. N.C. GEN. STAT. 15A-825 

does, however, establish a victim's right to be notified in advance of any proceeding at 

which the offender's release from custody is to be considered. The language of this 

Fair Treatment Act leaves several questions unanswered. First, the time frame for 

notification is vague. The code states only that it is to be given "before" the hearing. 

Second, it is unclear whether this legal mandate is intended to apply to parole hearings 

and, if so, what agency is responsible for contacting the aggrieved parties. 

Senate Bill 92 and rouse Bill 165, identical bills currently pending in the North 

Carolina legislature, begin to address these concerns. The proposed legislation would 

amend N.C. GEN. STAT. 15A-1371 (b)(2) by requiring the Parole Comnission Ilwhenever 

possible" to provide 30 day advance notice to victims any time the Comnission will be 

considering for parole a prisoner who, if released, would have served less than half of 

the maximum term of his sentence. If passed, this legislation will take effect October 

I, 1987. 

N::>tification 

See above. 

Part i c i pat i on 

Victims in North Carolina are not statutorily entitled to any participatory 

opportunities at parole. 

Other Proceedings 

By law, a victim must be notified "if the offender escapes from custody or is 

released from custody, if the crime for which the offender was placed in custody is a 

Class G or more serious felony." The phrasing of this provision suggests that notice of 

an offender's release from custody need not be provided in advance of such release. 
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f'nRTH DAKOT Aa 

Legislative Surrmary 

In Apri I 1987, the Fiftieth Legislative Assembly of the state of I'brth Dakota 

approved a comprehensive act to provide for the fair treatment of victims and 

witnesses. In part, this act, codified as N. D. CODE 12.1-34-02 et seq., establishes 

the right of victims to be notified in advance of parole and pardon proceedings, and to 

submit a written statement for Board consideration. Victims of violent crimes for 

which the offender was sentenced on or after July I, 1987, may also, at the discretion 

of the Parole Board or Pardon Board, appear personally and address the panel. 

Notification 

At the time of sentencing, the prosecuting attorney is responsible for explaining 

to the victim the parole and pardon processes. The victim is advised that additional 

information relative to the offender's custody status will be provided to the victim only 

if a current address is maintained in the files of the custodial authority, the Parole 

Board, and the Pardon Board. The victim is not required, however, to specifically 

request notification from any of these agencies. 

Advance notice of an impending parole hearing is forwarded to the victim by the 

Parole Board. While the time frame for receipt of this notice is not specified in the 

statutory language, recently established policy dictates that notice is be provided 30 

days prior to the Board meeting. 

By law, the victim must be notified of the action taken by the Board relative to 

the offender's request for release. If the applicant has been granted parole, victim 

notification is to include the date of the prisoner's release. By law, the notice must be 

given within a reasonable time after the Parole Board reaches its decision but prior to 

the actual release date. 

Part i c i pat i on 

For notification and participation purposes, the enabling legislation defines a 
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victim as an individual who has suffered direct or threatened physical, financial, or 

emotional harm where there is probable cause to believe that the harm has been caused 

by the corrmission of a criminal act. All victims are entitled to submit written 

statements for Parole Board consideration. 

Parole hearings in North Dakota are open to the public. Although any interested 

party may be in attendance, allocution is permitted only with prior Board approval. 

Board policy is to limit this participatory opportunity to victims of a crime of violence, 

i.e., any crime in which force or the threat of force was used against the victim. At 

the discretion of the Board, the mother, father, sibling, or spouse of the actual victim 

may also be permitted to testify. 

If a vJctim elects to appear personally, this intent is to be cOl111lunicated to the 

Board, in writing or by telephone, at least 10 working days in advance of the hearing. 

Statements may be given at the Board's central offices or at the institution where the 

actual hearing is conducted. The offender is never present during victim testimony. 

N.D. CODE 12-59-04 provides that presentence and preparole reports may be 

subject to review if the Board or the court believes disclosure is in the best interest or 

welfare of a particular inmate. The law is silent, however, as to the confidentiality of 

independently submitted victim statements. The Board's present policy is that written 

victims statements will not be disclosed to an inmate, nor will an inmate be advised of 

the substance of any victim's oral statement. 

Other Proceedings 

The notification and participatory opportunities that attach to pardon proceedings 

parallel those that attach to parole proceedings. The Pardon Board is responsible for 

the provision of victim notification and is to consider oral or written statements 

pertinent to a release decision. 

The Fair Treatment Act is explicit in its requirement that victims be informed by 

the appropriate custodial authority whenever a criminal defendant receives a 
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temporary, provisional, or final release from custody or whenever an inmate escapes 

from custody. Postconviction proceedings that are encompassed by this mandate 

include the transfer of a defendant to a work release program or a comnunity 

residential program, and the transfer of a prisoner to a mental health faci I ity. The 

notice must be provided within a reasonable time prior to the defendant's release or 

transfer and can be given by any means reasonably calculated to give prompt notice. 

C Project staff were unable to schedule a telephone interview with parole personnel in 
this state. An earlier version of this narrative was drafted from legislation and from 
other available information. The prepared draft was then forwarded to appropriate 
staff members in North Dakota. Parole personnel were instructed to review the 
document and to return it if it did not accurately describe current policies and 
procedures within the state. This narrative reflects revisions suggested by parole staff. 
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a-II 0 
Legislative Surrmary 

OHIO REV. CODE ANN. 2967.12 codifies procedures for the notification and 

participation of victims prior to the consideration of an offender's application for 

release on parole or the granting of a pardon. As of September 26, 1984, the victim of 

any felony in Ohio is to be notified of the right to submit a written statement for 

consideration by the Adult Parole Authority. 

The Parole Board may have access to two sources of victim impact information in 

addition to this written input. 0-110 REV. CODE Ai'N. 2967.03 indicates that any oral 

testimony that a victim presents at sentencing is to be transcribed and forwarded to 

the Parole Board. Furthermore, the Board, on its own initiative, has established a 

forum by which a victim may present a current oral statement for panel consideration. 

When enacted, the pertinent legislation contained a sunset clause which would 

result in the expiration of postconviction notification and participatory provisions on 

july I, 1987. I-buse Bill 207, currently pending in the Ohio legislature, seeks to repeal 

the sunset clause and to expand the present scope of victims' rights. 

t'-btification 

During the 1986 legislative session, House Bill 657 passed in the General 

Assembly. This bill requires the Office of the Attorney General to publish and 

distribute pamphlets listing and explaining various victims' rights. These informational 

packets are to be provided to victims by law enforcement officials at the time of first 

contact or at a reasonable time thereafter. 

Victims are advised that receij::t of the mandated notification is contingent upon a 

victim's specific request for such notice and the victim's provision to the Parole 

Authority of a current address and phone number. The registrant is also to indicate 

the days and hours of availability at the listed number. 

The significance of this final precondition can not be overstated. G-iIO REV. 

CODE Ai'N. 2967.12 specifies that victim notification is to be given at least 3 weeks 
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in advance of an Adult Parole Authority recomnendation of parole or pardon. By law, 

the required notice may be provided by mail or by telephone. The legal mandate for 

telephone notice is satisfied if the Parole Board can document three "good faith" 

attempts at notification, regardless of whether the victim was reached. As reported by 

parole personnel, notice is generally written. 

The notice advises victims of the date of the impending release hearing and of 

the statutory right to submit a written statement "relative to the victimization and the 

pending action." 

There is no requirement that victims be notified of any action taken by the 

Parole Board. Nevertheless, the Board accommodates victim initiated requests for such 

notification •. 

Participation 

The Board places no restrictions on the content of written comments. Materials 

submitted in this fashion are never subject to inmate review. 

Although not required by law, the Board conducts an "office conference day" once 

a month at its central office in Columbus. On this day, any interested party who 

specifically requests to make a personal statement may, at the discretion of the Parole 

Board, be invited to speak with a designated hearing officer. While oral statements are 

neither recorded nor transcribed, the interviewer summarizes the victim's testimony for 

inclusion in the inmate's file. This summary statement is retained as a confidential 

document. 

By Board policy, the victim may not attend the offender's institutional parole 

release hearing. 
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Other Proceedings 

The duties and responsibilities of the Parole Board relative to an offender's 

application for a pardon or sentence corrrnutation are outl ined in OHIO REV. CODE 

~. 2967.03. Before the Board forwards a recomnendation to the governor, the 

victim is to be notified of the impending hearing and is to informed of the right to file 

a written statement. 

A recently enacted bill, House Bill 207 (1987), creates Q-i10 REV. CODE ANN. 

309.18,341.011,753.19, and 5120.14, which mandate victim notification of the escape 

(and subsequent reapprehension) of any person convicted of or charged with a violent 

felony from state, county, or municipal custody. Imnediately following the defendant's 

escape (or .reapprehension), the appropriate custodial authority (i.e., the Department of 

Rehabilitation and Correction, the sheriff, or the chief law enforcement official) is 

directed to (a) cause notice of the escape (or reapprehension) to be published in a 

newspaper of general circulation, and (b) provide notice of the escape (or 

reapprehension), by telephone an:! in writing, to the prosecuting attorney of the county 

in which the offense was committed. As soon as possible after the receipt of said 

notice, the prosecutor, in turn, is to notify each victim. Victim notification is to be 

given by telephone or in person. If attempts at notification by these means are 

unsuccessful, notice is to be provided by certified mail, return receipt requested. 
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Legislative SUm1lO!Y 

Parole hearings in Oklahoma are open to the public. Although victims have no 

legal claim to active participation in these proceedings, victim input has always been 

encouraged by the Parole Board. 

There are three formats for victim input. The victim may (I) complete a 

standardized victim impact form that is available from the prosecutor and is to be 

returned to the Parole Board for inclusion in the inmate's file; (2) submit an 

independent written statement for Board review; and/or (3) personally address the 

Board at the release hearing. The mechanism for alerting victims to these participatory 

options is informal and relies on the continued cooperation of prosecutorial personnel. 

Legislation enacted in 1981 directs the Parole Board to notify district attorneys 

20 days in advance of any impending parole hearing. Parallel procedures for victim 

notification of docketed sessions, while not legislatively authorized, have been 

instituted as a matter of Board policy. 

Notification 

The victim/witness coordinator within each prosecutor's office has been provided 

with informational packets for distribution to crime victims. These written materials 

out line the postsentence notification and participatory opportunities that have been 

created by Board policy, and include the standard victim impact form developed by the 

Parole Board. The victim is informed that advance notice of parole hearings will be 

provided to any interested party, victim or nonvictim, who has contacted the Parole 

Board, by mail or by telephone, to formally request such notification. It is the 

responsibility of the registrant to maintain an updated address on file with the Board. 

With the passage of O<LA. STAT • .AJ\N. 332.2 in 1981, the Parole Board is now 

required to notify the district attorney's office of an inmate's release hearing at least 

20 days before the docketed date. In some local jurisdictions, the victim/witness 
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coordinator then contacts the victims of each of the offenders named on the docket 

listing; this practice is not, however, required by law. 

Approximately 2 to 3 weeks before an offender's scheduled hearing, the Board 

gives notice to all requesting parties. This letter states the time, date, and location of 

the hearing, and advises the addressee to contact the Board for additional information. 

Arly action taken by the Board in response to an inmate's application for parole is 

public information. Although automatic victim notification of the Board's release 

decision is not a matter of right, the Board will forward this information to any 

individual who so requests. 

Participation 

Board meetings to consider an application for release are held monthly, on a 

Friday and Saturday, at one of two state correctional facilities. As these meetings are 

public forums, any interested party, as well as members of the press, may be in 

attendance. The files of as many as 17 inmates may be reviewed in a single hour, 

imposing some temporal constraints. Consequently, except where there are multiple 

victims, no more than two persons may address the Board to protest the release of any 

offender. The designation of spokespersons is a function, not of the Board, but of those 

in attendance. The two individuals selected to speak indicate this intention by signing 

a register before entering the hearing room. 

Typically, citizen protests are heard absent the inmate. When oral presentations 

have been completed, the applicant is brought into the hearing room to be interviewed 

by the panel. Members of the public are welcome to remain during this second phase of 

the hearing. Confrontation is not permitted. 

Victim statements are not recorded and no official notation is made of the 

victim's participation or comnentary. Despite this policy of nondisclosure, complete 

confidentiality can not be guaranteed due to the presence of media personnel. 
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Other Proceedings 

The granting of corrrnutations and pardons falls within the purview of the Parole 

Board. As was the case with parole hearings, victims may attend and speak at these 

public sessions, and/or may file a written statement for Board review. The policy of the 

Board is to provide advance notice of these proceedings to all identifiable victims, even 

in the absence of a formal request for such notification. 
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CREGON 

Legislative Surrmary 

During the legislative sessions predating the November 1986 general election, the 

Oregon Parole Board had lobbied for legislation establishing a mechanism for vi ctim 

input into parole decisionmaking. The proposed bills were routinely rejected as too 

conservative. A more encompassing package of victims' rights was supported and passed 

in November 1986 by citizen initiative. 

Ballot Measure 10 (known as the Crime Victims' Bill of Rights) creates new 

provisions that mandate, in part, that advance notification of (I) all impending hearings 

and (2) the release of an inmate from the physical custody of the Corrections Division 

be delivered to both requesting victims and the district attorneys of the counties in 

which the offender was sentenced. Furthermore, victims and district attorneys are 

accorded the right to submit written or oral statements to be included in an inmate's 

prehearing file. The provisions of the measure affect all institutional hearings conducted 

on or after December 4, 1986. 

In Oregon, measures that are passed by citizen initiative can not be amended by 

actions of the legislature; court rulings alone can modify these provisions. Accordingly, 

procedures codified in this manner are less malleable components of the penal code 

than are procedures enacted through more traditional legislative processes. Ballot 

Measure 10, as written, leaves many questions unanswered and could, if liberally 

interpreted, require procedures that go far beyond the legislated provisions of any 

other state. 

i'btification 

The measure specifies that advance notice of all hearings and/or releases is to be 

forwarded to (I) all victims who have requested such notification and who have 

furnished the Board with a current address and to (2) the district attorney of the 

committing county. Without further guidance in the implementation of this provision, 

several potential administrative problems are evident. 
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First, there is no mention of when, how, or by whom the victim is to be informed 

either of the existence of notification and participation rights or of the need to 

register for them. The Parole Board, in the development of policies for the 

implementation of these new mandates, does not beli~ve that the responsibility for 

informing victims of postsentence participatory options lies with it. Earlier sections of 

the measure refer to the prosecutor's role in informing victims of presentence rights, 

and the Board presumes that the prosecutor will simultaneously inform victims of other 

participatory rights. 

Second, although advance notice of impending institutional hearings is to be 

provided by the Parole Board, the range of hearings for which notice is to be given may 

exceed the purview of paroling authorities. The measure states simply that notice is to 

be sent at least 30 days prior to (I) "all hearings" and (2) "the release from actual 

physical custody, whether by work release, institutional leave, or an~' other means of 

any convicted person" (emphasis added). If "all hearings" is construed as including 

administrative reviews in addition to parole consideration hearings, the Parole Board 

may be required to deliver notice of, and allow participation at, disciplinary hearings, 

reclassification hearings, emergency furlough hearings, etc., whether or not the Parole 

Board is typically involved in these decisions. In formulating pollcy for the 

implementation of Measure 10, the following issues must necessarily be addressed. 

Administrative recordkeeping - The Parole Board does not have access to 

correctional files indicating when nonparole related hearings are to be 

conducted. Similarly, the Board is not generally informed of furloughs, 

escapes, or emergency leaves. How is this informational exchange 

between paroling and correctional authorities to be realized'? 

Fiscal constraints - The cost of mailing countless notices to victims and 

district attorneys (both in terms of postage and salaries of staff 

personnel to coordinate the notification effort) may be prohibitive. 



Furthermore, active victim participation at each of these hearings poses 

security risks, possibly requiring additional staff. Where will the requisite 

funds be found? Will other correctional programs be sacrificed in order to 

fund this initiative? 

Administrative discrei'ion Currently, correctional officials exercise 

wide latitude in the reclassification of inmates and in the granting of 

emergency leaves. If officials were required to postpone these decisions 

for 30 days to satisfy victim notification provisions, flexibility in 

correctional decisionmaking may be compromised. 

Constitutional concerns - While the measure squarely addresses the issue 

of victims' rights, it creates new concerns for safeguarding the 

constitutional rights of offenders. If the demand for active victim 

participation at postcorrmitment hearings results in a backlog of parole 

release he(lrings, possibly delaying such hearings beyond the earliest 

parole eligibility date, is the inmate's loss of liberty sufficiently grievous 

to constitute a violation of due process? If district attorneys are invited 

to I)e vocal participants at hearings affecting inmates' liberty interests, 

has the hearing become an adversarial interchange? Consequently, does 

the inmate have the right to have counsel present? to have counsel 

appointed? 

For purposes of being accorded the post commitment rights outlined in Measure 10, 

there is some confusion as to what constitutes Ifvictim" status. CRS 144.120(7) states 

that a victim means "the actual victim, a representative selected by the victim, or the 

victim's next of kin." A later section of the measure seems to suggest a different 

definition when it states that victim means "the person or persons who have suffered 

financial, social, psychological or physical harm as a result of a crime and includes, in 

the case' of a homicide, a member of the immediate family of the decedent and, in the 

case of a minor victim, the legal guardian of the minor." 
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Part i ci eat ion 

The Crime Victims' Bill of Rights outlines two procedures for victim input at 

postcorrrnitment hearings. First, the victim has the right to attend the hearing and to 

present any evidence or information, subject to any rules that may be imposed by the 

hearing officer. A victim may choose to submit a written statement in lieu of a personal 

appearance. ORS 144.120(7), as amended by Measure 10, states that a victim's 

written statement may "adequately and reasonably express any views concerning the 

crime and the person responsible." What this means in practice has not yet been 

determined. 

The legislative provisions do not directly address the issue of disclosure of victim 

(or district. attorney) statements to an inmate. The measure does, however, grant 

victims (and district attorneys) access to all information that is relied upon by the 

Parole Board or the Corrections Division relative to the hearing, and specifies that 

these interested parties are to be given adequate time to rebut this information. 
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PEf\NSYL V ANI A 

Legislative Surrmary 

Pennsylvania law providing for victim notification of and participation at parole 

proceedings is primarily the result of two legislative actions. Act 96 of 1984 entitles 

victims of certain offenses to request and receive notice, from the district attorney, 

whenever their assailants are to be "released on parole, furlough or any other form of 

supervised or unsupervised release from full incarceration." 

AI though vi ctim participation was not statutori I y authori zed or act i ve I y 

encouraged prior to October 1986, the Board had routinely accepted written statements 

submitted by any interested party for its review. Modeled largely after similar 
. 

legislation in neighboring New Jersey, Act 134 of 1986 has established mechanisms for 

oral and written victim participation in the parole release process. 

The legal scope of the enabling acts is limited to victims of feloniously assaultive 

crime who have reported the crime to law enforcement authorities without an 

unreasonable delay after its occurrence or discovery. Administrative policies of the 

Board of Probation and Parole have, however, have expanded the coverage to include 

victims of all felonies within the Board's jurisdiction. 

I\btification 

At the time of sentencing, the prosecutor informs a victim, via (J written 

corrmunication, of the right to be notified of impending parole release hearings and of 

the associated right to present oral or written statements for Parole Board 

consideration. The victim is advised that receipt of advance notification is contingent 

upon the victim's filing of a written request for said notice and the victim's 

maintenance of an updated mailing address. Included with the informatIonal packet is a 

modified reply card which lists (a) the defendant's name and case identification number, 

(b) the county of sentencing, and (c) the various participatory options for which a 

victim may register. The burden then shifts to the victim to return the completed card 

to the Parole Board. 
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If the victim is a minor, is incapable of testifying, or is dead as a result of the 

offender's conduct, an irrmediate family member of the victim is entitled to these 

parti ci patory provisi ons. 

The Pennsylvania Parole Board did not initiate t:,is legislation and implementation 

of the statute's language has proven to be problematic in at least two respects. First, 

the legislation is confusing as to when victim notice is to be given. Act 134 states 

that the Parole Board is to provide advance notice of a release hearing at the same 

time as public notice is given. In Pennsylvania, no such public notice had previously 

been mandated. Consequently, the new code could be interpreted in anyone of several 

manners. At the time of this writing, parole officials indicated that department policies 

had not yet. been finalized. Nevertheless, policy drafts recommended that the notice be 

mailed 6 to 7 months prior to the hearing. The victim would then have 30 days within 

which to respond in some fashion to indicate an intention to participate in the ensuing 

proceedings. 

Second, regardless of offense of conviction, the new law specifies that 

responsibility for victim notification lies with the parole authority. In most 

jurisdictions, this delegation of responsibility would be fairly routine. In this state, 

however, offenders sentenced to terms of imprisonment ranging from 11.5 to 23 months 

are considered to be under the jurisdiction of the sentencing judge, not of the Parole 

Board. For legislative purposes, therefore, is the sentencing judge the legal equivalent 

of the paroling authority and, thus, subject to statutory mandates? Clearly, this is an 

issue that must be resolved before any meaningful system of victim notification and 

participation can be effected. 

Any victim who actively participates in the parole process, whether orally or in 

writing, is statutorily entitled to be notified, by the Board, of the final release 

decision. 
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Participation 

In PennsylvaDia, a victim may play an active role in the parole process by 

presenting oral or written impact statements for Board consideration. 

Written statements are to be submitted directly to the Board prior to the 

ilYl1ate 's institutional hearing. 

Oral statements are to be presented before a departmental hearing officer at one 

of 23 statewide offices. If, for good reason, it would be more convenient to accept 

testimony in a local courthouse or other locations necessary arrangements will be made. 

The parole applicant is never present during these sessions and a victim may not attend 

the applicant's parole interview. 

Victim testimony is recorded for agency use only. The hearing officer does, 

however, prepare a written report of the victim's comments which is subsequently 

provided to the victim to ensure the accuracy of the surrrnarized statements. The 

victim is given 10 days to respond to the surrmary report before it is forwarded to the 

parole panel. 

Victim statements, whether oral or written, are presumed to be nonconfidential 

unless the victim requests confidentiality and the hearing officer (in the case of oral 

testimony) believes disclosure might jeopardize victim safety. A proposal before the 

parole agency recorrmends the incorporation of a three step system to document victim 

preference on this issue. First, a check box would be included on the notification reply 

card asking the victim if he or she would like all future corrrnunications 10 be held in 

confidence. Second, the prehearing notification letter would reiterate that oral and 

written victim impact statements may be exempted from disclosure by victim request. 

Finally, should the victim opt to testify orally, the victim would be asked early on to 

indicate his or her position relative to statement disclosure. 

The statutory language of Act 134 suggests few restrictions on the content of a 

victim's oral or written statement at parole. Based in large part on similar legislation 
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in New Jersey, the code observes that victim commentary may pertain to the 

"continuing nature and extent of any physical harm or psychological or emotional harm 

or traLrna suffered by the victim, the extent of any loss of earnings or ability to work 

suffered by the victim and the continuing effect of the crime upon the victim's fcrnily." 

Nevertheless, the paroling authority is primarily interested in any delayed or previously 

unreported effects of the crime. The victim is not encouraged to reiterate the facts of 

the crime or to corrment upon the propriety of the inmate's application for release 

consideration. 

Other Proceedings 

Acts 96 and 134 provide no direction relative to victim participation at other 

postsentence proceedings. 
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~DE ISLAND 
Legislative Sunmary 

Rhode Island law provides that victims are to be notified of and accorded the 

right to address the Parole Board prior to a release hearing. As wi II be discussed 

below, the rights to notification and allocution are limited by statute, but not by 

practical implication, to certain classes of victims. f:vly interested party may submit a 

written impact statement for Parole Board review. 

The enabling legislation, R.1. GEN. LAWS 12-28-6 and 13-8-26 took effect in 

1983. Prior to this date, victim notification was not mandated and victims were not 

routinely alerted to participatory opportunities. Nevertheless, victim initiated requests 

to submit written or oral conmentary were generally allowed. 

R.I. GEN. LAWS 12-28-6 specifies that, for purposes of being granted the right 

to address the Board, a victim is one who "has sustained personal injury or loss of 

property directly attributable to the criminal conduct for which the inmate has been 

incarcerated." While this language appears to exclude victims of attempted crimes and 

victims who, although not physically harmed, may have suffered psychological trauma, 

the Parole Board has chosen to give a more I iberal interpretation to the clause, 

enfranchising victims irrespective of offense severity. 

Notification 

At the present time, victims are not required to register with the Board for 

parole notification nor is there any precondition that victims maintain a current 

address on file. As is the case in a few other jurisdictions, there is a legislative 

presumption that victims in Rhode Island desire or deserve notice of impending release 

actions. 

Where the victim is a homicide victim or is physically incapacitated, R.I. GEN. 

LAWS 12-28-4.2 specifies that written notice is to be forwarded to a member of the 

victim's immediate fami I y. Board personnel have indicated that, in practice, the 

transference of victim notification rights is not restricted to the above stated 
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circumstances. Rather, victim status will be accorded to others in a wide variety of 

situations. 

Approximately I month before an applicant's formal consideration heaiing, a 

preparole file is forwarded to the Parole Board. Inter alia, this file includes the 

original police report which mayor may not indicate the victim's address. At some 

point during the following 3 weeks, written notice of the impending proceedings is 

mai led to the victim at the address indicated in the police report. If no address is 

I isted or if ) ne I isted address is not current, agency staff may, but are not required to, 

check the telephone directory or contact the Attorney General's office in an attempt to 

locate the victim. 

This contact represents the first time that a vlr.tim is informed of postsentence 

participatory options. The victim is advised that written input must be available to the 

Board prior to the scheduled hearing if it is to have contributory value in the 

decisionmaking process. Victims wishing to appear personally to address the panel are 

directed to call the administrative offices to find out when and where to appear. 

Details of the Board's final release action are mailed to all victims for whom an 

address is available, whether or not the victim actively participated in the release 

process. Anyone wanting a more irrmediate recitation of the outcome is asked to phone 

the Board later in the afternoon of the day of the formal hearing. 

Part i c i pat i on 

Parole proceedings in Rhode Island are not open to the public. Despite the 

closed nature of these hearings, public input is authorized. 

As noted previously, any interested party may submit written input for Board 

review. There are no limitations on what may be included in these statements. Any 

written corrmentary submitted for Board consideration is held in strict confidentiality. 

Only victims (or their representatives) are accorded the opportunity to present 

oral corrmentary. Any victim who wishes to appear personally is invited to address the 
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full panel at an informal hearing. Although scheduled for the same date and site as the 

formal offender interview (i.e., the facility housing the offender), this is a closed 

session. The offender is never present. 

Oral statements may be proffered by the victim and/or by any support person (e.g., 

family, friends, attorney, psychiatrist) whose presence has been requested by the 

victim. There are no limitations on the number of persons who may speak or on the 

content of these remarks. Testimony is not recorded in any fashion. However, should 

the inmate's application for release be denied, the chairperson is to dictate a 

statement for the record, citing the general factors upon which the Board relied. A , 

brief notation of the victim's presence and of the content of the victim's testimony is 

included in .the acta. 

Due to the confidential nature of the interaction between the Parole Board and 

the inmate, victims are prohibited frorn attending the actual parole hearing. 
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SOUTH CAROL INA 

Legislative Surrmary 

Since 1981, the South Carolina legislature has enacted two major provisions that 

have shaped the role of the victim in postsentence proceedings. The first of the 

provisions was the Corrmunity Corrections Act, effective June 15, 1981, which, inter 

alia, established the Board of Parole and Community Corrections and outlined 

procedures for Board operations. Another section of the code (S.C. CODE 24-21-50) 

notes that any individual shall be allowed to attend and to address the Board at any 

public hearing to consider parole, pardon, or any other form of clemency provided for 

under law. S.C. CODE 24-21-14 further specifies that a victim who has "suffered 

damage to his person" as a result of a violent crime is to receive a written notice of 

pertinent release hearings at least 30 days in advance of the hearing. If the victim is 

deceased, notice will be mailed to the irrmediate victim of the family. 

The entitlements of the Corrmunity Corrections Act were broadened in June 1984 

with the passage of the Victim's and Witness's Bill of Rights (S.C. CODE 16-3-1510 to 

-1560). To the extent recJonably possible and subject to available resources, and in 

addition to notification of parole and pardon proceedings, victims are now to be 

informed of inmate escapes; and temporary, provisional, and final releases from 

correctional custody. The Bill of Rights extends the prehearing notice clause of S.C. 

CODE 24-21-14 to mandate the provision of advance notice of hearings to any victim 

who has suffered "direct or threatened physical, emotional, or financial harm as the 

result of the corrmission or attempted corrmission" of any offense. Under this updated 

notification statute, victim status can be conferred upon an immediate family member if 

the victim is (I) a homicide victim, (2) a minor, (3) incompetent, or (4) physically or 

emotionally incapacitated as a result of the crime. Despite the apparent restriction of 

the first contingency, the Parole Board continues to accommodate requests for 

notification from fami Iy members of any deceased victim, regardless of the cause of 

death. 
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A victim can participate in release decisions by means other than allocution. S.C. 

CODE 16-3- ISSO_states that, prior to the imposition of sentence, the county solicitor 

is to make a Victim Impact Statement available to any victim who wishes to make a 

written report. The victim is also entitled to file a separate written protest for official 

consideration prior to any release action. 

N:>tification 

As noted above, the county solicitor's office is to provide each victim with a 

Victim Impact Statement to be used at sentencing and at postincar,:erative proceedings 

affecting the offender's liberty status. This standardized form (I) enumerates victims' 

participatory options, (2) solicits victim corrmentary on any physical, psychological, 

financial, .or social impacts of the offense, and (3) advises the victim to maintain 

documentation of any injuries or harms cited in the victim corrmentary. While there is 

no statutory prerequisite that victim notification is contingent upan a specific victim 

request for such notification, the Victim Impact Statement also asks the victim to 

indi cate whether or not advance notice of postsentence proceedings is desired. The 

victim is legally required to provide the solicitor's office, the Department of 

Corrections, and the Department of Parole and Corrmunity Corrections with a current 

address and telephone number. If an offender is incarcerated, copies of the completed 

form are to be forwarded to the Board of Parole and Comnunity Corrections and to the 

institution housing the offender. 

Approximately 30 days before an offender's release hearing, the Parole Board 

sends written notice to all identified victims, regardless of the request for notification 

(or nonnotification) that was indicated on the Victim Impact Statement. The names and 

addresses of these victims are generated from this presentence document. If there is no 

Victim Impact Statement included in the applicant's file, an attempt is made to locate 

the victim during the preparole investigation. 

The prehearing notice (I) identifies the offender, the date of sentencing, and the 
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_____________ "_m_.~_' __ M_' _________ ., __________________ _ 

county of conviction; (2) lists the date, time, and place of the hearing; (3) states the 

inmate's tentative date of supervised release should parole be granted; (4) reviews the 

participatory options that are available to the victim; and (5) outlines the institutional 

security regulations to which the victim will be subject if he or she elects to attend 

the release hearing. Similar notice is provided to the solicitor who prosecuted the case 

and to the law enforcement agency responsible for the offender's arrest. 

Victims are statutorily entitled to be notified of the Board's release action. A 

victim who appears at the release hearing is typically informed of the Board's decision 

at the conclusion of the session. If a victim is not in attendance, the Parole Board will 

deliver a written notice as soon as possible, generally prior to the applicant's actual 

release date. 

ParticipatioQ 

Public parole hearings are conducted every Wednesday at Kirkland Institution. 

Any interested party (victim or nonvictim) may attend and speak. Victims who wish to 

be present are encouraged to contact the Board's Victim Advocate to indicate this 

intention; approximately four-fifths of the victims do so. Failure to make prior contact 

in no way abrogates an individual's right to appear. 

Parole hearings are informal sessions. The victim is met by the Victim Advocate 

who explains the Board's hearing policies and answers any procedural questions that 

the victim may have. After the Board has interviewed the inmate applicant and 

witnesses for the applicant, the victim is brought into the hearing room to express his 

or her sentiments. The applicant is never present during a victim's presentation. While 

there are no substantive restrictions placed on an individual's testimony, persons are 

asked to allocute within a reasonable time frame. (f\bte: The average duration of victim 

testimony is 5 minutes or less.) 

By law (S.C. CODE 24-21-40), the Parole Board is to maintain a complete 

record of all of its proceedings. Accordingly, oral arguments are recorded. Acta are not 

transcribed, however, unless court ordered as part of a subsequent legal action. 
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The Bill of Rights specifies that a Victim Impact Statement that is prepared prior 

to sentencing must be disclosed to the offender at that time. If the court reviews any 

part of the statement in its determination of the appropriate sentence, the offender is 

to have an opportunity to rebut the reviewed portions. In contradistinction, there is no 

disclosure of orai or written materials that are submitted to the Board postsentence 

unless disclosure is required by an appeal or other justifiable legal action. 

Other Proceedings 

The victims' rights that attach at hearings to consider an application for a 

pardon are similar to the rights that attach as parole hearings. Whenever possible, 

victims are notified and informed of their right to attend and provide input at the 

hearing. One difference between parole and pardon proceedings is the location of the 

session. Whereas parole hearings are conducted at Kirkland Institution, arguments for 

and against pardon consideration are heard at the Board's administrative office. 

Victim notification of inmate escapes, furloughs, and unconditional releases is 

mandatory and is the responsibility of the Department of Corrections. 
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SOUTH DAKOTA 

Legislative Surrmary 

Prior to the conditional release of an inmate, paroling authorities may have 

access to several sources of victim information. If a presentence report was prepared, 

this document is forwarded to the Board of Pardons and Parole by the court services 

agency. If available, the court is also to provide transcripts of oral victim impact 

statements proffered at sentencing. 

In addition to these historical victim statements, South Dakota legislation and 

departmental policy directives have instituted mechanisms facilitating the review of 

current victim information. S.D. CODIFIED LAWS ANN. 24-15-3, effective July I, 

1986, outlines procedures for victim notification of, and participation at, parole 

proceedings. This code establishes a victim's right to ottend release hearings and to 

present oral testimony. While the enabling legislation does not specifically authorize a 

victim's right to submit written statements, the Board continues to accept these 

statements. Indeed, both modes of victim participation, oral and written, had been 

permitted as routine departmental policy for several years prior to procedural 

codification. 

Notification 

Statutory law does not indicate how, when, or by whom a victim is to be initially 

informed of opportunities for participation at parole. Despite the lack of legal 

direction, victims in South Dakota generally learn of postsentence participatory options 

from the prosecuting attorney who is required to contact the victim as part of the 

presentence investigation. The victim is advised that although any individual, victim or 

nonvictim, may attend these public sessions, advance notice of impending parole actions 

wi II be provided on I y to those felony victims who have specifically requested such 

notice. Accordingly, a victim who wishes to be notified of future proceedings is 

instructed to contact the Parole Board in writing to register this request. 
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S.D CODIFIED LAWS AN\l. 24-15-8.3 specifies that if the actual victim is a 

minor, the victim's parent or guardian may submit a request for notification on behalf 

of the victim. Although there is r:o specific authorization for familial substitution 

where the victim is deceased, disabled, or otherwise incapacitated, the policy of the 

Board has been to acconTnOdate any such request. 

Parole Board personnel are directed to send written notice to registered victims 

at least 10 days before the inmate's date of eligibility. As implemented, the required 

notice is mailed a minimum of 10 days prior to the inmate's release hearing which is 

held approximately I month before the earliest possible release date. This notice is 

mailed by first class mail to the victim at the address provided at the time of the 

victim's re£istration. The requesting victim is not statutoril y requi red to keep the 

Board apprised of any change in address. 

In addition to detailing the precise dates of the applicant's parole eligibility and 

of the release consideration hearing date, this corrmunication outlines the victim's right 

to be present at the Board hearing and to "state his opinion regarding the possible 

parole of the inmate." 

Any victim who requests notification of the Board's final release decision will be 

so notified. 

Participation 

In South Dakota, the Parole Board sits in public session on the third Thursday 

and Friday of each month. Currently, there are no restrictions either on the number of 

persons who may attend and speak or on the content of the oral statements. 

Any interested party who wishes to personally address the Board may do so at 

the institutional release hearing. Absent a Parole Board determination of good cause, 

the parole applicant is in attendance and may rebut oral statements. No cross

examination is permitted. 

The Board recognizes the potential for peisonal distress that arises from the 
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victim's mere appearance ina correctional foci I ity and, more directly, from the 

presentation of testimony in the offender's presence. Consequently, the Board 

encourages victims to submit written statements. At this time, written victim 

statements are deemed confidential and, thus, are not subject to inmate review. 

Other Proceedings 

Prior to the approval of an inmate's application for any form of executive 

clemency, the Parole Board is mandated to supply public notice. In addition, the Board 

mails written notice of this review to any victim who has registered for notification of 

.parole proceedings. A victim may appear and testify at this proceeding. 

S.D CODIFIED LAWS AI\N. 24-15-8.2, as amended by H:>use Bill 1075 (1987), 

establishes 9 victim's right to be notified, by the warden of the institution housing the 

offender, of the offender's final release from prison, the inmate's escape from custody, 

and/ or the irmate's placement on regularly scheduled furlough or work release. This 

notice is to be provided to any requesting victim by telephone or by first-class mai I. 

Although notified, there is no mechanism for victim input into these decisions. A 

victim's written registration for this notification must be filed independently of the 

victim's registration with the Parole Board. 

Other recently enacted legislation further expands the range of events for which 

victims are to be notified. House Bill 1074, signed by the Governor in February 1987, 

amends 23A-27 by requiring victim notification whenever a reduction in an offender's 

sentence is proposed. Under the provisions of this act, the state's attorney in the 

county where the offense was conmitted is to notify the victim at the victim's last 

known address. Upon request to the court, the victim may, at the court's discretion, 

address the court concerning the emotional, physical, and financial impact of the crime. 

The victim may also corrrnent upon the proposed reduction in sentence. The defendant 

may rebut any inaccurate or false statements or charges. 
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TEf\l\ESSEE 

Legislative Sumna.ry 

Tennessee legislation establishes a mUlti-stage process by which certain crime 

victims receive advance notice of their right to attend public parole hearings. 

While there is no explicit mention of victim participation or input at these public 

sessions, the Rules of the Tennessee Parole Board and the statutory language of 

pertinent codes state that the Board is to consider the observations and corrments of 

any interested party. These provisions have been interpreted by paroling officials as 

authorizing the submission of oral and/or written victim impact statements for Board 

consideration. 

Unlike provisions in other jurisdictions that may limit the applicability of victims' 

rights to specific offense categories, TEI\N. REV. STAT. Al\N. 40-28-107 specifies that 

victim notification of release hearings is required only in those cases where the 

offender has been sentenced to a term of ten or more years in the penitentiary, 

regardless of the corrmitting offense. 

Notification 

Procedures for victim notification are enunciated in policy directives and in 

TEI\N. REV. STAT. AI\N. 40-28-107. In total, a victim may receive three notices 

relative to parole release. The process is detailed below. 

Approximately 4 to 5 months prior to the earliest parole release date, the 

Department of Corrections forwards the names of all eligible inmates to the Parole 

Board. Upon receipt of a certified list, the Board provides written notice of the 

inmate's eligibility to the following persons: the trial judge in whose court the 

conviction occurred, the district attorney who prosecuted the case, and sheriff of the 

county in which the crime was committed. The county sheriff, in turn, is legally 

responsible for notifying the victim, whenever possible, of the impending action. If a 

victim, on his or her own initiative, had previously contacted the Parole Board to 
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request notification of parole proceedings, a copy of this initial notice will also be sent 

directly to the victim from the Board. The notice is to (a) outline the victim's right to 

submit a written statement for Board review and (b) advise parties who wish to attend 

the hearing to contact the Board to request the date and location of such hearing. 

Victims need not formally request this initial notice. The state presumes that all 

victims whose offenders are serving lengthy sentences (i.e., sentences of at least 10 

years duration) either will want to be informed of impending release considerations or 

should be informed of these proceedings. The operationalization of such a presumption 

can be problematic. Because victims, at this time, are not required to register with 

paroling authorities nor are they required to keep the Board apprised of any residency 

change, the accuracy of an available mailing address may be questionable. Thus, victim 

receipt of the initial notice is operationally limited by the maintenance of an updated 

address file. 

Once a victim has received this initial notice, the burden then shifts to the 

victim to respond accordingly. A victim who wishes to submit a written statement for 

Board review can simply mail such a statement to the Board's central office. As noted 

previously, a victim wishing to participate more actively in the parole process (i,e., by 

attending and/or testifying at the actual hearing) is advised to contact the Board 

directly to register this request. 

At least 20 days in advance of the scheduled hearing, the Parole Board contacts 

all registered victims to provide notice of the precise time and location of the session. 

In the event that a victim's request for notification is received by the parole authority 

less than 20 days in advance of this hearing, the requesting victim is contacted by 

telephone. 

Victims who request notification of the Board's final release decision are 

contacted a third time by parole personnel to relay this information. 
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Participation 

The pertinent statute, while establishing the victim's right to appear at a 

hearing, does not adequately address the issue of whether, or to what extent, a victim 

may actively participate at this fonm. Parole Board directives are more explicit. It 

is the policy of the paroling authority to permit the presentation of oral statements by 

any interested party. Interlocutory opportunities are not reserved for victims nor is 

there any stated limitation on the number of persons who may testify at anyone 

session. 

Generally, oral statements are received at the public session which is conducted 

at the facility housing the offender. The presence of the inmate applicant during public 

testimony i~ at the discretion of the Parole Board but usually reflects the preference of 

the person testifying. If a victim is unable, for good reason, to attend the institutional 

hearing, a victim statement may be presented before a designated hearing officer at a 

mutually agreed upon location. In such a situation, a surrrnary report would be prepared 

by the hearing officer for presentation to the full Board. 

In-person statements are recorded and retained for internal agency use. The 

tapes are not transcribed nor are they otherwise included in an inmate's release file. 

However, an inmate or his attorney does have an opportunity to rebut any comments 

vocalized at the public meeting. Cross-examination is not permitted. 

Departmental policy specifies that any written victim impact statements shall be 

disclosed "upon proper inquiry" unless the Board specifically finds that disclosure would 

create a serious safety risk to the person making such statement. The safety issue is 

determined on a case-by-case basis. Oftentimes, citizen statements are labeled 

confidential, even in the absence of a specific request for such action. In contrast, the 

statements of public officials are always deemed nonconfidential and, thus, subject to 

review. 
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Other Proceedings 

Victim notification of and participation at other postincarcerative proceedings is 

authorized by departmental policy. The operating manual of the Parole Board notes 

that the Board is to consider victim views prior to any Board action on an inmate's 

application for clemency. To this end, the Board notifies the victim of the impending 

action and of the victim's opportunity to submit an oral or written statement. 
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TEXAS 

Legislative Sumnary 

In Texas, any interested party may submit a written statement for inclusion in an 

offender'S prerelease file. In addition, certain victims of offenders convicted on or after 

September I, 1985, are accorded the right to request and receive advance notice of an 

offender'S tentative release date. 

l\bt all victims are statutorily entitled to notification provisions. TEXAS MN. C. 

CRIM. PROC. Art. 56.0 I defines an enfranchised victim as a victim of a sexual assault, 

kidnapping, or aggravated robbery, or, alternately, as a person who has suffered bodily 

injury or death as a result of the criminal conduct of another. Although victims not 

meeting the~e criteria have no legal claim to notification, the practice of the Board is 

to accomnodate as many requesting victims as possible. 

A legal guardian of a victim is entitled to all the rights accorded to a victim. If 

the victim is deceased, victim status can be conferred upon a person who was the 

spouse of the victim at the time of the victim's death or who is a parent or an adult 

sibling or child of the victim. 

l\btification 

A victim is first made aware of postsentence rights by the victim impact 

statement. This standardized form, designed by the Texas Adult Probation Corrmissiofl, 

in conjunction with the Board of Pardons and Paroles, (I) provides a clear statement of 

applicable presentence and postsentence victims' rights; (2) records the financial, 

physical, psychological, and social impacts of the offense on the victim; (3) explicates 

the procedures by which a victim can obtain information pertaining to the offender's 

release from the custody of the Texas Department of Corrections (TDC); (4) indicates 

whether the vi ctim wishes to be notified of parole proceedings; and (5) advises the 

victim thdt, if future notification is desired, he or she is responsible for keeping the 

Board of Pardons and Paroles apprised of any change in address. 
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By law, responsibility for providing a victim impact staTement to the victim lies 

with the victim assistance coordinator or, if a coordinator has not been appointed in 

the county or judicial district in which the offense occurred, the prosecuting attorney. 

This sane individual is to forward any completed statements to the court for judicial 

review prior to sentence imposition. The court, if it sentences the defendant to a term 

of imprisonment, attaches a copy of the victim impact statement to the comnitment 

papers. TOC personnel, in turn, forward a copy of the document to the Board of 

Pardons and Paroles. 

Before ruling on an inmate's application for parole, the Board completes a panel 

review of the inmate's case. If the panel recomnends parole, G tentative release date 

is scheduled. All trial officials in the county in which the offender was sentenced are 

notified that the applicant's file has been reviewed and that, absent countervailing 

protest, the offender will be released on or about the scheduled date. 

TEXAS AN\J. C. CRIM. PROC. Art. 42.12 15(f) states that the Board is to make a 

"reasonable effort" to notify a requesting victim that such an application is being 

considered. In t~e absence of revised mailing information, this notice, which is similar 

to the notice given to county officiols, is sent to the name and address listed on the 

victim impact statement. If the notice is delivered to a guardian or a close relative of 

a deceased victim, the notice is to include a request that the addressee inform other 

interested parties of the impending release consideration and of the opportunity to 

submit written statements for Board review. 

Although the enabling statute does not specify a time frame for the delivery of 

this advance notice, the administrative rules of the Board dictate that such notification 

is to be provided at the same time as notice is given to county officials and at least 10 

days prior to the tentative release date. In practice, the Board of Pardons and Paroles 

attempts to mail all notices (i.e., both to county officials c:1d to requesting victims) 1 

month in advance of the release date. 
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The Parole Board is not obligated to notify victims of the final release action 

(i.e., whether the written protests were sufficient to reverse the panel's original 

release decision). Rather, interested parties are directed to call the Board to learn of 

an offender's parole status. Nevertheless, written notification of this status will be sent 

upon specific victim request. 

Participation 

The panel review process in Texas is an informal mechanism by which three Board 

members independent I y consi der an inmate's appl ication for parole. One member 

conducts a personal interview with the applicant; the other two panelists perform desk 

reviews of the prerelease file. Before finalizing its release decision, however, the full 

Board wi II.consider the written st1tements of any interested party. There are no 

restrictions on the number of persons who mtJy submit statements for or against the 

offender's release nor are there any limitations on the substance of any commentary. 

While oral statements are not prohibited, they are not a matter of legislated right 

and are infrequently permitted. Any interested party may request an appearance before 

the full Board of Pardons and Parol~s. Approval of such a request is at the discretion of 

the Board. 

Legislation permits disclosure to the offender of any victim impact statement 

submitted to and considered by the court prior to sentencing. In contrast, all 

information contained in the inmate's parole file is deemed to be confidential and 

provoleged material. Presumably, this blanket confidentiality includes written 

statements submitted by interested parties without victim status. Accordingly, these 

documents are not subject to inmate review. 

Other Proceedings 

The victim is not entitled to notice of any other postsentence proceedings. An 

interested party may, however; contact the Board at any time to obtain current 

information on the inmate's release status. 
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VIRGINIA 
Legislative Surrmary 

Although provisions mandating the consideration of victim impact at parole have 

been introduced, no enabling legislation has thus far been codified. Despite the 

absence of explicit statutory authorization, the Virginia Parole Board, on its own 

initiative, has been actively encouraging victim participation for several years. 

Sin~e 1984, it has been the policy of the Board to provide advance notice of 

impending release actions to any person who requests such notification. Any interested 

party, irrespective of victim status or offense of conviction, may contribute to the 

decisionmaking process by submitting an oral or written statement for Board review. 

i'btification 

The Parole Board has devised a victim input form which has been forwarded tc 

prosecutors, judges, and local victim assistance units for distribution to victims and 

other interested parties at the time of sentencing. This standardized form outlines the 

right to participate in the parole process and presents a checklist of postconvi ction 

release actions for which advance notice may be requested. These include: (I) the 

projected release date, (2) the inmate's mandatory release date, (3) the date of an 

inmate's parole consideration hearing, and (4) the date of an inmate's actual release on 

parole. The requestee is advised that future notices will be mai led to the address 

indicated on the form and that he or she is responsible for apprising the Board of any 

changes in residential status. 

The vi ctim registers his or her preferences by returning the completed form to 

the prosecutor or the victim assistance unit, or by mailing it directly to the paroling 

authority. Upon receipt of this form, parole personnel flag the inmate's institutional file 

to facilitate agency efforts to respond to all requests in a timely fashion. 

As SGon as the inmate has been classified by correctional authorities, the victim 

is notified of the earliest possible parol~ eligibility date and of the mandatory release 
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date should the inmate be denied parole. This communication also briefly outlines 

agency directives relative to parole operations and decisions. 

Every three months, the Department of Corrections generates a listing of inmates 

who are eligible for release consideration during the upcoming quarter. This I ist is 

forwarded to the Parole Board approximately 2 weeks in advance of the quarter. A 

second notice is mailed to requesting victims at this time. This letter states that the 

inmate's parole interview has been scheduled and that the victim may provide oral or 

written input. 

A third notice, delivered as soon as possible after the Board renders its decision, 

but before the actual date of release, advises the victim of the final release action. 

Participation 

Any person who wishes to express concerns about or 0pposition to an offender'S 

application for parole can arrange to do so in writing, in person, or by telephone. Oral 

statements are generally received by a desi gnated Board member at the agency's 

administrative offices in Richmond. Where the victim lives beyond a reasonable 

traveling distance from this location, the meeting may be scheduled at a local site. 

Victim interviews are not conducted at correctional facilities. 

There are no restrictions on either the number of persons who may speak at this 

session or the content of the statements. This informal presentation is not recorded in 

any manner. The hearing officer does, however, prepare a summary report for 

dissemination among the remaining Board members. 

Victim input, regardless of form, is never disclosed to the inmate. Because 

there is no mechanism for inmate rebuttal of submitted materials, Board policy is to 

attempt to verify any information that may be of determinative value in the release 

decision. 

Other Proceedings 

Offender furloughs fall within the jurisdiction of the Department of Corrections. 
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Correctional personnel are required to notify local officials (e.g., judge, prosecutor, 

sheriff) prior to q~ inmate's temporary release. There is no concomitant obligation to 

notify a victim of this action. 
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WEST VIRGINIA 

Legislative Surrrnarz: 

The Vict im Protection Act of 1984 (W. VA. CODE 61-1 !A-I et seq.) mandates 

that an attempt be made to provide requesting victims with advance notice of the 

release of an offender from imprisonment. Whi Ie there is no mention of victim 

participation at postconviction proceedings, the Board of Probation and Parole has, on 

its own initiative, instituted informal procedures for the acceptance of victim input 

prior to an offender's release on parole. 

Notification 

In preparing a presentence report, the responsible officer is to (a) include a 

victim impact statement, (b) document the victim's request (or nonrequest) for notice 

of future proceedings affecting his or her case, and (c) advise the victim of the need to 

alert the Parole Board to any changes in residence. If the offender is sentenced to a 

term of imprisonment, and a presentence report was not prepared (or, if prepared, was 

deemed insufficient) the Board of Probation and Parole will conduct a postsentence 

investigation that includes the above cited items. 

At least 10 days prior to an inmate's release hearing, written notice is mailed to 

the sentencing judge and the prosecuting attorney, inviting these officials to corrrnent 

upon the propriety of granting parole to the identified applicant. Parallel preparole 

notices are mailed to requesting victims at the last known address approximately 90 

days prior to the date of the inmate's interview. This standard letter informs the victim 

of the date of the scheduled hearing and of the victim's right to submit a written 

statement for Board review. The victim is not informed that, pursuant to the rules and 

regulations of the Board of Probation and Parole, (a) attendance at the institutional 

parole interview is an option or (b) a victim's request for a personal meeting with 

Board personnel wi 1\ be accomnodated. 
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I\btification of any action taken by the Board relative to an inmate's release 

appl ication wi II be mai led to requesting victims shortly after the decision has been 

rendered. 

Legislation enacted in July 1986 (W. VA. CODE 62-12-13) eliminates the need 

for victims of sexual offenses to request Board notices. These victims are now 

automatically notified whenever there is an actual or proposed change in the 

confinement status of their offenders. 

Participation 

Although victims are not routinely advised of the full range of participatory 

modes that are avai lable preparole, victims may (I) submit written statements, (2) 

attend the -actual release hearing, or (3) schedule a personal interview with a Board 

member at the Board's central offices. 

The contents of written statements are unrestricted. By Board policy, these 

corrmentaries are deemed confidential and are not subject to disclosure. 

West Virginia law provides any inmate, prior to release consider<.1tion, with the 

right to appear in person before the full Board. This right to a personal interview may 

be waived by the applicant. 

Parole interviews are conducted at the facility housing the inmate applicant. 

Within spatial constraints, and at the discretion of the inmate applicant, these sessions 

are public forums at which any interested parties may be in attendance. Those 

present, including victims, have no right to allocution and may not speak except in 

reply to a question directed by a member of the hearing panel. 

If a victim wishes to present an oral statement, an appointment can be scheduled 

with one or more Board members. With the consent of the victim, this presentation 

may be recorded and made available for review by other &::>ard personnel. Under no 

circumstances would the existence or the substance of a victim's statement be revealed 

to an inmate. 
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Board personnel have expressed surprise at the apparent lack of victim interest in 

postconviction ev_ents. It has been estimated that only 25 percent of all victims 

request any Board notification, and that fewer than I percent of all victims participate 

in some manner. Survivors of first degree murder victirns were identified as those who 

disproportionately become involved with Board decisionmaking. 

Other Proceedings 

Correctional authorities are under no legal obligation to notify a victim when an 

offender is granted a furlough or is released upon completion of a maximum sentence. 

At the present time, Parole Board personnel are forwarding advance written notice of 

an inmate's final correctional release to all requesting victims. 
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WYOMING 

Legislative Surrmary 

During 1987, several pieces of legislation affecting the nature and extent of 

victim participation in postconviction processes took effect in Wyoming. Together, 

these statutes outline notification procedures and provide the Parole Board with three 

potential sources of victim impact information for their review prior to any release 

decision. 

WY. STAT. AN\l. 7-13-302 (1987), amending 7-13-302 (1981), requires the 

inclusion, in a presentence report, of any victim statement as well as a sumnary of thp 

impact of the offense on the victim. If the offender is sentenced to a term of 

imprisonment, a copy of this report is to be forwarded to the penal faci Iity housing the 

inmate. 

Where a determination of restitution is made at the time of sentencing, payment 

of the court ordered amount is to be included as a condition of parole unless the Parole 

Board waives some or all of the payment because such payment would work undue 

hardship on the offender or the offender's family. WY. STAT. AN\l. 7-13-421 mandates 

that, prior to any such Board action, reasonable diligence is to be exercised in 

notifying the victim of the opportunity to be heard relative to this restitution waiver. 

Due to the recency of this enactment, the practical applications of the mandate 

are unclear. Board personnel have reported that policies prohibiting victim attendance 

at the institutional parole hearing remain in effect. Whether a victim now has a 

statutory right to allocution before the panel has yet to be determined. 

The third code of interest, WY. STAT. AN\l. 7-13-402, as amended by Enrolled 

Act. !\b. 61 (1987), provides that no inmate is to be paroled until the Parole Board has 

made a reasonable effort to notify the victim and to provide an opportunity for the 

victim to submit written comments to the Board relative to the release application. 

Prior to the passage of these three codes, a victim was not routinely notified of 
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an impending parole proceeding, the opportunity to submit written input at this 

juncture, or of the final Board action. Nevertheless, unsolicited written victim 

comnentaries were accepted by Board personnel. 

Whi Ie the provisions of the above cited statutes appear to extend to victims of 

any crime, Parole Board personnel believe that the legislative intent was to limit 

statutory application to victims of violent crimes. Efforts at clarification are currently 

underway. 

l'btification 

Correctional authorities advise the Parole Board of impending parole 

consideration hearings approximately 30 to 45 days prior to an inmate's parole 

eligibility date. As soon as possible after the receipt of this listing, the Boarr! mails a 

form letter to all relevant crime victims. This letter informs the victim of the date of 

the scheduled session and of the victim's right tl .. submit a written impact statement. 

At the present time, there is no formal presentence mechanism by which victims 

are alerted to postconviction rights. ConsequentlY7 a victim may not be aware of 

participatory opportunities at parole until the Board's notice has been delivered. 

Because advance victim notification of parole proceedings is not contingent upon a 

victim's request for such notice, Board personnel have experienced some difficulties in 

locating victims within the 45 day time frame. In recognition of this dilemma, the 

Board is taking several measures to promote victim receipt of Board correspondence. 

First, where addresses are known to be out-of-date, the Board contacts local law 

enforcement and probation personnel for informational updates. Second, included within 

the preparole notice is an advisement that, in the event the inmate's initial application 

for release is denied, the victim is to keep the Board apprised of address changes. 

Furthermore, the Board hopes to work with the Department of Corrections to expand 

the notification time frame so that victim notice may be provided 3 to 4 months before 

any release session. 
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In the event that a victim is deceased or of minor status, notice is directed 

towards the victim's guardian or next of kin. 

Participation 

As noted previously, the victim is legally entitled to provide input for Board 

consideration in any of three fashions: (I) a victim impact statement in the presentence 

report, (2) a written statement submitted prior to the institutional hearing, and (3) an 

as-yet-undefined opportunity to be heard prior to a Board decision to waive an 

offender's court-ordered restitution obligation. 

Parole hearings in Wyoming are not public forums and victims, by Board policy, 

may not be in attendance. To date, no victim has requested a personal appearance 

before the parole panel. 

There are no restrictions on the content or format of written statements. These 

corrmentclries are deemed confidential. They are not disclosed to the inmate applicant, 

nor are copies sent to correctional authorities. 

Other Proceedings 

There is no existent legislation mandating victim notification of, or participation 

at, other postconviction proceedings. 
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Nine victim impact statements are reproduced in this appendix. The selection of 
these forms for presentation is in no way intended to be a reflection of the perceived 
quality or utility of these materials. Rather, these forms are provided simply as 
examples of the range of documents that are disseminated by criminal justice personnel 
for completion by victims or their designees. Individual forms were chosen for 
presentation because of characteristics that are representative of impact statements in 
general, or because they include atypical features. A discussion of some of these 
features follows. 

In many respects, Form I-I is typical of the impact forms that were submitted for 
staff review. As was seen with the majority of victim impact statements, financial and 
physical losses are assessed first. The relevant questions tend to be structured, short 
answer items that elicit quantifiable and verifiable data such as length and cost of 
medical treatment; description and value of items lost, stolen, or destroyed; and the 
nature and extent of insurance compensation. These survey items are followed by 
others that invite subjective victim commentary on fear of reprisal, alterations in 
personal and/or family lifestyles, and more generalized social and psychological 
impacts. Less common but still prevalent is a question or set of questions that ask the 
victim to advance a sentence recommendation or to comment on conditions that may be 
imposed if the· defendant receives a nonincarcerative term. 

Forms 1-2 and 1-3 exemplify alternative formats for recording the impact of an 
offense upon its victim. The categorical variable design of Form 1-2 has both 
advantages and disadvantages. Because of its simplicity, the form can be completed 
qUickly and with minimal difficulty by a victim. Furthermore, it allows the judge to 
quickl y scan the sheet to arrive at an estimate of the number of ph ys i ca I, 
psychological, and social injuries incurred by the victim. The checklist format may, 
however, restrict the availability, for judicial review, of more detailed information on 
the !]ature and extent of these injuries. It is interesting to note that the section of 
the impact statement whi ch del ineates economi c impacts is substan tiall y more 
expansive. Space is provided for an entrneration of both direct and indirect losses and 
expenses. 

Form 1-3 is completely open-ended. This format provides little guidance as to 
the range of injuries that may be included for judicial consideration. It does, however, 
permi t maximum flexi bi I ity in the preparation of the statement. The victim can 
comment freely on those aspects of the victimization experience that he or she finds 
most traumatizing or intrusive. 

The relative accentuation of subjective commentary in Forms 1-4 and 1-5 is 
atypical and serves as the basis for the inclusion of these sample forms. Form 1-4 is 
notable in that survey items eliciting subjective victim commentary on the social, 
emotional, and psychoiogical effects of the crime precede and are allocated equal copy 
as the more objective descriptions of physical and financial harms. In striking contrast, 
there is no provision for subjective expression in Form 1-5. While physical and economic 
losses are recorded and documented, social and psychological harms are not referenced 
nor is the victim invited to comment upon the offense, the offender, or sentencing 
alternatives. 

In large part, victim impact statements solicit the victim's opinion on sentencing. 
Typically, although given no information about statutorily permissible penalties, the 
victim is asked to comment generally as to the type of sentence that the victim would 
deem appropriate in his or her particular case. Less common is the impact statement 
that indicates the recommended or negotiated sentence and then asks the victim to 
respond specifically to the proposed term. 
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Forms 1-6, 1-7, and 1-8 represent three fairly unique approaches to this topical 
area. The first of these forms is utilized when a plea is offered in exchange for a 
negotiated sentence. It is unusual in that it focuses almost exclusively on the victim's 
reaction to a reconTnended sentence. 

A recipient of Form \-7 is not necessarily aware of the range of allowable 
sentences for the specific crime for which the defendant has been found or has pled 
gui I ty. Nevertheless, the victim is presented with a generalized listing of sentencing 
alternatives from whichi·o select a preferred sentence. The provision of space for a 
categorical response suggests that the victim is not encouraged to offer more detailed 
information as to length of sentence nor is the victim encouraged to discuss why he O~ 
she feels that the designated sentence is warranted. 

Of ali the impact statements submitted, Form 1-8 provides the most detai led 
explanation of legislated sentencing alternatives. The victim is advised of the complete 
range of incarcerative and amerciable penalties, as well as deferred and suspended 
judgments, that may be imposed by the judge for the class of offense conmitted by the 
defendant. The victim is then given an opportunity to COnTnent on what, in the victim's 
opinion, would constitute a fair sentence. 

The final two impact forms have been included because of their employment with 
specific offense classifications. Form 1-9 has been designed for dissemination to victims 
of non-violent crimes. The bank of questions relating to financial losses is highly 
structured to maximize information necessary for an accurate determination of 
restitution. The victim is al'5o given ample space in which to COnTnent more generally 
about crime impacts and sentencing concerns. Form 1-10 is the business crime 
counterpart of Form 1-7. It recognizes that not all victims are individuals and alters 
the language of the impact statement questions accordingly. 
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VICTIM IMPACT STATEMENT 

VICTIM - WITNESS ASSISTANCE UNIT 
OFFICE OF THE DISTRICT ATTORNEY, 22nd JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
103 N. Chestnut. P.O. Box 912, Cortez, CO 81321 (303) 565-1147 

This form will be used by .the District Attorney to express to the Court how 
this crime affected you, the victim. Please fill it out by 
and return it to the Victim Witness Coordinator at the District Attorney IS 

Office. 

DEFENDANT 

SENTENCING DATE 

VICTIM'S NAME 

VICTIM's ADDRESS 

NAME AND RELATIONSHIP OF PERSON COMPLETING FO~1 

COUNTY COURT NO. 

DISTRICT COURT NO. 

AGE -----------------------

----------------------------------

DATE FORH COMPLETED VICTIM'S PHONE NO. 

1. Please describe the nature of the incident in which you were involved. 

2. As a result of this incident, were you physically injured? If yes, please 

described the nature and extent of your injuries. 

3. Did you require medical treatment for your injuries? If yes, please 

describe the treatment received and the length of time treatment was 

or is required. 

4. Indicate the amount of expenses incurred to date as a results of the 

medical treatment received. $------------------------- Indicate 

the anticipated expenses you will have to pay for future medical treatment 

for injuries. $ ________________________ _ 

FORM I-I 
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5. Were you psychologically or emotionally injured as a result of this 

incident? If yes, please described the psychological impact the incident 

had on you. 

6. Have you received any counseling or therapy as a result of this incident? 

If yes, please describe the length of time you have been or will be 

undergoing counseling or therapy, and the type of treatment you have 

received. --------------------------------------------

7. Indicat~ the amount of expenses incurred to date as a result of counseling 

or thereapy received. $ Indicate the anticipated 

expenses you will have to pay for future counseling or therapy. 

$_------
8. Please describe any property losses which you have incurred as a resul t 

of this offense. Your description should include the type of property 

which was damaged or stolen, the value of the property at the time of 

offense, and an indication of repair costs or estimates. 

9. Describe any other expenses or losses which you have incurred as a result 

of the offense, including loss of wages, transportation costs, child 

care costs, burial expenses and other costs directly related. Please 

attach copies of bills or statements. 

10. Have you incurred any other expenses or losses as a result of this incident? 

If yes, please describe. 

FORM i-I (con't) 
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11. Has this incident affected your ability to earn a li.ving? If yes, please 

describe your employment and specify how and to what extent your ability 

to earn a living has been affected, days lost from work, etc. 

12. Did insurance cover any of the expenses you have incurred as a result 

of this incident? 

reimbursement. 

If yes, please specify the amount and nature of any 

13. Was the defendant known to you before this incident occurred? 

please indicate your relationship to him/her. 

14. Do you fear reprissls from the defendant? If yes, please explain. 

If yes, 

15. Please describe what being a victim of crime has meant to you and your 

family. 

16. Has this incident in any way affected your life-style or your family's 

life-style? If y«s, please explain. 

17. Do you feel your life was threatened by this crime? If yes, please explain. 

FORM'I-l (can't) 
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18. Please indicate your thoughts and feelings about the sentence which the 

Court should impose. Your description should include recomrr.endations 

concerning imprisonment, suspension of sentence, probation, and any 

conditions such as requirements of alcohol, drugs or psychological 

treatment, community service or other restrictions on the defendant's 

freedom, which are appropriate for this offense. 

19. Are there any special conditions you would like the Court to impose on 

the defendant (such as no contact with you or your family, etc.)? 

20. ADDITIGNAL COilllENTS : _________________________ _ 

I declare and affirm that the foregoing statements are true and correct. 

Victim 

Signature of person completing form 

RETURN TO: 

FORM '1-1 (con' t) 



VICTIM'S IMPACT REPORT 

1. Defendant ________________ County and Case No. 

2. Name of Victim 

3. Bodily or Physical Injury 

Physical Impairment 

Physical Disfigurement 

Medical Treatment 

Yes ____________ No __________ _ 

Yes No __________ _ 

Yes No __________ _ 

Yes No __________ _ 

4. Comprehensive Assessment of temporary or permanent injury. 

Describe: 

5. Psychological Injury 

Mental 

Emotional 

Social 

6. Psychological treatment required 

PB Form 2038 

Yes ____________ No __________ _ 

Yes No __________ _ 

Yes No __________ _ 

Yes No __________ _ 

Yes ____________ No __________ _ 

FORM r-2 
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7. Monetary loss or expenses incurred Yes No 

Burial, Memorial or funeral $ 

Bereavement $ 

Hospital $ 

Doctor $ 

Drugs $ 

Psychiatrist $ 

Psychologist $ 

Counseling $ 

Rehabilitation $ 

Property $ 

Wages and income $ 

Lost contracts $ 

Judicial proceedings $ 

legal fees $ 

other $ 

8. Total L.oss claimed by victim $ 

9. Compensation awarded by Alabama Crime Victim's Act 

P.O. Box 1283, 114 North Hull Street, Montgomery, AL 36104 

Yes _______ No ______ _ Amount $ _____________ _ 

10. Change in victim's lifestyle Yes _____________ No __________ _ 

Describe: 

FORM I-2 (can't) 



11. Victim's opinion of appropriate punishment 

12. Victim's Impact Statement 

Signed and dated ______________ _ 

Vk,tim's Signature 

FORM I-2 (con' t) 
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VICTIM IMPACT STATEMENT 

Defendant's Name 

Cause No" 

Please describe for the court the impact of this crime on your life 
and/or the life of your family members. Special attention should be 
given to describing the emotional and/or financial impact resulting 
from this crime: 

FORM·I-3 

Signed 



VICTIMIWITNESS 

~,. ~, 
ASSISTANCE 
PROGRAM 

V1CT1MJWITNESS IMPACT S'TA7E:t'I1ENT 
GENESEE COUNTY PR(~-;ECUT'ING ATIORNEY'S OFFICE 

This s::;tement IS an opportunity to Insure your Input IS a part of the sentencing process. The purpose 
of filling out this statement IS to allow the sentencing ludge to know and understand wnat h<ls haopened 
to you and how It has affected you and your family. We request your voluntary cooperation In Completing 
this form and returning It to us. 

Docket # Sentencing Judge ________________________ _ 
----------------

People Versus ________________________ _ 

Name of \!;ctim ______________________________________ _ 

Present Address Zip ------
Permanent Address _____________________________ Zip _____ _ 

Telephone - Home ___________ Work ____________________ _ 

Date of Birth _____________ _ 

1 a. Has this incident in any way affected your lifestyle or the lifestyle of your family members? 

YES ( ) NO ( ) 

2. Are there any other aftereffects of this incident which are being experienced by you or members of your family? 

YES ( ) NO ( ) 

If YES, please explain _____________________________ _ 

3a. Are you related to the otfender? 

YES ( ) NO ( ) 

If YES. what is the relationship? ______________________________ _ 

C). Dc ~!CU ~e3.l· retaliation 7rcm ~he 'Jf'~enc2r? __ _ 

4. Describe what being the 'Jictim of crime has :-neant to i'oU and to your family memcers. 

5. What are your feelings about the criminal justice system? Have ~hey c:1anged as a result of this Inc:c!e:.t7 
Please explain. 

---------------_._------------------_. __ .-

----------------·..,.,.I!·1"TORMnn--rr--t:4------------------- ---

~------------.---. _._----_._--_._-_. 



6. As a result of this incident. were you physically. injured? YES ( 

If YES. have you been under the care of a physician? YES ( ) 

NO ( 

NO ( ) 

'===~ m 

If YES. the name of the physician? __________________________ _ 

and describe the treatrnent received. the medical facility used (if any). and the length of time treatment is required 
or anticipated to be required? 

If YES. amount of expenses incurred to date as a result of medical treatment received? 

$---------------- Any anticipated expenses? $ ________ _ 

7. Were you psychologically injured as a result of this incident? 

If YES. have you received any counseling :x therapy? YES ( 

YES ( ) 

NO ( 

NO ( 

If YES. describe the length of time you have been or will be urdergoing therapy or counseling. the facility used. 
the counselor"s name, and the type of treatment received. __________________ _ 

If YES, amount of expenses incurred to date as a result of counseling or therapy received? 

$ _________ Any anticipated expenses? $ _______ _ 

8. Was any property damaged or lost as a result of the incident? YES ( ) NO ( ) 

If YES, include the value of that property and attach copies of bills or estimate statements of repair and 
replacement costs. 

9. Have you incurred any other expenses or losses (including lost wages) as a result of this incident? 

YES ( ) NO ( ) 

If YES, attach any bills or statements already received. 

10. Have you applied to agencies. companies, or insurance carriers for the recovery of any losses? 

YES ( ) NO ( ) 

If YES. attach any bills or statements already received. 

Do you have any :rl0ughts or suggestions regarding the sentence '.'/hICh the Court should impose? E:<plain. indicClting 
wh~h~youfuvorimpnsonment. _________ .~ ______________ .~ ____ _ 

Date Signature 

Note: You may add to tnis statement at any time you wish: just notify the WitnessNictlm Advocate. 
At the time of sentenCing, please give us any remaining blllslstatements pertaining to the incident. 
Feel free to add additional thoughts on a separate sheet of paper. 

FORM 1-4 (can't) 
The information and thoughts you have provided here are very much appreciarea. 



m -

Prosecutor Fite ~ -------Defendant Name: 

I. HO~SY LOSS DUE TO HEDICAL DUURY: 

List the injuries you sustained: 

~n~~~ vere you treated? 
Clinic/Hospit31: __________________________________________________________ __ 

Address: 

Are y~u still recelvlng treatment? 
__ yes no 

Descrlb~ th~ nature of your continuing treatment. 

,,' 

Where are you receiving tre~tment? 
Clinic:/Hospital: 

Address:: 

How Ibng is treatment expected to continue? 

Wh~t IS the tOl:31 of your l'1edica~ bi.lls, (i.e. reJcue unit, physician, 
clinic/hospital, medication, etc.) at the present time? 

NOTE: If you have ,any bills, receipts, and/or estim3tes, pldase send 
copi~s of them to my office. I can photocopy and return to you 
any originals that you indicate you need back. 

FORM .1-5 

------,------~--~.------



~----

_
________________________________________________ == __ -~.amgaL 

Prosecutor File ~ 
Defend-.:mt: Name: -------

--------------------------------

II. PHYSIC.-\L LOSS DUE TO PROPERTY DA}l<\GE OR THEFT (House, Car, 
Clothing, etc.): 

It~m/Items Damaged: Cost when 
purchased 

Cost of 
repalr 

Cos t to 
repLace 

Age of 
item 

As a result of the losses listed above, 

( ) I have not received any repayment, or replacement, from the 
person mentioned above, or my insurance company. 

( ) I have received $ from 
(person or lnsurance company) 

( ) I have insurance, and have contacted my insurance company, which 
is , my agent's name 

I have submitted a claim for $ 
( ) I did not suffer any losses for which I would expect 

I hereby declare that the foregoing is true and correct. 

Signature: 

Please print: 

Name 

Phone 
------------~---------------

* Please return as soon as possible. 
* Please sign letter. 
* Please return complete letter. 

Address 

FORM 1-5 (can't) 

is 

repayment. 



. . 

.... :rsrrf,F rem 
-------------

VICTIM STATEMENT 

sure OF 111 PI ANA 

COURT' 

CAUSE NO. : ________ _ 

VS. I 

CRJI,IE, 

Vl~~l~1 _______________ . ____________ ~~------.-----------------
APp~SS' ________________________________________________ ___ 

'IJ ) 

I t I 

(.S) 

J h~v( bttn ln604mtd that tht p~o4tcutlng A~o~new ~Kd t_, P'~tn.~ Atto~ntV have tntt~td ~nto d~4eu4.~0~ 
eOAe'~N~K9 a .tnttnelng ~teoM~tndat~o". 

Tkt content. 0& that ~teom~~ndatlon a~t that tht 
a&,tKaant ~tt entt~ « ptt4 0' gu~tt~ to the e~~e 0.' 

I uAdt44taAd that tht Cou~t wltt ~ee'~vt a P~,-S,~&.e& 
4.'pa4t ud thi: J have. a ~..(ght to h p-\i,.4u . .c « .cJ&, 
4 U·t ue.i'.KS Ii UI".i1t9 • 

A. 1 do not w.i..h to atte.nd the Hnttltc.tllg /u.a.\.Llts. 

a. I wl4h to be. p~t.ent at the 4entene..(ng ht~~.i.ne 
and would tlkt not.i.e( 0' the. tl.e 0' the 
4tnttne.i.ng hta4.i.ng. 

,., A4.a v.i.et.i.M o~ tht above. e~.u.f., 1 o66t~ the. ~ol.low""9 
o~4n.i.oll 0' the. 4tnttne..(ft9 ~~eomMe.~d4t..(Olir 

1 hav~ no object..(0~4 to th( 4tnttne..(ft9 .\teo •• tndat.tOn4. 

object to the ~ecOmmtnd4t.i.on &04 tkt 'O!!OW..(IIQ '\&440n41 

NAME 

AOPRESS 

PATE 

FORM 1-6 

...... 

• 
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VICTIM/WITNESS PROGRAM 
STATE ATTORNEY 

FOURTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT OF FLORIDA 
517 DUVAL COUNTY COURTHOUSE 
JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 32202 

ED AUSTIN, STATE ATTORNEY 
Telephone: 533-3125 

533-4519 

VICTIM IMPACT STATEMENT 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
This questionnaire is in reference to the following ca~e: 

state of Florida vs. 

Date of Crime 

SA# 

CCR# 

Please return this form in the self-addressed, stamped envelope within 5 days. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

Name Age Phone Hrn __________ ,/Wk ________ __ 

Home Address 

Busine~s Address 

Occupation 

City Zip 

City Zip 

* * * * 

How has this crime affected you or your family personally and what hardships 

have you had as a result of the crime? (physical injury, emotional stress, 

financial difficulties) 

I. INJURIES 

1. Were you physically injured as a result of this crime? Yes _____ NO ____ _ 

2. Did you receive medical treatment? Yes No 

If yes, please give name and address of doctor and/or hospital 
providing treatment. 

3. Briefly explain the nature of your injury and treatment, if any. 

4. Do you have insurance? Yes No ____ _ 

5. 

Name of insurance company: ___________________ _ 

Address: 

Telephone Number: 

Did you file a claim for this injury? Yes No 

Claim number _______ _ 

Reimbursement: Yes No 

Amount of claim 

Amount 

6. If you did not file a claim, why not? 

7. Crimes Compensation is a state program to assist eligible crime victims 
with medical and/or funeral expense~. Would you like additional 
information about this program? Yes No 

FORM I-7 



II. PROPERTY 

1. Was any of your property taken or damaged as a r~sult of this crime? 
Yes No 

2. Is your property in the custody of the Sheriff's Department? 
Yes No 

3. List property that was not recovered (use additional paper if necessary) 

PURCHASE PRICE 
LENGTH OF 
OWNERSHIP 

CONDITION 
PRIOR TO OFFENSE 

4. Briefly explain any damage to your property: 

5. Do you have insurance? Yes 
Name of insurance company: 

Address: 

Phone: 

No 

6. Did you file a claim as a result of this crime? Yes No 

Claim number 

Reimbursement: Yes 

Amount of claim ____________ __ 

No Amount 

7. If you did not file a claim, why not? 

III. RECOMMENDATIONS 

I would recommend the defendant receive the following: 

Maximum Prison Sentence 

Prison Sentence 

Probation with Restitution 

Probation 

County Jail Sentence 

(less than one year) 

No Recommendations 

Other 

IV. Victim Witness Services can assist you with the following: 
Please check assistance needed or call us at 633-3126. 

crimes Compensation 

Court Case Information 

supportive Counseling 

Signature 

Prcperty Return 

Home Security Survey 

Court Transportation 

Date 

NOTE: It is very important that you keep this office advised of any changes 
in your address. 

For Office Use only: 
A.S.A. 
Div. 
Victim Advocate 

SD 412.282 
FORM I-7 (con't) 

VM JIIX 2 

= 



.' ~~ . 

-----~------------.--.:__-------........ --........ ----.. -lTE7--

IN THE IOWA DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR JOHNSON COUNTY 

THE STATE OF IOWA, 
Plaintiff No. 

vs. VICTIM IMPACT STATEMENT 

--------------------------------, Defendant 

Instructions to the victim: This victim impact information is 
being collected to provide the sentencing judge in this matter 
with knowledge cbout the impact of this crime on your life .. 
Please print or type your answers. Feel free to elaborate on 
another sheet of paper and attach it if you need to. 

If you suffered any physical injuries as a result of this crime, 
describe them and any long-term or permanent effect they have 
had: 

Any economic losses you may have ~uffered have been submitted to 
the court in the form of a Statement. of Pecuniary Damages. 
Please explain the practical and emotional consequences of these 
lossesl 

Describe any changes in your personal welfare, familial 
relationships, or lifestyle that have occurred as a result of 
this crime: 

What kind of counseling or other psychological services have you 
or any member of your family or household sought because of this 
crime? 

(over) 

FORM 1-8 



What el~e would you l~ke the judge to know about the impact of 
thi~ crime? 

The category under which thi~ crime i~ cla~~iFied ha~ been marked 
on the table below. Plea~e note it and read the explanation 
beneath the table before answering the next question. 

CRUIE t-IAXUtUH SWTENCE 

Cla~~ A Felony Up to life in prison . 
Cla55 a Felony Up to 25 years in pri~an 
Cla55 C Felony Up to 10 year5, and/or $10,000 fine 
Cla;\5 0 Felony Up to 5 years, and/or $ 7,500 
Aggravated Hisdemeanor Up to 2 year~, and/or $ 5,000 
Serious Hi~demeanor Up to 1 year, and/or $ 1,000 
Simple Hi5demeanor Up to 30 days, and/or $ 100 

A defendant may also receive a suspended ~entence, which consi~t5 
of a period of probation during which he or ~he must report to 
the Department of Corrections. Another po~sible sentence is a 
deFerred judgement, which can be given to First time oFfender~ or 
under other special circumstances. A deferred judgement consists 
of a period of probation at the end of which the offense i~ 
removed from the defendant'~ criminal record. It 
cannot be given to anyone found guilty of a forcible felony. 
The sentencing judge has the discretion to imp05e any ~entence 
within the confine~ of the law. He or ~he may take into 
con~ideration the recomendations of the county attorney and the 
presentence inv65tigator, as well as the opinion~ of the victim, 
the defendant, and the defense attorney, but is not bound by them. 

What are your thoughts about what kind of ~entence you would 
consider fair for the defendant to receive? 

****************************************************************** 
CHECK ONE 

[] I under~tand that the above comments will be entered in the 
court file as a matter of public record. 

(] I do not wish these comments to be made a matter of public 
record, if po~sible. I under~tar.d that if my comments can be 
submitted as part of the pre-sentence investigation they will be 
read only by the judg~, the defendant, tha defen~e attorney, the 
pre-sentence inve~tigator, the victim witne3s coordinator and the 
county attorney. 

Date Signature 

FORM 1-8 (con f{)int name here 



-- -----~~-- -----------------------""""' ...... ---. ....................................... . 

VICTIM IMPACT STATEMENT 
VICTIM-WITNESS UNIT, OFFICE QF THE DISTRICT ATTORNEY, 
2100 West Littleton Boulevard, Littleton CO 80120 

EIGHTEENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
(303) 794-1415 

We are investigating ao offense in which you are named as a victim. To assist the Court 
in sentencing, we request your cooperation in completing this form and returning it by 

in the enclosed envelope. PLEASE BE ACCURATE, COMPLETE and 
ATTACH ALL SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION or VERIFICATION. Please attach additional sheets if 
necessary. FAILURE TO RETURN THIS FORM BY THE ABOVE DATE MAY RESULT IN THE WAIVER OF 
YOUR RIGHTS TO RESTITUTION. 

DEFeNDANT'S NAME: 
SENTENCING DATE: 

1. PROPERTY LOSS 

Recovered 
Description Yes / No 

I 
I 

I 

2. PROPERTY DAMAGE 

Repaired 
ioescriPtion Yes / No 

3. BAD CHECKS I CREDIT CARDS 

PurChase 
Price -

Replaced 
Yes / No 

CASE NUMBER 
DIVISION 

Purchase 
Date 

Current Value or' 
Fair iVlarl<et ValUE 

Repair Cost or Estimate 
(Attach Receipt or Estimate 

~heck Number, Bank Name: Invoice Number, Store I,\lame ITransaction Date Amount 

4. OTHER LOSSES NOT LISTED ABOVE (Including Embezzlement) 

pescription Amount 

5. INSURANCE INFORMATION 

'Amount of Loss Covered Name of Insurance Company 
By Insurance $ 

Amount of Deductible $ 
Addt-ess 

Agent's Name Policy Numcer 
Telephone Claim Number 

I DECLARE THAT THE FOREGOING IS TRUE AND CORRECT. 
FORM I!..9 

Signature Date 

. 



-----------

VICTIM IMPACT STATEMENT 

PLEASE MAKE ANY STATEMENTS YOU DESIRE CONCERNING THE IMPACT THIS OFFENSE HAS HAD ON YOU, 

PLEASE PROVIDE ANY FURTHER INFORMATION OR COMMENTS YOU WOULD LIKE THE COURT TO CONSIDER 
WHEN IMPOSING SENTENCE IN THIS CASE. 

00 YOU PLAN TO ATTEND SENTENCING? YES --- ____ ~NO 

SIGNATURE DATE 

PLEASE COMPLETE 80TH SIDES OF THIS FORM 

FORM'I-9 (can't) 

-' 
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VICTIM/WITNESS PROGRAM 
STATE ATTORNEY 

FOURTH JUDICIAL CIRCU7.T OF FLORIDA 
517 DUVAL COUNTY COURTHOUSE 
JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 32202 

ED AUSTIN, STATE ATTORNEY 
Telephone: 633-3126 

633-4619 
Felony Division 

BU§INE.SS, 
VICTIM-rMPACT STATEMENT 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
This questionnaire is in reference to the following case: 

State of Florida vs. SAlt 
Co-Defendant SMt 
DOC Offense CCRlt 

Please return this form in the self-addressed, stamped envelope within 5 days. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
Business 

Name 
Address 
Owner/Manager 

Phone 
City Zip 

* * * * 
How has this crime affected your business or employees and what hardships have 

you had as a result of the crime? 

I. INJURIES 

1. Were any of your employees injured as a result of this crime? 

2. 

Yes No 

Names 

Did they receive medical treatment? Yes No 
I f yes, please give name and address of doctor and/or hospi'cal providing 

treatment. 

3. Briefly explain the nature of their injury and treatment, if any. 

4. 

5. 

Will insurance or workmen's compensation cover injuries or loss of wages 
incurred as a result of the crime? Yes No 

Name of insurance company: 
Address: 

Telephc~~ Number: 

Did you file a claim for this injury? Yes No 

Claim number 

Reimbursement: Yes No 

Amount of claim 

Amount 

6. If you did not file a claim, why not? 

7. Crimes Compensation is a state program to assist eligible crime victims 
'"i th medical and/or fune.::al expenses. Would you like additional 
information about this program for your employees? Yes No 

FORM 1-10 



II. PROPERTY 

Was any of your property ·taken or damaged as a result of this crime? 
Yes No 

2. Is your property in the custody of the Sheriff's Department? 
Yes No 

3. List property that was not recovered (use additional paper if necessary) 

PURCHASE PRICE 
LENGTH OF 
OWNERSHIP 

CONDITION 
PRIOR TO OFFENSE 

4. Briefly explain any damage to your business: 

5. Do you have insurance? Yes No 
Name of insurance company: 

Address: 

Phone: 

6. Did you file a claim as a result of this crime? Yes No 

Claim number }\.mount of claim 

Reimbursement: Yes No Amount 

7. If you did not file a claim, why not? 

III. RECOMMENDATIONS 

I would recommend the defendant receive the following: 

Maximum prison Sentence 

Prison sentence 

Probation with Restitution 

Probation 

County Jail Sentence 

(less than one year) 

No Recommendations 

Other 

IV. Victim Witness Services can assist you with the following: 
Please check assistance needed or call us at 633-3126. 

Crimes Compensation 

court Case Information 

supportive Counseling 

Property Return 

Bu.siness security' Survey 

Court Transportation 

signature __________________________________ __ Date __________________ __ 

Ti'cle 

NOTE: It is very important that you keep this office advised of any changes 
in your business address 

For Office Use Only: 
/> •• 5.A. 
Div. 
Victim Advocate __________ __ 

5041.12831 

FORM I-10 (con't) 
~. 

I 
i 

_"" .. _ .................... ,J 




